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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, Hospitality in Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica Books One and 

Two, I offer a detailed and systematic analysis of the epic motifs used by 

Apollonius Rhodius. Careful comparison with its principal models, the Homeric 

epics, shows the poet's sophisticated manipulation of the Iliad and Odyssey, and 

reveals much of his narrative technique. Read in the context of its sources, it is 

possible to focus with more precision on Apollonius' innovations.

For this study, I have selected the major hospitality scenes of the first two 

books, which are concerned with the outward journey to Colchis. Reference is, 

however, made throughout to the hospitality scenes in Books Three and Four. 

The hospitality theme is one of the most important in an epic concerning the 

voyage heroes make in order to retrieve the Golden Fleece. Hospitality scenes are 

characterised by a certain repetition of motifs: e.g. arrival, reception, meal, story

telling and exchange of gifts. These elements are always adapted according to the 

particular poetic context and purpose of a scene. With their elaborate stmcture 

hospitality scenes provide fascinating material for the study of the reworking of 

the Homeric epics, crucial for the understanding of Apollonius' work.
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I INTRODUCTION

Auga Se tov y’ eciScbv e^paaaaw koci ot oceOXov 
evtde vavu%(-ri<; koXdkti8£o<;, o4>p’ evi tcovtco 
T|£ Kai aXXo8a7toiGi jiet’ avSpaai vogtov oXeggti

(1.15-7)

The theme of hospitality is one of the most important in Apollonius' great epic. 

The journey made by the Argonauts in search of the Golden Fleece necessarily 

entails encounters with other people, relying on their hospitality for provisions, 

rest from hard work, and help and information for the next stage of the journey.1

The importance of this theme is indicated immediately in the 

programmatic prologue to the epic, where Pelias' ulterior motives for imposing 

this dangerous task upon Jason are revealed: the heroes are deliberately sent away 

in the hope that they will never return. The use of the adjective aXXo8arc6<; 

(1.17), which stresses a foreign, alien aspect and the absence of any ties of guest- 

friendship, makes clear that, as far as the king is concerned, no relationships will 

be established between the Argonauts and the peoples they will encounter on their 

joumey. Whether at sea or on land the heroes will be in hostile territory.

Jason, however, presents his fellow-comrades with a much more 

optimistic view. Although he acknowledges possible disputes and difficulties 

along the way, in his speech before the election of the Argonauts' leader he 

deliberately uses ^eivoigi (1.340) to emphasise also the opportunities offered 

during their expedition for the establishment of relations of guest-friendship: 

^EtvotGt, of course, can mean both 'stranger' and 'guest.'

towekcc vbv tov aptGTOV a<J)£i8'qaavTE<; eXegOe 
6p%a|iov bpdcov, co kev Ta EKaGTa ilieXoito,
V£tK£a GDV0£Gia(; T£ {XETOt ^EtVOtGl paX£G0at.2

(1.338-40)

1Cf., for example, Triton's words in 4.1556-8: El 8e xt xtioSe rcopovg gorieoO’ aXot;, ota xe 
rcoXXa / avOpantoi xaxeoncnv etc’ aXXo5a7ru Jtepocovxeg, / e^Epeco.
2Cf. 4.338-40.
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Pelias' intentions are again recalled when, just after their safe passage through the 

Symplegades, Jason addresses his comrades in a speech designed to elicit their 

support (2.638-9: "Q; ()dx’ dptcrxTiov Teipcojievoq- ol 8’ opdSTocv / 

SapaoAeoig ETTEEEaatv). Dangers surround them everywhere, both at sea and on 

land, and fear seems to be their dominant feeling. Despondent, Jason now calls 

the people they meet dvdpciot, meaning not just 'hostile' but also '(men) not 

conforming, or ill-adapted, to the rules (of society/of decent warfare). '3 

Exaggerating their situation, Jason asserts that no friendly welcome can be 

expected anywhere.

Ntiv 8e Tepiciaadv OEjj^ca xai dxXfjxot); pEtaO(6vac 
d(^yK^Eiiiai, GToyecov pev otXo; Kpx>o£vxa KsXxoOca 
vt|i 8ict7ticd>Elv, axxy&cv 8' ox* etc' fpcipoto 
paivopEV- rrxvTin yap dvapaioi avSpEc; Eaavv. (2.627-30)

In Book Three, the situation again changes. Just before their visit to Aeetes, in 

order to persuade the Argonauts to try a diplomatic approach first before resorting 

to violence, Jason (rather ominously and ironically) uses the argument that 

everyone everywhere respects Zeus Xenios, the protector of Guests.

f »\Z XCZ t f > f*jtavtE; et£e Tavxr), Kat o xt; paAa Ktvxaxoq avopcov, 
SEiviot) aiCEixai Ztjvo; OEpiv f)S’ d^EyiCst. (3.192-3)

Hospitality thus permeates the whole epic: the first two books of the Argonautica 

are concerned with the outward voyage to Colchis, the third book with the 

Argonauts' stay there and the fourth book with their return journey. In contrast 

with Book Four where only two extended hospitality scenes are found (possibly

3See Hoekstra ad Od. 14.85. ’Avd.pm.og occurs in several passages in the Iliad and Odyssey 
where someone is faced and confronted widi hostile people while being on foreign ground. Again, 
the world in general, both sea and land, is perceived to be full of dangers threatening the hero. For 
example, in Od. 10.459ff., Circe recommends to Odysseus, dispirited by all the sufferings he has 
undergone so far, food, wine and rest to restore his spirits; in Od. 11.401, Odysseus asks 
Agamemnon in the Underworld whether he died at sea or on the land, at the hands of hostile men; 
and in II. 24.365, Hermes uses the word to Priam on his way to face the Achaians in order to 
retrieve the body of his son.
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because of the Colchians' pursuit of the Argonauts), the greatest concentration of 

these scenes is found in Books One and Two.4 For this thesis I have therefore 

selected the major hospitality scenes of the first half of the epic; the Lemnos, 

Doliones, Hylas, Amycus, Phineus, Lycus and Argus episodes are each discussed 

in separate chapters. However, a comparison is invited, and is undoubtedly meant 

to be made, between all the hospitality scenes of the epic, and reference is made 

throughout this study to the three major scenes in Book Three and Four, namely 

the visits of the Argonauts to Aeetes, Circe and the Phaeacians, to illustrate 

further specific topoi belonging to the hospitality theme. Comparison with similar 

scenes in the Argonautica, Homer and the Homeric Hymns reveals the special, 

unusual features of each scene and the ingenuity of the poet.5 6

In his important book on Homer, W. Arend was the first to pay systematic 

attention to typical scenes, such as arrival, sleep, sacrifice and assembly. Others, 

such as M. Edwards, B. Fenik and N. Richardson, followed in his wake, and 

recently V. Knight in her study The Renewal of Epic analysed several typical 

scenes in the Argonautica A

The term typical scene (or type-scene) is used to describe an action or set 

of actions which is repeated several times within an epic.7 As a result of the 

repetition of motifs within such a scene, the general sequence of elements 

expected in the episode can be predicted. In a hospitality scene, for instance, 

certain conventions would be expected to be observed by both guest and host 

from the visitor's arrival till his departure. To mention a well-known Homeric 

example: a guest is, in theory at least, allowed to stay incognito till after he has 

been given a meal. Of course, this does not mean that all these motifs invariably 

occur in each (hospitality) scene; different topoi can be emphasised, omitted and

4The Phaeacian episode, for example, begins rather atypically because of the arrival of two 
contending parties at the same time.
5See Edwards (1991), 14-5.
6Armstrong (1958); Bannert (1987) and (1988); Edwards (1975), (1986), (1987a and b) and 
(1991); Fenik (1968), (1974) and (1978); Richardson (1974); Sowa (1984). Knight (1995), 49-81: 
The Homeric 'Recurrent Scene.'
7Knight (1995), 23.
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adapted from scene to scene.8 Amplification, for instance, often signifies the 

importance of a topos within a scene, or of a scene within the work as a whole. 

Certain typical scenes may even borrow characteristics from other types.

The variety of and variatio within typical scenes in Homer has often been 

noted, and one commentator observed neatly in his analysis of sacrifices that "no 

two such descriptions are exactly alike. ' '9 Variatio is also a fundamental principle 

of Apollonius' work and his imitation of Homer is characterised by careful 

variation and avoidance of exact repetition. Being a learned poet himself and, as a 

result, well-acquainted with the conventions of the epic genre, Apollonius is able 

to play with the reader’s familiarity with and knowledge of these motifs. In 

addition, the Homeric phraseology and vocabulary of the Argonautica often helps 

to establish allusions to specific topoi and scenes which are used as a model. The 

somewhat formal order of these scenes naturally influences the reader's 

expectations and thus provides the poet with ample scope to create the literary 

effects of false expectations, pathos, suspense and irony. In his short section on 

Apollonius, Arend notes that Apollonius only includes one extended example of 

each typical scene in order to demonstrate simultaneously his dependence on and 

independence from Homer. 10 There is certainly more than one hospitality scene 

in the Argonautica, but, as we shall see, within these scenes variatio is again a 

guiding principle. By inspecting these variations on themes in context we can 

gain better understanding of the Argonautica as part of both the epic tradition and 

Hellenistic poetry.

With regard to Apollonius' hospitality scenes in particular, a study of the 

variations on topoi within these scenes proves fascinating. In hospitality scenes, 

peoples are presented, pictures created of societies, individual characters sketched 

and important heroic values, such as Ttf aidco;, eXeoc and Keoq tested.11

8See e.g. Tsagarakis (1982), 52 & 64. For a discussion of typical scenes see Edwards (1991), 11
5; Fenik (1968), 66; Knight (1995), 23f; Reece (1993), if.; Sowa (1984), 14ff.
9Edwards (1991), 13.
10Aend (1933), 127.
lxFor the importance of these values see also Richardson (1993), 15; Griffin (1980), 91.
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The exchange of information after dinner gives the reader the chance to see the

events explicitly from the characters' perspective. The etiquette surrounding the 

arrival of a stranger is well-known. 12 13 The observance of the laws of hospitality, 

shown, for example, in the respect paid to a visitor during the reception and the 

generous provision of presents at his departure, gives a good indication of the 

level of civilisation on the part of the host.n Breaches of hospitality deserve 

severe moral condemnation, especially as a stranger is believed to be under the 

protection of Zeus himself, whose help a visitor could invoke to reinforce his 

request. A host must accord his guest the honour he deserves, and both honour 

and identity (for how can one properly honour someone whose status one does not 

know?) are central to these scenes in particular, and epic in general.14

S. Reece identified thirty-eight possible motifs for his model of hospitality 

scenes, combining several of the smaller typical scenes identified by Arend. 15 His 

definition of a hospitality scene, from the moment the heroes arrive until they 

depart, provides a good basis from which to work, and, like Reece, I will also 

include other typical scenes such as messenger and supplication scenes, when 

they occur within and form part of the wider hospitality scene. Thus, rather than 

discussing exclusively those motifs which belong to a reception scene (cf. VII: 

Reception), I have also taken into account the motifs preceding and following.

I Maiden at the Well/Youhon dee

II Arrivat at Desi^r^^i^t^n

III Description of the surroundings

a. Of the residence

l^eeWestadOf. l.ll3f.
13See Griffin (1980), 20; Van Wees (1992), 230ff.; West ad Od. 1.113f.
14yAlhough, of course, every guest would be entitled to a bed and meal, the actual treatment would 
differ according to status. For the idea of hierarchy within hospitality see Van Wees (1992), 235
6; and for the importance of the question of identity see Bannert (1988), 91. Although Knight 
(1995: 12) has argued that, in comparison with the Iliad, in the Argonautica the concern of 
characters with Ttnf| is not important, Ttjrri, or rather its absence, certainly plays a role in the 
Amycus episode (cf. 2.9).
l5See Reece (1992), 5ff. and see also 12-39 for a short description of each motif.
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b. Of (the activities of) the person sought

c. Of (the activities of) the others

IV Dog ait hie door

V W^iittn^g at hie hireshold

VI 51^11^03.11011

VII Reception

a. Host catches sight of the visitor

b. Host hesitates to offer hospitality

c. Host rises from his seat

e. Host approaches the visitor

e. Host attends to the visitor's horses

f. Host takes the visitor by the hand

g- Host bids the visitor welcome

h. Host takes the visitor's spear

i. Host leads the visitor in

VIII Seat

IX Feast

a. Preparation

b. Consumption

c. Conclusion

X After-dinner erink

XI Identification

a. Host questions the visitor

b. Visitor reveals his identity

XII Exchangeof Information

XIII Enteraiiimient

XIV Vidorr erronouncet a tieessn^g on hee hott

XV ^ti^torr sharet nt ahbation oraccrffi^e

XVI Visifor askr or be altowed ot seeep
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XVII Bed

XVIII Bath

XIX Host detains the visitor

XX Guest-gifts

XXI Departure meal

XXII Departure libation

XXIII Farewell Blessing

XXIV Departure omen and interpretation

XXV Escort to visitor's next destination

Some of the motifs identified by Reece, such as the 'After-dinner drink’ motif, are 

not found in the Argonautica, and we should not necessarily attach equal weight 

to each of these motifs; some of them nearly always occur and have great 

symbolic value (e.g. XI and XII), whereas others are only occasionally used and 

are in themselves of lesser importance (e.g. XXI-III). The complex structure of 

most hospitality scenes makes these particularly suitable for an analysis of 

Apollonius' poetic craft. Sometimes, though, as in the Hylas and Amycus 

episodes, the hospitality theme only serves as a prelude and here I have chosen to 

concentrate on the beginning of the episode.

As this major travel theme is shared with the Odyssey, comparison with 

this epic in particular seems obvious. The Argonautica has often been studied in 

relation to its principal models, the Homeric epics, and it is widely acknowledged 

that the study of Apollonius' reworking and manipulation of these works is crucial 

for the understanding of his poetic craft and narrative technique. 16 A study of this 

type requires both a literary and a linguistic approach, and I shall look at the 

scenes from the perspective of themes and motifs, but, more specifically, also pay

16See e.g. Hunter, Literary Studies, 7; Knight's excellent introduction, If. For this study, I am 
greatly indebted to the work of many other Apollonian scholars: Campbell's Echoes, Studies and 
Commentary on III1-471; Hunter's Literary Studies; Knight’s The Renewal of Epic; Lennox' 
article on 3.Iff.; Rose's article on the first episode of Book Two.
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attention to the vocabulary associated with hospitality and the connotations of

individual words.17

The latter can be briefly illustrated in this introduction by Medea's clever 

use of the language of hospitality to stress or deny alternately the existence of ties 

of guest-friendship. In Book Three, she emphasises this relationship and the 

obligations towards Jason in order to defend her choice to help him (3.905: 

^etvov; cf. 3.985-8). Her dreams, however, reveal her fear for the reaction of the 

neighbours and loss of her reputation (3.795: dvepog oXXoSarcoto; cf. 3.892). 

Having fled her father's palace, she again calls upon these bonds, which are, after 

all, based on reciprocity — an important concept within the conventions of 

hospitality — to secure her place on the Argo (4.83: <tXot).18 Finally, during the 

climactic visit to the Phaeacians, when a desperate Medea tries to arrange a more 

formal status for herself, she stresses the absence of any relationship in her speech 

to Queen Arete (cf. 4.1021; 4.1041: oToyepi'i Se abv oOveiot^ oXdXrijiai). 

As was also shown in the opening paragraphs, according to circumstances 

characters and poet skilfully vary the vocabulary used to denote a 'stranger'.

l7Al.so useful are parallels with tragedy, but although I shall occasionally mention these, this is not 
my main focus in this study.
18For the importance of reciprocity see Fisher (1992), 164; Gill et al. (edd.) (1998).
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n LEMNIAN EPISODE (1.601-914)1

a) Introduction

...wahrend die spannungsvolle Begegnung Jasons mit der Konigin weit 
uber die Typik homerischer Ankunfts- und Besuchszenen hinausgeht.

So Herter comments upon the encounter between Hypsipyle and Jason, the climax 

of this episode with its erotic and seductive atmosphere.2 In this analysis, it is 

argued that it is the very play with these conventional hospitality motifs that 

achieves the effect mentioned by Herter. The elaborate structure of the scene is 

apparent from a brief summary of the content of this meeting between the 

Argonauts and the Lemnian women.

After the arrival of the heroes on the island of Lemnos (1.601-8), the 

heroes are met on the beach by an army of women. Fortunately, this does not end 

in bloodshed and the Argonauts manage to secure a stay for the night via their 

messenger Aethalides (1.609—52). The next day, an assembly is held by Queen 

Hypsipyle and the other women in which it is decided to grant the men a 

hospitable welcome in order to entice them to settle on the island. Again, a 

messenger is employed to summon the leader of the expedition to the palace 

(1.653-718). Jason, dressed impressively in an embroidered purple cloak made 

by Athena herself, makes his way to the palace surrounded by excited virgins. In 

answer to a lengthy speech by the queen, Jason explicitly accepts only the offer of 

hospitality (1.719-848). Scenes of feasting, sacrifices and dancing abound 

(1.849-60) and as a result the Argonauts' voyage is continually delayed until 

Heracles, who decided to remain at the ship, calls the men together (1.861-76). 

His speech, which scolds his comrades for forgetting their mission by their stay

2Beye (1982), 90-3; Blumberg (1931), 14-20; Clauss (1993), 106-47; Frankel, Noten, 89 -12^3; 
George (1972), 47-63; Hunter, Literary Studies, 46-59; Ibscher (1939), 14-22; Jackson (1993), 
59-73; Knight (1995), 161^^^.; Levin (1971), 59-86; Natzel (1992), 17^9-80; Nyberg (1992), 121
5; Stoessl (1941), 26-52; Williams (1991), 217-9, 280-1, 286-7. For a survey of all the different 
versions of the Lemnian episode before the Argonautica see Vian i, 19-28.
2Herter (1944-55), 347.
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with foreign women, is highly successful and a hasty departure follows. The 

episode ends with the farewell speeches of Hypsipyle and Jason (1.877-913).

From this synopsis, it is clear that the complex situation on the island of 

Lemnos is matched by an equally complicated sequence of hospitality motifs. 

The encounters of Odysseus with women such as Calypso, Nausicaa and Circe 

provide powerful role models for this episode.3 Parallels with all these women 

also suggest that Hypsipyle will not be successful in her attempts to keep Jason on 

Lemnos. Ironically, the Lemnian women threaten the Argonauts more once they 

resume their traditional female roles and offer the men hospitality than at the 

beginning of this episode when they make an unsuccessful attempt at battle, 

dressed in the armour of men. As will be seen, previous versions of the 'Lemnian 

crime' written by comedians and tragedians alike seem to have influenced the 

reader's expectations,4 5 6 especially with respect to the first encounter of women and 

Argonauts. The attraction of this episode, apart from its being the first encounter 

of the Argonauts with others during their journey, its portrayal of the interesting 

roles played by Jason and Heracles,3 and the intriguing questions about the 

reworking of much material concerning the Lemnian women to suit this epic, is 

the way in which it foreshadows the relationship between Medea and Jason3 

Prefiguring important future developments, it is not surprising that Apollonius 

chooses to situate the meeting at this outward stage of their journey rather than on 

their voyage back home as was done by Pindar (Pind. P. 4.225ff.).

b) 'Tie arrived of the Argonauts (1.601-8)

THpt 8e viaopevotGiv *A0cu ave'ceAAe koXCovt 
OpijiKiT), f] zOggov oroTCoOt Afjpvov £ot)aav 
oaaov eg evStov kev euctoXoc oitcaq dvuaaai 
cxkptoCtti KoptxjX CKidei Kctt ecFxpi M'optviqg. (1.601-4)

3ciauss (1993), 106.
4Vian i, 21-3. Also Hdt. 6.137ff.
5Clauss (1993), 107.
6Hunter, Literary Studies, 47; Levin (1971), 71; Nyberg (1992), 121; Vian i, 24; Williams (1991), 
281.
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The actual arrival of the Argonauts at the island is only indicated by the 

conventional verb ikovxo (1.608)7 Before this, however, the progress of the 

Argonauts throughout the day is followed with precision. The journey is seen 

from their perspective:7 8 9 10 11 * * * in the morning, the imposing Mount Athos rises up 

before their eyes (1.601: vtaojaevoiaiv ... avexeXle) and in the evening, the 

island of Lemnos is reached just as was predicted.1 This route, also for example 

taken by Hera when visiting Sleep on Lemnos, is the most natural one for a sailor 

to take.8° The information given in 1.601-4 echoes Od. 4.356-7 (xoggov 

dvet)0’ oggov xe T<avr||iLepTj y?cx{)t)))fi vrin; I fjvnGev, xj Xtyb; o-opo; 

eiUTVeiiTGiv OTTicOevyll Embedded in the latter case in a traditional Homeric 

topographic introduction in which an introductory xt; eaxt (Od. 4.354) is 

followed by ev0a... (Od. 4.360) when the narrative is resumed again,°° here this 

detail is specifically used to focus all our attention on the short distance between 

the mainland of Thrace and the island of Lemnos, in preference to a more 

conventional introduction. Athos, a landmark dominating the surroundings, casts 

its shadow over the whole prologue! ° In other words, the journey of the 

Argonauts itself functions as an indirect introduction to the Lemnian Episode. As 

a result, not many details are given about the island itself (1.608: Kpocvaiiv 

ZivxTt8ac).°° The epithet Kpavao;, 'rocky,' seems to cast some doubt upon

7Reece (1993), 13.
8Cf. this with the travel descriptions in 2.721 ff. (SepKOf^voi TtapapEtPov) and 4.891-2
(eaeSpCKov).
9Clauss (1993), 102; Frankel, Noten, 89; Vian i, ad 1.608,256.
10See Janko ad II. 14.225-30; II. 14.229-30: e£ ’A0o© 8’ em Kovrov epijfJ^T^o KUjpatvovxa, 
/ AtSssvov 8’ eSaa<)sKave, tcfXv 0eloio ©oavKO^. Also Il. 14.227: ©pijKmv opea 
vijoevTa ~ 1.826: ©pttstd,^t^ apootv KiovaSsa.
11It is not unusual to be given details of the relative position of one site with regard to the other 
(e. g. Od. 4.845).
I2see West ad Od. 3.293.
13A well-established fact: see Herter (1944-55), 344; Hunter (1993b), notes ad 17; Vian i, 78-9, 
n. 3., quoting Soph. Jr. 776 (Pearson).
S'^1E,VTTis8x (1.608), a learned allusion, recalls Od. 8.292-4 and Il. 1.592-4, and thereby the 
special relationship between Hephaestus and Lemnos. See also Clauss (1993), 102-4 for parallels 
between the Iliadic passage and 1.601ff.; Levin (1971), 59.
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Hypsipyle's rosy portrayal of the island as paG'oXqio;, Very fruitful.42 Williams 

considers the fact that "nature is completely absent and no landscape is described" 

as "indicative of the 'unbalanced' social structure of the Lemnian women."*6 on 

the whole, however, not much attention is paid in the Argonautica to geographical 

descriptions in introductions to major hospitality episodes and, in this case in 

particular, the mention of one feature to the exclusion of almost any other details 

serves a very clear purpose. The proximity to Thrace not only justifies the 

women's fear of revenge from the mainland, but, first and foremost, adds a sinister 

touch for readers with knowledge of the background of the 'Lemnian crime.'15 * 17 

The (prospective) function of the topographical introduction, introducing a new 

stage in the narrativejl is even more apparent here and becomes clearer as the 

narrative proceeds (1.613-4: dVTruepTjOEV / ©pqiKiHv; 1.799: dix’ dvria 

vaiExdot)aiv): how will the women react now that a ship comes from the 

direction from which retribution is feared?

Although all day long the ship is carried by a strong wind, when night 

falls, the wind drops and the Argonauts have to row their ship to the nearest 

possible location to spend the night.

Toiaiv 8’ ccD^'f^^cap pev oev Kai em iceda; aSpo;
dipaq;, TE/xdv'0<aT0 8e XaldEa vqo;.

AoTap oJjjl’ tjeXoio poXOcg dvEpoto Xircovroq
EtpEdi] Kpavajv ZivxqtOa Afjjivov ikovxo. (1.605-8)

Weather conditions are repeatedly used as a device to motivate and justify all 

stages of the Argonauts' stay at a certain place. Here, winds are absent both at 

arrival and departure; the Argonauts reach Lemnos in the evening by oars and 

leave without waiting for a favourable wind (1.91 Iff.), desperate to depart as 

quickly as possible. Although no formal indication of the involvement of gods is

15In 1.826, %iovo>§t|<; is used of the Thracian in an unfavourable comparison with the Lemnian 
soil.
^Williams (1991), 208.
17See also Blumberg (1931), 14.
l8See Hoekstra ad Od. 13.96.
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given, often their hand is seen behind these events by scholars.13 Williams 

regards the arrival of the Argonauts at dusk (and the accompanying failure of the 

wind in itself) as an ominous sign because of the widespread association of night 

with fear.20 Certainly, potentially dangerous conditions are created by their 

arrival after dark with all the risks of a battle owing to mistaken identities (as is 

indeed shown in the next episode); but also, from a hospitality point of view, 

although an arrival at this time is not at all unusual, a somewhat uneasy situation 

is forced on the Lemnian women. One cannot really send visitors who arrive at 

this time of the day away and thus shelter for the night is granted (time is 

explicitly emphasised twice: cf. 1.607 and 1.650-1 ).2i

c) Tie first encountee between the Argonauts and the lermcaa women (1.601—52)

The combination of ikovxo in 1.608 and ev0’ in 1.609 leads one to expect the 

topoi belonging to a visit type-scene. Usually, the visitor finds the inhabitants of 

the land engaged in some way, proceeds towards them and, standing next to the 

future host, begins the conversation.33 Here, the perspective changes quite 

drastically to that of the Lemnian women, and a digression follows (1.609-32) in 

which the background information is provided about the terrible deed and 

subsequent unusual situation on the island. Consequently, we have more 

information about the situation than both the women and the Argonauts. 

Foreknowledge on the part of the reader, who possesses more knowledge than the 

characters within the story, is a common and very effective literary device 

employed to create suspense, irony and pathos. At the same time, the reader's 

interpretation and perception of future events are influenced. In this short 

passage, the basic ingredients of the story, such as hatred, jealousy, murder,

19Clauss (1993), 105; Frankel, Noten, 90.
20WiUiams (1991), 35: "Tile night-time sets the mood for the tale of the murder of the Lemnian 
men which immediately follows." Ibid. 217-9.
21 See Vian i, 18, n. 2 for this interpretation of em Kvejctc; (1.605) and ap’ ueMoio poXca; 
(1.607). Cf. on the other hand Stoessl (1941), 26-7, who argues for an arrival in the morning. 
22See Edwards (1975), 63.
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neglect and wrath of a goddess, are given, thereby characterising the women 

before the action starts with the help of highly emotional and expressive language. 

The queen's own accounts of their deed, first to the assembled women and later at 

greater length to Jason, have often been compared with the version given in these

lines.23 24 25 26

The women of Lemnos, motivated by resentment over the crimes 

committed by their husbands in the previous year, killed the entire male 

population of the island. "ApvSiq rd; 8fpog (1.609) is deliberately placed at 

the beginning of the verse as this constitutes the women's 'true crime' (cf. again 

rov and opofi in 1.618).24 The behaviour of the women (1.609: ywaiKmv) is 

immediately condemned as criminal by the narrator. A description of their crime 

is repeated at the beginning and the end of Apollonius' version of the causes of the 

murder (1.609-10 ~ 1.616-9). The first verb to describe the women's action, 

OESpiqxo (1.610), from Sapaleiv, 'subdue,' cleverly focuses the attention upon 

the extraordinariness of the fact that women are here the perpetrators of the 

slaughter by its connotations of 'taming' and 'subduing a maiden to her husband' 

(cf. 1.671-2: rapOeeiKca ... / ... d8pfx£<;).25 When the killing is described 

again in 1.617, epp(araav, 'pulverise,' is used, a strong verb carrying the notion of 

violent (physical) destruction.26

”EvQ’ cccpDSiq 7C&C Sfpoq -orc£cpaa5v;3ar yuvaiKcov 
vr^icS; TapolTOClEVcc XoKKpavxi. (1.609-10)

”Q p&teai ^ploio x’ emiapuyEpd); aK6ci2TOi,

23Blumberg (1931), 15-6; Frankel, Noten, 111-2; George (1972), 59; Hunter, Literary Studies, 
111; DeForest (1981), 43-4.
24Vian i, 79, n. 1. An interesting parallel can be drawn with tragedy. Hall (1997), 109 writes: 
"Play after play, therefore, portrays the disastrous results on the larger community of divinely 
inspired madness, anger, sexual desire, or jealousy in women unsupervised by men."
25Cf. II 18.432; Campbell ad 3.4-5 comments that "Sapd^ew and cognate terms compare the 
effect of sexual drives to the external force that tames wild animals, rendering them helpless. The 
implicit metaphor is essentially that of enslavement." See also Campbell ad Mosch. Eur. 75-6. 
For another, less attractive interpretation of the implications of the use of this verb see George 
(1972), 52: "tccd^ Sfjixog SsSjjtto — the expression means directly that all the men were killed, 
but the words imply ruin for their town; the city was broken, the city was reduced."
26Cf. 1.1034; Od. 9.459. Usually of shipwreck: cf. 2.1112; Od. 5.221; Od. 13.177. George 
(1972), 53 sees the verb as symbolising the ""reatment the women rendered their pirate-husbands.”
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oi)K olov vdv TQGiv 8oi); eppatGGv GKotxa;
ap>* eovf), 7ccv S’ ocpaev opofi yevo;, w; kev omiGom
pf) xtva X-uy/cGEoio (jovoo) xiaeiav Gpotpjv. (1.616-9)

T>:v£ppaGtTliGt, as vqXetm;27 is a strong word, used for moral condemnation; the 

hybris displayed by the women cannot go without ultimate punishment. 

Paradoxically, it is the realisation of this fact that drives the women to slaughter 

all the men (1.619: xtaetav GpotPHv ~ 1-615: Gxiggocv). Similar language 

specifically associated with hybris is for example used in the Odyssey of the 

suitors (e.g. Od. 1.368: UTeppiov tipptv e%ovT£<)28 and the Cyclopes (e.g. Od. 

9,275: od yap KSkXcotcec AiO; Giyio%o'o aZpyonciv), both committing 

crimes against hospitality, and in the Argonautica of the Earthbom Monsters 

(1.942: Kai xo p.ev dpptGxai xe koi dypioi Ew/cevfkov) and the 

Berbycians ( 2,128-9: w; dpa xot ye I XeDyccXpog BeppDKa; riTvp(p°<dXoDg 

P<JxSpr)G(%'). Suspense and anxiety about the coming confrontation is created by 

these parallels and by the portrayal of the Lemnian women as mthless females 

who pitilessly commit their crimes (cf. 1.609-10). Hypsipyle's own words, 

ambiguous as they are in themselves (1.820: eigoke xi; 0eo; dppiv drcEppiov 

ejppaAp OdpGo;), implicitly admit guilt by the use of the adjective d7reppiov, 

recalling and echoing 'UTTpaGtHGi in 1.609.

The queen's own limited human perception does not allow her to identify 

the god responsible. Likewise in the narrator's account, the reference to 

Aphrodite in 1.615 is equally puzzling. Although in this case there is no question 

about the deity involved, it is not immediately clear whether the anger of the 

goddess is directed against the Lemnian men or women. As Blumberg has 

argued, the phrasing seems to suggest that it is the men rather than the women 

against whom the wrath of the goddess is directed.29 * The grave consequences of

27See Hainswo^rth ad Od. 9.632. The adverb as such is not found in Homer, where the adjective is 
used as an epithet of Ixop ('hard,' ’relentless’) and KalxOg (e.g. II 3.292). See for vnAei^cSg also 
1.1214 and 2.262.
28See Garvie ad Od. 6.120.
29Cf. Levin (1971), 62 and Natzel (1992), 170, who both want to apply this statement to the
women.
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the neglect of a god are in this epic also exemplified by Pelias (3.65: 6g p’ 

wepTjvopeQ 0t)£©v d-yepaxoTov IPtk£v).33

9 \ t A > \ >/£T£t alvo; orcaQe
KimpiSo;, obveKd jiiv yepdcov em Srpov dxiaaccv.

(1.614-^5)

In the highly emotional exclamation,31 32 the women are called o^KOpT'^oi, 

'insatiable,' because they jealously killed not only their husbands and the slave- 

girls (1.617: Gvv T'fj<anv ... d^Kotxa^^), but the entire male population to 

eliminate the risk of retaliation.32 xhe adjective is applied here in an unusual, 

new combination. ’AKoprXO<; is in the Iliad used in the formulas dKOprjXog 

dtf and pd/r^ dKOprjxoc; (cf. IL 20.2; IL 13.621; IL 13.639) and suits, 

therefore, the warlike image sketched of the Lemnian women.33 34 35 ’ErKai^^'^iepm*;, 

'sadly,' 'to one's cost,' also hints at the fact that the women will suffer the 

consequences of their behaviour. Similarly in Od. 3.195 (Ketvog pev 

Em^app^O'^Jipmt; drcxtiaev), Aegisthus is said to be punished for murdering 

Agamemnon. Although at first sight conflicting ideas seem to be joined together 

in one verse, the interjection sums up explicitly the narrator's attitude towards the 

Lemnian women.33 The women's jealousy is judged to be legitimate and 

understandable, but their excessive reaction is not, and is instead reprehensible.33 

The causes of the women's hybris are explained and at least partially legitimised 

by the unlawful behaviour of their husbands (1.611-2: Af| ydp KOP>pt56ag pev 

d7^nv1^vavTO yuvdi^Ka^g / dvepe^ E^^1^i^(avxeg). As we shall see, the 

importance of status (especially mamed) for women is illustrated throughout this

3°See Campbell ad 3.64-5; Vian il, ad 3.65, 112; Richardson ad HyDem 311f.: "Deprivation or 
absence of his Tiinj is detrimental to a god." Cf. 1.14: ’'Hprig Se EEXxcrytSog ouk oXeyi3ev 
(~ Od. 9.275).
3Ipor peXeoa, 'unhappy,’ 'miserable,’ see also 2.341.
32Vian i, 79, n. 1.
33Similariy in HyAphr. 71 the word is used of leopards ravenous for deer.
34De Jong, Narrators, 18 & 13^-45.
35See George (1972), 53: "Once again the attention is divided, this time between the odiousness 
of the women's crime and that of the men's pursuits which led to the crime." Cf. Natzel (1992), 
170, who argues that the attention is mostly directed towards the crimes of the men.
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episode. Similar concerns are later echoed by Medea with respect to her so far- 

illegal relationship with Jason. The overall dramatic style in this section, as 

exemplified by the apostrophe,22 clearly reveals the tragedy of the past events. 

The ambiguous nature of the power of love is apparent in its alternate description 

as rprX'vv epov (1.612) in the case of the fierce passion conceived by the 

Lemnian men for the Thracian slave-girls, and the familiar yAdocw 'ijaepov 

(1.850) of the desire of the Lemnian women for the Argonauts; both are perceived 

to be the result of the intervention of Cypris herself.22 Sympathy for the plight of 

the women is generated by this focus on the men’s responsibility, but the fearful 

expectation of the reader for the imminent confrontation is even more emphasised. 

The separation between men and women (cf. the juxtaposition in 1.611-2: 

YuvaiKa; / dvepe;) is continued throughout the prologue to create suspense for 

the coming encounter between the Lemnian women and Argonauts.

Hypsipyle, daughter of King Thoas and present queen, is singled out from 

the other women by allowing her father to escape to Thrace (1.620: o’iq 6’ £k 

maaemv yepapob KEpitjeiaaTO rtaxpoq).36 37 38 Responsibility for the massacre is 

thus removed from the maiden. The fact that people in Thrace must know about 

the Lemnian crime because of Thoas’ escape to the mainland is the cause of the 

great anxiety for the women and keeps them wary of any strangers visiting their 

island.22 The tense and mood used in 1.632 (ototc ... ’laai) indicate that the 

coming of the Thracians is perceived by them as a certain fact. For the women, 

the only question left is the exact time of the enemy's anival.

’AAAa yap ejircqp 
fj Oaqa Sq TarcTaivov em nXcaT'^’V ojijj^eai tovtov 
8el|Lcra XevoaEecp, ottote ©pqiKeq Tamv. (1.630-2)

36De Jong, Narrators, 60-1.
37Cf. also 1.773: opyaAo; epiSa^; 1.802-3: ouAop^vpg ... 0ea<; ... / ... 0ugoo06pov ... 
axpv. These two apects of Love are combined in Medea's truly bitter-sweet experience in the 
third and fourth books: 3.290: yXuKEpip ... avtii (see Campbell ad loc.); 4.446: ouXopvai x’ 
epi8eg. For yAwUg r.jLe(3og see for example HyAph 143; IL 3.446; II. 3.139.
38For the favourable portraiture of Hypsipyle see Blumberg (1931), 16; Herter (1944-55), 345;. 
Frankel, Noten, 111. See Clauss (1993), 112-3 on the importance of the fact that Hypsipyle sent 
her father away in a Xdpva£.
39see also Clauss (1993), 112-3.
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Both the verb Tcircadvov (1.631) and the noun phrase Oel(iGxi XeuyoAecp 

(1.632) are indicative of the nervousness and anxiety on the side of the women. 

AeuyaXecp, echoing leuyycXAoto (^vox (1.619), reminds the reader again of the 

cause of their distress.°0 AeuiyaXeo; seems to have an intensifying force, 

stressing the enormity of their fear, a direct result of the murder they have 

committed. In Homer, the adjective is associated with death and war,°° and has 

thus an appropriate association with the destructive capabilities of the women. 

The vocabulary in this episode is frequently taken from that of war; applied to the 

women who behave as warriors prepared and ready for battle, it highlights the 

reversal of roles. ndTuatvov (1.631), 'to watch with sharp, searching glance,' is 

often associated with anxiety and nervousness^2 Like warriors observing enemy 

positions, the frightened women carefully scan the wide sea (1.631: £7t'i ttAoctov 

... tovtov) for ^^^^dd^s^^s i< is a very appropriate and effective verb as it carries 

not only the connotation of panic and fear (e.g. Od. 22.24-5; Od. 22.223; Od. 

22.380) but also of vigilance (e.g. Od. 17.330; Od. 11.608), describing vividly and 

with precision both aspects of the women's mental state.°4 This reference to 

visual perception, i.e. the habit of the women of being vigilant and permanently 

watching the sea, is followed by their sighting of the Argonauts and immediate 

reaction (1.634: GUXKa ), and thus a smooth transition from exposition to 

account of the first encounter between men and women is achieved. Unusually, 

the confrontation is seen from the viewpoint of the Lemnian women (1.633: * * * * * *

40Campbell ad 3.374 and 3.263: "My own choice for this example is l^^j^r^iiicious,' which suits the 
overwrought tone, and which is in accord with interpreters ofll. 9.119 cited above:."
41See Jatlko ad II. 13.97-8.
42Hainsworth ad Od. 12.332: "TcoTcatveiv is always a symptom of fear, as eKpltctrSy at Od
11.546." Cf. also II. 17.674, where Menelaus' searching among the mass of people to see whether 
Nestor's son is still alive is compared with the watching of an eagle. In the twelve occurrences of 
the verb in the Argonautica, an element of fear can also be recognised in 2.608 (the heroes 
scanning the sea after just having escaped the Clashing Rocks); 3.953 (Medea anxiously waiting 
for Jason); 3.634 (Medea gazing around her room full of fear after a nightmare [cf. Od. 19.552!]); 
3.1284 (Jason seeing the bull’s yoke and the plough in the field); 4.1332 (Jason in despair).
43See Heubeck ad Od. 11.608 on usage of the verb in the Iliad. nXaxnc;, drawing attention to the 
vastness of the sea, further complements this picture. Cf. II. 17.432; 2.579.
’4See Femandez-GaStano ad Od 22.380.
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’iSov).45 46 * * Apollonius' penchant for consecutively narrating two parallel events in 

time (e.g. 1640: xeigx;) is well-known. The handling of time here is quite 

special, as what takes place in 1.633 (Tm K<rni ox’ eyy'oOi vqayo'U epea^oro^’v'qv 

i8ov ’ApycS) strictly speaking precedes 1.608 (eip£<aiq ... ikovxp). The skilful 

manipulation of perspective and time reveals the atypical elements surrounding 

this 'arrival at destination.'

As soon as the Lemnian women catch sight of a ship being rowed near 

their island,33 they swarm through the gates out to the seashore in full armour in 

the conviction (1.636: (j)dv ydp tod; cf. 1.632) that the Thracians have finally 

come.

Tco Koi ox’ eyyuOi vqo^ot) epeaaop£vqv i8ov ’Apyco, 
amiKa racorOiT rrX&cov epxoa0£ Mopivqg 
Sqo x£i5%ea SOaai e; alyia3dv 7po%ovxo,
©Ddaiv mqopopoiq iK8Xar <av ydp roo) iKdveiv 
Opri'Ka^. (1.633-7)

npo%eovxo, 'poured forth,' vividly emphasises the sheer multitude of Lemnian 

women rushing to the shore. The verb rpo%e£a0ai is used in the Iliad (cf. IL 

2.465; IL 15.360; IL 21.6) of large bodies of warriors going to battle.33 

na^a^<^'o8lq recalls IL 11.709 (Troc'ODSrq- pexd 8e aroi ... 0cap^^cimovxo) and 

IL 11.725 (8v08V KCaVGuSlq ariiv XEi^eai 0c^|^-q%^)^^x£;), in both cases used in 

a battle context, and could denote either 'with all speed' or alternatively 'with full 

strength,' i.e. 'all together,' as in 1.1162; 2.795; 2.1063; 3.195, thereby merely 

strengthening and intensifying the notion already apparent in the verb.33 The first 

suggestion is preferred here, not only because of the Homeric echoes mentioned

45See also Janko ad II. 14.294. The reaction of the women is the reverse of that of Nestor and his 
compatriots: Od. 3.34-5: ol O’ co; ouv 3^vou; iOov, oGpooi Tj70ov aitavxe;, / xepcciv x’ 
r|cnTx3ovxo xai eSpiaoaQca avcoyov.
46Contrary to Aeschylus' version in which the Argonauts arrive at the Lemnian beach in a violent 
gale. See Vian i, 25 and Frankel, Noten, 90.
33The emphasis on the sheer number of the women returns throughout the episode: e.g. 1.655: 
d)U,Aa§dv (cf. II. 12.3; II. 15.277) and 1.630 (ot; odd xo rcdpoiOev 6F^Xeov; cf. IL 16.641: oi 
S’cctd Ttepi VEKpov opiTeov, 6; oxe pwai). See also Campbell ad 3.212.
335^ also Campbell ad 3.195.
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above,49 50 51 * 53 54 but also because of the embedding within the comparison with 

Bacchantes. Above all, the haste with which the women rush down to the shore is 

emphasised. Their armour is explicitly called Sirica, 'the armour of war’ (cf. 

2.139) this time (cf. 1.627—8 and 1.638: Te'r;Te<or rctTpo;) ' — an epithet in the 

Iliad of war itself (e.g. II. 7.119; //. 4.281) — 'destructive,' 'deadly,' and is 

therefore indicative of their intentions. The women have been said to enjoy war, 

the work of Ares, and have been capable of slaughter before.44 The whole 

section, including the reference to the armour, prepares one for a coming battle. 

The suspense is heightened by the conflicting accounts of the first confrontation 

given by the tragedians, and speculations about the course of events in Apollonius' 

epic are naturally invited and played upon31 In Sophocles' Lemnians, a fight is 

said to have taken place between the Argonauts and the women, whereas in 

Aeschylus, perhaps Apollonius' primary source, a battle is only avoided because 

the men agree to share the women's beds.42 Eyen then, doubts about their safety 

remain, as according to Euripides' Hypsipyle the women would have killed their 

own husbands in bed and a repetition of this act remains a possibilry'.44

It is stressed that the existing situation on the island is an extraordinary 

and unnatural one: the women do not pursue their usual female tasks and even 

find their present occupations easier (1.627-30)44 This is reminiscent of the 

Amazons and, despite the fact that for these women warfare is a natural pursuit, 

suspense is created as further speculations are offered concerning the reaction of 

the Lemnian women to the arrival of the Argonauts44 Have they become 

<j)iA,O7CToX£|j.oi as well (cf. 2.991)? Hypsipyle, who is explicitly said to dress

49See Hainswoith ad //. 11.709, 725: ""with all speed' satisfies the Homeric occurrences. The 
sense 'in full force" is not attested before Xenophon." Cf. Rengakos (1994), 25.
50Pind. P. 4.252: ynvoncmv dv8pot>6vo>v. See Clauss (1993), 106.
51Vian i, 24.
52Vian i, 21, 26 & 28; Levin (1971), 63.
53Cf. also Hermes' warning of Circe's intentions once she has lured Odysseus into her bed (Od. 
10.296f.).
541.628: ’AOtvvXIt*; ... epycov; cf. 1.722-3: xijv oi oraoaev naAXag. For the sentiment see 
also Eur. Med. 250-1 (©c xpig dv rap’ aori.Sa / axfjvai OeXip’ dv pdXXov fj xekeiv 
dra%).
44a view rejected by Natzel (1992), 172, who argues that no parallel with the Amazons is 
intended "as the Lemnian women are forced into male occupations;."

aori.Sa
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herself in the armour of her father (1.637-8: 'H O’ Gjid xf^tdi ©oavTid; 

TtytTpr£la I Sfw’ evi T£p>%£<5i TCdTpo;), is often mentioned in relation to her 

father or his possessions and seems to derive her present authority and status 

mainly from her position as the daughter of the former king, often mentioning him 

herself (1.667-8: ''Q; dp’ £({ti Kai 9(Skov e<l)l^<cv£ j;axpO; eoio I kdtvov). 

Levin observes on 60-1: "Except in the case of Hypsipyle, who, not being d 

widow, avails herself of XPC%ca which had belonged originally to her father 

(1.637f.), Apollonius does not specify previous ownership." Previous ownership 

is not specified because of the consistent presentation of the women as an 

anonymous mass. In the case of the virgin Hypsipyle, the fact that the weapons 

belonged to her father and were therefore part of the royal status symbols, serves 

to emphasise her present, but for a maiden unnatural, position as queen of the 

Lemnidns. All the other women — with the exception of Iphinoe, the messenger, 

and Polyxo, the nurse, who both fulfil specific roles — remain unnamed and 

never become individuals. When, for example. Polydeuces' cloak is described 

before the boxing match with Amycus, it is only said that one of the Lemnian 

women gave it to him as d %Tivqiov (2.31-2: tig ... ArmvidScov). As d result, 

the entire focus in this episode is on the drama between Jason and Hypsipyle.

The short and ominous comparison of the Lemnian women with 

Bacchantes, eating raw flesh, serves several purposes. Whereas the primary 

function of this simile is to illustrate vividly the frenzy with which the women 

rush to the shore,°° the secondary function, on the other hand, is not only to add 

pathos to the story but also to call attention to the reversal of the traditional roles 

by this reference to maenads and thereby to support and reinforce the 

characterisation of the Lemnian women as mad, irrational and highly emotional 

females, who will not recoil from anything.°° This is accomplished particularly

44See Herter (1944-55), 345; Vian i, ad 1.636, 257: "La comparaison porte uniquement sur la 
fougue avec laquelle les Lemniennes accourent." For a definition of primary and secondary 
function see De Jong, Narrators, 124.
44See Frankel, Noten, 92. For an opposite view see Jackson (1993), 74, n. 4: "A. says only that 
the women were ikeAm — 'like’ — ravening Thyiads, and he at once qualifies his words
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by the epithet rnjopopoi^, highly appropriate in this context with the slaughter of 

all the men on the island in the previous year. The adjective is used of the 

Cyclopes in Eur. Tr. 436,33 notorious for their lack of hospitality. Once again the 

women are characterised as utterly ruthless and dangerous, leaving thereby the 

reader, well aware of the examples of Pentheus and Orpheus, in anxious 

anticipation of the events to come. The simile is reminiscent of IL 6.389 (cf. IL 

6.372) and IL 22.460-1 (Sl£Ganao paivdSi ict|, / ca^Xopevp), both passages 

in which Andromache is compared with a maenad when she hurries in despair out 

of the house to the city tower, fearing for the life of her husband (//. 22.463: eaxq 

rairtTvocc’ j Te^%e'ip. Her fears come true in IL 22.460ff., when she sees the 

body of Hector being dragged around in front of the city'.59 Both Andromache 

and the Lemnian women react similarly after their arrival at the city walls and the 

beach respectively.60 The resemblance between the characters in these passages 

emphasises the frantic state of mind, the strong emotions and the fear on the side 

of the Lemnian women.

Even though 8£t|laTl in 1.632 foreshadowed their fright here, the reaction 

from the women of helplessness and speechlessness (1.639—40: ’Ai^'xoa3^i^rl 

£%£ovxo / d.<|)8oYYOt, toi6v anjnv £tu 8£o<; rll3p£tTo) still comes as a surprise 

after the careful preparation of the reader’s expectations for a battle^i 

Dumbstruck (1.639: d(j)0oy'yoi),32 no battle ciy is emitted which would normally 

have accompanied any fighting (cf. 2.1063; 4.1000; e.g. IL 12.338; IL 20.374). 

As Hutchinson comments: "The Lemnian women are shown at first paradoxically 

taking the roles of man and warriors (1.627ff.); but this reversal is soon to

(employing the argumentative ydp) by stating that the women acted so because they thought that 
the Thracians had come to take revenge. Perhaps, though, we see here a hint of Apollonian irony." 
33see Eur. Bacch. 138; oitopayp,dg: 734ff.; 1125ff. See Dodds (1960), 16-7; Levin (1971), 61; 
Nyberg (1992), 122.
39See also HyDem 386 of Demeter running towards Persephone as soon as she sees her; Eur. 
Hipp. 550; Eur. Hel. 543.
3°Iniitally, of course, the Lemnian women go one step further in leaving the city.
3!On thwarted battle in the Argonautica see Campbell ad 3.6-7; Herter (1944-55), 299-^300; 
Knight(1995), 114-21.
32]por d(}00oyyo; see Campbell ad 3.423 (d^OoYYo;, 6FqKav£®v kokkotiiki).
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disintegrate, and even now we see them gripped by unmanly terror."6® The 

terrifying women become terrified themselves now that their own expectations of 

an invasion by Thracians are not met. Ironically, a situation is created in which 

both parties are afraid of each other. Encounters with strangers always entail 

dangers and inevitably engender feelings of apprehension. The women's petrified 

reaction echoes that of Nausicaa's maidens when they are suddenly confronted 

with (a naked) Odysseus, and is thereby, as is also shown by Andromache, a 

typically female response despite the macho appearance of the Lemnian women.64 

Whereas Nausicaa can assure her attendants that chances of a foreign invasion are 

very slim,"" such comfort is not granted to the Lemnian women (Od. 6.199-200: 

aTfJT£ pot, dp(>)77toioi’ togc (^yete (jokct iSo'Ooaai; / q pij tco-o xiva 

SnapEvecov (idaO’ Eppevai avSpwv;). The situation thus exactly mirrors 

Medea's predicament in Eur. Med. 263-6: murderous strength possessed the 

women when they took their revenge on their husbands (1.618: ocpcj)’ eovq), 

whereas now they are full of fear when faced with the possibility of battle."" 

Images of the women as Bacchantes and Amazons henceforth gradually give way 

and paradoxically turn into something much more dangerous.

The perspective now changes briefly to that of the heroes (1.640-52). No 

direct mention is made of what takes place between Aethalides and the women"" 

or whether the men have indeed actually seen the women in full armour, although 

the use of the verb perX^."aTO (1.650), used in 1.860 of propitiating the angry 

goddess Cypris, surely indicates an awareness of the delicate situation."" The 

epithet of the herald, 0o6v (1.641), seems to emphasise the Argonauts' haste to

43Hutchinson (1988), 142.
64See Blumberg (1931), 15; Frankel, Noten, 92 ad 1.630b-9; Herter (1944-55), 345; Hiibscher 
(1940), 91; Jackson (1993), 62. Clauss' suggestion (1993: 119) "that the Argonauts are in danger 
of becoming less than men because of their association with the masculine women of Lemnos (my 
italics)" is unconvincing.
44 5 6See Garvie (1994)132—3 and Hainswoith ad Od, 6.199.
44Eur. Med. 263-6: Yuvfi yap x’OXXa phv <oBou riXxa / KaKij x’ sc dXktiv koi cdSppov 
eioopcxv / oxav S’ ec euvnv fjSiKTigcvTi Kupfj, / ovk eoxiv oXXp ^pnv ptoKbovoxEpa.
64Levin (1971), 64.
^Diplomacy is needed; cf. the use of the verb in supplicatory contexts: 3.985, 4.1011. Cf also 
Od. 3.96 ('use soothing words,' 'mince one's words') and Campbell ad 3.105.
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stress their peaceful intentions. This whole passage is rather vague and consists 

only of three statements, while eight lines are taken up by biographical 

information about the messenger until this is interrupted by the narrator himself 

(1.648-9: ’AXXa xi puGo'o; I AlOaXIbeco %peico pe O^VEram;

0y/op£V>£iV;).°° One of the functions of this digression seems to be a temporary 

break of suspense. The dnticlimac is heightened by the aetiology. As Vicn states, 

the employment of messengers is strongly reminiscent of the theatre context of 

previous veerions/s At the same time, though, this use is also emblematic of the 

sensitive situation. In terms of hospitality, an uncertain and explosive situation 

has been created which accounts for the <entctivs motions on both sides with its 

emphasis on diplomatic movements and ample use of messengers to establish 

contact. There are obviously several dilemmas and strategic reasons for the 

women that considerably delay d formal and official reception in the palace of 

Hypsipyle. The women have a crime to hide and are not too eager to have visitors 

ct cll as this presents them with the problem of what to admit and what to conceal.

This episode clearly illustrates the influence of the context upon the 

ultimate shape of d certain hospitality scene. As a result of the extraordinary 

circumstances, the emphasis in this scene is on the preliminary stages of 

hospitality before any invitations for guest-friendship are made and accepted, and 

before an actual welcome. On the other hand, not many verses are spent on d 

description of the meal cnd feasting in the city. In any case, a cautious approach 

is chosen and the messenger Aethc^es, son of Hermes, is sent to beseech Queen 

Hypsipyle to allow them to stay there during the night. Knight compares Hennes 

dt Od. 10.277-308 with Aeth^^es and asserts that they both function "in a 

similar capacity ... since both convey a message to the Greek leader from or about 

the woman in charge of the issud/d! jf any comparison is intended dt all, then it 

is surely to emphasise above all the differences between both episodes: unlike

690n Aethalides see Clauss (1993), 114, n. 12; Vian i, 80, n. 3.
70Vian i, 26. For the strong influence of tragedy on the structure of this episode see Vian i, 25. 
7lKnight (1995), 164.
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Odysseus, the Argonauts are neither instructed by the gods how to approach the 

Lemnian women, nor at all informed about the women’s crime.

"Oc; pa to0’ TtyutuA/nv petAt^axo72 Se%0at iovTaq
f]paTO<; avopevoto 5ta Kve0a^. (1.650-1)

’IovTa<;, 'those who come,’ i.e. 'travellers,' is a neutral word.73 It seems to 

indicate that they do not immediately claim the status of ^eivot. The bare 

minimum is asked for and granted: to be allowed to stay there during the night. 

In Odyssean usage, 8£%ec0at seems to entail some sort of recognition of the 

visitor's status (e.g. Od. 14.28; Od. 17.110; Od. 19.316) and more is granted than 

to the Argonauts here. In this passage, the focus remains primarily on the 

women.74 Almost no details are given about the two messenger scenes, and this 

lack of detail emphasises the importance of the encounter between Jason and 

Hypsipyle. This meeting takes place before the other comrades are welcomed in 

the city, and it is accentuated even further by its being the first real contact 

between the men and women.

The next day, the Argonauts do not leave the island at dawn despite, or 

because of, the North Wind (1.651-2: Oi)8e pev f)ot / rcetapaTa vr|d<; 

eAvaav £7tt rcvotf} Bopeao). A strong wind normally signals that the heroes 

are going to continue their voyage, but in this case the heroes seem deliberately, 

for an unknown reason (provisions?; cf. 1.837), to have made the decision to 

prolong their visit.75 Whatever interpretation is given to these verses, serious 

problems now arise for the Lemnian women as it is the continuance of the Argo's 

stay which forces the women to consider whether they want to receive them in

72A similar use of this verb can be found in 4.1209-10: Sf) tote piv, pacn/Vqoc; eon 
TpopeovTog evorac; / Se/Gai pexH^avw ouvfipovag.
73Cf. 4.994-6: Ol 8’ dyavrlaiv / ’AXkivooc; Xaol re OunnoAIxiGiv 16vxa<; / SetSexax’ 
aaTcaolwg; 1.1179-80: xou^ pev en^elvax; Muool (pAdxrixi kiovxou; / 8ei8exax’.
74Herter (1944-55), 345.
75Ibid. Vian (i, ad 1.652,257) argues that the Argonauts simply cannot depart as the wind needed 
is a southern or western rather than a northern wind. See also Clauss (1993), 114; Frankel, Noten, 
471; Ibscher (1939), 15.
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hospitality at dll, and if so, what form that welcome should take.76 77 * * * 81 82 ft is then that 

Hypsipyle cells an assembly together to discuss the complex situation.

d) The assembly ofthe women ofLermios (1.653-708)

Assemblies, the strict domain of men in normal circumstances, are en important 

epic device for initiating new developments within the narrative/7 Here, this 

function of the assembly is retained as the women consider among themselves 

how to handle successfully the difficult situation. Although in Homer, es Arend 

ddmits, there is not a very strict set of topoi concerning assemblies, a general 

pattern is nevertheless discernible/8 Usually, the meeting is held in the 

morning29 end the people or army, having been called together (usually by a 

herald), sit themselves down to listen to the speeches. An opening speech 

delivered by the king or hero who has gathered the assembly is followed by other 

speeches in reply, after which the approval of the people for the plan is indicated. 

The end of the assembly is described briefly in one verse. A similar structure can 

be detected here: the assembly takes place in the morning,® is summoned by the 

queen herself (1.654: Gmj) end the verses describing the gathering of the 

women recall, albeit in e somewhat compressed form and without using in full 

any of the specific Homeric formulas, the porrespondmg Homeric movemenis.8l 

Apert from Hypsipyle who is said to sit on her father's throne (1.667-8: Kci 

Qcokov eJni^ccve r^ccxpO; eoio I Xatvov),8° the sects of the others are not

76INot so much AerhaStdes’ proposals, see Levin (1971), 63.
77Hainswf^rth ad II. 9.78. Dawn in itself of course often indicates a new stage in the narrative. 
78See Arend (1933), 116-21; Garvie ad Od. 8.6; Hainsworth ad Od. 8.1-61 and ad II. 9.78; Finley
(1956)), 87-9. This scene could be seen as an inversion of Od. 8; there, the Phaeacians decide in 
their assembly to send Odysseus home; here, the Lemnian women eventually decide to welcome 
the men and entice them to stay forever.
2%.g. Of?. 8.1; II. l and II. 2.
®SSe Knight (1995), 254.
81/I. 1.54; tq SeKaTi] 5’ ayoplv Se KcOcXeafato Xaov I ’AxiXXrug ~ 1.666: ^00X7^; 
1.655 -II. 1.57: ol 8’ &7td onv fjyepGev opqyepee^ k’ eyevovKO.
82Cf. Od. 2.14: £4eto 5’ ev 7caKpo<; GcoKcp. Telemachus is in a similar position although 
significantly not presiding over the assembly. See West ad Od. 2.15ff.
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described.83 84 85 The first speech is given by the queen, addressing the assembled 

women with the standard w (jiAoa (1.657).®"

» t C* O' ' f AA'qiiviaSe; 8£ ywaice; ava ktoaiv i£ov lovcar 
Ei; ayop'qv amq yap £7£()pa8£v Tj|^rr'6A£ja.
Kai p’ ox£ Sf pdc^cx lca<oar opikaSov T|Y£p£0ovTo, 
amuc’ dp’ q y’ Evt Tqarv EroTpiTvo-Da’ &y6p£'U£v

(1.653-6)

Polyxo next addresses the assembly and her proposal receives general approval 

(1.697-8: £V 8’ dYop'q rcflTO Opooo- £8a8£ ydp / p/uGo;)8® As a 

result, Hypsipyle sends the messenger Iphinoe to the Argonauts to convey their 

decision and the assembly is subsequently brought to an end (1.708: ’H kO! 

eOug’ dYopqv |,r£Td 6’ d; £ov (opro v&xyGai).

As previously said, the first speech in the assembly is delivered by 

Hypsipyle who tries to encourage the frightened women and tells them of her 

plans designed to keep the Argonauts ignorant of their secrets, so that no news of 

the wicked deed will be spread. Now that force is ruled out, the general direction 

of her plans, using cunning intelligence and deception, becomes clear by the 

repetition of {nd; (1.664) and pqT^a>£TC^ (1.665) in her speech, and the 

classification of her plan as jiqTr; (1.677) by Polyxo.86 By supplying the 

Argonauts with the necessary provisions, Hypsipyle hopes to solve the 

problematic task of keeping the men content and at the same time at a safe 

distance outside the city wall. Looking in detail at the various words they employ 

when they speak about the Argonauts reveals much about their personal 

convictions and intentions. In her attempt to avoid the duties of hospitality, the

8®. 9.13: Hov S’ dv ayop4 ; IL 19.50: xaS’ Se pexa TpcEoq ayopp r£ovxo Kiovreg ~
1.653: i4ov louaoa
84See Hainsworth ad IL 9.11-2.
85See Finley (1956), 88: "The assembly neither voted nor decided. Its function was twofold: to 
mobilize the arguments pro and con, and to show the king or field commander how sentiment lay. 
The sole measure of opinion was by acclamation." See also Hainsworth ad Od. 8.1-61. For 
Opooc see 4.1173 and Kirk ad IL 4.437-8: "a poetical word denoting the cries or shouts from 
many people."
®6See Campbell ad 3.12. Athena and Medea are associated with iinxig, as are the Argonauts 
themselves. See Pratt (1993), 67, on p^ng in Homer.
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queen deliberately does not use the official term £eSvo;, but simply talks about 

them as men in general. For the readers her uss of the word Op'SpcO«aw ironically 

foreshadows the change in attitude; from men with whom the women do not want 

to be acquainted in any way, the heroes suddenly become " desired husbands, 

which could also bs indicated by ths same noun.^

JnAoa., 81 6’ dye Siq pevoeiKEa Ompa TopcopEV 
av5pa<dtv, ota x’ eoikev dyeiv em. vqO; ecovcd; 
qiG Kai |1£0it laxpov (1.657-9)

The omission of all the preceding stages of hospitality and immediate progression 

to an element usually belonging to ths last part of the hospitality scheme — 

supplies and gifts were traditionally granted as a symbol of the friendship just 

before the guest's departure —®8 ars also indicative of hsr determination to get rid 

of the visitors as soon as possible. These gifts are clearly not the usual gifts of 

honour in acknowledgement of the status of ths guests but ere, on the contrary, 

used as e device by the quesn to eliminats all the reasons for the heroes to 

continue thsir stay, and gifts ere thus given for the highly unusual reason of 

preventing the establishment of any reciprocal relationship (1.659-60: tv’ 

EfiTtSov 8kxo01 TUpycv I pipvoiEV® That these gifts consist of provisions 

is already indicated by the adjective, ttevoeiKq^, 'satisfying,' 'suited to the 

desires,' which is in Homer mostly used of food end drink (e.g. II. 9.90; Odi. 

5.166; HyAphr 267), and is further confirmed by qiG Kci p£01T ?<dpov (1.659). 

By anticipating and fulfilling their primary needs and thus ostensibly doing hsr 

duty in that respect (cf. Od. 6.136), even though her actions as e whole ere in 

breech of any conventions of hospitality, Hypsipyle hopes that there is no need for 

them to come and visit them (1.660: dppe Kaxa Kpil®. p£0£7covT£<T).80 * * * * *

87E.g. II. 19.219; Od. 24.196.
88Cf. Od. 8.543-5: em ttoA-j koaXiov ovKOg- I eivEKa yap lelvoeo xaS’ olSoloto 
kekukkou, I Top^T Kai <){% Sropa, xd ol SS5o|Sev (iS^ovke<;.
®8For the reciprocal character of gifts see Finley (1956), 86; Lateiner (1992), 72ff. See also
3.351ff.; 3.908-11.
8°Cf. George (1972), 62, who argues that the women are "jrn^ab.e to interpret the visi^t^o^rs' interests 
except in terms of their own needs and values."
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Ironically, Jason will echo her words when he politely declines her offer of the 

sovereignty of the island and asks her only to fulfil his immediate needs as a 

traveller (1.836-7: ^o^^<a kev 0^>|lr|8£oq dvxldcc(aljiev / xpq^p^o^G'Dvqq qv 

ditin. a^ev /axeovoiv OKd^eic). In this speech, the queen presents the other 

women with two alternatives: they either keep the men outside and suppress the 

truth with an honourable silence by avoiding any contact with the men, or the 

heroes are admitted to the city and as a result will inevitably discover the women's 

peya epyov.3i

pq8’ dp^pie Kaxd -peim peOeT^tto^i^ie; 
dKppp£Co; yvcocoGi, raKq 8’ emi roikov iKqxa 
pd3i;, ere'i peya epyov ep63oiiEV' oX)Se xt rcdprcav 
0'Djj/ri8eq Kot koigi x6 y’ eaaexat, pt ke Saeiev. (t^O-S)

Negating ideas common in a hospitality context, the extraordinariness of her 

proposals is emphasised.92 93 For example, in questions and answers with respect to 

information about the identity of the visitors, the importance of the accuracy and 

truthfulness of the answer is often stressed.9® Here, on the other hand, the hosts 

are terrified that the guests might get to know them too well (1.66^1: pq8’ ... / 

dxcpeKeux; yvcocGi). Normally, as Penelope mentions in Od. 19.333-4 (xob jxiv 

xp Kleoq pp)pi) 6id ^evoi <oppo'Dai / rddxa; osv'0^fc<^n:o^^<cCl 3£evoi

spread the fame of men; in this case, visitors would undoubtedly spread a KttKr 

... pd3i; (1.881-2).94 GtopqSe; in 1.663 picks up pPVoeiKea of 1.657 and 

reinforces the queen’s message that food should be given to keep the men outside 

the walls, a plan which would please both men and women (1.663: 0xpl-q8e<; Kai 

xoiGi). In fact, a third possibility is available and, as Hypsipyle's speech to Jason 

with its skilful mixture of truth and deliberate falsehoods shows, the contrast

93 See Pratt (1993), 89 on this choice between truth and silence. Cf. Od. 11.442. On jxi^"fcx epyov 
(1.662), here significantly not called a Karov epyov, see George (1972), 55, who comments that 
"euphemism and indirection pervade her remarks."
32See also West ad Od. 2.30 on this principle.
93See Reece (1993), 26-7. Cf. Od .4.312-4: Time §e oe -peito Oei3F’ fjyaye, T-i^pax’ 
rF^Cp; / ... xOSe pot vnFeFKe; evtare;; Od. 1.69; Od. 1.179; Od. 8.572; Od. 14.192 etc,
94An argument strengthened by hyperbaton and enjambement. Cf. also Od. 17.418.
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initially stated is not the only solution. MfJTl;, announced by the queen in her 

first speech, is subsequently employed in her speech to Jason. It is telling that in 

her speech Polyxo does not even discuss the difficulties created by their history. 

The gifts will eventually still be given very early and technically still function as 

bribes but then with the opposite intention of luring the men into their city.9® As 

we shall see, it is important in this case for both sides to preserve their kOso; 

(1.661-2: Kacq ... pa"i; ~ 1.874: pEYdoiq xe £ pd"^ iKqxaa).95 96 Having 

expounded her own views, Hypsipyle asKs the assembled women to give their 

ideas.

Because of her special position of authority based on position and agc, the 

nurse Polyxo (1.668: <j>tA/ri xpoclo;) is thc correct person to challenge 

Hypsipyle’s views.97 The elaborate introduction emphasises above all hcr agc and 

that of the virgins surrounding her,98 a fact used in the speech itself by Polyxo to 

give further urgency to her powerful and eager message (1.670: peveaiv’ 

aYope'^Uaar; 1.700: pcvotvq).99 Hateful old age (1.684: GTOYep6v ... y^a;; 

1.690-2) is already exemplified by the nurse. Above all, the nurse is concerned to 

give the impression that this speech, directed at the younger women (1.684; 

1.693), is made for the good of the community and not out of self-interest; after 

all, she is likely to dic soon (1.679-82). Her usc of language indicates from the 

outset that her intentions are completely different even though she apparently 

picks up Hypsipyle's words (1.665: upecov 8’ et xtc dpeiov erto; prTtaeT(ar 

dOkq ~ 1.675-6: Arnpa pev, m; a"xfi rep E)lcalScav£r T’\n^^i)Kei^'n / 

repTccopv "dvoiaiv, ejtei cat dpeiov. OrcTtdaaai). This pattern in which 

initial hesitation to offer hospitality is followed by a quick reprimand, owing to

95Cf. 4.422-4.
9®See also George (1972), 55; 60, n. 2; 62.
92See Garvie ad Od. 7.153-66 (Echeneus): "In Homer, as in later Greek poetry, the old are the 
conventional repositories of sound advice." See also Edwards ad Il. 18.251-2. Cf. Od. 2.15-6 
(Aegyptius) and Od. 23.69 (Eurycleia); Diomedes, on the other hand, apologises first for his youth 
before challenging Agamemnon's views (H. 14.107f.). See also Clauss (1993), 117; George 
(1972), 55, n. 2; Levin (1971), 64-5; Nelis (1991), 97.
98Contrast, for example, wi^// 1.68: pxoi oy’ ©c e/wbv xax’ dp’ e4£xo- xoioc 6’ dveaTTi. 
See George (1972), 56.
99Cf. also 1.894. See Campbell ad 3.95 on j^£vec^vecv.
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circumstances, is also encountered in Od. 4.26ff. and Od. 7.153ff. (ox) p&v TOt 

to8e KaXXtov ox)5e eoike).100 In fact, Polyxo does not so much appeal to 

0£gn; (cf. also eoikev in 1.658) in order to remind the queen of her obligations 

towards guests, as point out the advantages of her plan for the Lemnian women 

themselves (1.677: £7tax)p£G0at). In effect, she is emphasising more what is 

pleasing than what is right. According to Polyxo, gift giving as proposed by the 

queen is good as a general principle, but in the end offers only a short-term 

solution. It is the small change of av5pdatv into ^Etvotatv which is above all 

indicative of the turn her plans will take after this apparent approval of the queen's 

ideas.

Vividly and above all realistically, Polyxo proceeds to sketch the dangers 

that will undoubtedly await the women in future. The chance of an attack by an 

enemy, Thracian or otherwise, is first of all, as she argues, more than plausible as 

this unexpected arrival of a band of heroes proved (1.680: cbq Kat vx)v 65’ 

optXoq avcoiGTCoq E^tKavEv). Even though they were continually watching, 

this gang (1.680: optXoq)101 has managed to arrive dveotGTeoq, 'unexpectedly,' an 

adverb often associated with "stealth and concealment."102 The aggression 

involved in any future attacks is further emphasised by Ercipptai] (1.678), used in 

battles of throngs pressing heavily upon one.103 In this pragmatic speech, Polyxo 

is careful to turn the possibility of an attack into a general risk, not one which 

particularly faces them because they are women as 1.679 proves (1.679: a te 

JtoXXa p£T’ avOpcorcoiai tceXovtou). Stressing that, from a military point of 

view, retribution from Thrace is not their only worry, the nurse manages to 

convey the image of a great battle surely awaiting them.

Cleverly, Polyxo next warns them that a battle is not the worst that could 

happen and that even greater evils (1.682: popla 8r|iOTTiTO<; xmEpTEpa

100Reece (1993), 18-9, and West ad Od. 4.20ff.
101On the "uncomplimentary colouring" of optXot; in 1.680, 3.434 and 3.598 see Campbell ad 
3.434. See also 2.15 and 4.1156-7: prj rcpiv e<; dtXKrjv / Snapavecov di8r|Xo<; erctPpiaeiev 
6uxXog.
102Campbell ad 3.6-7.
103E.g. II. 7.343; Theoc. 22.93; cf. 4.1175.
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rtpaata) are awaiting them in future because they will not have any children to 

care for them and work thc land. Thc immense toil involved in the working of the 

land is emphasised by the hyperbaton of poOd-aiC, (1.685) and &po^5parr

(1.686). An escape from this desperate situation is now (1.694: vVv yap Sq) 

provided for them by the arrival of this group of men. This is the first time the 

detention thcme occurs in this episode which is, as previously mentioned, 

reminiscent of Calypso's, Circe's and Nausicaa's intentions,®04 and the treatment 

of Telemachus by Menelaus in Od. 4 and 15."33 Polyxo concludes her speech 

with the following words:

JZ 3 Z Z \ A Z
ei kev £mxpE\^rr|TE Soxc Kdi oiqiSa rtda^ocv 
C|IrE0Ec^v "Etvoiai cai dY0<o^v daxo freOE<a0c)".1O3

(1.695-6)

Her final words are a good example of ring composition in which the 

juxtaposition of dc^CTCprv and "c^volar in 1.696 is effectively combined with 

Ttaaav at the end of 1.695. Not only their own possessions should be given to the 

Argonauts but also all the booty brought by thc men from Thrace (cf. 1.613-4; 

1.801: djtEtpovcx OrqlSa)- Referring back to thc start of her speech, it is now 

apparent that Polyxo's Smpa entail much more than the conventional gifts of 

hospitaitty."3" The women move from one extreme to the other and it is clear that 

the Argonauts are meant to become more than just

As thc women's reaction to this spccch is enthusiastic, Hypsipyle does not 

hesitate and gives Iphinoe instnictions to tell thc leader of the expedition (1.703

4: ^00’ ocvepo; dvnomarx, / ... Saott; cxoOou ^10^^) to come to the * * * *

"04CW. 6.244-5: oa yap epoi xoiooSe tocol; KeKX'nnevog eip / ev0a8e voaexarav, xon ol 
a5oi avxoG plpvav.
lO^IR^i^<ce (1993), 34-5; Garvie ad Od. 6.244-5. See Knight (1995), 162ff. and Clauss (1993), 
130-7 for parallels between Hypsipyle and Circe.
lO6Hypsipyie will use the verb thrice to depict the disastrous consequences of the behaviour of the 
Lemnian men (e.g. 1.817: peXe). When Jason subsequently declines Hypsipyle's offer and 
refuses the government of the island, the same verb is used (1.839: jieXeaOffi).
i82The importance of balance is well-illustrated by Menelaus' farewell speech to Telemachus: 
Od. 15.69-73: vejicoocpm Se koi oMq / av5pi 4e.vo&5kq), op k’ e4o%x fiev (>iCXt^colv, 
/ e4o%o 5’ £K0Cldpp(:TV• apetv© §’ oaoipa udvxa / iaov xor kkov eo0’, og x' o-Ok 
eOeAovTa veeoGcc / 4eivov eTOTpove koi oc eoaupevov Ka^pum.
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palace to be informed of their decision. Polyxo's plan, rather than Hypsipyle's (cf. 

1.675), indeed initially pleases both parties (1.697-8: £i)(a8£ ydp Gj> / pOOog; 

1.700: EpcccSdvEt q8e pevoivq ~ 1.717: iKdvTEarn 8’ evccIcipo^ qv^ave 

jLtOoc;). The phrasing in 1.70033 seems to suggest either that Hypsipyle, despite 

the contact with Aethalides, does not yet know who they are, only who they are 

not, or alternatively (and in my opinion more likely), that the plans have changed 

completely (cf. also 1.660-3 ~ 1.896: Mvcoeo priv).108 It is certain that the 

visitors have come with no hostile intentions;109 their identity does in fact not 

matter any longer, only that they are men. The remembrance motif, expressed in 

1.8968, forms a poignant contrast with the beginning of the episode when contact 

was to be avoided at all costs. Hypsipyle's words are significantly replaced by 

Iphinoe with the more neutral vq8^ T^pov 8^ xt£ 8pc)pev (1.713). Although 

the crew is allowed to disembark in the meantime, a very formal and cautious 

approach is still chosen. Hypsipyle feels that elaborate diplomatic and strategic 

movements are needed especially now they have decided not only to receive the 

men but also to try to induce them to stay on Lemnos. Like Circe in the Odyssey, 

Hypsipyle prefers to have an encounter with Jason on her own (cf. Od. 10.480; 

Od. 12.33)) The women would have felt it important that contact with the heroes 

be established as soon as possible (1.698: 7lmpaG%£88v; 1.710: QKta ; 1.711: 

TcaoaroSlq; 1.716: cv-ukc v8v; 1.719: mm; 1.789: £Gm■o|J.£VC)(;). Further 

delay would only increase the Argonauts' suspicions.

Although Iphinoe does not reveal any of the secrets of the women to the 

Argonauts, the beginning of her message with the emphasis on Hypsipyle's status 

as a Ko8pr| has again a hidden meaning for the reader who, as a result of this 

assembly and thus unlike the Argonauts themselves, knows the women’s ultimate 

plans. The men's ignorance of the real situation is shown in 1.718-9:

108See Reece (1993), 35 for the relationship between the giving of gifts and the wish of the host to 
be remembered.
l°9Cf. eopevoOTTP^ (1.707), the condition for a friendly reception. ©apooAeco; (1.707), 'with 
good confidence,' 'without fear,' shows an awareness of the terrifying image initially projected by 
the women.
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TtyiTaSZirv 8’ eiGocvKo p<aKoc<}>OliFvotp 0o<kvko; / Kn3uy,Tnv yeyamiav 

The almost verbatim repetition of the queen's message by the 

messenger, showing Hypsipyle's authority, is a well-known Homeric but rare

Apollonian phenomenon.^ Deception, reinforced by the confidence-inspiring 

traditional introduction of the queen with a patronymic (1.712: 0oovkcw(<;; cf. 

1.621), is intended by the presentation of their official decision as that of the 

8ifjjo;, usually describing the whole male body of citizens (1.705; 1.714; cf. 

1.609; 1.620). The epithet Knkvyexnv , 'dearly beloved,'n3 h3s again ironic 

overtones for the readers who know what she has actually done to her father. The 

Argonauts now send Jason away to the palace (1.719—2^; TOvye / ne^rcov

confident of the success of his mission (1.720: Kai 5’ avxoi 

p7TrPTKvvvv:o veeaOai).

e) The encountee between Jason and. Hypsipyle

As Jason sets off to the palace, a long, detailed and symbolic description (1.721

68) follows of his cloak, a present from Athena while he was building the Argo 

under her supervision. Likewise, the spear which he takes with him is a present 

from the maiden Atalante, who was desperate to join Jason on his expedition 

(1.769—73). On the whole, the function of the ekphrasis, complemented by a star 

simile in 1.774-81, seems clear in that suspense is created for the meeting 

between Hypsipyle and Jason, who is significantly called ppm^ in 1-781 (<8vd 

oxipov fjiev -Tpn^; cf. also 1.774: pfj 8’ Tpevai ~ 1.843: Pfl p’ tpev).1® As 

gifts of clothing, given by the Lemnian women, play an important role later in the 

Argonautica, it is little wonder that a cloak is now described elaborately.334 The 

41°See Ibscher (1939), 16.
411See Clauss (1993), 115; Frankel, Noten, 98, n. 188; George (1972), 57 ("emphasise mindless, 
nervous quality of the women's overture"); Knight (1995), 165; Levin (1971), 67-8.
1J-3See West ad Od. 4.11; Richardson ad HyDem 164; Hainsworth ad II. 9.143. The epithet, 
'much-desired,' much-loved,' is used of a special or favourite child. See also 1.99 and 1.149. 
llSee Herter (1944-55), 346; Ibscher (1939), 15.
114No attention is paid in this episode to Pindar's version that games were held on the island with 
garments as prizes. See Vian i, 20, n. 2.
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beautiful and valuable purple cloak with its complicated design (1.729: ScdbaXa) 

and the spear itself both serve to underline Jason's status as leader of the 

expedition.115 Attention is drawn by all these devices to the appearance of Jason, 

not only to accentuate his heroism, but also to mark the importance of the 

occasion by their very elaborateness. Much scholarly attention has been devoted 

to the interpretation of the scenes depicted on this cloak, which has often been 

seen as emblematic of the nature of Jason's heroism in the Argonautica.-16 As we 

shall see, the marvellous Apollonian creation draws on several epic motifs. The 

scene which follows this one has frequently been compared to the arming scene of 

an Iliadic warrior.117 Because of the assumptions of the reader's expectations 

made on the basis of this comparison, namely that everything seems to lead up to 

a fight or that this could be seen as yet another instance in which martial language 

is transferred to the erotic.,* 1 11® it is important to stress that the scene seems to be 

more indebted to the various dressing scenes and scenes in which "a civilian 

prepares himself to go out"119 than to the great aptcxetat of the Iliad.. Arend in 

his study also draws distinctions between 'Riistung,' 'Ankleiden,' and 

'Ausgehszenen,'120 and more components are shared with the latter two than with 

the first category. For example in the Odyssey, Telemachus' and Athena's

115See Hainsworth ad II. 10.21-4: "The weapons are a badge of rank or a claim to rank (cf. 
Telemachus, Od. 2.10)."
l®Blumberg (1931), 17-8; Clauss (1993), 120-9; Frankel, Noten, 100-3; George (1972), 48-52; 
Gummert (1992), 102-9; Hunter, Literary Studies, 52-9; Fowler, (1989) 15-7; Lawall (1966), 
15-4-9; Levin (1971), 68-9; Natzel (1992), 174-7; Newman (1986), 77-81; Rose (1985), 29-44; 
Shapiro, (1980), 263-87; Thiel (1993), 36-89.
117Vian i, 86, n. 1 notes that the scene takes the form of an arming scene in the Iliad (Il. 11.15-46 
[1.721 ~ Il. 11.29; 1.770 ~ Il. 11.20]). Also Frankel, Noten, 100; Clauss (1993), 120, Cf. 3.1225: 
the arming scene before the battle.
l®Hunter, Literary Studies, 48 calls it an "erotic rewriting of a Homeric warrior's preparations for 
a duel." Clauss (1993), 122 similarly comments that "Apollonius has thus set the scene for the 
meeting between Jason and Hypsipyle in such a way that the reader envisages a military clash 
between opposing warriors." See also Beye (1982), 91; Thiel (1993), 49. On this general point: 
Hutchinson (1988), 116: "Apollonius often distorts Iliadic imagery and language to apply to love 
rather than war." Hopkinson ad 4.774; Effe (1996), 308.
119Lawall (1966), 158 notes that "the cloak clothes a civilized man on what promises to be a 
peaceful mission to a city and palace," but then continues to draw a comparison between the heroic 
Achilles and anti-heroic Jason. See Janko ad II. 15.-479-82; West ad Od. 1.96^101; Hoekstra ad 
Od. 15.551. Cf. Od. 1.96ff.; Od. 15.550ff.; Od. 17.2ff. The taking of the spear is usually 
described as eiXexo 5' dAxipov ey/og, axaxpevov (Od. 1.99 = Od. 15.482). Cf. also Od. 
4.306-10.
120Arend (1933), 92-8.
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departures are described in much thc same terms specifying sandals and spear, 

and in II. 10 Menelaus, Nestor and Diomedes in thc morning before an assembly 

all put on a cloak or hide of an animal and take either a spcar or sword with them 

as a standard heroic attribute.121 * * Also, when a hero or god prepares himsclf for 

battle, he is often specifically said to take his cloak off.22 Amap o y’ apS’ 

mjpoimi (1.721) is in itself not enough to justify comparing this sccnc with an 

arming scene (cf. Il. 3.328; Il. 15.479: followed by amour); this formula is also 

used, for example, in/Z. 10.177 (6 8’ dcwO’ OJCOtorv eegoxo Sepfp^ O’ovxo;), 

in which case, as previously said, dressing before an assembly is described. In an 

attempt to prove Jason's anti-heroic character, Thiel mentions the fact that the 

SircZa^ is also worn by the old Nestor {Il. 10.133-4)."23 Apart from the fact that 

in this scene Nestor is explicitly said to bc ready for battle despite his age {Il. 

10.75f.),124 125 the btnAa^ is also part of a standard gift of cloak, sword and tunic 

given to Odyssseus on his travels {Od. 19.241-2) as Odysseus himself asserts in 

one of his Cretan Tales.

As Shapiro has noted, the scenes described on the cloak here belong to a 

long literary tradition of descriptions of textiles with patterns woven into them (cf. 

4.427-8: rcoA&aiv ... / Yk^rvectv cUepYCr §etvrrov).l3 In the Odyssey, for 

example, both Helen and Andromache weave purple garments with general scenes 

of war in the former and decorative flower aixangcments in the latter case.126

121^/. 10.177-8; IL 10.21-4. See Hainsworth ad IL 10.21-4; "It is natural on going outdoors to 
put something over the KtKev ... not fully dressed without a weapon" Cf., on the other hand, 
Levin (1971), 69, who argues that it is a 'more or less non-utilitarian spear' and Clauss (1993), 135, 
who, noting a parallel between this passage and Od. 10.281-301, suggests that Jason takes a spear 
with him out of fear of being unmanned and comments: "Weapons are phallic in nature: armed 
for erotic battle against women who make threatening sexual advances."
^See Kirk ad II. 5.734-7. See IL 5.734-5: Athena's peplos: toiKXov, ov p’ aOxfi 
TOi'naaxo Kod Kdpe xepolv and 2,30-2: £'UGKilCKOv Oeto 4apoc / AecTaXeov, x6 pa or 
xic eov %ivt^iov eivoi / ©raoe ATiiiVid8clv. Cf. Rose (1985), 31, who uses this point, 
however, to elucidate the different nature of Jason and Heracles (cf, 1,1195), commenting that 
"unless putting on armor, the classical hero normally strips for physical exertion"
^TImcI (1993), 52.
124See also Hainsworth ad IL 10.74.
125Shapiro (1980), 266ff. Not embroidered on it: see Richardson ad IL 2,441 and Kirk ad II.
3.125-7,
126/, 3.126, IL 22.441: SltrCaKa ro>p)n)p£T;v. Cf. IL 10.133-4: xloavav ... (joivtKoeaaav / 
SucXifv. Both Knight (1995), 165-6 and Nyberg (1992), 121 compare the description of the 
scenes on the cloak with Od. 11.225-380.
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However, such a description of a piece of clothing has never been as detailed as 

we find here, and the ekphrasis is therefore immediately reminiscent of the 

extensive description of armour, such as Achilles' shield in II 10.470ff.l Heracles' 

shield in (pseudo) Hesiod's Scutum and Agamemnon's corselet in II. 11.15-46.127 

The connection between garments and Cypris is interesting in view of the erotic 

atmosphere of seduction created here.i^ in II. 14.214-7, the elaborately 

ornamented strap (Il. 14.215: TonKikov ) which Aphrodite wears round her 

breasts and gives as a love-charm to Hera — already wearing a robe made by 

Athena (II. 14.170-^S)1* 1^9 — (//. 14.215: OeXKKifpia) is associated with 8ik8rn£ 

and i|.tt^j^o.i03 * * *3 In HyAphr 83ff., Aphrodite's stunning appearance with her 

shining garments immediately arouses desire in Anchises (HyAphr 91: ’Ayxia'qv 

8’ epog ei,?i£v).10i Likewise, the seductive atmosphere at the court and the effect 

of Jason's appearance on the Lemnian women in general and Hypsipyle in 

particular is anticipated by the references to visual impact within the cloak 

description by means of apostrophe.^2 The stress on the impact of his impressive 

appearance is continued in the star simile in which the effect of the star upon a 

maiden is described.1® Similarly in one of his tales, Odysseus himself tells of an 

imaginary cloak and explicitly refers to the effect this has on women (Od.

127 Examples in Hellenistic poetry are Thyrsis' cup in Theoc. Id. 1 and the flower basket in 
Moschus' Europa. See also Blumberg (1931), 18.
12®See Sappho 54. On the "erotic element in all the garments in the Argonautica" see Shapiro
(1980), 271.
129//. 14.178-9: opt)). 6’ dp’ dtif^|^(^<c^^v eavov eoaO’, ov ol ’AGjvTi / e£uc’ dop'f^<pa<aal 
Ki0ei 8’ evl Scd8aAx rroXXd.
1®See Janko ad loo. on the "magical powers present in the object." .
^HyAphr 84-90: Ganipatvikv xe /... aiYaXdevxa / TCjerCxjv pev ydp eeaxo (XdLEev6x£FPV 
Topo; aOYn;, / koXov, KP^oveiov maprcolipitov ©; Se aeXijvTi / axuGemv dp))’ 
(8ora^Pc<iv eXapurTO, Gaupa lSeoOoa.
l32These references frame the description of the cloak: 1.725-6: Tijn pev pr-epov kev e; 
ijeXtov dviOvxa / gaaeJpdXcoc fj keivo tLoaBp&iyoac epooGo;; 1.765-7: Keivou; k'
e^oPF8>©v dKeotc vj£e><xnd xe Gupv, / eXnCppovc; TDiavffv klv’ drto a^eirnv eaaPOnoa
/ pd^iY, oxeu Kcd Siipov e%’ eXWBt G^TiacK-o. See also 1.765 and 4.428-9 (Ou piv 
d<dcca©v / ouxe kev eioopomv yXdkov 'ipepov £^^0^; ~ 1.850). In the latter case,
referring to touch, smell and sight, the response of the beholder is included (see also Shapiro 
(1980), 271). It has often been noted that such direct addresses are not found in Homer or Hesiod 
(e.g. George (1972), 48f.). The same technique is also found in the e-t^ppm; in Theocritus' first
Idyll (42: (DCdr^ kev). Cf. Il. 18.548-8 and see Edwards (1991), 207 on the importance of colour 
and the contrast between light and dark in Achilles' shield.
133Natzel (1992), 177.
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19.225ff.)®34 In 3.918-26, before the crucial meeting between Jason and Medea 

near ' the temple of Hecate when she gives him the drug, the effect of Jason's 

appearance after his beautification by Hera on his own comrades is mentioned in 

order to foreshadow Medea's reaction®® No god is directly 'involved as such in 

Book One, although the wondrous creation has, of course, been made by the 

goddess of weaving herself (cf. II. 5.60-1; II 14.178-^9).

The history of the spear, juxtaposed as it is between the description of the 

cloak and the star simile, serves as a warning and anticipates with precision 

Jason's reaction in 1.784-5 (6 5' em, %0ovog oppax’ EpEtcag / vigex’ 

aTq/teycwg)®®

o p’ ’AxolVwxq
Matvaipp Ev tote oi lEiviqtov Eyyodk,i1E,
TpotOpcov avxopEvq- TEpt yap piVEatVEV ernegOat 
xf)v oOov. AXXa yap aoxog ekoiv aTEpqxuE Koupiyv, 
Seegev 0’ apyaXEag Epi&og OiAoxHTog EKiqxt. (1.769-73)

Not so much detail is given about the spear itself apart from the unusual epithet 

£K'qp6Xov (1.769) and the elaborate description of the history of the lEivqiov 

which already indicates in itself its value and importance® ®2 The epithet, 

exclusively used of Apollo (e.g. II 1.14), recalls the beginning of Book One, 

where Jason is compared to Apollo and specific attention is drawn to the effect of 

his appearance upon other people (cf. 1.310-1: xoiog 6v6 TXqObv 8qpou 

kIev, rnpxo 8’ 6-oxq / kekKop&vwv apuSggl®®® It is significant that he 

received the weapon from the virgin Atalante who, in her love for him, 

desperately wanted to join the expedition®®l However, evidently realising the 

potentially dangerous and destructive powers of love, Jason refused to take her

134Hunter, Literary Studies, 53; Shapiro (1980), 270.
l®3.924-5: Tov Kvd TtOTTatvvoxeg EOapPeov auxoi Exa^poi. / XajircopEVov xapixeacnv. 
On beautification see West ad Od. 2.12; Garvie ad Od. 6.223-37; Vian ii, 139, ad 3.923.
136See Campbell od 3.19 and 3.22: "simple coyness is surely not in question here!" See also 
Herter (1944-55), 347; Levin (1971), 74 (however, "relaxed as soon as he arrives there"?). Cf. 
Beye (1982), 90; Clauss (1993), 130; Fronkel, Noten, 105; Nyberg (1992), 122; Stoessl (1941), 40. 
l3'Cf. Od. 4.615f. See also COmpbell, Mosch. Eur. 38-42.
133see also Lowoll (1966), 148; Levin (1971), 70.
l39For a spear os o gift of guest-friendship see Od. 21.34.
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with them for fcar of the consequences (1.773: ctpyaXea; EpiSo; 

ec"^!.),* 1 *̂ fcars which are not unfounded as is shown in 4.446 (ek oeOev 

O'SXofiEvat x epiSe; OTOVcaTat xe rovoi xe). Ko'nprv in 1.772 deliberately 

recalls Iphinoe’s words in 1.712, creating suspense with 'respect to Jason's 

response (1.772: am6; ekcov). Despite all his intentions, this time the ultimate 

decision to lcavc Lemnos is suprisingly not taken by Jason on his own initiative, 

but only after he has been admonished by Heraclcs. If Jason has inspired 

passionate desire in a female before (1.771: pcveoivev),^/ it is to be expected 

that the same will happen when he meets other women.

Just as Achilles was compared with a star because of his gleaming aimour 

(//. 22.320: m; 01x11'?^ arcEXapf e'6irKeo;),142 so Jason's shining clothes and 

spear moke a comparison with a star particularly appropriate (1.774-85)."43 In 

Homer, not only armour but also clothing is compared with the light of a star; 

both the robc made by Helen hersclf os a present for Telemachus' future wife and 

thc valuable Sidonion robe chosen by Hecabe os on offering to Athena ore likened 

to a star (//. 6.294-5 = Od. 15.107-8: S; cdOOiGOOg Eqv TCOKcXkiaon/v qSC 

iiEYtGxo;, / CoxT/p S’ m; a7ceKaoi7£v).i44 The primary function of this simile 

is therefore to focus on thc dazzling and heroic appearance of Jason (cf. 1.239-40: 

ol Sc Oaotvot / dcjT£pe£ m; yc^Enai |i£T£Tp£70v).1 445 Often in star similes 

attention is drown to the beauty of the star (e.g. Il. 22.318: cdZXtaxo;; Il. 6.401: 

orUyiKov ajV£pr caOcp 3.958: S; 8’ rTOi kaOo; pCv dpl£iqA,6; x

140See Hunter, Literary Studies, 59.
14lUsuaIly, the Lemnian episode is regarded as the start of Jason’s sexual awakening see Lawall 
(1966), 150; Jackson (1993), 59: "Here, Jason was to experience his sexual awakening, and to 
discover the natural attraction he held for the opposite sex."
'^Edwards ad II. 19.3(65-8; De Jong, Narrators, 126.
l43C)n the star simile: Broeniman, 92-112; Clauss (1993), 120; Faerber (1932), 11; Frankel, 
Noten, 105; George (1972), 58; Hunter, Literary Studies, 48; Levin (1971), 70-1; Nyberg (1992),
122; Vian i, 24, n. 4.
U4see also Blumberg (1931), 19, n. 17; Kirk ad IL 6.401-2.
44i^vSee De Jong, Narrators, 126; Effe (1996), 309: "Akzentuierung der heldenhaften GroBe, die
sich glanzend im Kampf bewahrt und die Gegem Unheil bringt." Contrary to Faerber (1932, 11), 
who, while rightly pointing at the fact that Apollonius has further developed the idea of beauty 
already present in the Homeric star similes, concludes that in this simile "die kriegerische Note 
fehlt," I would like to stress that the simile still stresses Jason's heroic character. See also 
Broeniman (1992), 97, who commenting on the function of the star as symbol of love, observes: 
"Earlier when applied to all the heroes the star primarily suggested heroic and traditional epic 
associations to the reader."
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EatSeaOai), conspicuously shining amidst the dark clouds.146 Likewise in this 

simile, the stark contrast between the brilliant red of the star (1.774: (jaeivcp 

6<7T£pv, 1.778: Kakov £p£o06pevog), corresponding with the purple of his 

cloak, and the darkness of the night (1.777: Koaveoto 5i’ qepog) is 

emphasised/147 Like a star in the night and, as a result of the comparison, like 

Achilles, Hector and Diomedes among their fellow-warriors on the battlefield, so 

Jason will stand out among the crowd of women (cf. Diomedes' entry onto the 

battlefield: II 5.8: mpae 88 ptv Kara p£aaov, oOt TXtaxot Kkov6ovxo). 

As the focus is often on the destructive effect of the star, in many star similes a 

sinister aspect is detected148 and the discussion here concentrates itself on the 

question whether the simile in 1.774-85 therefore also constitutes a kckOv aqpa 

(//. 22.30-1; cf. 3.959-6 1).l49 Above all, however, attention is drawn to the 

powerful magic effect the hero will have on the women and Hypsipyle in 

particu<ar.* 15C Ingeniously, II 22.25-6 (Tov 8’ 6 yepcov Optapog Tpcoxog T8ev 

c^Oak^oom, / 7a|i<|>atvov0’ mg x’ 6ax£p’) is reworked twice in the 

Argonautica: in 3.956-7, the effect of the appearance of Jason on Medea is 

stressed, but adapted from II 22.25f. in a much more straightforward way, in that 

before, after and within the simile itself reference is made to visual impact (3.956:

£(>accv0q; 3.958: apilqkog x’ £ai8£a0at; 3.960: £t<aopaaaOat; 

3.961: 0aavO£tg ). Io Book One, the reference to the effect of the star's 

appearance on the eyes of the girl anticipates the spell cast on the women by 

Jason's appearance (1.776: Oqqaavxo; 1.777: oppaxa 0£ky£i). This link is, 

however, less direct than in the simile in Book Three and it is the corresponding 

situation that allows expectation of a similar reaction in the Lemnian women. In

146See Richordson ad IL 22.317-20. Cf. II 5.2-3 (iv’ eKSriZoig pend nacvJ / ’Apyaoioi 
yEvoixo); II. 11.62-3; IL 22.27-8 (dpi^qAoi ... vuKXog ap-oTypp); II. 22.30 (kaprcpoxaxog); II. 
22.317 (vvKxOg ... dpokyl).
1470n epevGog / epEdGeToa in connection with the erotic see Campbell, ad 3.163; Fowler 
(1989), 17; Clauss (1993), 128-9; Lowoll (1966), 158; Newmon (1986), 74-6, olso n.4; Rose 
(1985), 38-9.
I48see Hoinsworth ad IL 11.62; Kirk ad IL 6.401-2; Richordson ad IL 317-20.
149gee, for exomple, Beye (1982), 91, who orgues that the power of the stor is both dangerous ond 
pleasing.
i50Faerber (1932), 11; Broeniman (1992), 51—^2.
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3.4-5 (dcS^fK'fiTa; Se teoi; U£XE5fniKGi 0£Ay£i<; / 7^^aF0evi^pPc;)l the same 

association between epco;, G^JUliq and virgins as the prime target is made.il It is 

well-established that love is thought to enter through the eyes (of. 3.1018-9: xTn 

8* aii,apvy&; / o^OaAjjaov ripTta^ev).151 152 *

ydvwai 80 xe f|t^G^£oto 
ftatpOEvo; l|4E^poT)<am pex’ aAAoSaftoocaiv £ovxo; 
av^pdaw, co kci ptv pvrjamiv kojieodgi 'roKije;*

(1.778-80)

’AMIoocotoicclv seems to be a neutral word here, mainly emphasising distance. 

Just as a girl (1.779: TapO&vo; ip.£^por>cam; 1.776: v'—|Ll<jpil) yearns for her 

absent lover (1.778: fniOEoto), so Hypsipyle (1.791: TapOfiVtKa; ... Tlip'rlt&c;) 

desires a foreigner to be her future husband (1.780: |nvT<CTr^'v)• In the simile, the 

parents keep the girl for her lover; in reality Jason will not yield to the proposal, 

even though the evening star is the 'star of marriage and feI*1:L^l^iLtl,,4^3 the 

unaltc1nability of the lover is evident in both cases. 154 It is this aspect that fills the 

reader with a sense of foreboding about the coming encounter.

Instead of arriving and finding the inhabitants in pursuit of their daily 

activities, Jason discovers them all waiting for him, full of excitement and 

curiosity just like the virgin in the simile.155 AruxoTEpcai ... ywcniKe; (1.783) 

refers back to 1.714, in which Iphinoe described the women's decree as coming 

from the 8if)io<;. Now, Jason is confronted with the fact that the Lemnian Sfjp.o; 

only consists of women (cf. 1.675). The repetition of ydv^^aml (1.778) and 

yriOocrovcai (1.784) stresses the similarity in experience between the girl in the

151 See Campbell ad loc.; cf. 3.27 (POupTiv ... 0s?t1ai); Mosch. Eur. 94; Garvie ad Od. 6.109. In 
Od. 18.212 (epcp 5’ dpa Oupov e8EA%0£v)l the suitors are similarly charmed by Penelope's 
appearance.
152See Janko ad II. 14.294; West ad Hes. Th. 910, quoting Ale. 1.20-1; Sappho 138.2; Eur. Hipp. 
325.
lllHunter ad 3.956-61, remarking that in Book Three "tie simile is much less promising."
154See also Effe (1996), 309.
155Hunter, Literary Studies, 49 compares the arrival of Jason at the city gates with the unexpected 
arrival of Hector among the women at Troy in II. 6. Again, the comparison seems above all to 
accentuate the differences between both scenes. The erotic element is not present at all in II. 6 
and, as previously said, the Lemnian women are not at all interested in any news from their 
expected guest and would rather conceal their own background as much as possible.

made.il
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simile ond the Lemnian women. This motif of joy is repeated throughout the 

episode: 1.844: K£%apcl£var ; 1.857: YeYn9cr ; 1.881 (simile): Ydvmar, 

Henceforth, although the initial crime hod been committed by thc married women 

whilst affecting the unmarried girls in particular, the focus will be on the latter 

category (cf. 1.843: veTvi§e;). Seivcj (1.784) confirms PoIyxo's geivotiOiv in 

1.676 ond foreshadows Hypsipyle's address in 1.793.

Kal p’ oxe 013 rcvAtcov x£ kc darex; evxoc cpr-aav, 
6rl-!l5Tepcor |i£v SkicoOev £tc£k7ov£ovoo yovcuceg 
Yr(0oGOva■r gdvps (1.782^4)

The powerful effect of Jason's appearance is immediately visible through their 

reaction, described with the strong verb EtckXoveovoo (cf. 3.687: Opaaeeg Ydp 

EktkXoovegkov ’’EpoxE;).""" The verb with its aggressive connotations 

symbolises the eagerness of the crowd of women swarming around them."57 

Clauss ond Nyberg both discuss the idea that Jason is portrayed in this episode as 

an essentially passive hero with the Lemnian women playing what is for women 

on unusually aggressive role.""s However, in comedy and tragedy alike, the 

notion of women as sex deprived, passionate creatures is not uncommon. Jason is 

in this episode not so much indifferent as, like Odysseus when faced with various 

women during his voaxo;, focused on the mission to be completed.

With women crowding behind him, Jason reaches the palace of Hypsipyle 

(1.785-6: O0p’ ayXaa ScS/icoO’ tcav£V / Tx/iruUr^). There is hardly any 

description of the surroundings, although the splendour of the buildings is 

mentioned in general terms, echoing Polyxo's description in 1.696 (1.785: ayXaa 

SW|iaO’; 1.789: ko"'/; ... raoxdSo;).

l44See also Stoessl (1941), 40. In the Iliad used of driving a foe into confusion and striking him 
with panic: II. 14.14; II 15.7; cf. 2.133; 4.487; 4.908.
l44Levin (1971), 73 suggests that this verb has been chosen to reflect the point that "the response 
of the spectators is spontaneous and unorganised." On the whole, though, the meeting between 
Jason and the pueen is well-orchestrated by the women. Full of expectations, the women are 
waiting at the gates for the coming of the leader of the expedition.
HBClauss (1993), 130; Nyberg (1992), 122 &124; Rose (1985), 135. Clauss' suggestion ibid. that 
the women's unnatural behaviour resembles that of ’the wild animals outside Circe's hut (Od 
10.2129) seems improbable.
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"Aveoav be Onpag Kpo^avevTi 0ep6flTotic*A/r* , / > t t r*oiKMoag, euTOKKoiatv otpjpeiievag aowioeaaiv
ev0a piv ’ItjivoTi KXr<yp.<p evi oapj>oeoVcovTl
eaanpevmg KaAfg oia Taazctoog eiaev ayoDcaa
dvda Secnovwrg. . (1.786-90)

Io this passage, images of Calypso, Nausicaa and Circe are evoked one after 

another-lil Role models abound and the reader wonders which role Hypsipyle is 

going to play, which approach will be chosen and how Jason will in turn react to 

the queen's proposal. As Reece has pointed out in his section on Homeric 

reception, the following sequence of motifs would be possible!,, after catching 

sight of the visitor, the host rises from his seat, approaches the visitor, grasps his 

hand and, bidding him welcome, leads him into the house, where a seat is offered 

and a banquet prepared in honour of the guest.

Here, a formal welcome has been prepared as Jason's arrival at the palace 

is expected and foreseen. Like Circe, Hypsipyle has many servants, but unlike the 

goddess, who opens her doors herself as soon as she hears Odysseus (Od. 10.312

3), here the servants eagerly open the palace gate for Jason as soon as they see 

him (1.786: KpoJo^voi) while the queen waits for him to come to her. Having 

passed the city gates (1.782), Jason now passes the gates of the palace,m is then 

led through a Ttaaxdg and finally meets the queen herself. The association of a 

TCoaTaSog (1.789) with a bridal chamber, an image also conjured up by the simile 

in 1.775, seems deliberate.162 However, rather than seduce the men as they had 

planned, the women are going to be seduced themselvev.163 The use of servants 

for the various tasks within the household is not only indicative of the splendour 

and majesty of the court but also very effectively creates distance. The absence of

l59See also Clouss (1993), 131.
^^Reeve (1993), 17-21.
H^The reading of O, rcuAxg, is preferred to Supag. The palace gates, not the Q-opoo GoXdpoio, 
are needed here (cf. 1.785). See the discussion by (JampbeU od 3.216 ond Edwards ad II 18.274-6 
on oavi&g: "closing a large opening in a polace- or city-wodl." For the erotic play on 'gates' see 
Beye (1982), 92.
16:2see Vian L, 87, n. 1.
163 See Olso Janko ad II 14.294.
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any physical contact between host and guest at this point is remarkable. Jason is 

not taken by the hand and led into the palace by the host, but by her servants; 

Hypsipyle merely blushes and looks away (1.790-1), both features ostensibly 

reminiscent of the virgin in the simile (1.791: mapOeviKa; ..;

The atmosphere of seduction is continued in the offering of a K^tojux; as 

Jason's seat.333 The designation of a seat to a guest was one of the ways in which 

one could express respect for the guest, but could also be used as a subtle means 

by the host for powerpayy.165 It is to be expected that special attention will be 

paid to seating in those instances in which questions of hierarchy are of the 

highest importance. For example, in the Circe episode in Book Four, Jason and 

Medea at first refuse the seats offered to them because of their lowly status as 

suppliants (cf. 4.691ff.; 4.720).

A KllClilog is a light chair, without arms and "with a reclined back, used 

by men when feasting or relaxing and by women,"!33 whereas a Opovo;, for 

example, implies dignity and authority. tD Ah though these two nouns are 

sometimes inter-^O^i^ns^^^^llc^,* 1® there is nonetheless a distinction between them, so 

in Book Three, Cypris, uneasy about the yet uncertain purpose of the visit of the 

two goddesses, deliberately seats Athena and Hera on K^napol while remaining 

on a Opovo; 0erself433 In order to create the best opportunities for her plans to 

be successful, it is important for Hypsipyle to put her guest into a relaxed mood. 

The choice of seat seems to imply seduction and point to the fact that this is a 

woman's society.

Hypsipyle clearly desires to keep in control of the situation and this is 

exemplified by her leaving it to her servant to seat her guest, by the choice of seat

ll'ljS^ also Clauss (1983), 209-10, n. 46. ~
3650n seating see Reece (1993), 21-2. Cf. 4.782: ‘H 6£ pv aaaov toto rcapeioe. Hera, 
seating Thetis near her when asking her for her help, uses intimacy implied by the seating as a 
means of persuasion.
^Reece (1993), 22, quoting Od. 17.90; II 9.200; II 11.623; II. 24.597 and Od. 4.136; Od. 7.97; 
HyDem 191; ibid. 193. See also West ad Od. 1.130; Hainsworth ad II. 9.200.
l67See West ad Od. 1.130; Richardson ad HyDem 191.
^Richardson ad//. 24.596-8.
169See Campbell ad 3.47-50; also Studies, 98, n. 20.
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ond the seating of her guest opposite her (1.790: dcvx/a Searr-vr/;). In Homcr, 

as is done at Pylos, Sporto and Scheria, thc guests orc usually seated next to their 

hosts. The initial distance and formality hcrc express a wish for authority, 

something especially important for a KOupT), and is at thc same time sexually 

laden; the two protagonists finally meet face to face in what is literally designed 

to be on intimate tete-a-tetc. As Hunter has noted, Helen is, much against hcr 

will, seated opposite Paris by Aphrodite herself {Il. 3.425: avT!’ ’AOegcdvSpoio 

Oea careOr/ce (Jepooaa).!70 It is remarkable that in thc Lemnian episode the 

influence of this goddess is only first explicitly acknowledged after this 

encounter, affecting oil the women equally os they each lead a man to their homes 

(1.850). Thrice more in Homer, two main characters orc explicitly said to be 

sitting opposite each other: Achilles and Priam (//. 24.596-8), Achilles and 

Odysseus {Il. 9.218^9), ond Odysseus ond Pcnelopc {Od. 23.89-90) are all seated 

facing each other. In each case, formality ond thc maintaining of eye contact is 

important (cf. also 4.720 !).""" Continuing the imagery of the star and cloak with 

their emphasis on brilliance, the choir is qualified by thc epithet 7(O^i(lcal6c^^Tr 

(1.788), 'shining,' 'gleaming,' which again emphasises the splendour of 

Hypsipyle's palace (cf. 1.785).172 This scene has often been compared to the 

seating of Odysseus by Circe herself in Od. 10.366-7 (etae Se p* eiaayaYO'OGa 

eni Opovoo) apY'oponOoT), / koO!) SatSaOeov);* 171 172 173 it should also be 

compared with Od. 5.86, in which Calypso seats Hermes on a shining choir (ev 

Opov<p ibp'OGOCGca <aecvlc, alYa06cvTr).

SH 8’ etcOtSov Sggc poOoOcco 
rapOOvnca; epuOrivc rap'riiSacs- ejirro Se xov ye 
aiSopevp pvOocai iTpooeweTiev atp'rOto-ar (1.790-2)

44° Hunter, Literary Studies, 49.
171See Richardson ad II. 24.596-8; Hainsworth ad II. 9.218-9.
172Not used of chairs in Homer, but see Kirk ad II. 8.320-2: ""capfvowv is an all-purpose 
decorative epithet;"'
^ciauss (1993), 131; Knight (1995), 197.
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The introduction to her speech gives us an exact impression of its actual 

content.t74 AiitioOioiai , an epithet always used in connection with deceitful 

flattery, crafty lies and cunning words,,® is found only once in Homer and 

characterises Calypso's words when she tries to make Odysseus forget his own 

country (Od. 1.56-7: acHi 8e paXaKOtai Kai ai|JA)?Uoi<ai 06701^ / 0eAYEi 

oncog ’TOOkt^ Eol^ii^0'l^* l * * * * * *^'^<Oi.)®ll A comparison with the opening scene of Book 

Three is also interesting as a similar pattern can be detected there,® Just as 

Cypris vainly tries to outwit Hera and Athena but is finally forced to do 

something she does not want to do (3.51), and as Calypso vainly tries to keep 

Odysseus with her forever, so Hypsipyle does not succeed in persuading Jason to 

accept her offer to govern the island although hospitality is gracefully accepted. 

Unfortunately, the queen is confronted with someone who will show himself to be 

capable of using a similarly flattering and seductive approach (3.1140-1: 

tIpueoo ... / ... Oave^y),78 Hypsipyle's display of odPkog (cf.

3.93: aiSmg eaarex’ ev o^l^|p<oalo), characteristic of a young girl, is feigned but 

at the same time very appropriate considering the content of her speech. As Pratt 

observes, citing Pind. N. 5.14-8 (cf. aipeojiai), o sense of aiScog can also 

prevent one from speaking the truth (cf. 4.736: 0oooo 8’ aOCeloeo 

£Oi.colelo).ll1 Shyness and embarrassment seemingly influence her behaviour 

equally®8® When Medea finally yields to shameless Love (3.92: avaiS'qTQ ), 

shame is said to have left her eyes (3.1068: Off yap ol an’ 6j)0akoo0)g Mmv 

aiOcog). In Il. 3.427, Helen, although for slightly different reasons, as she is 

forced by Aphrodite herself to make love to Paris, averts her eyes before speaking

174see Nyberg (1992), 124.
175Hes. Th. 890; Hes. Op. 78; Hes. Op. 374; Hes. Op. 789; 3.51; 3.1141.
176^f. West ad Od. 1.56-7; Clauss (1993), 131; Knight (1995), 163, n. 106.
l77see Campbell ad 3.51 ond ad 107.
178For more parallels between Hypsipyle’s behaviour here ond Jason's in Book Three see Hunter, 
Literary Studies, 50.
lllpratt (1993), 88. See also Cairns (1993), 135: "Anything of which others disapprove, then,
maw arouse aidos in those who ore sensitive to that emotion"
13®"ike Natzel (1992: 177), Levin (1971), 73 emphasises Hypsipyle’s virginal nature ond points
out that, despite this, the maiden speaks out first. It is only natural that as the host Hypsipyle
would open die conversation. Furthermore, I consider her character rather devious and her actions
towards him calculated.
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to him.®1 Jason's and Hypsipyle's eye movements here contrast poignantly with 

those of Jason and Medea in 3.1022-3 CAjij)® 8’ dAXo'ce ji£v xe Kax’ o1)0eog 

8|4lmT’ epetSov / attSoi^voi).

Although Hypsipyle immediately formally acknowledges Jason's status as 

her guest by addressing him with ^Eive (1.793), the speech is not a welcoming 

one in the strict sense of the word.®3 Echoing in these lines her address to the 

Lemnian women that same morning, the complete change of plan is emphasised 

(1.659—61 ~ 1.79^'7?1®^3 Simultaneously, suspense is created: how is Hypsipyle 

going to resolve the problems she sketches in her first speech, and how is Jason 

going to react?

p—Z Z » \ z >z zx z
~ HEIVE, XlTl M-pVOVTEC; E7C XpOVOV EKXO01 rnpyoov 
Bg0' anToq, erae. on jikv wt’ dv8pd<ai valerai daw, 
aXXa ©primri; £alvd<aTlOl fjaEtpoio
alllpo(iPpo,n<; dp8l3<cl yn^;-, (1.793-6)

Her address of Jason as 4£vvo; creates expectations about the content of her 

speech; a meal, bath and bed, the traditional elements of a hospitable reception, 

are expected to be offered to Jason and his crew. What follows, however, is a 

rather reproachful sentence on the principle that 'attack is the best form of 

defence,' asking Jason why it has taken them so long to come to the palace even 

though in fact the women themselves have been the cause of all the delays. The 

explanatory clause of 1.794 seems to suggest that it was the Argonauts who had 

been afraid to come to the palace because of the possibility of an attack by the 

Lemnian men (cf. 1.707: 0apa(X0^Ip;). At the end of her speech, this urgent 

message is repeated once more (cf. Od. 10.401ff.).

m-irk ad II. 3.427 observes that "the aversion of her eyes somehow suggests her own 
indirectness and probable confusion." See Hunter, Literary Studies, 49, n. 17.
^Rather than following Levin (1971), 72, n. 1, who argues that the address with %rve in 1.793 
stresses the "dual status" of Jason as stranger and welcome guest, I suggest that the greeting 
signifies the acknowledgement of and wish for a relationship between the Lemnian women and the 
Argonauts, symbolising effectively the move from initial hostility. This is supported by similar 
findings in prose (see Dickey [1996: 148—^9]).
996
^See George (1972), 53; Levin (1971), 72.
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AXX aye vvv eitt vfja ciccv eT<dpol<aiV evirre;
P^Sod; fipeT£couc;, pt/S’ ekxoGi pipve 7ioXr|o^. (1.832-3)

The exchange of information comes thus rather early ond not, as customary, after 

a banquet. A feast will first be held oftcr Jason has brought his comrades to the 

city. It is not unusual for a host to tell stories: in the Odyssey, Nestor {Od. 3), 

Menelaus {Od. 4) and Eumacus {Od. 15) oil tcll stories, but never to the exclusion 

of ony account given by the guest. Also, the journey to the first two hosts was 

deliberately undertaken by Telemachus in order to gain information about his 

father, ond storytelling from Nestor and Menelaus would thus be expected* 18" 

Here, the qucen docs not even asK the visitor to give information about his 

identity or intentions, but, voluntarily, not at the request of Jason himself, insists 

on giving the Argonauts o true account of their story. Her account which explains 

the curious absence of men on the island foims a prerequisite for the offer she is 

going to moKe Jason at the end of her speech. Hypsipyle's remark in 1.888-91 

(drTlp£<5rv al)Trr £T(orpor; / Tptra£tov paad/ii S&po; cogtaEtav dYowto 

/ a'DTC0r) shows on awareness of the nature of Jason's mission — information that 

the hero must have given at some stage during his stay. However, the focus is for 

more on the exciting story of the Lemnian women themselves and thc poet's 

treatment of previous versions. Thc mission of the Argonauts only becomes 

important when it becomes clear that their sense of duty is going to interfere with 

the pion of the Lemnians. Thus more interested in her reputation than in his, the 

attention she directs towards herself reveals hcr own uncertainty.

Not admitting the exact nature of their crime, but at the some time 

indirectly justifying it, Hypsipyle presents o cleverly constructed version of what 

happe]ced.185 It is easy to admire her skill as o liar because of the noixator's 

introduction to this episode and the comments framing her speech (1.79<^—2;

184Cf. Od. 3.19-20.
185see Frankel, Noten, 111;Levin (1971), 76-7.
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1.834: acIIlA)>^jvooaia (j<5vo'^).^^ Obviously, this is not a time for honesty. 

Instead of asking her guest to answer her questions accurately, Hypsipyle uses the 

familiar claim herself to preface her detailed account of the Lemnian deed (1.796: 

s^epem). Using similar tactics, Odysseus claims to speak accurately before telling 

Eumaeus the first of the so-called Cretan tales {Od. 14.192: xoiyap eyco xoi 

TaOT(c iielX’ dTp£KECI; mYop£3i<o)Jp).103

KmK6T•ijTa 8a Taaav
£3ep£G) VTliepTe;, Tv’ £*0 yvorixe Kai awot (1.796-7)

The terms KaraOrnna ... Taaav (1.796), 0i)po()06pov (1.803) and a7£p>ClOV 

Odpaoq (1.820) dl indicate the ambiguous nature of her speech.®® Hypsipyle 

understandably wants to concentrate on the cause of the women's behaviour, 

painting vividly (1.814: £v 8(<j0c<Xpo3t3l ... 8p6lpTo; 1.815: TEpaiv) and 

emotionally (1.802: O'6^OIC£V'^; 8e 0£cxq; 1.815: dTiiG0eXoD) how the men's 

criminal deeds influenced the whole fabric of their society (1.812: dTrK.iTi.0ec ; 

1.817: jjlLXe 0o pep; 1.819: pOkovxo ).1® Displaying atS<8; herself, the 

condemnatory vocabulary she uses to describe the men's behaviour is cleverly 

associated with a lack of ai§a>; (1.815: draGccA^'t); 1.815-6: XcSpirv ... 

eElK£ap).100 As Fisher comments:

Hybris language denotes the moral and social offensiveness of an act of 
deliberate, major, public humiliation, committed explicitly to increase the 
agent's sense of his own superiority; there is a clear implication that an act 
of such hybris rightly produces great anger and the desire for revenge.191

®6See George (1972), 59; Blumberg (1931), 15.
®lCf. Od. 19.203: "loxe yePuea rcoXAa Xtycov exTupoiaiv egdta.
IS^See Campbell ad 3.95; Hunter, Literary Studies, 51; Vian i, 88, n. 2.
®lSee Blumberg (1931), 16; Campbell ad 3.390; Frankel, Noten, 107-8; Hunter, Literary Studies, 
112; Ibscher (1939), 17.
H®See Caims (1993), 60, 110 & 131: "A lack of aidos, then, may lead to or be accompanied by 
acts of hybris and atasthalie, and, indeed, these two vices, implying lack of inhibition and failure 
to respect the time of others, operate as rough antonyms of aidos"
HlFisher (1992), 153. See also West's comments ad Od. 1.7 with regard to axa<o0aXp5l which is 
in the Odyssey mainly used with reference to the suitors, that "it denotes behaviour for which men 
not only suffer but deserve to suffer, culpable recklessness, implying a selfish disregard for the 
decencies of social life."
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Thus, by showing the far-reaching repercussions on, for example, their offspring 

by the creation of a bastard race (cf. 1.808-10), ond appealing now to Oerrr; 

(1.822), the queen cleverly draws the attention away from self-interest or jealousy 

(cf. 1.616) as the root cause of their actions, which she claimed consisted of 

refusing to receive them in their city again (1.822: Se^Oor).^

At thc end of her speech, she finally offers him thc government of the 

island which is presented as being in his, rather than her, interest (cf. also 1.801: 

aretpovvo \/r|i5oc). She does not ask him to share her bcd ond only implies that 

he will govern the island with her by his side. Certainly not as direct as Circe's 

invitation {Od. 10.333-5: voi S’ hmvza, I evvi^ ^p^t^^e^p^Ti; emipnojicv, Scjtpp 

lirYevTe / etivf) koi 01/06x^1 Jtc%oi0op£v eel")^l")jm.v), HypsipYle 

seductively offers hcr guest power, status ond honour"93

Tm '0|pet; aTpG(Ji6lo0, em^Sfrpi/or. Et Se kev ocrOr 
vail£r;cTC/v eOeXon; car xor dSor, f; x’ dv ireim 
rcarpo; epEio Goocuo; e%oi; yCpa;. OUSe o’ Slo) 
talav 6vooo£GOas- (1.827-30)

It is eriUrSnioi which makes orpco()a<o0’ assume the unusual meaning of 'move 

freely in a place,' 'abide there' (e.g. Il. 9.463; 3.893) instead of thc more usual ond 

probably expected sense of 'visit,' 'roam about,' 'wander.' FrOnKei notes that the 

quecn here suddenly changes to the second person singular in a direct and 

personal address to him as she finally tells him of her intentions.1"" By using the 

word Yepa;, usually applied to a gift of honour, a reword or privilege, the throne 

is presented by her as not only something involving honour, but also as her 

ultimate gift to him. A refusal, though courteously and politely phrased (1.828: 

eOEOoic; kxc xor dSoi),195 would mean that their land, ond thus they themelves.

lHHall (1997), 110 interestingly points out that "every man who attempts it (i.e. the instalment of 
a concubine in the marital home) in tragedy suffers death shortly thereafter."
!4®0n empuojEV see Knight (1995), 165.
^Frankel, Noten, 112.
!4®Zf. Od. 6.244-5 (ott yap epoi xoidoSe t^tSoic K£KXcip£voc dt] / evOdSe Vla.eKocnv, Kod 
ol dSoc auxoQr pipveiv) and Od. 7,314-5 (oikov 8 k’ ey© koi ko! KnfjiaTa Soi-nv, / d 
k’ eOeXcov ye jCvou* a£K0VKa. 8e a’ ou xcc epU4ec). See also Clauss (1993), 133; Hunter, 
Literary Studies, 51.
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would be scorned (1.829-30: O68e o’ oico / yoi^cxv oo6aaeo0al), an 

argument which Jason is quick to disprove (1.840: o'UK d0ep^£ooo). Hypsipyle’s 

tactic, well os it serves her to defend the women's actions, is for less suited to 

convince the Argonauts to stay by creating, perhaps unwittingly, a situation 

exactly parallel to the previously disastrous circumstances. The idea therefore 

that staying on the island is an honourable option is easily attacked by Heracles in 

his speech to his comrades. Not scorning Hypsipyle's offer would entail scorning 

their own women (1.867: ovoogcIeevoi ToXiriTiSag).

TtyiTroA/n, pdOa kev PuptriSEOg dvTtdoai|a.Ev 
0p)riOioa^)or|g, fyv dpp o£0ev xaiEoooiv ottcx^sig

(1.836-7)

Jason's reply is very tactful. While gracefully accepting the help and hospitality 

offered to him, he firmly declines the offer of a permanent stay because of his 

mission. Now that the queen has decided to offer everything, Jason decides only 

to accept what he needs for his travels. The introduction to Jason's speech is 

echoed that of Hera's speech in 3.106-7 (1.835: awp 6 oTv yi 7iapa^30/n5TjO 

iipoofeiTiEv ~ 3.106-7: xqv 8’ "Hprj pa8ivqg ErcEidaoaxo %£ipog. / f|Ka 

8e poiSio<DDa oapa,BXf^8oo opooEElO£v). The exact meaning of 

oapa)JlTiSTio is disputed: it denotes either just 'in reply' or 'with intent to 

deceive.’,®6 The parallel with the situation in Book Three would seem to suggest 

that the connotation of deceit is at least hinted at; both Hera and Jason cunningly 

bend their opponents to their will.

up 8’ m^oT^Tjcog amtg ava nxoXiv, em’ av EKaoTa 
e^eItco) Kaxa Koapov. ’AvaKoOpiri 8e peMsc^Oco 
aoi y’ atixTj Kai viCaog- eyooyi jOv otCK o0Ep^^cco 
odcopai, aXXd ps ovypoi E7TGo:TEXxoovo deOooi.

(1.838-41)

196Cf. IL 4.6 ond discussion by Kirk ad loc. suggesting 'deviously;' See Campbell ad 3.107 
observing Apollonius' deliberate use of ambiguous glosses. Cf. Natzel (1992), 178, n. 86: "only 
in reply."
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The wording of his promise to tell his fellow-Argonauts every single detail of the 

maiden's speech Kaxd Kocapov (cf. 1.838-9: EKaaxa / &$ccO, once again, 

by the very conventionality of the phrase, ironically focuses the attention on the 

nature of Hypsipyle's speech. Deliberately, it would seem, no verdict is given by 

Jason about the truthfulness of the queen's speech; Kaxca Kocapov only refers to 

the appropiateness and orderliness of Jason's speech.133 Such benefit of the doubt 

is not granted to Medea when neglecting to tell Circe about the murder of 

Apsyrtus (4.737: Tlj'v 5" 06 xt vo^ Xa6ev). Similarly in 1.847 (pOOov ox’ 

fj8i Tiavxa 8iTjv£K£aK; dyopeoae), 8lT^v£K£lo; only indicates that Jason, as 

promised and very like Iphinoe, tells his comrades exactly everything the queen 

told him (cf. 3.401; e.g. Od. 4.836), thus not revealing again whether Hypspipyle's 

version is regarded by him as aXriOel'n or not.1® In this respect, her speech can 

be considered as a success. However, no words are repeated for us; IpOinoe's 

speech very much remains the exception. In this episode, we see iOcI Apollonius 

plays with the device of messenger speeches: in the first instance, despite the fact 

that the messenger possesses perfect memory, only the act of sending is 

mentioned and any results of Aethalides' mission have to be inferred from 

subsequent events. In the case of Iphinoe, a rare instance of literal transmission of 

a message is recorded; now, when we would like to know whether Jason has seen 

through the queen's lies, someone who is not a messenger voluntarily seems to act 

like one.

TH koi 8e4tTepij; xetpog Glyev. (1.842)

Physical contact, by the guest rather than the host (cf. Od. 20.197: 3h Kat 

8e4lX£pQ 8l8igk£xo %£tpi Tapaaxd;), is first establisOed after Jason has 

politely declined her offer to rule over the island. A consoling gesture (cf.

!1lSee Pratt (1993), 65 & 69; George (1972), 60: "Jason sees only that part of the surface which 
he wishes to see;" Stoessl (1941), 43: "Jason glaubt ihr oder tut wenigstens so."
!18See also George (1972), 60.
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3.106),1ll it nevertheless shows Jason's control of the situation and seems to 

symbolise that agreement has been reached in more than one respect, in Jason's 

opinion at least.2®® At the same time, the touching of Hypsipyle's hand by Jason 

so soon before sharing her bed is also a gesture with erotic connotations, revealing 

again the strong sexual uoCeTOurTente in this atmosphere of seduction. Por 

example in HyAphr 155-7 ("Qc; ei7t<£o odpe xeepca (^XojipEiSiis 6’ 

’A(>po5vxn / EpTce |I£Taaxpe<})goeaa kox’ oj^jiaxa KaXa paoofca / eg 

o£%og eiiaTp<jCTOo), Aphrodite, playfully displaying the atScSg expected of a 

maiden, is led to bed by Aochlees (cf. Od 8.291ff.).®1 It is very much a light, 

fleeting gesture, but comparison with 4.99-100 ("Og ryoSa, koi xeepa 

olxpaG%e86o fjpape o£ip'1 / Si^ep'iOv), where Jason joins hands with Medea 

to strengthen his oath to moTTy her, reveals Jason's intentions here.®2 In Book 

Three, when Medea finally yields to love, it is her grasping of Jason's hand, 

unconventional for a maiden, which symbolises the decision she has taken 

(3.1067-8: eio£ xe xetpog / 8£l1lTepfig• 5fi ydp oi d7t’ 6(jg(o0|po^)g Ot7cno 

ati8(gg).288

f) Entertaifnmn: by the women: feasts, dancing and sacrifices i1.842-

60)

When Jason leaves the queen to deliver her message to his comrades, he is again 

surrounded by women, as during his arrival at the city and palace. Poreshadowing 

the next stage in the narrative, i.e. the sharing of their beds with the men, the 

women thronging around Jason are significantly called oerioiSeg (1.843).

o>L(>i S£ xov ye oeTjol8eg COXo0no dXXat

lllSee Campbell ad 3.106; Fronkel, Noten, 113 ad 1.83(6-42 characterises it os a "vertraulichen 
Geste"
23°Herter (1944-55), 347; StoessI (1941), 43. Cf. George (1972), 60: "temporary femole-over- 
male predominance that characterizes the meeting on Lemnos!"
2°1See Reece (1993), 20. Cf. Od 18.258.
202Sce Vian iii, 151 ad 4.100.
233<5^ olso Hunter ad 3.1067.
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Z « A / Z JZ , A Ziropiar erMlOoovT0 K£%apcpvlar, c^pco roArccov 
e"epoXev. (1.843-5)

ErX^<r>aoovT0 vividly portrays the vast multitude of virgins surrounding him 

completely (1.843-4: akko0ev okkai / poplot), swirling ond dancing in 

circles around him (1.843: ac^i/yr ... xov).204

MeTErEtTa 5’ CoTcoTdOo^olv apd"oi; 
ctcxfiv cloccvepav ^twita, nokka (Eppoojai (1.845-6)

’ET>TOOjcalojrjlV dpa"at; (1.845) recalls the mule-wagon mentioned in IL 

24.150 (cf. also IL 24.189), in which Priam is said to take presents to Achilles to 

soften his heart in order to receive Hector's body, and also in Od. 6.72f., when 

Nausicaa is loading her wagon with food, clothing ond oil in preparation for her 

departure to the beach. Whereas in Htpsipylc's initial proposal the gifts were 

meant to be used os on incentive to keep thc mcn outside the walls, they ore now 

ironically used in order to seduce them to stay with them forever. No indication 

of the exact nature of these gifts is given; it is thc quantity that counts here (1.846: 

rcoXAd; cf. 4.422: nokka rcopov "ervr^l/a Scop<a). It brings our attention again 

to the sheer number of women involved and to thcir enthusiasm and eagerness. It 

suits the women to give thc gifts now rather than at the more conventional 

moment, prior to the immediate departure of thc guests; after oil, they do not 

intend their guests ever to leave. At the departure of the Argonauts, on the other 

hand, no gift giving is mentioned because of thc haste which all of o sudden seizes 

the Argonauts after theis assembly (1.877: o^mcaq OY0pi)8cv).

It appears from their mention thrice more in thc Argonautica that these 

gifts comprise clothing, as well, presumably, as the usual and necessary 

provisions (cf. 1.837: TPBC"rtj<c^3vTic ) to facilitate the rest of their journey. 

Paradoxically, the women who were said to prefer thc work of men to the works

2°®Cf. 3.1220 (nymphs dancing); 4.937 (Nereids); 4.934 (dolphins); 4.1198 (nymphs). Cf. also 
the reference to dancing in 1.857 (Kopo'coa), a typical female activity during feasts.
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of Athena (1.629: ’A0TV<alnp ... epyoov; cf. II 6.289; Od. 7.96: epya 

yDvaiiK(Sv) nevertheless seem to give them these traditional female gifts rather 

than armour. After all, it is with the ultimate goal of children in mind and a 

restoration of the old situation that the men are all individually invited to each of 

the women's houses, instead of being dl guests of Hypsipyle (i.e. as a collective) 

(1.853-4: paaiiXTjiov ep 8op.ov). It is part of Apollonius' nanative technique to 

reveal some facts later, wOicO results in a carefully constructed and skilfully 

interwoven epic. The splendid and valuable cloaks given by the Lemnian women 

are all mentioned at decisive instances in the narrative; before the fight with 

Amycus (2.30-2: etlaxLtTrcov ... <jppo; / A£7ToaT‘OV ... 4elv^jlov), before 

Jason's battle (3.1204—6: aSivn; jiVT|l.u^ov eVv^1p; cf. 1.896: jiv<oeo2®5 and 

before the murder of Apsyrtus (4.422-8: 4Glvfjtov). The last two presents of 

purple TercXo; and black papo;, both given by Hypsipyle, reveal in retrospect 

again her love for Jason. The details given about the origin of the nknXop — it 

was made by the Charltes as a present for Dionysus who lay upon it with Ariadne 

after she had been abandoned by Theseus — indicate its importance. At the 

crucial moment when Medea is going to bribe her own brother in order to lure 

him to the temple where Oe will be murdered, reminiscences of Hypsipyle and 

Ariadne ominously foreshadow Medea’s own fate^ ©eX^ip , lraeitionally 

characterising Medea's words and deeds (cf. 4.435: 0e^X'^i^j.^jev; 4.442: 

08^X11^ (>^j^|^a^K’), is helped by the cloak.

Kd't 8’ aLLTOUp ^EnvOaOai £711 a^cf^r^ca 0l3p)co’ ayeoKov 
pTLi8al3;• (1.849-50)

2°5See for the relationship between gift giving and remembrance Od. 15.126: FV'^F’ ’EXevrip 
XeipCov. Cf. also Od. 4.592; Od. 8.430-2; Od. 15.54-5: xoO ydp xe ^eivop FIFviIcK£XPa 
fjpaxa Tadra / dvepep %^toP85KO'Ul op xev (jdAriTna Tapcdoxu. See Reece (1993), 35. 
As Garvie observes ad Od. 8. 430-2 this is "the ultimate purpose of giving, that the recipient 
should remember the donor."
208Fpr Ariadne and Theseus see Duckworth (1933), 59; Fusillo (1985), 69-73; Levin (1971), 69, 
n. 2; Nyberg (1992), 121; Rose (1985), 40.
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Very friendly relationships are indeed established: ^avoiiaOar euphemistically 

hints at the (sexual) intercourse between thc Argonauts and Lcmnian women as 

though it were o normal part of the hospitality offered to o guest (cf. 1.874: 

£cyavPpoO<Tii).207 Cypris, striving to frcc Lcmnos from its untouched 'virgin 

status' (1.852: dcijpaxO^ ), is explicitly said hcrc to be responsible for the 

women's actions at this stage, instilling sweet love in them.

ADotTKo S’ c^cox'D %opootot car eliljtmtvrat YEytj0er 
kotvcd KVlG'^£VKc l;£p^lcXelv• E;o%a S’ oXkx$v 
oOoo'aKO>v "Hpnc ma kCvtov f|S£ Kai 06x1^
Kmrprv dorSfjorv 6deeggi te peiOIggovto. (1.857-60)

Rather than telling detailed stories about the preparation of feasts and sacrifices, 

the dancing or indeed thc lovemoKing itself, a general impression of gaiety is 

created. E’rO(O7rivT]<ar, denoting a 'solemn fcast' or 'banquet,' corresponds with the 

general splendour encountered by thc heroes on thc island. Mcals and sacrifices 

ore a vital part of the welcome ceremonies ond are indicative of the rcspcct in 

which the heroes are held. Here, as in 1.13 and 4.1421,2°8 the banquet is 

combined with a sacrifice offered to Cypris and Hephaestus, the patron god of 

Lemnos. (1.858: ca%v(p kvra‘ijev'tr). Ironically, the same words ore used here 

in 1.875 to describe thc feasts the Argonauts are celebrating with the Lcmnian 

women as Hypsipyle used in her account to Jason about the deeds committed by 

the Lemnian men with the Thracian girls (sce 1.819). Whereas in 1.819 the fact 

that the men dared to commit adultery openly and everywhere is emphasised, in 

1.857 it is rather the involvement of thc whole city which is stressed.

2°7See Blumberg (1931), 19; Frankel, Noten, 115, n. 234; ibid. 114; Levin (1971), 78-9; George 
(1972), 57. The delicacy, however, is not specifically Apollonian: see Janko ad II 14,346-53. 
More than just a brothel as Lawall (1966), 151 asserts.
2OOLivrea ad 4.1421 observes that this particular aspect is not found in Homer.
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g) TTihinteerention by Heeo^ciee aad fareweU of ihe women of Lemnoo i1.841—

9/3)

Despite the alleged haste of the men (cf. 1.841: £TCiGTxp%O'U<atv), the women

have so far been successful in detaining the Argonauts. Just as Odysseus' stay at 

Circe's is prolonged continually (cf. Od. 10.236: iva nayid XaOoiaxo 

oaxpiSog airjg; Od. 10.467-71; cf. also Od. 4.594-8), so departure is ever 

postponed by Jason and his comrades. The exact duration of their stay is never 

given.209

’AjiPooiTi 8’ elg rtpap dd fjev
oasxl?lTrlg• 8'Tpov 8’ dv £Mvuoo auGt p£oooong, 
el pfi ao0kllc<7(oc exapoDg cieool£D0n yaoail^mo 
‘HpaKXdgg Toioiatv £OiOTdg(w p.ex£llTTi:£• (1.861-4)

Heracles' action, which eventually manages to free the men from the spell cast by 

the women, echoes the very similar intervention by Odysseus' comrades in the 

Circe episode.* 2® As a result, their suggestions, playing on Odysseus' sense of 

honour (Od. 10.475: c^y^^\^cop), are accepted without further discussion.

▲ / > JZ c* z Z r* JZkolClool’, t|8t| vov pijivnaKeo Taxpioog aioig,
&t xot Oeopaaov eaxt aarnGTvat koi iKeaOai
oikov EijKx^ll£voo Kai are h; oaopl8a yaeav.
“Og EtCctv, arnap fipol y’ E7t£iiel0£xo 0dpSg dyfjvccp.

(Od. 10.472-5)

In an assembly paralleling that of the women at the beginning of this episode, 

Heracles urges his companions to continue their voyage. Restoring the separation 

of the sexes, the gathering of the men apart from the women and outside their 

sphere of influence is the first indication of the turn his speech is going to take 

(1.863: do;dvED0E YDvaiK(Pv). Of his own free will (1.856: ekcov ~ 1.772: 

Ekcv), this hero stayed behind ot their ship together with some other men and

^Herter (1944-55), 348.
213See also Clauss (1993), 137.
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refused to take any part in the festivities. Whereas in the Doliones episode 

Heracles stays behind to guard the ship, defending it successfully against the 

sudden attack of the Earthbom Monsters (1.992-3: ’AXXa yap cvOi XeXetrcxo 

oVv dvvpoaaiv OJTXooOePIt:ciV / ‘HpaKXeri;; cf. Od. 9.172ff.; Od. 10.27 If.), 

here no reasons are given for Heracles' stay. However, a strong impression is 

created of a fundamental disagreement with the actions of the rest of the crew.311 

In the Odyssean Circe episode on which this passage in the Lemniau episode is 

closely modelled, EurylocOus, although preferring to stay behind near the ship for 

a second time, in the end nevertheless follows Odysseus out of fear for his temper 

(Od. 10.447: Ttcpd vrfi 4£X£l7VOO).212 Thus, two elements from the Homeric 

Circe episode are here combined: Heracles does in fact stay behind and, like the 

unnamed comrades, effectively rebukes Jason and the rest of his comrades. The 

speech introduction (1.864: avl7tod£lDV ), closure (1.875: "Og velKecaev 

opikov) and Heracles' address of the assembled comrades with 8<cip6vi61 

(1.86522® leave no doubt about the actual content of Ois words; the whole crew is 

criticised, but special attention is paid to Jason, the leader of the men.

Accipovtoi, TlxopT; £^311X1^ otp.’ ocToepyei 
'He ydp.icov erctSeueep eprupev

K£t0ev, PvoaaapiEvoi J:oX^ipTot>pi<;; (1.865-7)

In this sarcastic speech full of innuendo,214 Heracles, frequently echoing words 

spoken by Polyxo and Hypsipyle when arguing their case, continually turns these 

around to reveal a diametrically opposite perspective. The Lemnian soil, expertly 

'ploughed' so far by the heroes (cf. Pine. P. 4.254-5: Gv PXXoScaroi; / STcpp’ 

dc.poDpccl;P, is 'rich,' 'fat' (1.868: Xlflmp’Uv), as was already claimed by Hypsipyle 

(1.830: pa^0^^^i’^to<;), and provides the heroes, easily led astray by the Lemnian

211See also Knight (1995), 167.
2!2See also Clauss (1993), 136; Knight (1995), 167; Green ad 1.865-73.
2!®See West ad Od. 4.774-5.
2!4see Vian i 91; Clauss (1993), 136-40; Fusillo (1985), 220; As Hutchinson (1988), 111 
remarked, 1.869-70 are recalled in Idas' words in 3.558-63, when it becomes clear that a foreign 
woman is not, as is to be expected, holding a hero back from his mission but instrumental in his 
obtaining KnSop.
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women (1.850), with an easy and comfortable life (cf. Od. 11.136; Od. 19.368). 

Polyxo pointed out in 1.686 (a'OTopaxot.) that thc oxcn will not yoke themselves 

to plough the land ond similarly Heracles now claims that the heroes will not 

obtain the Golden Flccce without any effort (1.871: a^^o^p^o^T^o^v).

0\) pocv £'6KK£lt^<; ye atcv oO^etTot yuvat^iv
EoaopvO’ mS’ km. Siypov ecOiupvoj- (1.869-70)

Exploiting the well-known aversion to intimate relationships with foreigners^5 

Heraclcs, who acts here as 'the exponent of gpovrjaK; and GcOgoatSvrj ,'216 

appeals to traditional heroic feelings of honour and concern for reputation^7 jUsi 

as Hypsipyie considered it the greatest crime of thc Lemnian men to scorn thvir 

own legitimate women and children in favour of foreign slavc-grris, thereby 

creating a bastard race at the expense of the own people (1.809—12), so Heracles 

says that thvy should not stay with thc Lemnian women as this would entail 

preferring/cne/gn wenten — note the effective use of the derogatory oOvvtriGt. 

(1.869) — to their own women (1.865: £p4>DZwv; 1.867: rcokvqTtSa^). Easily 

refuting HypsrpYle's claim that the government of thv island could possibly be 

described os o yepa; (1.869: eTJcXetet,;), Hcracles touches upon this themv of 

honour again in the last line of his speech in which he says that Jason shall 

certainly win great glory by filling Lcmnos with sons (1.873-4: eiaocE Afjpvov 

/ racatv artaSppjCrn pcYdOri xt £ pd^t; tcrrxar ~ 1.661-2: cocrr / 

pd%t;;). After they have finally managed to obtain the ficecv, Jason uses similar 

patriotic words to urge his comrades on and remind them of their own 

responsibility for failure and success, referring particularly again to thv plight of

2!®Cf. the concerns for the opinions of others expressed by Nausicaa in Od. 6.276ff., Helen in Il. 
3.410 and Medea in, for example, 3.795: KTjBpvT xoaov avepoc oOXoSaTClO.
216peeney (1986), 54-5, also 51: "He is physical strength incarnate, and also a philosopher's 
paradigm of intellectual resource and self-control." On Heracles' contradictory character see also 
Nelis (1992), 164.
217cbscher (1939), 41.
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their children and elderly parents at home (4.202-5: f]£ KaT'r|(J>£lT]o f Kai faya 

Kfi8og apeaGca).21®

Ii is often mentioned that Thersiies' words in IL 2.236-8 ore recalled.219 

The completely different purpose of these two speeches (cf. IL 2.236: otKaSe 

oep guv vouGi oeoc^l^1^<o.) is illustrated by the reaction of ihe crowd to Heracles' 

words which urge them io contioun their expedition.220 Ashamed os o result of 

his reproaches, they immediately start to break up, not daring to utter o word in 

reply or even look oi him (1.875-6: S’ oti vu xtg exori / oppax’

doaa%£0£eio otiS£ 7O)ax.pu01TGaGOag).221 222

vXX auxmg o^yopTJ0eo £JTapx^L£ooxo v££G0ai
GOEmopevoi. Tai 6£ a<nv £ocS8apov, eux’ ES(dr|aao.

(1.877-8)

The now familiar concept of the women as o moss returns in the final scene in 

which the women run iowords them os soon as they hear ihe news that ihe 

Argonauts have decided to leave the island, swarming out around them (1.881: 

dAAoxe CXXov; 1.883: av&pag apgi) like bees out of a hive (1.C79-C5).222 

Embedded within a departure scene ond recalling because of its language the two 

previous sightings of the Argonauts by the women, attention is again focused on 

the women's experience. As has often been noted, the simile is closely modelled 

on Il. 2.87-90, in which the marching of the Ach^on troops from their ships is 

compared with the movement of swarms of bees out of their hive.223 224 Echoing the 

opening scene (cf. 1.635),224 oeo%£ovxo (1.883), commonly used of crowds 

marching to battle, reinforces this idea. This and the potential agression of bees

218see also Idas' words in 1.466-7: 7r£plVxd.ov oXkov / kuSog. On Jason's concern for his 
parents see Hiibscher (1940), 5.
2l9Clauss (1993), 139; Vian i, 91, n. 2.
^See Herter (1944-55), 347.
221Noting the similarity between 1.875-6 ond Od. 11.142-3, Clauss’ conclusion (1993: 145) that 
the name of Odysseus’ mother Anticleia would remind us that the heroes become dvri^KXeKOi 
themselves seems somewhat exaggerated.
222Hainsworth ad II. 12.171: "Wasps or bees ore a natural comparison for o crowd."
223E.g. Campbell, Echoes; Kofler (1992), 314; Vian i, 91, n. 3. Cf. IL 2.86: knzacEVOV'm Se 
Xooi; II. 2.90: od p£v X ev0a dXtg Tpto^Koa:ao, od 8e xe evGo ~ 1.881-2.
224See Frankel, Noten, 117 ad 1.879-85.
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(1.883: evP'OKe; ~ 1.636: cpxopopoi;) create suspense regarding the nature of 

the women's response on this occasion225 The droning of the bees (1.879: 

7t£pippo|p£o-oat) and the weeping and speaking of the women (1.883: 

KlV'op6p,£val; 1.884: piOoiGiv £8£ikovowt6 ) form another point of

similzuit)^226 These two aspects of mass and noise are repeated in the bee simile 

in 2.130-7, in which the Berbycians cre compared with bees smoked out of their 

hives by shepherds (i.e. the Argonauts).227 Them, the relation between simile and 

surrounding text is straightforward; here, despite the correspondences mentioned 

above, the link is more problematic and it is principally the incongruity of the 

sadness of the women at the departure of the men and the joy of the bees, echoing 

the happiness of the women at Jason's arrival at the city, that has attracted much 

attention from schol^^is^J^28 it seems that the only way of explaining this 

discrepancy is to assume that the women obtain in the end at least partly what 

they want.229 Clauss and Kofler have recently suggested that the simile, with its 

clear erotic connotations, echoes contemporary theories about the reproduction of 

bees in which the bees are thougOt to collect tOeir young from flowes).3®

As is to be expected after the image created of the women as OigOly 

emotional creatures and the pressure exerted on the men by Heracles, only the 

women's emotions are shown openly in this final scene.231 TOeir emotional 

farewells recall the crying if Alclmede and the other women when the Argo set 

off on its journey (1.292: Ki'^''^(^{^'co).2^32 The omission of the description of 

several possible elements of a departure scene, e.g. meal, omen and libation,2—

225’je/8'i)Ke<p 'greedily,' 'ravenously.’ Cf. Od. 14.109; [Hes.] Sc. 427.
226George (1972), 61; Ibscher (1941), 18.
227cf. 2.130: apfivop p£ya; 2.133: pop^qo^v KAnvovTai.
22%.g. Effe (1996), 311: "inoch einmal summierend zuriick auf das Gluck der lemnische 
Liebesidylle."
22>See also George (1972), 62.
230<ciauss (1993), 142; Kofler (1992), 313 & 318.
23iFrankel, Noten, 120 ad 1.910-4.
2—See Herter (19^55), 348.
2—See Reece (1993), 36-8.
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shows clearly the hosts (1.878: O7t£pT0|J.£Vor) with which the Argonauts havv to 

leave the island following the harsh words from Heracles.234

OtpGt xv cat rrtrOoiarv £S£lK(avopjVTo EKaaxov, 
luxo-iEvai rrocapEoaiv orrTirooa vooxov' STrdcrccat.

(1.88-4-5)

In 1.884-5, the departure rituals are described; SeiKaoaaOcai stems to denote a 

formal farewell, which is accompanied by the traditional prayers for o safe 

joumey.235 After the general farewell of the body of women, our attention is once 

again focused on the drama between thc qucen and Jason.236 Hypsipyle's farewell 

blessing is somehow exemplary for what happens to all thc other couples^37 As 

said, thv queen shows in her speech that she is well awarc of the circumstances of 

the voyage of thv Argonauts.®3® The courteous offer of her first speech (1.890: co; 

eO&OEt; col xot glAov; 1.892: t^coxc ... EO£Xr<;) is repeated in 1.8<9O-^I 

(GKrtreoCO oe rtotpo; £g£io).239 Similarly, Circe does not attempt to detain 

Odysseus and his comrades once they have expressed the wish to depart (Od. 

10.489: [irjcEot vfiv aVk0VTe; E|p($ Cvr plpv£OE oiKCp). HypsrpYle's wish for 

o safe return is o traditional element in such a farewell spccch (cf. Od. 15.112; 

Od. 15.128-9). Although she cannot refrain from wishing him to come back to 

Lcmnos accompanied by even more mcn (1.893^4), as indicated by thc very first 

word of her spccch (1.888: vloio), her words show on awareness and acceptance 

of the situation; it is highly unlikely that Jason will comc back to Lemnos^40 it is 

this pragmatic approach — a surprise after the introductory lines — which stems 

to gain Jason's admiration for hcr (cf. 1.899: ayaopivo;; 1.900-1: oppeCLco). 

Now clasping Jason's hand (1.886-7: fipBaaxo Te4I^^C eXooaa / AlaoviSCcco, * 23

234i,e. more than just the avoidance of another lengthy departure scene as Ibscher suggested
(1939: 18). ..
235see Russo ad Od. 18.121. Cf. //. 15.86; Od. 18.111; Od. 24.410.
236Herter (1944-55), 348; 1.899: dyoiopevog , apparently used here in bonam partem; cf. 
3.1016.
2271.886: ©c Se Kcd See Ibscher (1939), 19; Stoessl (1941), 45.
238see Vian i, 260 ad 1.901-2.
239p)scher (1939), 20: "KOnigCng die sich in hofischer Zucht beherrscht."
2OSee also Herter (1944-55), 348; George (1972), 61.
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Ta 8S 01 pee 8cCapDa %7oei Iovtoc;), Hypsipyle’s tearful entreaties and seeking 

of physical contact betray her real feelings while simultaneously the distancing 

iovTog (1.887), in marked contrast with the snCuotivn atmosphere at the palace, 

signifies a return to the situation existing at the beginning of the episode (1.650:

iooTac;).

XH-pe, ^eiv’, ivo Kal too:’ ecbv ev TcTpiSt yoli} 
livjorq spiel’, oxt pot Tpcci ^ccaypi’ ogeXlEig.

(Od 8.461-2)

Calling Jason's mission a p.eootoT>o in 1.894, Hypsipyle's identical 

characterisation of Polyxo's plan os a lnooloii in 1.700 is recalled, highlighting 

the clash between the equally passionate and irreconcilable desires of both groups. 

Io contrast, when the remembrance motif returns in Medea's speech to Jason, the 

differences in temperament between Hypsipyle and Medea become all too 

clear.241 Medea does not just ask Jason to remember her, but olso threatens to 

come to his home in case he would ever forget her (cf. 3.1109-17; also 3.1069- 

71).242 Instead of their child going to visit lo^us to console grieving 

grandparents, Medea warns that she will immediately come herself as an 

unexpected guest to reproach him (3.1116-7: Ai0e ydp eiTv / aTpogaTCcg 

Taxe aoi.civ egeaTwg ev p,ey<Cpolato ~ 1.908: egeaxtoi ev p,ey<Cpolalog.

Mentioning duty in his first speech to Hypsipyle as a reason not to stay on 

the island, the important theme of devotion to the fatherland ond wish to return 

(cf. 1.892: oaaTT^aag) home as soon as possible is resumed with more urgency 

by Jason in his final speech (1.^02^3: £T£.l oaxpov |lai aXtq neoiao eKOXi / 

va^£Tdnio), even if that would entail living under the rule of Pelias.241 242 243 244 Fully 

aware of the realities ot home (cf. 1.907: Cv^8i%x Tato dvaKoog), Jason, like 

Odysseus in his reply to Naus^aa, above all longs to complete his journey^44

241SetFpsi^o (1985), 220.
242See also Hunter, Literary Studies, 51; Green ad 1.886-97.
2430n the vddTog theme see Hutchinson (1988), 98; Campbell ad 3.175.
244j hereby follow Vian's inttrFretoticn when he comments that Apollonius ignores Pindar's 
version (P. 4.165-7), in which the government of lolcus is offered to Jason upon successful
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piKPee x’ eXO&pvai Kai voaxipov fipap I8£a0av
xcp k&v xoi Kai K£i0i 0eap wg e'd%£XO(FFriv
atei fLpa^^ Ttevxa- (Od. 8.466—8)

Temptations to stay at various stages if the journey and abandon the trials and 

sufferings are all countered by an immense devotion to the fatherland. Like 

Jason, Odysseus expresses a great love for Ois fatherland to Circe (Od. 10.483-6), 

to the Phaeacians (Od. 9.27-8; Od. 7.135L) and to Calypso (Od. 5.203-13; Od. 

5.55: xtPoO’ eiBaiav)^

El §’ oO pot TETcppcxat £; 'EX^cePa yotav iK&aOai 
xtAcc av7T/l<oovxi (1.904-5)

On the whole, Jason's speech has often been regarded as cold and insincere2246 * 

However, his concern for his parents, using the hearth as the symbol if home 

(1.908: agecnot), echoes the emotions expressed in the Iliadic obituaries, in 

which the effect of Ois death on Ois parents who have now lost someone to care 

for them in old age fully conveys the pathos of the death of a young warrior (e.g. 

II. 4.477-8: 00& tokkgcc, / 0p£77loa gtXoig aro-LScoKK, pivx>v0Odto<; Se oi 

ai<bv).247 Reference is again made to Alcimede's words in her farewell speech to 

Jason (cf. 1.28 Iff.). RatOer surprisingly after the sole concentration on the 

Lemniau women's wish for children, now Jason suddenly expresses Ois need for a 

child. Even more poignancy is given to these verses when Il. 7.468-9 is 

remembered in which Euneus, child of Hypsipyle and Jason and ruler of Lemnos 

is mentioned; Hypsipyle’s wish is thus fulfilled248

completion of his task. Green ad 1.900-9 takes this version into account and as a result 
characterises Jason as "slyly self-seeking." ~
245(Cf. Od. 9.34-6: (b ouoev yXuklov UG '■'taxpuooc ouoe xoxifmv / ytyvexou et rep kpI 
XI aaOTpoC rtiva otkov / yarn ev dXXoe<mr votea p^;av£u0£ xoKfmv; Od. 5.219-20; 
Od. 5.152-3: ^xe^^xo 8e yXuKLG odmv I voaxov e8'opop£v(jCl em ouKext 'fve<av£ 
vuLifT. Cn the topos see also C<L 11.489-91. See also 2.413 and 2.856.
24°Frinkel, Noten, 120; George (1972), 61; Green ad 1.900-1; Natzel (1992), 177-9. More 
positively Blumberg (1931), 20.
247see Kirk ad II.. 7.477-9; De Jong, Narrators, 18; Griffin (1980), 103-43.
24<^;see Vian i 93, n. 1.
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'H kxc epacv’ era. vfja jrapoUaTCx;- mg Se kxc oXXoi
Poivov apiaxrrie^. Ad^ovxo Se %epatv epeTjpa
eva%epo e^opevoc (1.910-2)

Firmly in the rolc of leader of thc expedition once again, Jason is the first to 

embark, rehabilitated after the jeering remarks from Heraclcs. Not waiting for a 

favourable wind, thc attention drown to thcir rowing emphasises again their 

eagerness to leave thc island.
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Hi DOLIONES EPISODE (1.936-1152)1

a) Introduction

The episode on Cyzicus' island shows a skilful use of the narrative devices of 

retXTCxiioo, suspense, irony, pathos and allusion. The complex structure of the 

episode2 3 with its deliberate juxtaposition of the encounters that the heroes have 

with both inhabitants of the island, the Earthbom Monsters and the Doliones, ond 

the manipulation of the various conventions of the hospitality theme ore designed 

to create these effects. Several motifs associated with this theme can be discerned 

in this episode: for example, the recognition motif, hybrts motif, motif of fear and 

of exchange of information. As we shall see, elements from the three main 

models of this episode, those of the Cyclopes, Aeolus and Laestiygones episodes, 

told consecutively by Odysseus in his tale to the Phaeacicns, are here combined 

and adapted to great effect.2

The arrival of the Argonauts ot the land of the Doliones is preceded by a 

description of the geography of the isthmus and the island, and its two groups of 

inhabitants (1.936-60). Immediately upon their xmvxl, the Argonauts ore met on 

the beach by the Doliones and, being persuaded by their hosts to row the Argo to 

the city harbour, they spend the evening and night in their city (1.961-85). The 

next day, when the heroes decide to climb Mount Dindymum, they are attacked 

by the rTmveeg (1.986-1011). After slaughtering these monsters, the Argonauts 

sail away, but, ioaCoerteCly, due to fierce winds, return to the same island in the 

middle of the night. As a result, a battle between the Doliones and Argonauts

1 Clauss (1993), 151 argues that the episode starts at 1.910, in which case it would be framed by 
the mysteries of Electra and the establishment of the cult of Rhea. The episode proper con 
nevertheless, in my opinion, be considered to start at 1.936 os is clearly indicated by Ae formula 
eoTi 8e Tig. See also Blumberg (1931), 21.
2See Hurst (1964), 232-3; Knight (1995), 84, n. 8; Levin (1971), 87-91; Vion i, 29. Clauss 
(1993), 48-53 also discusses the earlier versions of the story found in Deiochus and Herodorus, 
and changes made by Apollonius. See also Blumberg (1931), 21; Dufher (1988), 285-310; Green 
ad 1.961ff.; Stoessl (1941), 25; Williams (1991), 196, n. 21.
3See also Dufner (1988), 254ff.
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takes place in which King Ctzicus is Killed by Jason (1.1012-53). At dawn, the 

tragic mistake is discovered, and the funeral of thc King and suicide of his young 

wife Cleite follow (1.1053-77). Prevented from deporting for twelve days by 

strong winds, the Argonauts offer sacrifices on top of Mount Dindymum in order 

to propitiate Rhea as Mospsas has ordered them to do (1.1078-52). Thc winds 

then finally drop and the Argonauts row away the next day.

b) The arrival ofthe Argonautt (1.93(6-50)

The beginning of this major episode is clearly marked by the well-known 

Homeric device of Coxi Se xr; (1.936), introducing a passage of topographical 

information about the island (1.936^4^1).4 This new start is so effective because 

of the sharp contrast it forms with thc previous rapid and conventional mention, 

without much detail, of a number of geographical points in the landscape where 

thv heroes do not disembark (1.^22—35); the focus in thc latter passage is entirely 

on thv progress of thvir journey ond act of sailing. Considering these two sections 

from the point of view of rhythm, on acceleration of the narrative is accomplished 

bvforv a new rctordotion.

"E^oxr Se xt; auteta npOTtovxtSo; evSoOt vt.go;, 
xmOOv dreo Opvyiri; ToHD^rpou fiTttpoto 
et; oka KeKAipevri oacov x’ emipuppeca ia0|io;,
%epacp em TpPTtri; Kaxaetcievj; ev Oe oc ockxcc 
aa<t>tO,up.or Ketxac S' rijep UOaxo; AlcfiTCOio- 
"ApKccov |civ KoXeouaw "Opo; Ttppvaiexaovxe;.

(1.936-41)

Thv cluster of information provided in 1.936-41 concentrates on those anusuol 

features of the island which act as a landmark and determine its position in

4See also 1.592-608. Janko ad U. 13.32-8; "The 'topographical introduction,' marked by the 
ancient usage 'there is,' breaks the narrative flow to fic attention on what follows;." See also West 
ad Od. 3.293; Hoekstra ad Od. 13.96. Cf. also 2.360 (a new phase in their journey described by 
Phineus); 3.927; 4.982 (a rapid travel description is followed by a more extensive description of 
Drepane introducing the Phaeacian episode).
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relation to the sulT0undings4 Three main characteristics are empOasised: the 

unusual position of the island, the fact that the coast provides the opportunity for 

several harbours, and the presence of the steep mountain Dindymum (1.936: 

aiTteia). The plain sloping down towards the sea (1.939: TpTj0i3g) is so low that 

it is washed over by the waves (1.938: ealil'Upeo(Cl); in contrast to this, the OeigOt 

of Mount Dindymum is continually stressed in order to empOasise its possible use 

as a point if observation (1.985: jOYa AlvPtopov; 1.936: cdacita ; 1.999: 

rnKOaiHv; 1.1108: cdaetvfiv ... oupei; cKpirv). The importance if this latter 

eetail becomes evident only later when the Argonauts decide to climb Dindymum 

to see for themselves the course they have to take fir the next stage of tOeir 

journey. These details thus set the scene for this episode and direct the reader’s 

attention towards those elements whicO will play an important role. In general, 

those geographical features are selected and adapted by the poet to suit his artistic 

and poetic purposed cnd, here, the introduction thus simultaneously Olghlights a 

new and significant stage in the narrative, and cuticipates new developments.

Although the amount and nature if the information given already indicate 

that we can expect the heroes to disembark here, the actual reference to the 

coming ashore if the Argo and the accompanying weather circumstances comes 

relatively late, after the information is given about the peninsula and its 

inhabitants. As a result if this, the introduction remains cn uninterrupted block of 

general facts provided by the narrator. In the Lemnian episode, on the other hand, 

where the focus is very much on the experiences of the women, the reference to 

the landing of the Argo on the island is followed by background information 

about the women’s deed. When information is finally given about the Argo, the 

emphasis is on the speed with which the Argonauts cre travelling because of the 

fierce TOracian winds (1.953: ejcelYVC£01i). ^poVTtn/cv (1.953) is in the Iliad

5 Vian, REG 91 (1978), 96-106 discusses this topographical introduction in great detail.
6 A similar device can be encountered in Homer. See West ad Od. 4.844 ff. and Williams (1991), 
249.
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always used of the Trojans advancing to battle en masse,7 but here applied to the

Argo pushing forward to the shore, driven on by the winds.

”Ev0’ ’Apyco TpouToyi/ev £7£iyo)i£vir ovejoiat 
©pTiKioic- ‘ (1.953-4)

Reading this episode, one naturally wonders why the Argonauts move around so 

much, and the number of harbours has been the subject of fierce debate. The 

various stages within the episode are indicated each time by references to the 

progress of time (cf. 1.985; 1.1012-4; 1.1015-9; 1.1053; 1.1080; 1.1151) and 

every new stage in the narrative in fact even coincides with a move of the 

Argonauts to yet another harbour (see 1.955; 1.986-7; 1.1019-20; 1.1109-10). 

These descriptions of the whole process of travelling, i.e. details about departure, 

arrival and other manoeuvres of the heroes, in combination with references to 

weather conditions and time (day7night), are functional to the plot in that, 

reinforcing and supporting the geographical elements, they clearly mark not only 

the beginning and end of an episode, but also the other significant stages within 

the narrative; they offer an explanation for and justification of the movements of 

the Argonauts.8 Clarifying the intricate twofold structure of the episode, attention 

is drawn to the complex set of parallels and contrasts existing between the various 

scenes.9

Further comments are made about the remarkable position of the island 

with its contrasting mountain and plain (1.947-8), when information is given 

about the two groups of inhabitants. The stark contrast in which they are placed 

in relation towards each other is reflected in and reinforced by the very different 

places in which they live. The Earthbom Monsters, as is appropriate for such

7E.g. II 13.136; II 15.306; II 17.262.
8On the transitional function of winds in the first and second books see Williams (1991), 216.
9The structure of this episode is characterised by the fact that there are two of everything: i.e. two 
sacrifices (framing the episode in a nice example of ring composition), two battles, two mountain- 
cHmbs.
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wild creatures,10 arc said to live on thc rocky (i.e. infertile) mountain (1.1093: 

ArvOUpoa) SKcpoeVTOO),/* 1 whereas the isthmus or plain (1.1061: Aerjrcovtov), 

commonly a symbol of civilisation but also often used for holding battles on, is 

inhabited by the Dolroncs. Neither in this section nor in the rest of thv episode are 

any details given about human settlements; no epithets are, for example, used to 

describe the burlerngs or splendoar of the palacc. The Doliones have a harbour in 

their 0ToTOi (1.965; 11052: roXt;; 1.1029: Sripcc)( which is indicative of their 

pursuits and again of some level at least of civilisation, and there is a palace 

(1.974: Scaipor’) containing thc OdXaLiov (1.978) of thc King. In preparation for 

the drama of the death of the king and thc qaeen, the emphasis in this introductory 

passage is far more on the background of the newly-wed couple than on detailed 

descriptions of the surroundings.

TaOftov S' av TtSOov ce AoXiove; aji^evepovco
avepeq- ev O' qpcoq Atvf|tog mO; avaa<re
KvqtKoq ov Kouprc Stov cekev EvGoopoto
AivirTTi( (1.947-50)

Throughout the episode, the heroic nature of the Doliones and their king is 

emphasised. The hospitable behaviour of the Doliones is anticipated by the 

reference to their background and ancestry. Ctzicus himself is introduced as a 

CPco^ (1.948) with noble ancestry (1.949: Stov ... EvGtP0OjO)(44 and later the 

fallen warriors of thv Doliones are — admittedly by their own people — regarded

as heroes. Although rpor; is in this vpic almost exclusively, and mainly in the 

plural, used of thc Argonauts, it is also ascd of Apsyrtas when he divs in thv trap 

laid for him by Jason and Medea (4.471-3). There, the denomination similarly 

underlines Apsyrtus' nobility and consequently thc injustice of his killing. The

10Buxton (1994), 82. The Mossynoeci, remarkable above all for their unusual and outrageous 
manners (or, in other words, the absence of any 'normal' customs) are also said to live in the 
mountains (2.1016-7). A different account is given by Phineus in 2.379-80.
nOne of the wonders caused by Rhea (1.1145ff.) is the creation of a spring on Dindymum: ejcd. 
ovci Tappoxepov uSacc voev / AlvSupov (1.1146-7).
l2Levin (1971), 94 remarks that the introduction of both the king and his wife is phrased in
tr^t^i^it^onal Homeric terns.
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way in which Cyzicus is introduced with full genealogyP and emphasis on his 

youth (Oe is the same age as Jason, Ois beard has inly just started to grow, and Oe 

and Ois young bride have not yet had any cOildren) is reminiscent of the 

biographical information given in the Homeric vignettes introducing young 

warriors who cre going to die on the battlefield, and thus warns us of the tragedy 

wOicO will befall him.

In the case of the Earthbim Monsters, the absence of any real contact with 

the heroes and the lack of any information about tOeir activities only further 

emphasise their bestial nature. No information is given about the way in wOicO 

they spend the night of the Argonauts' arrival, nir indeed how they live; they do 

not become individuals at any point, as PolypOemus or even the Laestrygonians in 

the Odyssey clearly do, are never given a name and always treated as an 

anonymous mass..* 14 Of course, their inOumanity can easily be stressed since any 

encounter with the minsters or exploration of their land can initially be avoided 

precisely because of the presence of the Dillones. No iueivatiou is given that the 

Argonauts know if the existence of the monsters when they undertake tOeir 

expedition the next morning.

The fact that the Earthbom Monsters cre introduced first and the allusions 

evoked by the emphasis on certain characteristics create firm expectations of cn 

ensuing fight between the beasts and the Oeroes. Such expectations had already 

been raised by the description of the harbour in 1.940 (dtlLj>^P'0|Ll6l) which evokes 

OcL 4.844-7 (£<7x1 5e xic vfjao; aXt it£opcl£<:a:ca, / ... X-pivE; 5’ evi

va^x^A.^I^oi aPT / d^<^)1frtlcol • tt) xiv ye pevov ^6Y6&voEO ’A^iuit). In 

this passage at the end of Od. 4, the suitors lie in wait for TelemacOus, who is to 

come back from his travels to Nestor and Menelaus (cf. also Od. 4.843: 

TT<tep,d%vc (^vov mjKpv evi <p£cmv Pppaivvov'TE;). Similar cuticipatiIns if 

an ambush in the Apollonian passage seem at first to be going to be confirmed

PGarvie ad Od 7.59-66.
14See also Knight (1995), 149.
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when the hybristic Earthbom Monsters are introduced, are then disappointed by 

the friendly reception of the Argonauts by the Doliones, and finally come tme 

when the Argonauts are ambushed by monsters the next day29 At the same time, 

the tragic character of the erroneous and disastrous encounter 'with the Doliones is 

emphasised even further by the complex stmcture of the episode and its actual 

placement after the successful slaughter of the monsters at a time when both the 

heroes and the Doliones consider themselves to be safe and therefore cherish a 

false sense of security. It is from the exploitation of the reader's expectations of 

the behaviour of these two contrasting groups that the episode derives its force.

A similar contrast between two groups of inhabitants can be found in Od. 

6, where we are informed that the Phaeacians are even forced to migrate by the 

Cyclopes {Od. 6.4-6). The parallel in situation is strengthened by a verbal echo; 

the verb cTvovto, 'harm,' 'hurt' (1.951), echoes Od. 6.6, where the verb is used to 

describe how the Cyclopes used to harass the Phaeacians. Garvie comments on 

the effective use of the contrast between the Phaeacians and the Cyclopes:

The Cyclopes live in a lawless society beyond the pale of civilisation {Od.
9.106-15; cf. 276). Thus, at the very outset of the Phaeacian episode,
Homer stresses the civilised nature of Phaeacian society by contrasting it 
with the inhuman, barbarous Cyclopes from whom they have distanced 
themselves.15 16 17

Throughout the Doliones episode, various links are established between the 

Earthbom Monsters and the Cyclopes on the one hand, and the Doliones and the 

Phaeacians on the other. In the Argonautica, it is the immediate and actual 

proximity that accentuates the contrasts between both groups of inhabitants. 

Williams explains the unusual coexistence of both groups by referring to the 

barrier the topography places between them.n However, an additional 

explanation is provided by the text itself':

15See also Clauss (1993), 157.
16Garvie ad Od. 6.4-6.
17WUliams (1991), 83.
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ToDq S' ox) Ti, car CcrroyXca rep e0vTC)
rrcyevle; oivovto, nooorSdcovo; dpoytr (1.950-1)

The Doliones ore also protected by thc divine patronage of Poseidon, well-known 

for his association with and control over monsters (cf. Od. 9.528ff.).44 However, 

this special protection ominously seems to imply that there is a risk of attack for 

others (see 1.950: xo'Dg S’otD xr) and, mdeed, this is prccrselY what happens as 

soon os the Argonauts intrude upon thc monsters' territory.

01 rptv pEv koto votov Ev oOptixop^ TrtopoxrD, 
dY%oo KdkXoSkcov, ovSpmv W£ECTKOpE^VTG)V( 
oi o<>Dca^ OlVEGKovT0( plr^t 6C (teppxooj fjoav.

(Od. 6.4-6)

The contrast between the monsters and thc Doliones is continaed in thv 

introduction of thv monsters as ^)ppt<OTar xe Koi dYptot (1.942), recalling Od. 

6.119-21, Od. 8.575-6, Od. 9.175-6 and Odi. 13.201-2.

pot eyco, xeev aUxo ppoTOv e; yatav tKavco; 
p’ 01 y ipptoxot xv car dYptot osse StKatot, - 

f|E (jiXo.owot, cot (jv voo; eaxi Oeoojsfe
(Od. 6.119-21)

These words of Odysseus are repeated when he arrives at thc islands of thv 

Phaeacians, the Cyclopes and his own people of Ithaca respectively, and con bv 

regarded os a leitmotif in thv Odyssey. Clearly marking a ncw stage in the 

narrative, thvy draw attention to the fcar and permanent onxiett that accompanies 

potentially dangerous encounters with strangers in a foreign country, 18 19 In the 

Doliones episode we ore in fact presented with examples of both types, the good 

host ond thc enemy, within one episode. The allusion to these famous lines from

18See also Dufner (1988), 252-4.
Da similar twofold option is expressed by Jason in his speech before the election of the leader of 
the expedition (1.339-40: S Kev ca ecaoca peXoiTO, / vetcea anv0eeo.a<; ce peca 
^evoim paXeaeca).
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the Odyssey once more highlights the deliberate and stark contrasts created 

between the two groups; for, whereas the Earthbom Monsters are indeed wild, 

savage beasts, bent on destruction of their opponents without any good reason, 

Cyzicus will display all the features of a good host and is shown to be god

fearing, as is indicated not only by his help with the sacrifice through the 

provision of wine and sheep, but also by his observance of the oracle which 

warned him to receive his guest. In other words, the kind and hospitable 

behaviour of the king and his people is further emphasised because of the implicit 

comparison with the Earthbom Monsters.

c) The Earthboon Monsters (1.942-6))

Kat to pev UPpuaxat. xe Kat dyptot ewataaKov 
rriyeveeq, peya OaGpa TtEptKTiovEcocatv tSeaOar 
e£ ydp eKdaxcp %£tpeq mepptot f|ep£0ovxo, 
at pbv vno axtpapmv mpcov 8do, xat 8’ wevEpOev 
xeaaapeq atvoToxcriatv em Tttaeupj dpaptitat.

(1.9-42-6)

The Earthbom Monsters, their name thrice emphatically placed at the beginning 

of the verse (1.943; 1.951;1.989), are children of Gaia. This fact immediately 

likens them to the Titans and Giants, who were proverbial for their anarchy, great 

ambitions and valence.20 The description of their remarkable physique on its 

own would suffice to associate them with fabulous creatures like the Hundred- 

Armers in Hesiod's Theogony or Scylla in the Odyssey (Od. 12.86ff.: twelve legs 

and six heads). Closer examination of the short introduction in which the 

monsters' physical appearance and character are described (1.942ff.) confirms this 

picture and reveals a highly significant choice of epithets. The allusions made by 

these adjectives to the descriptions of monsters in the Odyssey (e.g. Cyclopes [Od. 

9.105ff.]; Laestrygonians [Od. 10.87-124]; Scylla [Od. 12.85ff.]) and Hesiod's

20Tlie Laestrygonians are explicitly said to resemble Giants Instead of men: Od. 10.119-20: 
t<)0opoi Aoaaxpuyovec;, dAAoGev aXkoc,, I pupioi, obk dvSpeacuv eoiKoxec;, dXka 
Ptyacnv.
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Theogony and Works all assist in influencing the reader's perception of these 

creatures and expectation of their future behaviour. The epithets carry a strong 

connotation of moral condemnation and tell us not only about their physique but 

also about the absence of any norms and values belonging to a civilised society. 

The connection with hybris is, for example, explicitly made twice in the portrayal 

of the monsters (1.942; 1.944).

The picture created of the monsters belongs to a ling tradition and, in my 

opinion, no one single model can be detected as their source. Rather, typical 

elements from several literary antecedents cre combined to portray them as the 

archetypal monsters (1.996: diva 4te4©p(a).4i In all these passages in which 

descriptions of such monsters occur the same features are emphasised again and 

again: their enormous strengthp* 22 fearsome appearance, and excessive love of 

violence and aggressiveness. Knight concludes in her comparison of this story 

with the encounter between Odysseus and the Laestrygoniius that

...it is not possible to make a complete identification if the
EarthbomL and the Laestryg6niaus. The EmrtObom are monstrous, like the
Laestrygomans, but in a different way; they have extra arms (1.945^6), but 
cre not apparently giant-size (contrast Od. 10.120). Nor do they appear 
to have the social organisation which the Lceslrygoniaus cre reported to 
possess (Od. 10.103-11)44

The main debt, with regard to the physical side at least, seems to be to Hesiod. A 

similar vocabulary is encountered and the epithets all stress the three key aspects 

of might, excess and arrogance to which tOeir character is inclinee. This is 

specifically underlined by the frequent use of epitOets with the prefix wtep- 

(’exceeding,' ’surpassing,’ 'outdoing')^ As has been noted by several scholars.

9.187 (Cyclops): rceXccpioc; ; Od 12.87 (Scylla): freXop kpkov.
22Cf. Cyclopes, Od. 9.446: KpaTepPc ro<^%L<)^)mog; Hes. Th. 153: iax'ix; 5’ dTtXrixog Kpa/cepf 
peydtap ski, eiPei; Hes. Th. 185: peyaXouq riyavoxg; Hes. Th. 670: OavpI xe KFPX£Fq^ xe 
piTv Wn£poaAov exovxeg; Hes. Th. 619-^^0: fivoperiv mrcpcoTXov ayfevog ff& ko dPog 
/ kox pey^eCog.
P3PKnight (1995), 149. West ad Hes. Th. 186, however, remarks that "great size is not a prominent 
feature of Giants in Greek myth."
241.942: 'uPFtaTat; 1.944: ■uTpFlOl; Hes. Th. 149: wiapiynpva xeixvp; Hes. Th. 670: Servo! 
xe Kpaxepot xe ptiyv imapcrC-cio e%ovxeg; Hes. Th. 139: reivaxo §’ au KukXajjxaoc 
'unapPtov pxop eKOvxpg; Od. 9.106: ‘teFpidd^ov 6O£Ftaxapv.
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thvir actual physical appearance closely matches the description in Hes. Th. 148

53:25

xpet; ratSe; pctoOot <xc> cot oppr.tot, odk svo^taoTor( 
COwo; xc Bprdpeco; xc rUtiiq 6% ^>7tep'^<])avlo 
xcdv ecaxsv pev Tetcc) on* mp-cv aroooovTo, 
arpXa<aTot( cc^oron Se £Kd<OT<p rPVlT|rKOT(a 
e£ (Opccv E7ce^»K0v em oTrpocolOt pe/Traoov 
ia%'o; o’ e^tt0rrT0) KpaTepir/ pctaOco em erSer.

(Hes. Th. 148-53)

The lines Hes. Th. 150-3, describing the fight between the Titans and the 

Hundred-Hondcrs, ore also found in Hes. Th. 670-3 with only the slight variation 

of rtoorv dprca (Hes. Th. 672) instead of dicXaPTOt (Hcs. Th. 151). Thv 

emphasis on the number of arms of thc rTjtcvPc<; (with *p£ emphatically placed at 

the beginning of 1.944) is understandable considering the nature of their action 

the next day; with their powerful hands the monsters will carry out their arrogant 

actions and throw the innumerable rocks (1.990). The slightly anusuol and 

certainly ominous combination of ’brcpptot with %etpe< (1.944) again draws 

attention to the fact that their hands will be the instruments with which they carry 

out their hybristic intentions. 26

The wild ond savage nature of these beasts (cf. 1.942: dYptot; Od. 9.215: 

dtprov) is further accentuated by the explicit emphasis on the fearsome aspects 

of their appearance; adjectives such as ^l^vO;, ecrnot^o; and SetvS; ore often 

found in these descriptions.7 In this passage for example, the sides of the 

monsters orv palled o^voTdT'llarv in 1.946 (cf. also 1.996: alvd rtC0oP0ca). This 

vpithet, in Od. 10.219 similarly used of Circc's beasts (alvd ?P£Xc0p<o)(2C is

25Vian i, 94, n. 1. See also Campbell, Echoes; Clauss (1993), 164-5.
26The adjective is in the Odyssey found in the formula with Oppiv, describing the behaviour of the 
suitors (Od. 1.386; Od. 4.321; Od. 16.410), in II. 18.262 of lujik;, and in Hes. Th. 139 of 'fi'top. 
In Hesiod's Theogony, the combination of fivopeijv a7t^poj;k0v (Hes. Th. 516 & 619) and ptijv 
OTcpoTttov (Hes. Th. 670) can be found.
27Cf. Hes. Th. 670: Seivol ce cpocepol; Hes. Th. 155: OeivOTacoi TtaiScov; Od. 12.85: 
OeivOv OeOaKvia; Od. 12.91: apepOaOlTi ce^aXii-
28The perception of Odysseus' crew: coi S eOSeicaav, hrcri lOov cdva TilOopa. Cf. Theoc. 
25.252 (Mq).
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frequently combined with words describing feelings (e.g. ctx°£, XPXoc, , 

Kdftaxoq) and is therefore particularly appropriate to depict and draw attention to 

the emotions evoked by these monsters. This is strengthened by the reference to 

visual perception in 1.943 (peya Bafpo, TeptKKiooeaaatv t8£<o0at), which 

specifically captures the attention of the reader and focuses on their frightening 

appearance. This is a topos in descriptions of monsters: Od. 9.190: 0ca'Cp’ 

PxPxdkto rceXcoptov; Od. 10.113: kocxC S’ eoxuyov anx^vOd. 12.87-8: 

onSe ke xtq piv yriBpGEiev tbcov, odS’ et 0£O<; dvxtdG£P£.20 Frequently 

attested with the infinitive lSeaBai, TEptKKt6°£P'Gt and pey<a are here added to 

the usual formula to emphasise the extraordinary nature of their physical 

appearance.30 The dative of reference explicitly directs the readers to the effect of 

their physique and likely response of the Argonauts, and, at the same time, 

prepares us for the introduction of the Doliones.

’’EKTcayXoi (1.950: Kat eKTayXot itep eovxeq), used for example in 

connection with creatures similar to the Earthbom Monsters such as Lapiths and 

Centaurs, is rich in meaning?1 All three basic nuances of the adjective can be 

detected here: the connotation of 'violent,' 'terrible,' strengthens the image 

sketched so far, but the epithet also refers to the astonishing nature of their 

appearance (cf. also 1.943: Baf^lpa), and emphasises the notion of excess.32 In 

Hes. Op. 154-5, where the formula is used of the Brazen Race, the notion of 

excessive violence and, interestingly, inevitable punishment is clearly present.33

B^dvaxoc be Kat £K7ayXonq itep eovxaq 
etXe peXaq, Xapicpov 8’ PXitov <jdoq peXioio.

(Hes. Op. 154-5)

29See also; 2.404: Spaxcov, xepag odvov ISeaOca and 4.1618-9 (Triton): ol 8* opd&rcav I 
fipcoe^, xepa^ aiv6v ev 600(Apoi<yiv 166vxe£.
30cf. II. 5.725; HyAphr 205; [Hes.] Sc. 348; Eur. Bacch. 693.
31Cf. II. 2.742-4 (Typhoeus); Od. 21.295-304 (Centaurs).
32Kirk adll. 1.145-6.
33Cf. also Hes. Op. 145-6: otcnv "ApTjot; I epy’ epeXev axovoevxa xod uppte^.
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In conclusion, the vocabulary anticipates not only the sort of violent and 

aggressive action these monsters are capable if, but also seemingly predicts the 

outcome of the battle. As we know from the tales about the Brazen Race, 

Gigmutes, Hundred-Handers, Titans and Cyclopes, the minsters always meet their 

ultimate defeat and receive a well-deserved punishment for their behaviour.34 

The Laeslrygouians are cn exception in that they manage to destroy the entire 

fleet apart from Odysseus’ ship. As a result if the close links between the 

Laeslrygoniau and Dillones episode, the outcome of this battle suddenly seems 

far less predictable and suspense is certainly created.

d) The rreeption by theDoliones tl.961-85)

Even though we are prepared for the existence of other people by 1.942 (xo pev) 

— answered by lmBpov 6’ (1.947) — and TcpcKK^60GGl0 in 1.943, the 

introduction of the king cnd DolLones with their hospitable and civilised nature 

comes as a surprise after the fearsome description of the EartObom Monsters. 

TOeir welcome of the Argonauts is anticipated by the phrasing of 1.954.

KaAP; Pe Aipqv urcS&KTi OeouGav. (1.954)

KaXog ... Aip.'iv ecOoes Nausicaa's words in Od. 6.263: KcaAo; 5£ Xtpi)v 

£Kaxep0£ toX-toc;. The recalling of the POaeacian harbour at this stage 

reinforces the resemblance between the (Oeyssean) Phaeacians and the Dillones, 

and foreshadows the hospitable reception of the Argonauts. This is further 

underlined by the use of wteSeKto; although generally used of a host welcoming 

a guest mto one's house, here the verb is applied to the harbour receiving the ship 

as if it were its guest.35 As is clearly marked by £vG’ in 1.953, a smooth transition

34Hes. Th. 209-10: <daKe 5e xixoivovxag dxaoOoC,l.x peya pepat / epyov, xoro 8’ 
acera xloiv pexoriaCev eoeoCop. Cf. also Hes. Op. 154-5.
35Cf. II. 9.480; II. 18.59; Od. 16.70; Od. 19.25; 1.120 and 2.653 (W&hko 0oFPIcnVl in a 
traditiona hospitality context).
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from the previous passage is made by creating the more passive image of the

harbour receiving the heroes, instead of using, more conventionally, a form of 

iKveopaxi.36

The actual meeting with the Doliones is delayed by the fact that the 

Argonauts first, at the instigation of Tiphys, change their anchor stone for a bigger 

one and leave the old anchor stone under the fountain Artacie (1.955-60). A 

larger stone may be needed now that the Argonauts enter unknown country with 

all its dangers. Although no sacrificial importance seems to be attached to the 

action of the heroes as such, the well maintains its traditional function as a "focus 

for cult" by the mention of the aetiological details, which, as often, serve as an 

ethnographical explanation for the local cults established after a visit by the 

Argonauts (1.959-60: jUTootaOev ’Idove; iSpuGOVTo / tepov, t Oepi; fjev, 

TqaovVnq ev ’A07JiVT|c^).37 The status of the Argonauts is, significantly now they 

are about to meet yet another group of people, emphasised by this tale of honour 

paid to them in later days; as Cyzicus is told by the oracle, the heroes do belong to 

an avSpcov iipcocov 0eio; axoXog (1.970).

The presence of a well, traditionally the place outside the city walls for 

women to collect water, makes one suspect the presence of a town (i.e. 

civilisation) nearby.38 The spring still functions as a meeting-place but, 

surprisingly, becomes the place where the Argonauts meet the king and his people 

themselves (1.962: avTijaoavreq: 'meet face to face,' 'come opposite to'). The 

allusions to the well-known epic motif, which had caused one to expect the 

traditional sequence — i.e. an encounter with a local inhabitant, often a maiden, 

who would act as a guide, give information about the coming encounter and lead 

them to the city — establish a complex play with the reader's expectations. The

33 * * 6However, a parallel construction is encountered in 4.1635-6: TtceSekto 6’ drasTpoG 
TcaacCC6£aa»(c I KdprcaSoq. Vian iii, 204 ad 4.1636 notes the resemblance with 1.954: "Le
sens d’ wteSekto ressort de 1.954. Les Argonautes atteignent au matin Karpathos; mais, 
constatant qu' ils ont ddvid de leur route (£7t6jtpo6t) et que 1’ He est d’ acc&s difficile 
(T^to^att^iX^oc^ooa), ils decident (epeXXov), malgre leur fatigue, d'effectuer de lh la travers£e (evOev 
... Teooac6£oO<cc) jusqu' h la Crete voisine."
3?Buxton (1994), 110. See for a discussion of the aitia Vian i, 34.
38Richardson ad HyDem 98 ff.
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motif con be encountered several times in thc Odyssey, both with a fortunate ond 

on unfortunate outcome.3. Alerted even more by the epithet a^}j,(j)l^A’^^JLOt. in 1.940, 

the nome of the well in 1.957, ond the mention of thc Earthbom Monsters in the 

preceding lints, one expects a course of events similar to that in Od. 10.105-11, 

where Odysseus mevts the daughter of the King of the Locstrygon(^ntl)439 40 * * 43 Contrary 

to these expectations, however, the spring motif is not farther developed in its 

conventional way.

Ton; S’ dpuSi; AoMoveq f|Sc Koi outo^
KO^iko^ avx'naav'cc;, Sxc ax04ov ijSa tcvcOXriv 
ekAxov 01 wo; cicv, ED4Avcjc; acPaalVO’4r (1.961-3)

Somehow, in a way not specified, the Doliones mast have caught sight of the 

Argonauts and instead of being guided by a girl to thc city, followed by oil the 

conventional protocol ot the king's paiacc, thc Argonauts immediately encounter 

the king and his people, and ore welcomed, invited ond persuaded to row therr 

ship to the city harbour (1.964~5).42 Oncc again, os in the Amycus episode, the 

host comvs to the visitors through fear of aggressive intentions. vion has shown 

that this detail was token over by ApollOnias from earlier literary sources;4. ond 

onv could argue that it acts os a sign of the foreign, hostile world with strange 

customs in which the Dolionvs live ond the Argonauts hove moved into, where 

there is no place for uncomplicated hospitality. Their immediate uncomplicated 

ond generous hospitality is further defined ond tarns out to be not their natural 

reaction, which would be rather to make war with the invaders os an attack is 

always perceived to be imminent (1.971: pT|So TTorEjiOjO lrPOoa0<:at). Thvir

39Cf. Od. 6.110-322; Od. 7.81-91; Od. 10.103-11; Od. 14.317-19; Od. 13.221; Od. 15.415-^1; 
Od. 17.204ff.; HyDem 98. See Reece (1995), 12-3; Fenik (1974), 33; Richardson ad HyDem 98ff. 
Clauss (1993), 160: "The point of contact between the two passages to which Apollonius alludes 
... thus parallels and to a certain ectent foreshadows the two very different receptions that the 
Argonauts encounter on Oros Arcton."
‘WlKi-th (1995), 149.
41As Vian i, 95, n. 4, has noted, the vocabulary of these lines can also be found in 1.1179-81, in 
which the visit of the Argonauts to the Mysians is described.
42See also 3.821. Often a hostile sense seems to be present.
43Vian i, 95, n. 4.
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guarded reaction turns out to be a necessary precaution because of savage 

neighbours, c reality if living in these environments. Surprisingly, fear is not felt 

by the DilLones for the EartObom Minsters, as one might think at first, but for the 

Macrians.

Ttoo) dvbpmv
MaKpiernv etaavTo neXacyiKov "Apea KeXoaxi-

(1.1023-4)

We cre meant to understand that, according to the narrator,44 this fear governed 

tOeir behaviour when they attacked the Argonauts immediately upon their 

unexpected return in the middle of the nLgOt, but we may safely infer that it must 

have influenced their conduct before.

©ttX6>TT<ot ... dv0o1i7a0oeq (1.961-2) indicates that the king complies 

with the instmctions given by the oracle (1.970-1: amlKa, o60 ye / petor/ov 

dv0Otx(C0 piTiPe TCoylejj.c^ii in^XeaOai). This motif can also be encountered in 

Book Three, when the villainy if Aeetes is emphasised by the fact that Oe has to 

be told by Zeus, via his messenger Hermes, to receive hospitably a stranger cnd, 

moreover, a suppliant. Although both welcome their guest because they have 

been told to di so by cn oracle, Cyzicus' action is presented Ln a far more positive 

ligOt than Aeetes' reception of POrixus, portrayed throughout as a model £eiV6£. 

Firmly marking the contrast between Phrixus cnd the Argonauts (cf. 3)585-6; 

3.589: X'niG'xnpa;; 3.595: KCKOppeKOTTca/v ),45 Phrixus' example is used by 

Aeetes to stress why no hospitality should be granted to the Argonauts. He admits 

himself that he would not have provided hisp/tcl/ty to Phrixus, had not Zeus 

exhorted 01m to do this. In the Dol/ones episode, however, a picture is painted of 

a traditional and viv/l/sed society wO/ch is under threat because of violent, 

aggressive neighbours and for this reason wcry of unexpected visitors.

44^oi) makes it clear that this is his assumption. See Vian i 98, n. 3: "s' oppose A £7\()PpSecq(; 
(1021) et A wu-pppsc; (1023)-."
45Cf. Od. 14.82-92 and Od. 14.262-5.
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Elaborate welcoming and greeting ceremonies at the palace are made 

redundant by this action of the king who, albeit after establishing their identity, 

immediately invites them to come to his city. As Knight comments: "The 

Argonauts receive a typical 'heroic' welcome from their ’hosts though it is 

tempered with caution."46 The choice of the verb apeancvTO (1.963), 'appease,' 

'conciliate,"47 seems to reflect the need for a very hospitable welcome in order to 

compensate for the somewhat rude behaviour so far?8 By taking the important 

question of identity out of its usual Homeric context of a banquet49 and ignoring 

the practice of not asking a guest for his identity until after the provision of a 

meal, our attention is focused on the fear of the host and his desperate need to 

make an immediate and correct identification. The recognition motif receives its 

full tragic force only after the fatal mistakes are made on both sides. Part of the 

irony is that, although the identity of the visitors is immediately carefully 

established the first time, negligence and mistaken identity in the end prove to be 

the king's undoing. Similarly pD^etvoici, used ironically in 1.1018 to describe 

the DoHones just before they attack the Argonauts, tragically recalls this first visit 

(1.963: eD^PtVGx;).5® This whole first scene can therefore be considered to build 

up to this climax of the episode: the battle between the Argonauts and Doliones.

Because of Cyzicus' hospitable behaviour so far, the tragic mistake later 

on gains further poignancy. There is no use of direct speech, no conventional 

description of the consumption of food, nor of any form of entertainment nor, 

interestingly enough, of any bed rituals, as that would presumably belittle the 

sacrifice made by Cyzicus in leaving his wife and devoting time to his guests.5 1

46Kini^th:(1995), 85.
47Here constructed with an adverb rather than a dative modi.
48Cf. also 3.187; Od. 8.402, II 9.112.
49Levin (1971), 92 mentions that this is "against Homeric practice." See Fenik (1974), 20. 
However, as Vian (1974), 350 rightly points out, this is standard practice in the Argonautica. See 
also Campbell ad 3.299-303.
5°Levin (1971), 92-33: ".. .is a foreshadowing of the paradoxical turn of events which will 
culminate in the slaughter of Cyzicus and the Doliones in the hands of the very persons whom they 
had befriended."
5lThe sheep, given by the king for the sacrifice, also provide the Argonauts with skins to sleep 
upon (1.1090: xov 8’ 6 ye KexAipavov gaXaKoig evi kCocov oicov).
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Attention is again drown to this when thc King leaves the bedchamber before 

meeting the Argonauts in bottle (1.1031: v'D|u}D8ro,i>; 001X011101); car r&Kcpov 

ic&aOar ~ 1.978: OaXapov te Orrccv car Sej^^i^ro vu/kCt;). It rs unusual that 

there is no indication that Cleitc joins in with the celebrations at any time.* 52 The 

banquet is essentially seen os on occasion which prevents the king from spending 

the night with his bridc, thereby once again emphasising his fear and the noble, 

self-sacrificing element of his character. Ctzicus has got to shake his fear off 

(1.979: pepO£V S' aro ^eifiaT(a Gopoo) in order to convince himself, even after 

their identity has been established.53 The reference to the feor shows how dcvp- 

seoted this emotion is ond emphasises once more the motif of the 'good host,' who 

certainly docs not deserve to die after fulfilling oil his obligations.

’’EvO’ 01 7' ’Ecpaaiip prnpOv Oeaov ’AnoXXcovt
otaapovoi rapa Otva OorioOirq x' £|pelo>VTV.
Amcov S' afro; deva^ 4ap0v ppOn S£tx>jppooror 
pfjXa O' Opofi’ hq tdp ot Cqv oD dv icevTar
dvSprnv f/papvv Otto; arOOv;, auriKa xOv ye 
petri%vv dvTtaav jrrrSe 1x00^010 jrCOEtoOar. (1.966-71)

The piety of thc Argonauts is stressed by the fact that they themselves sacrifice to 

the gods upon arrival instead of merely participating in a sacrifice initiated by thv 

host. The idea of o combined effort is nevertheless established by thc personal 

contribution of thc king, supplying the Argonauts in their nevd with wine and 

sheep (1.968: OcvopCvorat)^ This sacrifice to the gods, a traditional motif on 

arrival at a place, is not described in ony detail. The King is here colled dva% 

(1.968) and acts as head of his people while fulfilling his duties as host. His 

personal involvement is accentuated even farther by the fact that no servants or

^Edwards (1987b: 58) notes that "it is conventional to mention that the host retires to bed 
together with his wife; so Nestor (Od. 3.402-3), Menelaus (Od. 4.304-5), Alcinous (Od. 7.346-7), 
and AchiUes and Patroclus (II. 9.663-8)."
53Levin (1971), 95: "Yet the very mention of fear — even fear dispelled — reechoes the ominous 
note sounded earlier." Cf. also Circe's reaction to her nightmares just before the arrival of Jason 
and Medea (4.669: Xfjev 8’ oXooio ^oOpm).
54For Cyzicus’wealth see also 1.977: OeoTtscioi; £8vol,acv (cf. II. 2.670: 7cXovto;).
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other Doliones are mentioned at all (cf. 1.961-2: amog K'o^tKoq; 1.968: 

amcoq; 1.979: 8atx’ otPeywe).

Whereas in the Lemnian episode the gifts and supply of all the necessary 

provisions were emphasised, in this episode the main function of this visit, even 

though gifts are provided by the king, seems to be to obtain information for the 

rest of their voyage. The role of the gifts played in each episode is also different: 

the guest-gifts in the Lemnian episode functioned as a means for the women either 

to attract or ward the men off, whereas the gifts here serve to emphasise the 

generosity of King Cyzicus.

AAXfjXouq 8’ epeetvov dpot|3a81<" fjxoi 6 pev gcIecov
t£s50£To vamxpPUrjg dvtxoiv neXioto x’ ej)8xpdg-
oi 8e TteptKXtovcov Tooiaq kol koXtov arcco/xa
etipetTg TeeiOovxo npojiovxoOoq- ou pev erctrcpO
fjetOei KaxaXe^o eeXSopuvotao (1.980-4)

In this episode, the exchange of information takes place in the traditional context 

of a banquet organised for the guests by the host. The fact that the king is not able 

to give them all the information they need and can only provide them with a 

limited account underlines the relative isolation of the Doliones and stresses the 

enormity and the dangers of the Argonauts' journey. The gathering of information 

for the next stage of their voyage obviously becomes increasingly important as 

they enter lesser known territory; they are, after all, travelling to the edge of the 

world (cf. 2.4-17—8). As in the Aeolus episode, no detailed account is given of the 

content of Jason's speech to Cyzicus. Like Odysseus, Jason also asks about the 

route, but, whereas Odysseus apparently does not receive on answer to thf first 

half of his question and is given the bag of winds by the god in response to his 

request for a TopjiTi, Cyzicus' help is limited to information about the journey.

pqva 8e Tcrna <t>iAei pe Kat eqepeetvev vKacaa,
’"Diov ’Apyelcov xe veaq cots ’Axaioov
cat pev eyoo xcp Towxa caxa poipav taxeXeqa. 
aXX oxe 8f| tao eyrn o8ov iqTeov f|0’ eKeXeuov
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/ ’O' *“* > / O' frejipTeev, ouoe xi K£tvo<; dvqvaxo, xea%£ oe TopiTttv.
{Od. 10.14-8)

An effective parallel and contrast can also be drawn between King Cyzicus and 

the seer Phineus (2.178ff.).55 Despite the fact that both provide the Argonauts 

with much needed information, neither fully reveals to the Argonauts what awaits 

them in future. Although Phineus received full knowledge from Zeus and should 

therefore, in theory at least, bp able to give the Argonauts a detailed account of 

their future adventures and the powers behind their journey, the seer is not 

allowed to reveal everything, while Cyzicus, not favoured by the gods with any 

divine knowledge, necessarily bases his facts on his own experience and only 

possesses an essentially limited amount of factual knowledge. Although in 

1.982-3 the extent of the information still given is emphasised (kOXtcov atravrca 

/ ptipplrj; n.), in 1.9831b-4 Cyzicus concedes that this is all he can tell them.

After Cyzicus' account the heroes' climbing of Mount Dindymum seems 

somewhat superfluous at first sight. Although, of course, it acts as provocation 

for the Earthbom Monsters and is therefore a necessary next step in the narrative, 

the heroes' action has to bp further motivated by the poet. Williams, associating 

mountains with vision and knowledge, connects the occurrence of several verbs of 

perception in this passage with this particular aspect of mountains.^ I agree with 

this observation, but would also stress the importance of the contrast of visual 

perception after oral information. After hearing about the next stages of their 

journey, the Argonauts also want to see the route for themselves (1.985: Kai 

amot; 1.986: OqqaaivTO)!?

The unexpected attack by the Earthbom Monsters prevents the Aigonauts 

from obtaining the information they desire and the mountain has to be climbed * 5

55vian i, 96, n. 4: "Argo utilise pour sa navigation une chaine d'informateurs et c'est Phin£e qui 
prend le relais de Kyzflcos. Cf. Frankel, Noten, 180-5; F.Vian, Gnomon 46 (1974), 438s."
56wdliams (1991), 87.
5?Clauss (1993), 162, n. 31 emphasises the ignorance of the king and mentions the parallels with 
Od. 10.14-8: "Cyzicus' ignorance contrasts with the knowledge of model Aeolus." Deforest 
(1981: 60-1) similarly argues that "the Argonauts ask about the area, but he can tell them 
nothing."
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twice. However, this second attempt (1.1108ff.) is not primarily undertaken to 

gather knowledge about their voyage, but in order to try to appease the goddess 

Rhea (1.1092-1102). The magnificent panoramic views then indeed complement 

and verify the information given to them by the king (1.1112-6; cf. 1.1114: 

fjepoev oxojpa Boamopon; confirming 1.983-4). The view has often been 

compared with the descriptions of the landscape given when Eros (3.158ff.) 

comes down from Olympus and, on the basis of this comparison, Williams even 

argues that the "heroes have similarities to, and have gained some knowledge of 

the gods."58 However, I think that it is important not to forget the influence of 

another epic motif found in both the Circe and Laestrygones episodes 

(respectively Od. 10.97ff. and Od. 10.148ff.), and I suggest that Apollonius has 

again combined two motifs to create something new. In these two episodes, 

Odysseus climbs a rock prior to his visit in order to see whether there are any 

signs of civilisation. The outcome of these investigations determines the exact 

shape of his next step. Unfortunately for Odysseus, in both cases, whether smoke 

is seen or not, his visit proves to be dangerous.

e) The attack Ec^rthboon (Monsteer (1

The two literary models for this scene are the actions of the Laestrygones and 

Cyclopes who both throw rocks at the ship from a similar position. In view of 

these examples, a hasty departure and lucky escape, rather than a fight, is 

expected. The function of the encounter with the monsters seems to be to 

emphasise the heroism of the Argonauts — especially Heracles — and to throw 

extra relief on the battle with the Doliones. An implicit (and favourable) 

comparison is made with Odysseus who chose to flee on both occasions. 

Odysseus' heroic status is only restored after his visit to the Phaeacians. The 

Earthbom monsters apparently attack the heroes for an intrusion upon their

58Williams (1991), 87.
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territory, but this is essentially speculative, as their motives are never clearly 

stated by the narrator; in fact, we never even see the actions from their point of 

view. In comparison with the slaughter of the Doliones, it is worth noting that the 

Dolioees are also treated as a mass, but receive at least some fame and thus 

individuality by the inclusion of a catalogue of slain heroes.59 As no words are 

ever exchanged between the monsters themselves or between them and the heroes, 

even more emphasis is given to blind violence and aggression. That the monsters' 

attack is intentional, however, can be deduced from the simile that accompanies 

the description of the attack.

towiov aid xe Ofjpa Xo%0>pevoo evSov eovxa. (1.991)

Ao%c6|ievoi, 'lying in wait for,' 'ambushing,' underlines the subsequent portayal of 

the monsters as the aggressors (cf. Od. 4.847; also //. 6.187-90) and is suggestive 

of the activities of the monsters after the arrival of the Argonauss.60 Ironically, 

the ^r7ysvesq, themselves wild beasts, attack the Argo as if it were a wild beast 

from the sea. Their method of fighting with rocks instead of spears and shields is 

also typical of monsters who are completely cut off from civilised society and is 

also employed by the Lasatfygoeiaes {Od. 10.121), the Cyclopes (Od. 9.48Iff.; 

Od. 9.537ff.), the Hundred-Handers and Talos (4.1638-9: axpapoo

okotcSAoio / pT'iyvt^svo£ tctxco;)-61

Too 5e tar avxoo
oOepoa; aiujnppGyya; depxd^ovxe^ epaXXov- (1.994-5)

Their action recalls Dd. 9.481 (f|ce 8 aTOppf^coc; copv(>Tiv opeog peya^Xoto), 

where Polyphemus is said to break off the top of a mountain to throw at Odysseus 

and his companions. The three hundred rocks thrown by the Hundred-Handers

59See also HunOer, Literary Studies, 41.
6®A similar logic underlies Ohe deeds of Amyous and Aeeoes.
6!See also West ad Hes. Th. 675.
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(Hes. Th. 715—7) are surpassed here by the innumerable rocks of the Earthbom 

Monsters (to be inferred from 1.990: aT£pp£<al°l°). The heroes, however, are 

explicitly said to fight with the conventional weapons of bow, amows and spears 

(cf. 1.993-4; 1.1000-1).62 Deliberately, no mention seems to be made of 

Heracles' customary club to sustain the contrast between both groups.

It is little wonder that of the heroes it is Heracles who immediately faces 

the monsters (1.993: ai\|/a). The fact that he is left near the ship, together with 

some younger heroes as a safeguard, echoes the situation of the Lemnian episode 

where Heracles also stayed behind near the ship (cf. 1.992: acoOi ).63 But, 

whereas in the latter episode it was a deliberate act of defiance of Heracles not to 

join his fellow-comrades, here the reaction is presented as a considered decision 

and, as it turns out, a necessary precaution. The situation echoes Odysseus' 

prudence in, for example, the Laestrygonian episode and the Circe episode when 

the group is similarly split up in order to minimise the risks.

’HpaKXffoc; dveuBev, 6 yap japa vijt X&XetTKo
amo^ Ekcov Tccbpol xe 8taKpiv0£vxe<; ETaipoi. (1.855-6)

In both the Lemnian and Doliones episodes, the heroes are able to continue their 

voyage because of Heracles' crucial intervention. In the Lemnian episode the loss 

of the complete crew is avoided, in the case of the Earthbom Monsters the loss of 

the ship. These two instances in which Heracles shows how indispensable he is 

for the journey prepare for his disappearance in the final episode of Book One. 

Heracles' importance then also becomes clear from the description of Jason's 

distraught state of mind just after the incident (1.1286-9), Glaucus' prophecy 

(1.1315-20) and the statements made by one of the crew after the Bebrycian * *

62See also WiUiams (1991), 263.
63Rose (1984), 117-8, Lawall (1966), 152 and Clauss (1993), 157, n. 22 mention the fact that this 
episode can be considered to be an inversion of the Lemnian episode. Although the Lemnian 
women initially decide to attack the Argonauts, they soon change their minds and try to keep the 
men on the island; the Doliones, on the other hand, at first welcome the heroes, but later, through a 
tragic mistake, become engaged in a disastrous battle with them. Cf. also Vian i, 28—38: "par sa 
tonalite generate, l episode de Cyzique contraste avec l episode lemnien."
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episode, which express the opinion that if only Heracles had been there things 

would not have come to this (2.145-53).

dXXcx yap auOi XeXeiTTo awv dvSpdaw oxloxepoiatv 
'HpaKXer^, oc; ST g(r ToaUvxovov atya xavdcaaag 
xo^ov, eTtocaaGDxepo'uc; nekaae %0ovt. (1.992^4)

Well-known as the archetypal slayer of creatures such as these, Heracles has the 

physique and the cunning that enable him to face the Earthbom monstess®5 In 

this respect, it is worth noting that Heracles' physique is described in [Hes.] Sc. 

75-6 in exactly the same terms as the Hundred-Handers (Hes. Th. 152; Hes. Tb. 

673), who, as previously discussed, also acted as a model for the Earthbom 

Monsters. The battle is considered to be an deQXoq (1.1012) for all the heroes; 

but, as Heracles is the only hero explicitly mentioned by name in the fight with 

the Earthbom Monsters, it is very much presented as bis fight.64 65 66 67 Although this 

action does not belong to the canon of twelve labours traditionally ascribed to 

Heracles, it is obviously of a similar order and nature, and thus the slaughter of 

the Earthbom Monsters is still presented as such a task (1.997: oceGXtov ).66 it 

seems a logical assumption of the narrator (1.996: ydp rcoo) that Hera, his

arch-enemy, is the goddess ultimately behind this trial (1.996-7). However, 

nothing is stated with absolute certainty and no speculations by any of the 

characters are included.6? In 1.994 (ETaaarnxepoOq rceXaae %0ovt), Heracles' 

successful action is graphically described by eroaaarnepo'Uc; (cf. II. 8.277: 

rcavxaq ETcaacoxepOD; TeXaaae %0ovt rcou5,DPoxerpq). Heracles' status is 

further reinforced by the fact that he is mentioned first in the catalogue in 1.1(040-

64See Feeney (1991), 95 for the paradoxical nature of Heracles with restrained wisdom on the one 
side and physical violence on the other, ©paau;, 'bold' (in the sense of: 'full of confidence'), is 
frequently found in the sense 'overbold,' 'arrogant,' 'insolent.' This epithet is also used for Heracles 
by Glaucus (1.1316). In the catalogue already Heracles is called Kpaxepo^povo; (1.121), which 
immediately calls attention to his amazing strength (cf. also 1.531-2).
65Deforest's remarks (1981: 60-1), however, exaggerate the situation: "w^ile he fights the giants 
singlehandedly in glorious egoistical combat, his comrades return from the mountain to ruin his 
exploit with their unnecessary, unwanted assistance. The story is spoiled by too many heroes.."
66Hunter, Literary Studies, 41.
670n tcod see Hunter, Literary Studies, 108; Vian i, 98, n. 3.
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7 while, nevertheless, the honour of slaying the king himself is given to Jason, the 

official leader of the expedition (1.1040-1: 'HpaK?uT]c; p^v eYppaxo 

TrjXsKXflo / ii6e MeyappovTriv).

SOv 8£ koi rnMot 8fjOev, mooTporcoi ov^T^i^^iovxeq
Tpiv T£p oveXOEipvai a^KOJt^v, fircxovxo (jovoio
PTyevecov fjpcoeq ap.tot, fipev otaxotq
f|O£ KOI £y%£tB<ai OESeYIIpVOI, £tCOK£ TPVXCOq
avxipixiv p<rtep%£q opivop.&vo'oq £8pt.av. (1.998-1002)

With the return of the rest of the heroes, the balance is firmly shifted in the favour 

of the Argonauts and the martial heroes (1.1000: pppiot) who receive the attack 

of the monsters with their spears and arrows.68 Likewise in 2.121, Jason is called 

ppijtoq the moment he enters the fight ((DpV'oTO).69 AeyecOpi is here used in the 

more unusual sense of 'waiting the attack of (cf. //. 5.283; II 15.748). This same 

concept is encountered in avxtocovxeq (1.998), euphemistically denoting in battle 

contexts the 'meeting,' 'receiving' (with deadly power) of an enemy in battle, but 

again like 8£%£<50ar, more commonly found within a hospitality context.

The heroes gain the upper hand and at that moment the battle becomes 

simply a slaughter (1.999: (>ovoio). Their control of the situation is effectively 

reflected by the focus laid on the actions of the heroes in 1.^98—While in 

the preceding lines action and reaction of both parties were alternately shown, 

now the Argonauts are the subject of each verb and the monsters no more than 

their passive object. ’E8dl.t<ae (1.1^02) marks the violence of the action of the 

Argonauts: the monsters are all ruthlessly slain by them and end up as prey for 

the birds and fish alike (i.e. no funeral and games for them as there are for 

Cyzicus). Two of the Homeric ways to mutilate a corpse — another being by the 

actions of dogs — are found in true combination owing to the unique position of * 6 7

68 Cf. II. 11.800.
69The Colohlans are called apijtoi (2.397) by Phineus in his prophecy, Ohus effectively raising 
suspense before Ohe actual encounter.
7®Noo.e ohe deliberate juxoposioion in 1.1000: rTiyevEcov fjpcoeg.
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the monsters (cf. Od. 14.132ff.; Od. 15.480; II. 1.4-5; II 21.126-7).7! This final 

picture also recalls the simile at the beginning of the scene in which the monsters 

attacked the Argo as if it was their prey, and thus again draws attention to the fact 

that the roles are now completely reversed.

f) Hie battle between the Argonauts arid the Doliones (1.1010-53)

The fear motif is one of the poetic devices in this episode which provide tragic 

irony, pathos and suspense.71 72 The motif connects various scenes with each other 

and imparts the necessary structure to the episode. The king thinks that he is safe 

now that he has fulfilled all his duties as a host, and the Argonauts equally think 

that they are safe now that they have successfully defeated the monsters 

(Argonauts: 1.1012: oxe Sq c())V axappj ’hitizX oeOXcn;; Cyzicus: 1.1037

9; 1.979). Both assumptions turn out to bp untrue. Thus the king, assuming that 

he has escaped the dangers of an attack (1.1037—9), is nevertheless killed by the 

same men whom he hospitably welcomed the night before. In general, fear is 

often experienced by both sides within hospitality contexts and examples of this 

can be found throughout the Argonautica, but it is nowhere as clear as in this 

particular episode. Not only does the guest experience it, but the whole occasion 

is also very hazardous for the host. For hosts, there is always a certain risk 

attached to the entertainment of unknown guests. For the visitors, the reception 

underlines the dangers of travelling and especially of arriving somewhere in 

darkness without having a clear indication of the exact location. The people the 

Argonauts visit fear their visitors for different reasons: the Lemnians fear 

retribution from Thrace because of their past; the Doliones fear visitors because of 

threatening neighbours; Aeetes, out of fear for his power and possessions, 

presents the Argonauts to the Colchians as a band of thieves and pirates; and

71See also Williams (1991), 264, Clauss (1993), 160 notes the connection with Od. 10.124 in 
which the Laestrygonians are said to spear their victims like fish.
72See also Knight (1995), 89.
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Amycus does not even uphold the pretence of hospitality but imposes his trials on 

every visitor without any consideration for their identity. Their ways of dealing 

with the threatening situation are therefore different: the Lemnians, after an initial 

aggressive approach, opt for lengthy diplomatic deliberations, whereas the 

Doliones also meet their visitors on the beach, but almost immediately decide to 

welcome them.

The similarities to the Aeolus episode are obvious:73 * like Odysseus, who 

returns to his host twice and, in contrast to the previous enjoyable visit, is angrily 

dismissed by the god the second time he visits the island, the Argonauts also visit 

their host twice, but with much more disastrous consequences. While the first 

night was filled with the pleasant, traditional activities of storytelling, eating and 

drinking, this second night will be spent fighting and will bring death. There are 

also differences in motivation of the two stories. Although both parties in the 

Doliones episode are clearly equally blamed for not recognising each other, the 

actual return is due to the winds and not, as in the Odyssey, to the stupidity of the 

crew itself or disobedience to the gods. The atmosphere in both episodes is 

completely different; Aeolus' happy family of six daughters and sons is poignantly 

contrasted with the as yet childless marriage of Cyzicus and Cleite. The absence 

of any children is emphasised twice in this episode, both in relation to Cyzicus 

(1.973) and Cleite (1.974-5: aKripaToq ... mStvrnv)™

OD |l8v toDariq
VDKXoq ext ptTf pevev ep7^eocv, aXxa ODeAActt
dyxiat apnay6r|v Oida© (jepov, o7p’ 8rceXaaraav
oDriq eD^etvdat AoXioatv. (1.1015-8)

The darkness and the hurry resulting from the severe weather conditions (cf. 

1.1018-9; 1.1020: r| Tspi j^ap-axa vr|6q 87^0^008^ £paXovxc; 1.1022;

73Clauss (1993), 162; Knight (1995), 144-5 & 149.
7'Note the tragic force of 7© in 1.973 and the explicit references in 1.978 and 1.1031 to the 
bedchamber and the activities of newly-weds.
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11023: VT|j£pT£<;) are responsible for the mistakes made on both sidea.75 Again 

the Argonauts ore immediately met on the beach and, crucially, no time is given 

to the heroes to plan their actions. 76 In comparison with the battle with the 

^'^Yev£S£, a totally different picture emerges in this second battle. MeXiaq xe 

K<ai dcomida; (1.1026) firmly contrasts the Doltones with the monsters who were 

fighting with rocks. Also, here the responsibility of both parties for this tragic 

battle, resulting from human mistakes and carelessness on both sides, is 

emphasired.77

oDSe xi; amfi|v vqaov £7rt((pa5£cog evorjaev
ejijiEvai- od8’ wo vdkxI AoXioveg dy dviovTa^
flpcooc; vq|iLepx£; ErcPjnoav (1.1021-3)

The darkness of the night and resulting confusion are mentioned as the sole 

reasons for their failing to recognise each other. The middle of the night is not the 

time to expect friendly visitors and hence this unusual condition is particularly 

stressed (cf. 1.1016; 1.1019; 1.1022; 1.1038). As is to be expected, realisation of 

their disastrous mistakes comes only in the morning when it is too late and 

nothing can be done (cf. 1.053: r|(S0ev; 1.1054: ’Xctii%aeov)) In 1.1055, as 

soon as the Argonauts realise what they have done, they are overcome by bitter 

grief; initially their emotions are described, rather than those of the Doliones, who 

are first mentioned in 1.1058 (auxoi op-S; Xaoi xe AoXiove;).

’HrnOev 6’ oAo-riv Kai dp.qxavov siasv6e<aav 
amA/aKiqv dEp«j)00- (1.1053-4)

The verbs of perception (cf. 1.1021; 1.1023; 1.1053) which frame the scene 

underline the focus on human nTor and simultaneously highlight the crucial

75Levin (1971), 93: "inasmuch also as darkness booh prevenos ready recognioion of ohe Argonauos
as friends and multiplies ohe fear and suspicion oo which ohe Doliones are undersoandably prey."
77when, for example, Odysseus arrives ao nigho ao ohe dwellings of ohe Cyclopes, he firso spends 
ohe nigho on ohe beach and waios for dawn oill any decisions are made and explorations are slatted. 
7?See also Frankel, Noten, ad 1.1018.
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importance of perception in the whole episode, as we already saw in the (first) 

climbing of Dindymum. The use of aprtXaKl'p in 1.1054 underlines the fact that 

it is also the Argonauts' failure of judgement which is responsible for this battle. 

Interestingly, Jason uses a very neutral phrasing in his own account of this 

adventure to King Lycus, implying thereby that Jason, like Hypsipyle, wants to 

gloss over the past.78 79 In the other six instances in the Argonautica, diTtXaidTi is 

used in direct speech in which the characters emotionally either take the blame for 

their own actions, or speak about the actions of someone else in these terms, as 

Phineus does in 2.476 about his father who felled a tree, or Arete about Medea’s 

deed in her speech to her husband (4.1082) after Medea has used this word several 

times herself to describe her desertion of her father, family and fatherland. 

Phineus uses the noun of his error in revealing too much of the will of Zeus 

(2.484: eycoye jt£v ... apTAaidriv eyvcov); Telamon to apologise to Jason about 

his accusations with regard to the disappearance of Heracles (1.1335); and, as 

mentioned before, Medea to both Circe and Arete.77 This insight into one's 

mistakes and condemnation of one's behaviour is often accompanied by verbs and 

adverbs which further accentuate this concept.80 *

The failure of judgement and shared responsibility, visible in the fact that 

there is not clearly one aggressor, are reflected in the first simile in which both are 

compared with fire falling upon dry wood. A fire simile is often found in a battle 

context7 1 and the simile here, illustrating the ferocity of their attacks and its 

disastrous and destructive consequences, effectively marks the beginning of the

78Cf. 2.765: ooaa xe Kulkov dtpi<t>x AoAw\4qv exeXooav; exeXenaav:'fulfil,' 
'accomplish,' ’bring to an end.'
79In these last two cases, because of her position as a suppliant, it is important for Medea to take 
some of the responsibility for her actions in order to win dieir sympathy, although she is quick to 
emphasise that it was not out of mad passion that she undertook to do this (4.1019). Cf. 4.412-3: 
to Circe, which provides us with a good example of doppelte Motivation: kzEi xo Tpcfrxov 
aacOqv dprcAaKni / OeoOev 8e kokck; ijvucaaa (pevoivdc;; 4.1017 to Arete.
7®Cf. 2.481: a<t>pa§eio;, 'senselessly,' 'recklessly' (1.1021: ou8e ... em,j>pa8£G); ); 2.481: 
ayiivop%t; 4.413: dcdwOri; 1.1332-3: dutpaSiTicnv, aaoa|±T|v; 4.1023: o x' fjAixov.
77See 4.488-9: rcdvxa §’ opiAov / Tt>p dxe Sqtovxe^ WeSpapov. The participle explicitly 
emphasises the destructive quality. Campbell similarly comments ad 3.287 in relation to <J>Aoyi 
OtKeAov that this Iliadic expression is "applied to warriors about to launch (i.e. effective at the 
beginning of a battle) or in the act of launching a ferocious attack on the field of battle." Cf. IL 
11.595;//. 13.53.
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episode. The second brief simile marks the decisive moment when the Argonauts 

manage to gain the upper hand in battle and the Doliones yield, fleeing in terror. 

The Argonauts' destructive power is illustrated again against the Colchians in 

4.485-7 (kites ~ pigeons) and 4.488-9 (fire), where the two similes are repeated 

in reverse order. 82 * * The slaughter of the Earthbom Monsters and Doliones in this 

episode foreshadows the successful actions of the Argonauts against the pursuing 

Colchians.

Zdv O' eXcaaav peXtag xe Kai dtG7riOa; aXX1CtXoc<aiv
c7ettT) iKe^ot piTifi TCpoc;, f] x' evi Oa^i/vm;
cDaA,£octct Teaotica Kop'Dace'cai. (1.1026-8)

The destructive power of the fire is emphasised in several ways: 77 the blast of the 

fire is called C5£tt^) (1.1027),77 'fierce,' the wood is dry (1.1028: csftca^01^<ct), 

fuelling the fire and reinforcing its strength, and KopfaGexai (1.1028), 

commonly used of a wave, here vividly portrays the fire surmounting the dry 

bush.85 86 Imagery of various powers of nature (storm, wind, waves and fire), all 

well-known from the Iliad, are combined to depict the ferocity of war and 

fierceness of the warriors.86 The simile is firmly embedded in the narrative: the 

blast of fire (1.1027: purQ TtDOc;) hints at the speed of the attack, which is 

reinforced by the adverse weather conditions (cf. 1.1015-7: putf) ... OfeXXat). 

Although it is explicitly stated that both parties attack each other in this fierce way 

(1.1026: ^1^010™), the superiority of the Argonauts and inevitable defeat of 

the Doliones already become clear in the next verse.

82Nyberg (1992), 41; Rose (1985), 133.
83An aspect well-known from Homer: Od. 12.68: rmpog x’ oXodto OneAAoi; Od. 2.455: rop 
adSuXov(of a destroying forest fire);//. 15.605-6: oXoov ixGp ... pcdvexoa.
87Cf. II. 21.12, of Achilles when he gains the upper hand and the Trojans are in a sane of panic; 
usually of the attack of winds (//. 15.171; Il. 19.358).
85cf. Il. 21.306; Il. 4.424; 2.70-1: axe Kopa OaXaaari<; / xpT%o 0o-vv era vfja 
KopTaaeTai.
86See also Knight (1995), 93 for Apollonius’ experimentation with and manipulation of the 
elements of the battle narrative.
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ev Se KuScH^d;
Servo; xe ^apevfjq te AoX-ovi^cp tece 071^' (1.1028-9)

Herter and Blumberg rightly argue that more attention is paid to the mourning of 

both parties and Cleite's fate than to the battle itself. This emphasis is, in my 

opinion, already foreshadowed by the way in which the clash is described.87 For 

example, %eoe (1.1029), echoing Tceoboco in the preceding line, naturally mokes 

one associate the dry wood with the Doltones and the fire with the Argonauts, and 

once again ominously predicts the disastrous outcome of this battle. The epithets 

used to describe the battle also stress its catastrophic nature; its disastrous 

consequences are for example stressed in 1.1052 (artovovxoq ... ToXepoio), 

1.1053-4 (SAc^ifv K<a'i a^p^f)%o^ov ... acj-T^t^o^K^r^v) and 1.1037 (aSeDKeo; ... 

cxx];).88 The inability of the warriors to see their opponents clearly and the 

confusion resulting from the fighting in the dark add further poignancy to the two 

references to the traditional noise of battle: K'D5oticS; in 1.1028, 'din of battle,' 

'uproar,' calls attention to the clamour of the clashing of spears and shields 

(1.1026) ,89 and in 1.1051 SpatSo; is found, a noun commonly used to express the 

sound of a confused number of men on the battlefield (cf. also: 1.1051: ODxfj;; 

1.1057: Y6otv))

The recalling of descent at the moment of death in particular is a topos 

within battles, adding pathos to the death of the no longer anonymous warrior.90 

The circle is complete with the death of the king, whose noble birth is 

significantly recalled both at the beginning (1.948: Aivqioq mo;) and at the end 

of this episode when realisation dawns on the Argonauts that they have actually 

killed King Cyzicus (1.1055-6: Xivijlov ma^).

87Heroer (1944-55), 352; Blumberg (1931), 22.
88See also 4.1503: dSeuKea ... oaaav (in relation oo ohe deaoh of Mopsus).
89cf. II 10.523; II 18.218, Theoc. 22.72.
99See also Janko ad II 15.610-4: "A warrior's shoro life is a soandard paoheoic motif (//. 1.352; II 
1.505; II 4.478 = II 17.302; II 21.84f.)."
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‘Appo! kod KotKeivcp mrcoaaxD'EOKKov iodXov
oD6e vd tco tociSeccfiv dyaliooewO^ pepopiixo (1.972-3)

The fact that Cyzicus has no children yet is connected with potpa, a concept 

encountered again at his death (1.1030-1: odS’ o je SrpoTfixo; DTEp popov 

one EpelAev / oTkoOP vopd-SioD; OaXdpoD; Kdi AiKcpov tKEoOai). 

Even though human mistakes are emphasised at the beginning and end of the 

battle, the death of the king is attributed to Fate (cf. 1.1030-1; 1.1035-9), just as 

the death of the steersman Tiphys (cf. 2.815-7) and the two prophets Idmon and 

Mopsus (cf. 2.854-5; 4.1502-4).91 Similarly, even though the Argonauts still 

blame themselves for leaving Heracles behind (cf. 2.151),92 his disappearance is 

ultimately associated with Fate (1.1317: Glaucus) and the grand scheme and will 

of Zeus (1.1345: narrator) rather than human failure.

potpav avErilTiGev. Tpv yap Oepn; od kox’ d8D%ai 
Ovittoigiv, TavTij 8e TEpt peya TEeTaxcai epKo;. 
ok xov oiop-pvov jod ccoeDKeog ektoOev ocDijg

5* 5 z > c \ \ Z c*

EtVai OCptGTTlCDv aDxfj D7TO VDKTt TEOTJOE
papvdpevov kePvoigi. (1.1035-9)

The king's death is then generalised into a philosophical statement about all 

mortals and death (1.1035-6: xffV ... epKO<;).93 A similar sequence is found in 

4.1504, when the death of the seer Mopsus is described: od ydp xi; dcTroxpoirLri 

Oavdxoio. Likewise, after the death of Cleite, even though no explicit references 

can be found to any interventions made by Zeus (cf. also 1.1315-6; 1.1345), this 

catastrophic day is said to have come from the supreme god, who here seems to 

be identified with Fate.

91See Nyberg (1992), 69. Vian i, 33 also comments on the similarities between the king's fate and 
that of the two prophets: "Grace d son hospitality Kyzicos se croit hors de danger (v.979); mais 
nul ne peut 6chapper au destin (v.1035-9): victime de la fatality comme P6Uas, Idmon et Mopsus, 
comme 1' Oedipe de Sophocle, il sera tue par ses hotes eux-memes, tragico more, malgrB ses 
precautions."
92See also Campbell (1990), 119.
93Note the string of nouns denoting fate: 1.1030-31: vmp jiOpov ... epeAXev; 1.1035: poipav, 
O&pu;.
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Alvoxa^xov Sf keivo jAoXiDviTiGi yD^^ai^^iv
av8pdct x' Ek Ai6; fjpap E7TjXu0EV (1.1071-2)

The simile of hawks and doves (1.1049-50), well-known in battle contexts, 

signals the end of the battle. The Argonauts, the hawks, are presented as the 

aggressors; the Doliones, the doves, as the victims. In the Iliad, the hawk's speed 

in pursuit of its prey is usually the point of compariscnS3 and, likewise, 

GOKrnEToa;, 'swift-flying/^ which derives its emphasis from its position at the 

beginning of the line, marks here the deadly speed of the hawks and their 

superiority over their easy, terrified victims.96 Both Campbell and Vian mention 

the parallel with Il. 22.139-41, where Achilles pursues Hector, fleeing away in 

terror under the walls of Troy. Symbolising in the Iliad the final victory of 

Achilles over Hector, the simile here maks the important and decisive moment at 

which the Doliones flee back to their city and the Argonauts can be said to be the 

victors.

l 5' aXXot et^avTEc; mrceTpeaav, t^cxe KtpKOD; 
cokdtcExco; dyEXr^v p7T>opEcacocct TEtetca. (1.1049-50)

The comparison signals the climax of the fear motif present throughout the 

episode and vividly illustrates that all the worst fears of the Doliones have come 

true. After the individual heroes, slain in the battle, we now encounter the fleeing 

anonymous crowd (1.1050: aYE3cjOCv; 1.1051: 6pd8cp togov dOpd^.). The 

simile, recalling and continuing the fire simile, focuses on the flight, fear’, panic 

and confusion of the remaining Doliones (1.1051: dOpCc^).77 This main point of 

comparison is further marked by the verbal echoes of pT£TpEGCcv (1.1049),

94 * *Ed vwarsad//. 17.75.5-9. See also//. 15.237-8;/L. 16.582-3;//. 22.139-41.
95]ji Homer only used of ’swift-running’ horses (//. 8.42; Il. 13.24), but in Hes. Op. 212 of an 1p>T|7. 
96see Janko ad //. 16.582-3. Cf. II. 22.141: 0°P^/rtti; also found in other 'hawk' similes: II.
17.756: ouXov KEKKT’yovTec;; II. 16.583: e<J>6oi]a£.
97See Campbell ad 3.270-1.
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DTOTpeccaxo (1.1050)98 and 'WTOTpomiT) (1.1052), which are all associated 

with fear. No more warriors are killed, though; the deadly power of the 

Argonauts has been sufficiently demonstrated in the catalogue.

Contrary to their king and queen, the Doliones retain a rather vague 

identity and are treated as an anonymous mass throughout the episode. As 

previously said, no mention is made of any tasks performed by them, either at 

their first encounter or later in the palace when preparations are made for the 

sacrifice and dinner. The exchange of information also takes place exclusively 

between the king (1.980: o piv) and the Argonauts. No description is included 

of any of the duels other than that between Jason and Cyzicus, and only after the 

king is slain are the names of the fallen warriors, but nothing more, given. In the 

battle, the other Doliones are mere ETapTyoveq (1.1039), 'helpers,' 'those who 

come to aid.' The heroic status of the other Doliones, attributed to them by their 

compatriots who could hardly regard them as anything else, is accentuated by the 

phrasing of 1.1047-8.

oDq Ex pdvva;
Ewoctcci xpat; fipotai K'lDatvo'OGiv (1.1047-8)

The honour given to them is emphasised in xtpat<;, KoScdvo'DGiv and fjpo^tGt 

itself. In the short catalogue, only Gephyrus (1.1042: aptOoov), Itymoneus 

(1.1046: Opacaiw) and Artacaeus (1.1047: Tpopov dc/Spo-v) receive epithets, 

and even these are rather conventional. Contrary to expectation, here the slain are 

honoured as heroes. Everything, however, serves to emphasise the drama of the 

king: the amount of detail spent on the account of his death," the fact that his 

death is related first — which also symbolises the courage of the king — and that 

he is slain by Jason, with whom in anticipation of this duel a connection was

98Used with the association of fear in II 17.586-7. 
99See Knight (1995), 87.
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already established in 1.972. Receiving at least a noble death, our expectations of 

Cyzicus are not disappointed.

In the aftermath of the battle, the queen's tragedy is given more attention 

than the funeral of the king himsslf.l00 The only other reference to Cyzicus in the 

rest of the episode is in 1.1064, when he is referred to as TOGtoq in relation to the 

death of Cleite. * 101 102 Her suicide, which by its very method of hanging places her 

among the heroines of tragedy, results from the loss of her status as wife of 

Cyzicus; the few times in this episode Cleite is mentioned, she is always referred 

to as such. ^92 Her death draws attention to the distressing consequences of war 

for women (cf. also 1.1071: yDvat^iv: the women are mentioned first). Cleite is 

very appropriately mourned herself by nymphs whose tears even form a fountain 

and thus provide her also with at least some kind of immortality and fame.

The whole departure scene is remarkably unconventional; no mention is 

made of the Doliones any more, which is hardly surprising after the death of both 

their king and queen. A sacrifice and omen as such are traditional topoi within a 

departure scene; here, however, they are performed by the Argonauts to propitiate 

Rhea103 while the Doliones are still mourning the death of their king and queen 

(cf. 1.1136-8).

10®]&iight (1995), 87: "motif of the warrior not coming back to his home."
101For the ominous overtones in her descent see Clauss (1993), 154-5.
102Cf. 1.974: aKOtTtg; 1.978: Sepvia vuo-fr^, which emphasises also his youth and is echoed 
in 1.1031: vupjtSiotx; 9oA.dpot)c;; 1.1063: dXo%oq; 1.1069: SvicoTiivoio TcpiK?x:£c; ouvopa 
vup^q.
103Clauss (1993), 166 suggests that the Argonauts have to stay for twelve days as a sort of 
punishment for the twelve Doliones they have killed.
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IV HYLAS EPISODE (1.1172 ff.)

'Tlpoq 0’ ocypcOev etai (nnoaKowliog fj xtg apoxppDg 
acocaaicog eig avXiv eT|v, oopjcoio xaxiccDV, 
afixoD 0' ev opooio^fj TPxpuD£va yoDvax’ pKapypv 
aDaxaXeog KowijCi, oeptoplPoag oe xe peppag 
ptaopocov Kcaxtt rcoPPa eij OpTltfaxo Yaaxo^’ 
xfjpog Op’ ot y’ d<RKKvxo KiocvlOog fjOea yoitTig 
CoK|)’ ’Ap^ccvO^^i^tiov opog opppcd; xe Ktoio.
Tod; pEv ED^etvcog Mdooi (uAoxtixi Ktovxag 
0ep8epax’ ewoexai Kplvrjg p0ovOg, fjta xe a<]>t 
ppPa pp OePDopvotg p£0D x’ CCpopxov eyYuOXi^ccv.
’’EvOa 0’ P7Ct0’ ot pEv £oPa kOykovcx, xot Oe l^ppa^l^Tiv 
(yoDXaOa Pe^cv^^ (i)^poov Ocoipxov &p.iiacvvxpg 
ap6ov'OG0at• xot 0’ appt onpiopa Sivp'PeaKKv 
ol 0’ otvov KpioPTfpGi Kppcv ooveovxo pp 8otxa,
’EKpaatcp pe^avxeg dtio kvE(J)0^<8 ’ArcoPPcovt.
Afipao o 0xtvpG0<ai exapoig eD po/piPag,
pfl p’ ’ijiev elg DXt|v Diog Atog (1.1172-88)

The Hylas episode has been extensively studied by scholars. Much attention has, 

for example, been paid to the abduction of Hylas; Heracles' reaction to the loss of 

the boy and the nature of their relationship; the quarrel among the Argonauts after 

the discovery that they have left Heracles behind; the heroism of Heracles and 

Jason; and, in particular, the relation between this episode and Theocritus' Idyll 

13.1 The verses particulariy discussed here, 1117^^^88, form only the prelude to 

this long episode; but they merit their own, short chapter, as they somewhat 

surprisingly situate the whole scene within a hospitality context.1 2

Although no specific reference to hospitality is included in Theocritus' 

Idyll 13, a brief comparison will be made with Theoc. 13.30-3, in which the same 

stage prior to Hylas' disappearance is described in very similar terms.7 In the 

Idyll, the Ciani are mentioned, but they do not offer any hospitality and the heroes 

are simply said to prepare their meal and beds upon their arrival on the beach.

etam 0’ oppiov p0pvxo npoo:ovxt0og, ev0<a Ktocvmv

1Blumberg (1931), 24; Vian i, 40; Nyberg (1992), 71 all emphasise in this respect the crucial 
influence of genre.
2See Vian i, 41-2.
8 See also Kohnken (1965), 34-9.
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afiXaKa; E^f^'^’Vto’vxi pOE; Tplpovxe; Cp^pcc.
EKpavug 8’ emt 0tva Kcaxa £vya Sana tevovxo 
SeieEutvol, rcoXXot 8£ plav aTopeaavw xagEDvav.

Theoc. 13.30-3

Scholars have often commented on the fact that in the Hylas episode the Mysians 

welcome the Argonauts, but after that seem to be totally forgotten.7 The same 

could, of course, be said about the Argonauts; we are not given any information 

about their activities till they decide to leave the land early the next morning 

(1.1273: afOTiKca). The whole episode is solely concerned with the drama of 

Hylas and Heracles, whose value for the expedition is stressed once again just 

before he disappears? The presence of the Mysians is intriguing and it has been 

suggested that their inclusion in the story is the result of the blending of various 

different versions (cf. 1.1251-9; 1321-3; 1345-57)3

The Argonauts arrive at the land of the Mysians in the evening (1.1160: 

1)7:6 OeEeXov; 1.1185: m6 kvc(»oc;)- The day has been spent in a rowing 

competition (1.1153ff.) and when the other Argonauts were too exhausted to 

continue with their efforts, Heracles singlehandedly rowed the boat, but had to 

abandon the attempt when his oar breaks? The Argonauts have then not yet 

reached the Mysian land (1.1166: T<ap£p,ETp£OV E^aopCa>VTE;), but nothing is 

told about the final stages of their arrival (do the Argonauts sail into a harbour or 

take up rowing again?). Clauss has argued that the Zeitangabe beginning the 

episode focuses on Heracles rather than the Argonauts® but the exhaustion of the 

gardener and ploughman, weary after a day’s work on the fields, is not shared with 

Heracles, who only had to abandon his rowing because of failing material and is

7E.g. Campbell (1990), 116; Kohnken (1965), 36.
5 See also Hunter, Literary Studies, 37.
7See Blumberg (1931), 25; Campbell (1990), 116; Herter (1944-55), 353; Vian i, 44. Kohnken 
(1965: 36) and Vian (i; 44) both raise the question why Hylas should be sent away to fetch water 
when this has apparently already been supplied by the Mysians (cf. 1.1185).
7DeForest’s suggestion (1981: 62) that "Heracles’ attempt to row the boat alone may arise from 
frustration at his comrades’ inOerOerence in his battle with the giants" is unfounded.
8Clauss (1993), 185, who sees Heracles as the "maritime plowman" (190). Focus on the 
Argonauts: Blumberg (1931), 27, n. 31; Frankel, Nolen, 142.
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explicitly said not to like being idle, but with the Argonauts (1.1161 : Tptpop£voi 

Kccpd-Tcp; 1.1162: poyeovxcxq ). The connection between the heroes and the 

workers is explicitly made in the text (1.1172: fi|jo<^; 1.1177: xflpoq dp' oi y') 

and, apart from the exhaustion, the gladness on reaching respectively harbour and 

home, and hunger are also shared (1.1164: ^XTyiLievoi fjTeipoto; 1.1173: 

d<Traciia>q).9 As has often been noted, the Zeitangabe in this episode is based on 

similar time indications in II. 11<^^—9 and Od. 13.31-4.10 11

The welcome extended by the Mysians is phrased in language similar to 

that used in the Doliones episode (1.961: (juXorrioi; 1.963: £D9eivcoq; ^^^^8—^9: 

Awkev 8’ amoq dva% Xapov u£Op 8£ooiLi£VOt<ai / pfj^d 0’ opoD; 1.966 ~ 

1.1186; cf. also the Lemnian episode: 1.659: rjta Kat p£0D O(ap6v).n 

Initially, as is continually underlined by the vocabulary used, the episode seems to 

promise a conventional hospitality scene: the heroes arrive in the evening at a 

time appropriate for dinner — a connection which, as we saw, was further 

stressed in the Zeitangabe — and are subsequently welcomed by the Mysians, 

who immediately and generously provide the travellers with the provisions they 

need (1.1181: ufOd xe 8e.uoue.voic U£0d x' darrtexov £yyodXt]av; cf. 

1.1173: 8opTOto yaxt^mv). These expectations of the reader are not met, and, 

after the disappearance of Hylas, the hospitable Mysians (1.1179: £D^£tvcoq 

Moaot are even threatened with pillage of their land by the distraught

Heracles if they do not promise to continue the search for the boy (1.1348-50).

Immediately after the provision of wine and sheep, the Mysians disappear 

from the scene and all the preparations seem to be done by the Argonauts 

themselves, rather than by servants as would be expected. In Book Three, for 

example, Aeetes' servants prepare a banquet and sacrifice for the heroes (3.271^3: 

xot uev peyocv ap]£rcevovyo / xaopov cAtc 8pmeq, xot 5e qoXa oocyKKva

9por the demands made by the belly see Od. 17.286-7.
^Campbell, Echoes; Clauss (1993), 183; Green ad 1.1172-6; Kohnken (1965), 37; Vian i, 105, n. 
4. On 'Sturudnbildee' see also Frankel, Noten, 141f. See also Od. 12.^1^^—41.
11 Vian i, 106, n. 2. He also mentions the parallel between 1.1184: ropipto. StveUecrcov ~ 
Theoc. 22.33: Tropeid xe yepcciv evcoprav (Vicn i, 39, n. 6).
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XatAxQ / kotcxov, xoi 6e loexpa rcupi £eov). A comparison with similar 

scenes in the Iliad and Odyssey would show that these preparations for a banquet, 

which always involve servants, are often described with much more precision: 

more details of the actual preparations of the meal are given, such as the setting of 

the table, water for handwashing, the provision of bread, meat and other food, and 

the pouring of wine.12 * *

At the same time as the preparations for the meal and sacrifice, sleeping 

arrangements are made, whereas these are usually made after the meal?3 The 

nature of the beds, no more than bivouac beds made by cutting grass from the 

meadow, also seems to ignore the hospitable welcome given by the Mysians. 

Likewise in Idyll 13, the Argonauts prepare their beds prior to their evening meal 

(Theoc. 13.34: tdicov ~ 1.1183: Xeipcovcov ). The preparations echo more 

Odysseus' impromptu preparation of a bed of leaves when he arrived on the island 

of Scheria than those of the standard scenes of the preparation of beds in the Iliad 

and Odyssey. In these latter works, maids are asked to make a bed with blankets 

and other soft coverings (e.g. Od. 5.482-3: dtjap O' EDf £7:alt^iaaxc %ep<a't 

<iXr,Gcv / eppelav• (yuAXcv yap erjv xtSatq ijXiGa. ToXXfj)^ ExcpvP<cOct 

(1.1184), the standard verb found in these Homeric descriptions (e.g. Od. 4.301; 

Od. 7.340), is in the Hylas episode used of the spreading of the grass. The 

Argonauts similarly prepare beds for themselves on the night before they start the 

expedition (1.453-55: Tiling dp’ q6ri xavxe; emt |<a|LltCociat pa0etav / 

CpX>daa %epd|p£vct ^0^4^ TpoTCap alytaXot.c / k£kXw0' ^eui;), before 

Jason arms himself in Book Three (3.1193-4: xot 6e %ao£pv(c; / evxDOV 

ppme; TEtapactv), and after Thetis' speech to Peleus before the passing

of the Wandering Rocks the next day (4.883: 6Cp7ccv xe %cctX£'Pv^aq x' 

dttL()e7t:£vcvxc).

12E.g. Od. 1.109ff; Od. 4.52OO.; Od. 10.352ff.; Od. 14.418ff. On the preparations of a feast see 
Reece (1993), 23OO.; Campbell ad 3.270-4.
73 See, for example, Richardson II. 24.633-76.
17cO. Od.4. 295ff.; Od. 7.335ff.; Od. 23.290; II. 9.658OO.;//. 24.643ff.
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Frankel connects the absence of any information about the eating and 

drinking itself with the general restraint shown by Apollonius in this respect.15 

One could, however, aigue that the initial focus on the preparatory stage of a 

dinner, when eveiyone is busily occupied with their own tasks, allows Hylas to go 

away to the well on his own (1.1207: voacjnv OjLAo'u). Hylas, faithfully doing 

as his master has told him (1.1210: OTpcXAfl^), makes his contribution to the 

dinner by going to the sacred well to collect water. 16 This task, usually performed 

by women, has ominous overtones: wells are common places of abduction and 

love.17 For the time being, however, it is stressed how eveiything is done as it 

should be and that all is well: the hunger and exhaustion of the Argonauts is such 

as to be expected after a day's hard work, the Mysians provide the Argonauts with 

the customary provisions, a sacrifice is made to Apollo Ecbasius, Heracles ■ 

carefully instructs his comrades not to wait till he has returned but to start their 

meal (1.1187: eij emixetXa^), and Hylas obeys Heracles' instructions to prepare a 

meal kcxO k6cpX0V (1.1210). Heracles' action is certainly a surprise as, with his 

reputation for gluttony, it is rather remarkable that he forsakes dinner and decides 

instead to make himself a new oar first. This is again the Heracles we know from 

the Lemnian episode where he similarly stressed duty above more earthly 

pleasures. 18 His strength displayed in the uprooting of the tree serves as a 

reminder of the other side of his character.

No mention is made of the Mysians in the departure scene. The heroes, 

hastily departing at the break of dawn, do not discover that they have lost two of

l5Frankel, Noten, 142.
16See also Kohnken (1965), 38.
17See Richardson ad HyDem. 98ff. Wells are often associated with nymphs and considered to be 
sacred (cf. 1.1208: KpTtvng lepov poov).
!8See Blumberg (1931), 27; Frankel, Noten, 143. His suggestion that Heracles would even prefer 
water to wine is somewhat unconvincing. On Heracles' contradictory character see also Feeney 
(1991), 95; Hunter, Literary Studies, 38,41. Clauss’ remark (1993: 185) that Heracles' "enormous 
appetite" is "the source of imminent trouble" is not true. He compares Heracles with the labourer 
in the simile and argues that the comparison seems to suggest that Heracles is not pleased about 
having to give up his dinner. No inCipation, however, is given of this m the text itself and 
Heracles' action is porttayeO in a positive light by the narrator (1.1187: eu). KyriaKou (1995a; 
90) maintains that attention is drawn once again to Heracles' gluttony by subsequent allusions to 
the Cyclops when Heracles makes himself a new oar.
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their companions untU they are well underway and it is too late to turn back. This 

action has often been deemed implausible]19 although it is understandable that the 

heroes would want to take advantage of the favourable winds after their 

exhaustion on the previous day (1.1279: ytOocdvoi (jopeov'To).20

19E,g. Green ad 1.1280ff.; Hutchinson (1988), 193.
20See Campbell (1990), 116.
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V AMYCUS EPISODE (2.1ff.)

a) Introoluctico

The outrage of Amycus' behaviour first and foremost consists in his 
infringement of the Zeus-protected laws of 4etvlcj, the laws regulating 
behaviour towards strangers.1

In an episode in which fippig is the central theme, Amycus, like the Cyclops and 

the suitors in the Odyssey,2 3 * shows his arrogance in his treatment of strangers.7 

However, as in the Hylas episode, the elements which strictly specking belong to 

a hospitality scene only occupy the beginning of the episode and the main part is 

devoted to a description of the boxing-match between the king and Polydeuces. 

This fight has attracted much attention and a comparison has often been made 

with Theocritus' Idyll 227 .nd the boxing-matches in Homer (II. 23.667-75; Od. 

18).5 The motif of hybois also connects Amycus with the tyrants Pelias and 

Aeetes; the three, who share many traits, all impose a rceepcc upon the Argonauts 

(cf. 2.6: T£lp1lT<oaac0at ; 1.15; 2.883; 3.407).6 In this chapter, I shall concentrate 

my analysis on the manipulation of the hospitality motifs at the beginning of the 

episode.

The episode can be briefly summarised. The Argonauts arrive at the land 

of the Bebrycians in the morning and are met on the beach by Amycus (1.1359

2.9). The king immediately imposes a fight on the Argonauts and, after the 

disappearance of Heracles at the end of Book One, it is Polydeuces who takes up

1 Cuypers (1997), 3.
2See Fisher (1992), 161.
3Campbell (1974), 40; Cuypers ad 2,1-29; Green ad 2.5-9; Herter (1944-55), 138; Ibscher (1939), 
31ff.; Knight (1995), 69; Kohnken (1965), 196. The same, but this time positive, connection 
between hybris and hospitality is made in 2.652-7.
%.g. CampbeU (1974), 38-41; Cuypers (1997), 13-28; Kohnken (1965), 85ff.; Sens (1997), 24
36; Vian i, 136.
7Cuypers (1997), 9; Knight (1995), 62-73; Kohnken (1965), 108ff.; Rose (1984), 122OO.; Thiel 
(1993), 181-94.
7Campbell ad 3.407 & 422 (who rightly argues that the nature of the tasks can be contrasted); 
Cuypers (1997), 4; Hunter, Literary Studies, 160; Knight (1995), 69; Rose (1984), 120-21.
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the challenge (2.10-25)7 A fight ensues in which Amycus is killed (2.26-97).

The Bebrycians, who in another part of the country are simultaneously attacked 

by Lycus and his people, are then defeated by the Argonauts in battle (2.98-154). 

Celebrations follow the battle and the next day the Argonauts continue their 

voyage (2.155-67)8

b) The arrival c^f Argonauts and narrator's introduction (1.1359ff3)

Ot be %dovf^ etaocvexo'Datav 
dKxfiv £K koXtoio |idX’ 8'6peiT|v eatbeaOai 
^paGadiievoi Kamricaiv 6tj^’ fjeXicp etekkXcccv. (1.1360-2)

Book One finishes with the arrival, seen through their eyes, of the heroes at 

Amycus' country, the broad beach of which seems to provide an ideal harbour. In 

the opening line of Book Two, there is a switch of perspective and Amycus is 

formally introduced by the narrator (2.1: ’'EvOa S’ e<aav axa0p,ot xe pornv 

anXtc X ’ApDKOtoV Their arrival at dawn here ensures that the beginning of 

Book Two coincides with the beginning of a new day and a new stage in the 

narrative.7 8 * 10 The conventional Homeric,11 12 * but rather vague topographical 

introduction can be contrasted with the detailed descriptions of the landscape in 

Theocritus Idyll 22M The absence of a residence, a palace of the king, is 

remarkable and only the king's cowsheds and folds are mentioned.0 Cuypers has 

argued that "the king's presence is accidental: he is here to inspect his livestock,

7Cf. II. 3.237: ayaGov noXuSetteea; 1.146: Kpap£o6v noXuSEuxEa.
8The motif of absence of sleep Curing a banquet is found in 2.157-8: oube nv’ ujcvog I siXe 
Trapra KpT'jtfpi koO alL0ooevolg lEporm. Cf. Od. 11.373-4; Od. 15.309-401.
.Despite the rowing, Polydeuces is still in good shape after the long journey (2.47).
10See Campbell, (1983a), 154-55 and West aC Od. 2.434 (cf. Od. 2.434: jiev ... Od. 3.1: 5e); 
Williams (1991: 37) argues that dawn's appearance looks ahead to the beginning of the new book. 
In her discussion of the function of night and day in Book Two (38-9), she does not consider the 
effect of the arrival of the Argonauts in the morning in relation to the visit to Amycus. Dawn 
seems here to be ominous rather than propitious (cf. Odysseus’ visits to the Cyclopes, Circe and 
the Laestrygonians).
n Blumberg (1931), 31. Cf. Od. 12.318: evQa 5’ Ecav Nn>p<|)eDv KaX^iL poooi f|8e Gocokoi. 
See Campbell (1983a), 156, n. 7. See in this respect also the genealogical introduction.
12A similar contrast can be found in the description of the spring in the Hylas episode in 
Theocritus' Idyll 13 and 1.1221ff.
°On the meaning of auXig see Cuypers aC 2.1-2; Vian i, 132.
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whereas his residence is on the coast of the Euxine."i4 However, even when the 

pillaging by the Myriandyni is described, no royal residence (or even a ToXtg) is 

specifically mentioned (cf. 2.138-9: HepOovxo yap f)p£v aXcodt /ij8’ oiai; 

2.142: ol 8’ fj8r| axaGitoD^ xe kc'i aiiOta 8r|tda<KK:ov); and, following 

Vian's observations, it is tempting to assume that attention seems to be drawn to 

the king's lack of civilisation (which would foreshadow his behaviour) * 15 and the 

discrepancy between the king's rather humble dwellings and his pretensions. 16 

Also, the impression created in these opening lines is not so much that this is just 

an accidental visit, as that Amycus, as a folk-tale type of habitual killer, is always 

on the look-out for new victims (2.8: Kai 8e xoxe). Like the Lemnian women 

and the Doliones, Amycus immediately takes the initiative by going to the ship 

himself to meet the Argonauts.

Kai 8e xoxe, Tpoxt vfja kicov, ypetw jiev epeaGai 
vaoxiXij 01 x’ eiev DT£ppa<alTlClv dxtaae, 
xotov 8’ £v xcdxeoot rcapaayeSov e^axo p/GGov

(2.8-10)

The structure of arrival followed by an introduction by the nan-ator and finally the 

entrance of the protagonist was also adopted in the Lemnian episode. The results 

are similar: in the Lemnian episode, we were informed in advance about the 

women's crime and accordingly regarded the women's actions with suspicion; 

and, when in this episode Amycus is introduced by the narrator in no less 

condemnatory terms, 17 suspense is similarly created for the coming encounter 

between the heroes and the king. Amycus' descent from Poseidon, known to be 

the father of strong, violent and arrogant men, reinforces this picture (2.2--4).18 a

]4Cuypers ad 2.1-2.
15Vian i, 138, n. 1. Cf. 2.33-4: oaXaupOTcc tp ipT%eiav / odppaXp ii|v ()0pepcK£v 
dpiTp£<J>£0<; KO'yvola. Compare and contrast with Alcinous' golden sceptre (4.1177—^8: £v 6’ o 
ye yeipl / ocnTTpov Pypv ypt)ccola SlKacTcCXcv).
16See for example the grand-sounding dvSpmv oSveimv (2.13), Tpiiv ypipeocav euijGiv ed; 
ava yeipac dpipoa (2.14) and il yev Ti; aivyep&<; Kpaippfi em-Eyex' dvdyK'n (2.17).
17E.g. Hunter, Literary Studies, 111.
18E,g. Polyphemus (Od. 1.68-73); Otus and Ephialtes (Od. 11.305—^20); Nelpus and Pelias (Od. 
11.235-57); Antaeus (Apollod. 2.115). See also Knight (1995), 131-2.
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connection is again established between Amycus, Pelias and Aeetes: Poseidon is 

also Pelias' father (cf. 1.13-4) cnd Aeetes is compared to the god when he sets off 

to witness Jason's cteOXo; (3.1240-5). As in the Doliones episode, the king is 

undoubtedly the main character and all the information given concerns him; it is 

not until 2.36 that any of his companions are mentioned (2.36: i^ov 8t%c 

wra; evi ^1^001(0^ £Talpop;). tEca; and 8tx<a (2.36) make it clear that 

it is not only the Argonauts who are referred to. Although the Bebrycians must 

have accompanied their king to the ship, no mention is made of this in 2.8 (Tpoxi 

vfja Kimy).

Whereas in Idyll 22 Amycus' portrait is mainly painted by the description 

of his appearance,19 in the Argonautica all attention is drawn to Amycus' moral 

flaws and a description of his physique is postponed until 2.38, when he and 

Polydeuces have taken off their mantles in preparation for the fight and the two 

competitors' postures are compared. Different words are chosen by the narrator to 

describe and define the main flaw of Amycus' character: the arrogance which 

causes him to ignore every law of hospitality. Amycus' character is painted in 

black and white, with no explanation of his motives at any time; and, as a result, 

he is very much the caricature of the archetypal 'bad guy.’m A string of words 

with strongly condemnatory force characterise the behaviour of the king as an act 

of hybois: 2.2: ayi^vcpcg; 2.4: pT£pocTA|£tl■aocTOv; 2.5: dUKea G^lCjlCv; 2.9: 

TjTCTppaahicci.v aTlOce; 2.19: piya <jpovecov; 2.54: ereeacctv

'67:ep())ia<ocial.2l This characterisation by the narrator is confirmed by the words 

of one of the Argonauts after the battle (2.150: 0tyT|V0pt^T])22 and of Lycus in his

l7Campbell (1974), 40-1.
20See Campbell (1974), 40 & ad 3.171-95; Cuypers (1997), 4; Knight (1995), 133; Kohnken 
(1965), 96; Vian i, 134. This sharp contrast is continued in the boxing-match, which has therefore 
often been likened to a victory of "gods over giants, civilization over barbarism" (Deforest [1981: 
72]). See also Frankel (1952), 146; Green ad 2.30-4; Hunter, Literary Studies, 28; Rose (1984), 
124f.
71Kdhnken (1965), 95f. Similarly used in relation to Aeetes: 3.15; WTEpolaXog; 3.428: Aeetes’ 
oteOXov: wcepptakov Tep edvxa; 3.492-3; 3.517: p£ya <pooea>v; 4.212: Au'ixri ’UcepT’vopx; 
4.1051; 4.1083. For \)7t£p<jncaioc; see Campbell ad 3.14-5: "One who is UTtepdtooxo oversteps 
the bounds of psxpov, 'due measure’ in the field of human conduct"
22See on the nature of these speeches De Jong, 'The Voice of Anonymity: r/5-speeches in the 
Iliad; Eranos 85 (1987), 69-84.
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after-dinner speech to the Argonauts (2.792: m7ezp3cc<rTTi ). As we see here, the 

concept of hybris is often strengthened by the use of a specific vocabulary, 

expressing the arrogance and excess to which those characters are inclined. For 

example, many Drote>--ompounOs, epithets such as aTOCo0t?io)<;,23 and verbs 

expressing the infringement of someone else's TtpB (d'np.d^eiv; axt^etv) are 

found.24 ’Aypvopo^ (2.2)25 here receives a negative connotation in the light of 

the presence of other words such as )7i£epTCTcn£aaaTOV, which combines notions 

of violence, overbearing strength and arrogance/26

Hybris, or the deliberate infliction of dishonour on others, not only 

strangers, but also family, friends or kinsfolk, was traditionally, in the works of, 

for example, Homer and Hesiod, associated with Giants, Centaurs, Amazons, Men 

of the Bronze and Iron Ages, Monsters slain by Heracles, and Barbarians.27 

Similarly in the Argonautica, we see that hybris is displayed by the Lemnian 

women (cf. 1.609), the Amazons,2S the Earthbom Monsters, the Mossynoeci (cf. 

2.1117) and the tyrants the Argonauts encounter (i.e. Pelias, Amycus and Aeetes). 

The arrogant and reckless behaviour characteristic of hybris reveals itself in a love 

of violence, a failure to respect the laws, customs and rights of others, and a 

transgression of both human and divine laws. In general, because of the nature of 

the Argonautica and the Odyssey, which are both concerned with travelling, the 

concept of hybris is inextricably linked with the hospitality theme; in the Odyssey, 

for example, hybris is specifically applied to the behaviour of the suitors and the

23E.g. 1.1317^8 (Eurystheus); 3.389-90 (Aeetes); 4.1092-3 (Echetus).
24Cf. Fisher (1992), 176. Consider, for example, the characterisation of Idas. The connection 
with hybris is emphasised again and again: 1.151: -uj/epJPog ; 1.478: Oeoug 6’ dve'^K.v 
axiCeiv; 1.480: ou S’ dxaoOoXa Ttaprcav eeucag. See also Campbell aC 3.390 quoting Hes. 
Th. 995-1, in which Pelias is called pad^Xalg -DTPeo^v<WP UPp^-oxfig neXlT<g and dxdcOaXog. 
25See KohnKen (1965), 95f.
26In Homer used of Thersites (II. 2.276) and the suitors {Od. 1.106; Od. 1.144); in Hes. Th. 641 of 
the Titans.
22See, for example, the discussions in Cairns (1993); Fisher (1992); Hall (1989).
28cf. 2.987-9: ou6e Oeeu/oxag I xpouooc tcESov A^rdvxiov C.|np£eV|oovTO’ I cXV oOpl<; 
oxovoEocoa koi "Apeog spya peM-nXei.
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Cyclops.29 As Fisher observes, it concerns "behaviour essentially antithetical to, 

and threatening the fundamental bases of, civilised living in communities."30 * *

It is clear, not only from the narrator's introduction but also from the king's 

own words, that Amycus deliberately transgresses these conventions?1 "Amaae 

(2.9) is a strong verb, often associated with dishonour towards the gods?2 The 

verb is used in a similar context in 3.180-1, when Jason describes Aeetes' possible 

reaction to their request of the Golden Fleece in the traditional terms of the 

provision of denial of hospitality (3.180-1: Pi k’ e0£Aoi (nAoTT'it Sepo; 

XpDaEiov orcacaat, / qi Kai od, kiodvo^ 6e ptq piTtovTa; aytaoei).33 34 * 

Both instances echo Eumaeus' words to Odysseus in which he persuasively 

explains the behaviour expected of a good host in very similar terms (Od. 14.56

7: %ev’, od jioi O&jiiq pot’, od§’ et KCKtcov ae0pv P40oi, / ^Pivov 

axljlf|aat).34

The violation of all the laws of hospitality is already foreshadowed in 

verse 5 where the addition of Kai to underlines the severity of a crime

committed against the laws of hospitdity.35 Strangers are traditionally protected 

by Zeus and, although the god is not explicitly mentioned here, the narrator's 

words in 2.154 (to Se JOVTa Ar8q poo^qat TeTDKXO) seem to refer not only 

to the disappearance of Heracles, but indirectly also to the victory of Polydeuces 

over Amycus and of the Argonauts over the Bebrycians.36

29Spp e.g. for the suitors Od. 1.368; Od. 14.92; Od. 14.95. Sep also Fisher (1992), 151& 165. Sep 
for the Cyclopes Od. 9.275-6: on yap KukXoTCi; Aro; cd'Y,0%a'u aT^youcnv / cuSe 0ec5v 
payapov, erred ] rcoXu (epiepoi dpev.
Wisher (1992), 500.
3!Spp also Rose (1984), 118; Kohnken (1965), 96.
^Towards the gods: 1.478; 1.614-5; 3.64-5; 3.74-5; 4,1100. Interestingly, in his speech to the 
assembled Cotchians, Apptes, the displayer of hybris par eycellencp, accuses the Argonauts of the 
behaviour hi is himself guilty of (3.582—7).
33Cf. 2.23. See Campbell ad 3.181.
34Spp also Od. 15.543; Od. 17.56.
35See also Cuypers ad 2.5-7; Kohnken (1965), 98. Rose (1984), 118 comments that "hits total 
disregard of the conventions protecting the welfare of strangers marks the Argonauts' entry into a 
world where they can no longer safely rely on the observance of familiar customs;." Considering, 
for example, their visit to Lycus and previous visits to the Limnians and Doliones, this seems an 
exaggeration.
36'Kohnken (1965), 96.
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6; x' hrri. Kai 7£tvoiaiv aeiKea 0£<ap6v £0tjke,
PT xiv’ dwroaxEixfitv rcpiv Teif^r^T^aaGai eoio 
TCy|.ya%iiT;, noXea; 6e TdplKXl6va>v e6du7e. (2.5-7)

Throughout the introduction, comparison is invited between the Cyclopes and the 

Bebrycians. But whereas the Cyclopes are in fact devoid of any civilisation (cf. 

Od. 9.106ff.; especially: Od. 9.106: KoKXcdTiCDV ... wl£p(etc^Xo)v a0ep^axccv; 

Od. 9.112: xotaiv O' odx' aYCp<ao popX'^^<|)6pct ome OeJLtlC7Te;; Od. 9.114-5: 

GEpcaxeDEt Se £KaaTO; / TtatSccv fjO’ aX6%c)C', od6’ oXXiXcdv aX£YOPGt), 

the Bebrycians do have laws and neighbours (even though they continually fight 

them).37 The Cyclopes are in this respect more like the Amazons who are also 

explicitly said not to honour any laws (2.987-8: oDSe 0£ptaxa; / xtO'PGacl).77 

Amycus, on the other hand, will emphasise again and again that his actions are 

based on his own laws (2.5: 0£ap6v; 2.11: £0iK£v; 2.12: 0£apt6v eaxw;2.17: 

£pa; ... 0£]LiTc:cc;; cf. 2.23; 2.148-50).37 38 39 Considering their nature, these are 

appropriately labelled as deiKea by the narrator. This adjective, "associated with 

discredit in the social and military sphere,"40 * impiies moral judgement and shows 

the personal engagement of the narrator, steering the reader towards 

condemnation of the law.n

It is little wonder that Amycus chooses to compete with strangers in 

boxing, one of the more violent and aggressive games. We may safely infer from 

2.7 that Amycus has so far only killed neighbours. This is the first — and last — 

time that a true foreigner, a real challenge, is encountered.42 During his visit to 

the Phaeacians, Odysseus recognises the dangers of competing with one's host and

37See Heubeck ad Od. 9.106-15. See also Knight (1995), 132: "both of them contravene the 
normal standards of Greek hospitality."
38See Rose (1984) 118-9.
39See Campbell ad 3.209, who comments that Qeafiia refer to "established codes of behaviour 
and institutions." Contrast with Alcinous' just laws (cf. 4.1200OO.; 4.1207: Oegiaaaq edc). 
7°(2aa^I)lb^]ll ad 3.420.
^One of the so-called evaluative and affective words, see De Jong, Narrators, 208 & 218-9. In 
t^^ Argonautica, the adjective is otherwise always found in direct speech (cf. 1.816; 3.420; 4.91; 
4.739; 4.748).

also Frankel, Noten, 155.
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is therefore extremely cautious, as a defeat would entail the loss of for the

loser.

8etvo; ydp [tot o5’ eaxi- xl; dv (jtXeovxr )/O%ol^to:
ajprnv ofj Ketvog ye koi omxtoavog TeXet avqp,
o; t; ^evoSoKcp epLoa Tt^oo^lp^iqi^cai deOXcov
Squc) ev dXXoSaTcp- (Od. 8.208-11)

The incompatibility of Tcypcrxvn; with e8Ci^8e , effectively placed at the 

beginning and the end of the verse (2.7), rrdrcctes that there is something wrong: 

it will be a contest of life and death, rather than for a prize and honoui’/13 The 

rarity of the construction (j^^i^ipT^taaa^Oai eoto / T'oyyiaai'ng and the 

predominantly spondaic rhythm of line 6 ensure that all the emphasis is laid upon 

£0to, which thus receives its full ominous force!* 4 'To test his boxing' (i.e. his 

style of boxing) implies that the contest will be fought according to Amycus' 

rules, not those one would normally expect in a fist fight. Unlike Aeetes who 

promises at least the Golden Fleece in return for the completion of the task (even 

though he is certain that Jason will not succeed), Amycus does not mention any 

reward given in return.45 The repetition of this verb in 2.768 (eSdi/ov), where 

Jason tells King Lycus of the slaughtering of the Bebrycians by the Argonauts, 

illustrates the total reversal of the situation. While 8ap8£lV, commonly used in 

Homeric battle context, implies violent death, 8qoivBfvaI, on the other hand, 

used in Amycus' speech in exactly the same positron of the verse (2.16), 

emphasises a competitive element/. According to Amycus at least, they will be 

contending on traditional terms. For the reader, the information given in the short

43The verb is used of brutal and relentless slaying: 1.62; 1.814; 1.1002; 2.432; 3.415, On the 
nature of this battle see also Knight (1995), 69. Cf. 2.50. Odysseus, on the other hand, only 
briefly contemplated and immediately dismissed the possibility of killing Irus in the fight (Od. 
18.90-2).
44See Vian (1973), 82 [citing Campbell]. Cuypers (1997), 39, n. 10 has argued that eoio rather 
receives emphasis through enjambement of Toy!yc!ax’ng in 2.7.
45See also Rose (1984), 121.
46Cf. 1.1343; 4.16; Theoc. 22.70.
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and provocative speech at first seems mainly superfluous and the speech's main

interest lies in the exposure of Amycus' insincerity and true character.47

c) Amycus' speech and Polydeuces' reply d2.11 ff.)

Amycus' aggressive approach is clear from the fact that he starts his speech 

immediately (2.10: Tapaa%e8ov ).* 4 * *8 The speech contains both elements which 

manipulate topoi belonging to a conventional speech of welcome and those 

typical of the boasting before a boxing-match.00 This establishes another link 

between the characters of the tyrants Pelias, Aeetes and Amycus: they are all 

perceived as boaster's.50 Amycus' aggression, arrogance and eagerness are clearly 

shown by the use of the imperative (2.11: ksKVoO’; 2.16: CJCTrcdaaO’) and by the 

fact that he is not willing to wait but wishes to start the fight immediately (2.16: 

KaxoDToOi). From a position of authority and imagined superiority, the king 

assures himself of the attention of the listeners.

KekX/o0coXtTr^ayKTot, xd 7iep tSpevat dpinv Eotkev.
Od uva 0eapi6v eaiiv d^ooftpiOEVTa V£ea0ai 
avSprnv o0v£tG)v o; kev BeppD]i KEXdaaq,

Tptv %£lp£aatv epqaiv ed; dvd %4tpcx% dEtpai.
To Kai jt01 xOv dpiaxov dTCOKppSov otov opAoD 
TtDYoax.iq axqc^*^a^£ koctcdtOGi 8qptv0qvat.
Et 5’ dv dtt'qXYEovTE; epd; kccteolte Oeptayac, 
q kev it; aTDyEprn; opaiEpq E7t£\|(£T’ avaYKq.
7H pa p£ya <jpov£ov. (2.11-9)

The question of identity is usually of crucial importance in a hospitality scene, 

and, although in principle each visitor has a right to a meal and bed, the status of a

47FranKel (1952), 144, n. 2 points out that it was "probably meant as a refinement on the Homeric 
verbatim iteration of entire tines." See on Amyous' insincerity also Cuypers (1997), 43 and 
Knight's comments (1995: 63) ad 2.57. Amycus' hypocrisy is agmn emphasised by the narrator in 
2.49-50: kC ot appyO£■i / Gupo; £P4&CFev(F aiqOewv daga KeSdtccccpc.
48Spp Campbell ad 3.410.
49spp Knight (1995), 63.
50Amycus: 2.22: o Ti; eu/EOi and 2.58; Aeetes: 2.1204: aTpUTPa; 3.579: otp'uto; 3.408;
Pelias: 3.337.
51Cf. 2.209; 2.311; 4.1347; 4.1645.
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guest does determine to a certain extent how well he will be treated. In this case, 

however, Arcycus shows his contempt for the ettllt of his visitors by his blatant 

rejection of the whole question of their identity. Irrespective of this and for no 

apparent reason (and thus not like Cyzicus, but like the Amazons), the king seeks 

to engage in battle whoever visits his shores. When the Argonauts approach the 

country of the Amazons, it is only Zeus' intervention which prevents a seemingly 

inevitable, and certainly disastrous, encounter (2.993-4-).52

Amycus' haughtiness reveals itself in his scornful address of the Argonauts 

as a?u,7tX4CYKTOt, 'sea-wanderers' (cf. also 2.15: op-Xot)). Like Aeetes who later 

more explicitly accuses the Argonauts of being pirates, Amycus implies this in his 

address, echoing the familiar concerns voiced in Od. 3.71-4; Od. 8.161-4; Od. 

9.252-5. But, although Polyphemus strongly suspects Odysseus and his 

companions of being pirates, he still asks them who they are and gives an 

alternative option. As was predicted in 2.8-9, the king immmediately makes clear 

that he is not interested in any information and, showing his need for control, that 

he will rather dictate to them than listen to their adventures (2.11: xd Tep 

lOfievai 'opiiiv miKey).

The small, but significant change in 2.13 is revealing: Amycus 

deliberately does not refer to them as 5"tvct but COv£eoc. Whereas ^eevo; is 

used to denote both stranger and guest-friend (sometimes simultaneously), and 

each time derives its specific nuance from the context in which it is used, CSvetcq 

is less flexible and invariably used with the pejorative meaning of 'hostile 

outsider/alien,' someone with whom no relations are entertained at all.55 Amycus' 

contempt can be contrasted with Aeetes' initial concern for the identity of his 

guest. Aeetes asks Argus who his companions are (3.315-6: eura'C’

dptppcSjeo);, f]O' Cl xive; oiO’ £()£TOcxca / dv£pe;), but then quickly decides 

that he knows enough and, unlike most hosts, does not desire to hear anymore 

about his guest's backgrounds (3.401: Setve, xl kev xd eKacxa. StrlV£K£<c;

52cf. also 2.985-6; 2.989; 2.995.
53See Campbell ad 3.388-9. Cf. 1.869-70; 2.234-7; 3.401-5; 3.589-93; 4.713-7; 4.1040-1.
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ocyopexiotc;;).54 When Argus told his story, he naturally assumed that Aeetes 

would want to know this (3.332: Xpetcd 8’ fjv eOeXriq e^lSpevai, ov o’ 

emiKeuao)).55 56 * * Likewise, Circe immediately asks Medea these questions after 

completing the rituals of purification (4.720-1: Anj/x Se pSOcp / ypeirn 

vc^^Mitv xe StaKpiSov e^epeetvev).

The slightly pleonastic expression a<>oppin6evTa veeaOai (2.12) 

emphasises that it is now too late for them to go away without taking up the 

challenge. naxeoixe (2.17), a strong verb used mainly in tragedy of the criminal 

infraction of laws and oaths:,55 here vividly illustrates that their ignoring of his 

laws would constitute a serious offence. The verb, a hapax legomenon in the 

Argonautica, is especially effective here: if they do not obey his orders and fight 

with their hands, they are trampling on his laws with their feet. Amycus had 

emphasised in 2.14 (xelpeaaiv ejpTjciv eat ... %etpat) that they will have to 

face the king himself (cf. also 2.15: p,oi).55 The speech is completed with a 

rather pompous and pretentious, but nevertheless vague (2.18: xit), threat of total 

battle in case they choose not to obey his orders.55 The conditional in 2.17—8 

emphasises that, although it is all in their own hands whether there will be a war 

or not, Amycus has certainly no other choice than to inflict this upon them in the 

event that they choose to ignore his orders. Ironically, the Argonauts will honour 

the address given to them by Amycus in the opening verse of his speech; like the 

feared pirates, they will defeat the Bebrycians in battle, raid the land and take for 

themselves the necessary provisions, usually given to a visitor by the host (2.167: 

XiriSca x’ eiaMaavreq daijv %peca fjev ayeaOat).59

After Amycus' speech and Polydeuces' reply, the rest of the episode, as 

previously said, is taken up with the boxing-match and battle. Polydeuces' reply

^4See Campbell ad 3.401. In Theoc. 22.54, it is die guest rather than the host who asks this 
question: xctipe, %dv’, oxiq eacn. xtveq Ppoxo't mv o&e %mpog.
55See Campbell ad 3.332.
56Cf. IL 4.157; S. Ant. 745; Aesch. Eum. 110; Aesch. Ch. 644.
57For the emphasis of hands see also 2.68-9; 2.78 and 2.91 -2 and Knight (1995), 63.
55i follow here Vian's reading (1973: 83).
59ROse (1984), 118.
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highlights the slight done to them by Amycus when he emphasises that they also 

do not even know who their host claims to be. Although Polydeuces seemingly 

complies with the king's orders (but note the emphatic position of 0earjtot(; in 2.23 

and the imperative starting his speech), the echo of dftrilvX'yeovTeq (2.17) in 2.25 

Cac1^2EY£ax;) and Amycus' irate reaction show the true nature of the speech.6® 

Amycus' actions rightly engender among the Argonauts the wish to take revenge 

and thus demonstrate, as was indeed also the case for the Cyclops and suitors, the 

dangers, for tyrant and people alike (2.110; 2.129: 'DTCtp<CtcdXoDg; 2.758: 

'O7:j^|p(^tixAc^ti;), of violating the Tipp of the heroes.

"Ia^eo vbv, jvq<0 appt Kaopv, 6 tl; £o%£at evai,
(>aiv£ piTi^* 0ea|iot<; yap wtetXojjLev, cb; dyopeneiq.
Aoiog £KV fjor Tot rttiayopat ppvlaaaOail
"Og (joT a^TtoilEYEcog. (2.22-5)

There are a few more references to the hospitality theme in the rest of the episode. 

Each time, as in the introduction, these underline the absence of normal 

procedures. When Amycus and Polydeuces take off their mantles prior to the 

fight, Polydeuces' finely woven one (contrasting with Amycus' dark and coarse 

garment) was given to him as a .EV^roy by one of the Lemnian women (cf. Od. 

21.40).'61 Although the hospitality given by the women can by no means be 

considered exemplary, the mention of a guest-gift in this context emphasises 

again the absence of any gifts. In his second speech, Amycus again deliberately 

trangresses the conventions of hospitality by his perverse distortion of some 

common motifs. In 2.55, he ironically uses the verb EyyuaXvlXEiv, commonly 

found of the granting of gifts in a hospitality context]62 when he 'generously' 

grants Polydeuces the choice of gauntlet so that he will not be able to blame the

40CuyFers' distinction seems somewhat a^t^^cial (1997 ad 2.25): "The adverb echoes Amycus' 
earlier d 5’ dv dCTP^XEOV^eC) KtX., which, in a sense, is answered here, not by Polydeuces, but 
by the narrator."
6tSpp Rose (1984), 122-3.
^E.g. 1.245; 1.770; 2.1148-9; 3.1205-6; 4.1554-5; 4.1752.
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king for losing the contest.53 The king, unshaken in his belief that he will win this 

fight, somewhat naively expects the Argonauts to tell others about his victory (and 

their defect). This concern for his k?eo<;, as expressed in 2.57, is traditional for 

an epic hero (cf. Od. 8.101-3; Od. 8.24Iff.).54 it is not enough just to win a 

match; appEE has to be gained and sustained in the eyes of others.

TwvSe TOt ov k' eOeXtjcOcc TtaXo'C d/T£p £'yyccdt%co 
cO)tO<; ekcv, tva pt'n fioi aT£|Ll3'^(ct gPEomtcOtev.
’AXXa pd2t£O ECpi %£tpr Saei^ O kev oTTcp EvlcTTtoK;
Ccacv PvC) ptvcC^ te pocov EEptEtp- Eap£cOat
d£,aX£ag avSprnv te EapEjSoa; dtpiaEi (jupccai. (2.55-9)

Amycus' bragging naturally backfires: when the heroes visit Lycus' palace, it will 

be Polydeuces' victory cnd Amycus' defeat that are celebrated. The kXEo^ of the 

Argonauts has preceded the heroes and Amycus is branded an hybristic tyrant.

63<cf. Od. 9.369-70. Knight (1995), 69 also mentions Od. 20.292-8, in which the suitor Ctesippus 
similarly "parodies the language of hospitality."
64See also Cuypers (1997), 57-9.
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VI PHINEUS EPISODE (2.176-536)

a)

The visit of the Argonauts to the residence of the aged prophet Phineus, punished 

with blindness and hunger as a result of revealing too much of the will of Zeus, 

has attracted much attention from scholars;1 particularly with regard to the 

information this episode provides about the nature of prophecy and the role of the 

gods in the Argonautica. Rich in allusions to Homeric models and adaptations of 

epic motifs and formulas, this episode certainly merits close analysis. The 

relation between host and guest, Phineus' prophecy to the Argonauts and various 

hospitality motifs will be studied in particular.

After a lengthy introduction concerning the seer (2.178-93), an encounter 

between Phineus and the Argonauts follows (2.194—208). As a result of his plea 

for help (2.209-39), the sons of Boreas agree to chase the Harpies away after 

receiving confinnation from the prophet himself that they are not acting against 

the will of the gods by their actions (2.240-61). While the brothers acquit 

themselves of this task (2.262-300), the traditional evening preparations of 

sacrifice, bath and dinner take place (2.301—9). Waiting for the Boreads to return, 

Phineus tells the heroes about their voyage to Colchis in a prophecy (2.310-407). 

Two other sets of speeches and an account in indirect speech by Zetes of their 

successful defeat of the Harpies take up the entire rest of the night (2.408-50). 

The following day the neighbours arrive as usual with their customary gifts for 

Phineus and while his favourite, Paraebius, fetches a sheep for a sacrifice, the seer 

tells the story of the shepherd's life (2.450-97). The Argonauts are prevented 

from sailing away for forty days by Etesian winds which have been sent by Zeus, 

as explained in an extensive aetiology (2.498—536). At the end of this long

1Cuypers (1997), 193ff.; DeForest (1981), 74-8; Hunter, Literary Studies, 90-5; Knight (1995), 
169-76; Levin (1971), 1510-68; Nyberg (1992), 82-6; Vian i, 142-9.
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period, the Argonauts row way from this land. A detailed account is given only of

the crucial first two days of their visit.

b) Introduction ofthe prophet and his encounter with the Argonauts (2,178-208)

A short description of the journey of the heroes through the dangerous waters of

the Bosporus (yet another experience with turbulent, tempestuous waters; cf. esp. 

2.271-^2^j>2 and their actual arrival at the Bithynian land (2.176-7: ’'Hpcm 6’ 

nMxh / dvTucepTV yati] €Hwt|16i TetajiaT avfjvav) is followed by an 

evocative introduction of the seer by the narrator (2.178-193). In a nice example 

of ring composition, the Argonauts finally leave again by loosening their hawsers 

from the land (cf. 2.536). The introductory verses concentrate fully on the 

torments sent upon Phineus by Zeus himself because of his gross offence; hardly 

any details are given about the house itself or the nature of the land. Information 

given in these lines as background information for the readers is repeated by the 

seer in his speeches to the Argonauts. During this section in which the seer is 

above all depicted as a tragic figure of pity, expectations are raised for the first 

encounter of the Argonauts with the prophet. The emphasis is on the implications 

of the punishment and its effects on the senses: not only can the seer not rncoh 

food, but the whole enjoyment of food is being taken away (2.184: ydvuoOat; 

2.196: diTOvaaOai). Similarly, the blindness has taken away 'sweet’ light (2.184: 

yAoKepov (jdo<;). As part of the punishment, the Harpies leave an awful smell 

on the food that they do leave behind for the seer, thereby effectively cutting the 

prophet off from any human contact.3 The Harpies are said to snatch the food 

away from the seer's mouth, creating each time the cruel illusion that the seer 

might be able to eat the food this time. Suffering himself from many troubles, he

2Fowler (1989), 174 points in her discussion of 2.164-77 to the combination of skenographia and 
skiagraphia, together producing a "baroque effect."
3 See West ad Od. 4.441-2 on the rarity of the mention of smell in epic.
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nevertheless relieves many others of their miseries by his prophetic art, which is 

further emphasised by the verbal repetition of kOihct’ in 2.179 and 2:454.

The enormity of Phineus' crime is expressed clearly by the severity of a 

threefold punishment. That the gift of prophecy does not safeguard one against 

Fate is also shown by the lives of Mopsus and Idmon (cf. 1.80; 2.817). The 

crucial difference is that, whereas we are informed that Phineus' fate was a 

punishment for his own reckless behavioor,4 * * no such information is given in the 

case of the other two prophets. Of the three punishments, blindness (2.184: ek 8’ 

eXet’ 6(<0a?ijLov YuKEpov (>c)-o<g) was to be expected because of the common 

connection between blindness, prophecy and singing.' In the Odyssey, the 

prophet Telresice and singer Demodocus are both blind {Od. 10.493, Od. 12.267 

(Telreslae): jtavTio; ralaxoo; Od. 8.62-4 (Demodocus): eplropov aoiEov, I 

tov 7t£pr Move’ EcJnltriGE, SlSco 8’ ayaOov xe kakov te* I 6(b0a^Piomv p£v 

agepae, StSoo S’ tl5>eiav aoi8,nv). Nevertheless, tragedy seems to be the most 

likely source for the description.' Odysseus' sceptre {Od. 13.437: Sccore 8e ol 

GKTjixpov), an attribute also carried by the prophet Teireeias {Od. 11.91: 

ppOGEOV CKTfliTpov E%(0v) and King Nestor {Od. 3.412), is recalled in 2.198 

(pdKTpcp aEKiT^jEVOc;).7 The specific mention here of a pdtKCpov, a stick used 

especially by the old and the blind,' focuses the attention again on the sufferings 

of the prophet.

The verbal parallelhsm between the description of Polyxo, one of the 

Lemnian women, and Phineus has been noted by several scholars (1.669-70: 

yilpai 8K piK,QlGiv E7tl<OKaQO'UD(a KO8eGCCI, I EpElSo|O£vr|, KEpl

8E iieveccw’ dyopE’Doar).' Both Polyxo and Phineus derive authority from their

“His crimp, however, of telling too much of the will of Zeus in order to help others is presented in 
an honourable light. Cf. Levin (1971), 152; see for divine punishment of human sins also 
Heubick ad Od. 12.260-402.
4Buytan, (1980), 27-30; Cuypers (1997), 225.
]Hunter, Literary Studies, 91 mentions Odysseus' transformation into a beggar by Athena as a 
possible source {Od. 13.429ff.: old age and blindness).
7Cf. Od. 17.202-3: tcro/ip X•'l^'yaXecF ^0X711^ f|8e yeFavyi, I p1TJ7tT5|Fevav.
4Cf. Bulloch ad Call. h. 5.127 (Smc© yal peya FdyTFOvl, who also comments on the magical 
powers of the staff carried by prophets.
4Campbell, Echoes ad loc; Levin (1971), 150-1.
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age, a theme developed subsequently throughout this whole epiiodd;10 * * Polyxo 

also does so from her position of trust as Hypsipyle’s old nurse and Phineus 

clearly from the divine origin of his prophecies, which were a gift from the god 

Apollo! 1 Even Phineus' first speech is said to be uttered in prophecy (2.208: 

ltdCVTOGVVr^Gl). Authority is for example shown in the fact that his first three 

speeches all start with an imperative (2.209: KAdoe; 2.256: Sly a; 2.311: 

KXOxe; cf. also 2.425: Kai 5e p.e pipKETi xmvSe jepaixepm e^epeeGOe).

The episode shows therefore a more positive side of old age (i.e. the 

possession of wisdom based on knowledge and experience, available to counsel 

proverbially reckless young men: 2.326-7; 2.256: tekvov; 2.420: rn xlKoq)!2 

as well as the negative connotations and limitations of old age (2.183 [narrator's 

words]: T8 koi oi yfjpa^q pev emi Siyvaidv iaAAev; 2.199—201; 2.446-7; 

2.221 [Phineus’ words]: Kai yflpaq apfipt)T0V eq xeXoq eSkoo).13 Phineus 

portrays himself as literally dragging out old age. This ambivalent attitude 

towards old age already exists in the Homeric epics. Long life, which could be an 

honour in itself and serve as a compensation for other punishments as claimed by 

a version of the Phineus myth given in [Hes.] Catalogue ([Hes.. Jr. 157, MW) and

%Cf. 2.254; 2.256; 2.263; 2.266; 2-301; 2.309; 2.411; 2.419; 2.453; 2.463; 2.495. See also 2.769 
(Jason's story to Lycus): e^O7^fp<^7i:t.atq.
uSee for references to the divine origin of his prophecies: 2.180-1; 2.195-6; 2.213-4; 2.234—5; 
2.247; 2.257-8; 2.294; 2.311-6; 2.421-5; 2.458-61.
i5Cf. 1.693 (Polyxo): 'OrcXoxeepiat Se Tay%u xdSe <hpa.5£<o8oci dvcoya; Od. 2.16; Od. 7.294 
(odd ydp xe veo&xepot d^paSeovoiv); II. 1.259-61 (dAXa xWeaG’ dp<]xo 6e vecoxepco 
eoxov epeio .. Kod ou noxz p’ oi y’ dQepi£ov); Il. 1.272-4; Il. 4.318-23; IL 9.52ff. (Nestor ~ 
Diomedes); IL 23.306-48; IL 23.587-90. In the case of Halitherses the same connection between 
old age and good counsel is made (Od. 2.157ff.; Od. 24.451ff., see 454: KexHuxe). Heubeck 
therefore comments ad Od. 24.451-4: "he is not credited with supernatural mantic powers but 
with wisdom and clear understanding which enable him to draw conclusions about the future from 
the past." See oIso Garvie ad Od. 7.293-4 and Janko ad II. 14.1j^^7, who points out that the 
weight of the words of the old can also be inferred from the fact that in Homer gods take explicitly 
the appearances of old men in order to make their counsel listened to. The affectionate addi^sss of 
xeKog/xeKvov by an elder to someone younger is well-known: e.g. II. 9.437; II. 23.626; II. 
24.425; Od. 4.611; Od. 7.22. Dickey's interesting observation (1996: 68) that if in prose speakers 
other than parents use xeicvov, they are in some sense in loco parentis for the addressees:
tutors, old nurses, friends of their family" also seems to be appropriate here. Phineus uses this 
form of address to assert his authority again. The only other instance of this vocative in the 
Argonautica is in 1.282, when Alcimede addresses her son.
13Negative images of old age are also given in 1.263-4 (anv Se ojt Ttaxijp oXotp etco yi)pcci / 
evxutcaq ev X/eeacn KoArtyddevoq yodaoKev) and 1.684 (KO'upOxepoa 6’ dyovot 
oxuyepov tox! ytjpaq utKioGe). See also Lateiner (1995), 180 and Falkner (1989), 27 (yfjpctc; is 
for example called xodercov, Aoypov, oXoov and axuyepov in the Iliad).
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Teiresias’ fate in Callimachus' fifth Hyma (Call. h. 5.128: Scoaco koi pioxco 

T£p,L)<a 7toAo%p6viov),14 is here clearly part of Phineus' p^nishmm^t.15 16 As the 

episode progresses, one sees a move from the initial figure modelled principally 

on both Priam and the beggar Odysseus, to one modelled more on the hospitable 

Eumaeus and the elderly Nestor, kindly entertaining the young Telemachus in the 

Odyssry and admonishing Diomedes not to be too reckless in the Iliad r The 

contrast between the old and young is continued in the implicit comparison of the 

causes of the breathlessness of the Boreads, eager to bring their message (2.436: 

ayyeM.i]) to the Argonauts as soon as possible (2.430-1: ex’ acmexov £k 

Kapaxoio / daOjjJ.’ dwowjmaiomv),17 and Phineus' fainting and gasping for 

breath after only walking from his bed to the door.

Aikfca 8’ eioarimv £vo7tf]v Kai 8cG^ov opAou 
rousto’ otoxo'o; Ttapiovxa; eTrpaev wv oi lovxcov 
OeocjccTov ek Aio; fjev efj; CCTcovaoOai eScoSfi^. (2.194-6)

From a dramatic point of view, arniea 8' (2.194) forms an effective transition 

from the characterisation of the prophet to his actions, marking the suddenness of 

the arrival of the Argonauts for the seer and his immediate and frantic reaction. 

Contrary to most hosts, who, when they see visitors reach their country, are busily 

engaged in activities or rise from their seats in their palaces, Phineus is stirred 

from his bed by the arrival of the strangers (2.197: ’OpOmOeiq 8’ e'U^^V^O^^). 

This seems to be caused by his weakness, rather than to result solely from the 

heroes’ arrival early in the morning (2.199-200: xp£L-£ 8’ &V|/£<a viaojaEvoio /

14As is in this case the gift of prophecy itself (Call. h. 5.120),
15Cf. HyAphr 218ff. (Tithonus' case). See for the different conflicting versions of the cause of 
Phineus’ blindness Buxton (198O), 28-9; Hunter, Literary Studies, 92; Knight (1995), 169-70 & 
176; Levin (1971), 152-5; Nyberg (1992), 84; Vian i, 142ff.
16A sympathetic portait is painted of the basic goodness of the seer, determined to help others 
despite his own sufferings without thinking of private advantage (2.185-6; 2.453-5: xoi; 6 
yepcov Tavreacnv, o xt; koA adaupo; ikoiuo, e%^c^jev evS-UKeco;, toXeqv 8’ coco Tcip-oX 
eXooev I iiavxocrovii; 2.467: p£iXi%i.<o; ... poxquSo^; 2.469-70: w; K<ai 88’ avfjp / xoto; 
eriv 8eop’ iiXQev, edv p6pov d$pa SaciTi).
17The breathlessness of the Boreods reinforces the notion of the simultaneity of action, as 
expressed in 2.301. For this narrative technique in the Argonautica see Campbell ad 3.275 and 
Vian i, 149. At the some time, it stresses agoin the eagerness with which they have token up this 
task.
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dSpavi'n ynpai xe). Poignantly, because of his blindness, the old man is said to 

hear the Argonauts come past}* The detail given in 2.178 that Phineus' house is 

£7tCdKTiov, 'built upon the shore,'18 19 explains why the seer is able to hear the 

Argonauts as soon as they reach the land. The touching of the walls of the house 

for orientation once again highlights the blindness of the seer (2.199). 

naptovea; (2.195), as defended by Vian,20 21 emphasises (and voices) the fear of 

the seer that the Argonauts might leave again without having met and helped him, 

as was promised to him by Zeus in an oracle. These worries are not imaginary, as 

is shown by the fate of Iphias, the old priestess, who, desperate to say farewell to 

Jason as he leaves home, does not get the chance to do so because of her age 

(1.313-6).

Several episodes in the Homeric epics are recalled by verse 2.194. 

Odysseus' first explorations of what turns out to be Circe's island are to see ei 

tdc epya iSoipt Ppoetnv evomnv ee tdOopptv (Od. 10.147). In Od. 16.6

10, the thud of the footsteps (Od. 16.10: ttoOcov 8’ mo SoPmov aKO'ScbP and, 

moreover, the friendly behaviour of the dogs alert Odysseus that someone 

(familiar) has anived. In II. 23, Achilles through exhaustion finally falls asleep at 

dawn, but is soon woken by the noise of the Greeks in assembly (Il. 23.233-5: oi 

8’ dc|Lt{)’ ’Aepetcova dolleeg fiyepeOoveo- / ecSv p.iv mtepeopevtov opc^Soc 

Kai Sowtoc eyeipev, / e^eeo 8’ opOwOei; Kai G<ea<; rcpog pOOov eei^T^!^^). 

Elpenor, woken by the noise of his comrades (Od. 10.556: eedpmv ouaSov Kai 
SopTtov dKO'Daaq), falls to his death from the roof of the building. In the 

Phineus episode, the results are less dramatic, although the description of the 

collapse of Phineus, resulting from his supreme effort to get to the door, is 

described in terms often applied to people dying. The dream simile (2.197: 

dK^ptov fiox’ oveipov), recalling Od. 11.222, in which the soul of the dead one

18See Od. 10.147 (Circe episode): ex rccoq epya iSoxpx pponcov evorcnv xe TvOolguv.
19The adjective is usually used in the Argonautica of altars erected on the shore: e.g. 1.359, 
1.403; 2.689.
29vian i, 185, n. 3.
21Od. 16.6: T£pi ne Knurco<; 1X0e KoSoxxv. See also//. 10.354: 6 S’ dp’ eanri Sowcov 
aKOdaa;.
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is compared to a dream, reinforces this connection with death (cf. Od. 11.222).22 

This latter image contrasts with the heaviness of the limbs described in 2.202.

Here we have another host who has heard beforehand, through an oracle of 

the gods, of a visit by the Argonauts to his country. The situation thus created 

recalls the two visits of the Argonauts to the Doliones. Unlike Cyzicus, Phineus 

does not need first to assert the information given by the oracle, as is proven later 

by him in his first speech. Likewise, the fatal mistake made by the Doliones when 

the Argonauts visit them a second time in the middle of the night is not to be 

made by the prophet (2.195: Taptovxae ETtnaev ~ 1.1022-3: otig’ ... 

aviovTaq ... vnuspTec £7tTttc^<xvt-23 phineus' case can also be contrasted with 

that of the Cyclops (Od. 9.507ff.), of Alcinous (Od. 13.172-8) and even of Circe 

(Od. 10.330-1: fj on) y ’OSnaaeiSe £<aai Tvd-pxpd5Cdq, ov xl pot atet / 

$aoK£v %pDG6ppam.g a^pY£ut6vxn<0, / £k Tpofrig aviovxa

00iQ aw vrfi peXodvr)),24 * * * who all remember afterwards the oracles given to 

them in the past. Similarly, Aeetes has been given a warning by an oracle, but 

suspects solely the sons of Phrixus and never his own daughter (3.597—600).55

The ability to tell with precision the sacred will of Zeus (2.180: o^’ 

daadv dtct^ixo Kat Aide; arnoo / xp&toov axp£K£Cdv i-epov voov 

avOp<dTOlGlt45 has not yet (2.212: ext) left Phineus as a result of his harsh 

punishment,55 as his own identification of the Argonauts shows, mentioning 

Pelias and Jason, leader of the men, by their names (2.212-3: ’bpcie axpeKCOC 

ext. pot VO0<; otdev £Kaaxa / 5dt 0£O7tpdmt^^at). The parenthesis in 2.211-4 

explicitly focuses the attention on this capacity. Finally, proof of Phineus' skills is 

also given by Paraebius’ immediate recognition of the Argonauts because of

22See Campbell ad 3.446-7.
23Vian i, 185, n. 3.
25]But see Od. 10.456-7: o!6a Kai auxf / fipev oa’ ev kovtw 7id0ex’ dXyea ix^OuSevxi, / 
f|6’ oa’ dvSpeq eSriXf'cavT’ em oepcou.
25pelias: 1.5-7.
26contrast with Circe's impeccable behaviour (4.700: Tw Kod om5opevT| Ztvo; Oepiv 
'Ik£<0.oio).
25In the Lemnian episode this was, on the contrary, to be avoided at all costs (1.660-1: p-qS’ 
dppe Kara /paico peOercovTeg / dToeKeooc yvcocxn).
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Phineus' prophecies about their crucial visit (2.457ff.: xooq y’ evoTiae- / Tptv 

yap ST vu tot’ ... poOpaaxo). Similarly in Teiresias' case, it is important to 

stress that drnth has not taken away his capacity to prophesy (cf. Od. 10.493-5).28 

’AxpKEeoq and 8eaaxa are, as we shall see, keywords in this episode. The very 

brevity of this assertive identification (note the repetition of Tjpetg in 2.210 and 

2.212) is all the more impressive if one realises that he, not able to see the heroes, 

initiated the conversation himself. Confidence in this ability was already 

expressed by the seer in using el exeov Sp in 2.209.29 30 In his introduction of 

Paraebius, Phineus refers again to this ability (2.483-4: ’’Eyrnye pev, ePx’ 

atjHKoavev, / apTXaK^T<v eyvcov). Teiresias also knows who Odysseus is 

without having been told, but does not need to focus the attention of Odysseus 

explicitly on this in his speech {Od. 11.92: Aioyeveq AaepxrdSTS, ToXopp/av’ 

’O8a>aael)).30 it is only brought to our attention and to that of the Ph^a^a^ by 

Odysseus' introduction of the prophet's words (Od. 11.91: epe S’ eyvco eat 

Tpoc&iiTe). Being an important theme in this episode, Phineus draws the 

attention explicitly to this process by posing the question and immediately 

answering it himself. Verse 2.196 already foreshadows the point that it will not 

be possible to undo the punishment of the gods entirely: the sons of Boreas are 

able (and expected) only to chase the Haipies away; the fact that the blindness and 

old age are apparently irreversible points again to the enormity of his offence.

’Ek 8’ eX0tav ce^(0colo KtSe^eto yowa papwSei; 
ooSoo en aoXetoiO' Kapoq Se piv opi.(|)£kOax)Y£
Top/oppo; yatav Se Tept^ e86KTioe ^tpes-at 
veioOev, OCX^ixC(ft 8’ em Kcopaxt ratAix’ avavSoq.

............. (2.202-5)

28Hunter, Literary Studies, 91.
29Cf. II. 13.375; Od. 23.107; 4.292.
30Interestingly, the seer Knows Odysseus' identity straightaway, but needs to drink from the 
sacrificiol blood to Know the exoct reason of his visit to the Underworld (Od. 1 l.lOOff.). Cf. West 
ad Od. 4.561, who ignores this drinking of the blood.
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In a hospitality scene, the way in which a guest approaches the doorstep of a 

house, the symbolic border between the in- and outside, is indicative of his 

imagined status, while the subsequent response by the host immediately reveals 

both his attitudes and the degree of hospitality offered? 2' Usually, a visitor 

proceeds to the threshold and waits to be noticed by the host in order to be led in 

and asked the routine questions?2 3 It is thought highly improper to let a visitor 

linger at the door and a correct host will therefore approach his guest quickly. 

Odysseus, at first beggar and suppliant alike in his own palace, sits at the doorway 

as a powerful symbol of "his submission and helplessness."22 In Book Three, 

when the Argonauts arrive at the palace of King Aeetes, they cross the entrance of 

the palace in silence, heightening the surprise of the (chance) encounter between 

Chalciope, Medea and the Phrieids (3.219)?4 In the Phineus episode, it is the 

host himself who struggles to get to the threshold as soon as possible to meet his 

guests (2.197: Supa^e; 2.202: 'Ek 8’ eXOcbv xeyaxoto); the moment he 

reaches the doorstep, Phineus sits down and collapses. In general, when a ruler is 

said to go out of his door in the morning, he is about to attend an assemblb?5 In 

Il. 19.162ff., Odysseus describes to Achilles in the same terms the eetreme 

exhauetion eepected to overwhelm the hungry fighter (//. 19.165-6: alia ee 

loOpT) yma Bapweeai?? f|Se Kt%dvet / Slya ee Kat Xt^o^ X?dpeeat 8e 

ee yotwae’ lovet)??

The reversal of roles between host and guests is already indicated by the 

position taken up by the seer at the door, and then later also by the direct 

involvement of the heroes in the washing of the old seer, the preparation of the

USee also Lateiner (1995), 122ff.
32<Cf. Od. 1.104-5; Od. 4.680; Od. 17.575; Od. 18.17; II. 9.581-^3; Od. 22.2 (Odysseus finally 
reclaims his rights in his own palace).
HReece (1993), 16, quoting Od. 14.31-2 and Od. 17.339-40. See also Od. 10.62-3 (the return of 
Odysseus and his crew to the palace of Aeolus): eAOovxeq 5’ 6c5|ra Tapa axaOpcuaiv ht* 
ooSou / eiopaQ" ol 6’ ava Oujiov e0opipeov ek x’ epeovxo.
■^Echoing Od. 7.134ff.; See also 3.280 (ominously Eros).
35Cf. Od. 2.2; Od. 3.405-6 (Nestor): opvux’ dp’ £% e-uv^n ... ek 6’ eXOtav...; Od. 6.54; Od. 
8.2; Od. 16.343-4.
36//, 20.480 of the death of a soldier (xeipa papuvOeh;).
37Cf. Od. 13.34 (in a simile describing the hunger of a farmer after a day’s work in the fields): 
pXdfExai 8e xe yodvax’ lovxt.
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meal, and the provision of sheep for a sacrifice from booty taken from the 

Bebrycians. By the time the sons of Boreas return from their mission, the return 

to normality is further symbolised by the mention of their conventional arrival at 

the door and the subsequent reaction of the Argonauts. To rise at the arrival of 

others is a common sign of respect for the coming party (2.428-9: ouScp Em 

Kpautvooq epaXov ToSaq oi 8’ dvopoucaav I eSecov Tjpcoeq, otgo; 

TapEovxac; i8ovxo).38 Here the Agonauts do not just rise from their seats, but 

jump up in excitement, eager to greet finally the long-awaited Boreads (2.403: 

iejj,evot<Jiv).39 Honour is well-deserved by the sons of Boreas after their 

successful action against the Harpies; a task which was itself already considered 

by Zetes as a yepaq (2.249).

A somewhat ironical situation is created in the initial arrival scene. The 

seer is said to be rendered speechless by his supreme effort to get to the door in 

order to be noticed by the Argonauts. However, when the heroes see this filthy 

bundle of skin and bones,40 they are so stupified by the sight that they do not utter 

any words either, and it is eventually Phineus who manages to get sufficient 

breath to address the Argonauts first, as befits his position and lowly status of 

suppliant. The pattern known from Homer, in which fainting and speechlessness 

is followed by a return of strength and speaking itself, leads one to expect a 

similar order here.41 A very dramatic reaction like this occurs at moments of 

great emotion: Laertes loses consciousness when he finally recognises his son 

{Od. 24.345: xob 8' oc'txo't luxo ytuvaxa koi (riZov qxop; Od. 24.349-50: 

amap ekei p’ e^orwoxt koi eg <ppva Oojioq ayepOri, / e^aoTtq pu$0ot<o<o

38See Lateiner (1995), 96: "Rising, that <s ntn-s<tt<ng, shows grocitusness tt on equal {Od. 
1.118-20; Od. 3.32-5; Od. 16.41^^^." E.g. II. 9.195: o; 8’ otox©; HdxpoxXog, ettet i8e 
3©Tioq, As is tt be expected, <t is noturally done ttwords o superior (e.g. II. 1.533-4:
e8e©o; see olso K<rk ad loc.).
39Od. 22.22-3: ot©o rVoo aoSpa Teodvxa, / ex 5e Opovcco do6po^oaao oprv^Oeoxsg xoxa 
88p-o).
3°2.201: ptoot 8e ouo 8axea <tonooo eepyoo - Coll. h. 6.93: tot; xe xat 8axta jiGqvov 
eXetK>0£V. In Callimochus, s<xth hymn, hunger <s sent os o dwtae pumshment upon Erys<chthon 
for the felling of o tree (cf. esp. Coll. h. 6.66-8). Cf. DeForest (1981), 75.
4tCf. Heubeck od Od. 24.345-50; Edwords obseroes od Il. 17.695-6 thot "silence <s rore for ep<c 
personoges."
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arElLO|levo^ TpoceeiTe), as does Andromache when she sees her husband 

being dragged behind Achilles’ chariot in front of the city (II. 22.466: xf|v Se 

Kax* 6()0aXp.<Sv eppppAwii iKaADyiv; Il. 22.475: f) 5’ etce'i ow

Estvdxo koi e; (>peva Oop-S; dY£p0'n). In this passage, the same sequence of 

fainting followed eventually by speaking is found with the addition of a much 

more detailed description of the physical symptoms of the process of gathering 

just enough breath to speak (2.207-8). The precision here is matched in the 

marvellous description of the process of fainting with veioOev (2.205), placed 

with great effect at the beginning of the verse, reflecting the spinning of the earth 

round the seer, immediately followed by an inevitable loss of balance and fall to 

the ground (2.204-5: yaciccv Se ?cept% PSoktsop (jepeaaai / veioOev). 

Although the excitement undoubtedly caused by the arrival of the Argonauts 

could have contributed to the seer's condition, the fainting seems to be caused 

above all by sheer exhaustion, which also rendered Odysseus speechless after 

finally reaching the shore following his shipwreck (Od. 5.456-8: 6 S’ dp’ 

dCTivewTOC koi oevauSog / keix’ sAiy'jit^PAvc^’v, Kapcaxo; SV piv aivs; 

ikocvpv. / aX,’ Sce 013 p’ Pjurv'UTO koi e; (jpeva Otip-S; dyepGii)^ The 

close connection in Homer between descriptions of death and the losing of 

consciousness (the same formulas are used to describe both) is reinforced here by 

the use of the adjective Kopcjn’^fii^oq (2.204) and the choice of the verb 

dll<pPKdXr)'^|^p (2.203). The epithet, Kop(|)dppO(:;, recalls the Homeric formula 

found in II. 5.82-3 (= Il. 16.334 = Il. 20.436), where reference is made to a 'purple 

death over the eyes’ (xov Se eax’ oaap / eAXaPi rcoptjyuueoq Odvaxo; 

Kai,)’42 43 Similarly the verb djioiKcXluxTeiv is also used to describe the kcsjco

42OOosseus, however, managed to utter just a proyer to the river god before collapsing. See also 
the description of punishment by the gods in Hes. Th. 797-8 (Keixat dvdrceectxo^ koi 
ovauSoc; / ... KttK8V 8’ em Kpa koAottei). After his comrades have been turned into swine 
by Circe, Eurylochus is so overcome by emotion that he is unable at first to utter any words when 
he reaches the ship again (Od. H^.!^z^(O-7: ou8E xi eK<|>doOcoi Suvaxo erax, lepevo^ Tep), / 
Kfjp Oksi peyoXq) pepoApppvog; Od. 10.249-50: 01K’ oxe 8) juv Tavxeg dyaoodiieO’ 
eOepeovre^, / ... xaxeXeOev oXeOpov).
43Cf. Kirk ad II. 5.696: "The four main descriptions in the Iliad of losing consciousness ... draw in 
different ways on a formulae technology primarily designed for describing death."
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engulfing one after death IL 20.417-8; Il. 5.68 (Oavaxo; 8e jiiv dji(J>£KaA’0Y£). 

’ApXrixpQ) (2.205), a hapax legomenon in the Argonautica, evokes Od. 11.135 (= 

Od. 23.282), in which case the adjective is used in connection with Oavaxo;, 

foreshadowing the manner of death of Odysseus himself. ' These echoes all 

underline the eetreme weakness of the seer. The description of his fainting 

evokes the Homeric models, without literal repetition of any particular Homeric 

formulas.

Oi 8£ (iv cbq £l8ovxo, itepiaxaSov ijyepeOovxo 
Kai ea^ov. Aomap o xoiai jtaXa poll; e; wic^^oio 
axHOeo; 0x^900; pexetjcvee (LavxoGlVvTl<al’ (2.206-8)

The Argonauts are, as previously said, dumbstruck at the sight of the seer at their 

feet. Tatc)ov (2.207) is a strong verb, aptly describing the stupefaction of the 

heroes?4 The related noun is used similarly in Od. 23.93, when Penelope, finally 

reunited with her husband, is lost for words (Od. 23.93: i) 6’ dvern 6f)v ficxo, 

xaj)o; 6s ol f|xop iKavev; cf. Od. 23.105 [her own words]: 0dx$; (ioi evi 

0X^000101 X£0T)ft£V). Here, the focus is only momentarily on the reaction of the 

Argonauts. Everything so far has been seen from the perspective of the seer (cf. 

especially 2.204: eSoKTice). In arrival scenes, it is usually the host who, when he 

sees the guests coming, springs up in amazement at their arrival (II. 11.777: 

xa()Q)v 6’ dvopoDoev ’AxiAAeiS;, / e; 6’ dys xeiPo; elcov; Od. 16.12: 

xaj>d)v S’ dvopouae ODpaxcTig). Marvel is also expressed, not at the buildings 

(another conventional motif in hospitality scenes; see, for example, 3.215), but at 

the remarkable sight of the seer himself.44 45

The sight of the Argonauts (2.206: Ot 8£ jiiv C; elSovxo) is in sharp 

contrast with the hearing of Phineus. During his speech the Argonauts literally 

look down upon the old man at their feet. This prostration, caused by physical

44See Campbell ad 3.215, HeubecK ad Od. 23.91-3 ('wonder,’ ’bewilderment,’ 'numbness’) and 
Lateiner (1995), 45-6.
454.682 (seeing Circe): fipwctc 8’ eXe GapPo; aicEipixov.
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weakness and old age, nevertheless effectively conveys the humility expected 

from someone beseeching others to help him.46 47 * 49 Surrounded thus by the 

Argonauts, the seer begins his speech (2.206: fl:£pl<aTa8to; 2.208: iieTe^xCooe).

c) Phineus' speech sceS the reaction ofthe Boreads (2.209-61)

In this speech, the prophet seeks to assure himself of the help from the sons of 

Boreas that he has been promised. As Phineus concedes himself, indifference 

(2.219: dtKT<3£tTcyiv) which would leave him permanently in his present state is 

to be avoided at all costs. Strong emotional words^ and various literary and 

rhetorical devices are employed to achieve maximum effect on his listeners.48 

Alliteration, for example, can be seen in 2.219 ((lr|Se ji’ OKTiteixatv 

daJ>opJX'Tt^fl'Te) and 2.222 ( Tpd<; 8’ em TtKpomaTOv xpEaotTat xaKdo ... 

KaxoOaiv). The repetition of the superlative mxpOTaToo in 2.232 (m,Kp<i) 

accentuates the piercing aspect of the acute pain torturing the seer. In 2.231 (o-oS’ 

et ol d^dqxccv'To; xop etri), the iron of the common metaphor is

effectively replaced by adamant, the hardest of all metals.44 The central part of 

his speech is concerned with the invocation of the gods (2.213—20) and the 

description of his worst torment: the snatching away of the food by the Harpies 

(2.220-35). Having begun his speech with an identification of the Argonauts, the 

seer finishes with his own name, descent and former status. Although Phineus 

claims in 2.225 (io/cd 6’ o6 xtvo iiff'Civ EKippoOov) not to have a plan to 

release him from his troubles, he does state the solution to his plight in 2.234 

(0£G<}>aT6v eoxt...; cf. also: 2.294: ercet xoi (Ldpa-tpov jv).

46Lateiner (1995), 66: "The porty thot opprooches, prostrates h<mself or herself, ond init<ates 
conoersotion often <s demonstrating social <nferitrity by • postures, orientotion, ond gestures"
473.210: xpuepfi; 2,214: dpycCX:olcov ... mapaxotcno; 2.218: Suodppopoo ... Xopuiq; 
2.221: dpnp'uxoo; 2.222: mKp8KaKOO ... kcoo; 2.224; dt^daxoio ... 8Xe0poo; 2.229: 
Trot puSaXtoo ... peoo; 68pn;; 2.232: mKpi) ... xol doxo; ... dodyKT).
33vion <, 186 comments on the combinot<tn of ag<>at<tn whh precis<on of ident<ficotion; Hunter, 
Literary Studies, 91-2 on the contrast between h<s physko weokness ond intellect displayed rn the 
speech.
49E.g. Il. 20.372; Il. 22.357; IL 24.205; Od. 4.293; Od. 5.191; Od. 12.280. See olso 2.340: ouS’ 
et K£ o“l<5Tip^^Ti TeXo ’Apyc8. For d8dpaoxo; see Hes. Th. 239 ond Hes. Op. 147.
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Phineus shows immediately that he is on the Argonauts' side by addressing 

them as naveXX/qvcov 7ifxo(j)ppegxaToi (2.209) and referring to Pelias in 2.210 

as KpoepQj50 pcaiACffio<c51 Although flattery perhaps above all, it also recalls the 

characterisation of the Argo in Book One and expresses his ' confidence in their 

ability to help him (1.113-4: xw Kai Tcaodmv TCpo(i)epeGTdm etcteto vi'icov / 

oaaai W elpEati^iiaiv e^eetp^c^favxo OaXdaari;). The step from this 

identification to an emotional description of his miseries is small via the 

magnanimous invocation of Apollo for the gift of prophecy.52 The absence of any 

resentment on the side of the prophet towards the gods is stressed (cf. also 2.257

8: "laxo) ArixoUg mo;, o |i£ 7zpo<jpcov eSi^^lE / iKavTOG'tiva;); but it is 

nevertheless implied that the prophet should have honoured the gods all the more 

because of what he received from them. Experiencing troubles themselves, the 

heroes are expected to be able to sympathise with the fate of the seer (2.214: 

dpyaXEOiaiv ... KapdxoiGiv). They are both in a miserable position and are 

driven by necessity (2.232; 3.430: piyiov ... KaKTj; ... dvdyKTiq): the 

Argonauts are on this expedition, an oeOXo; , at the command of Pelias (cf. 

1.242), and Phineus is punished by Zeus. Their fates are deliberately linked with 

each other by Phineus by the choice of epithets from the same sphere as for Zeus 

and Pelias; e.g. the same physical effect of cold shiver caused by extreme fear 

(2.210: KpDPpT<; 2.215: ptYtaxo;).53 Furthermore, his address of them in his 

prophecy with W peteoi (2.341) echoes Zetes' address of Phineus in 2.244 (d 

SeIV). Any possible objections to this concept of shared misery are countered by 

the prophet himself in his warning in 2.342-3. * 5

5°Cf. Campbell aO 3.390 (xpuepu PaaiA/ijog axaoOoXou).
5 Compare with Medea's supplication of the Argonauts (4.1031: & Jiepi Sf) jieya
2.225: io%<o S’ ou xtva (cfTtv eiuppoGov ~ 4.1045-6: Ou vnouc, ou jttipyov emppoGov,
ouk aXernpTjv / OXXtv, oloG 8e 7lpaxlpOOXcjtat upeog auxouc).
52Cf. Garvie ad Od. 8.44-5 on human skills as gifts of the gods. What seems to be a paradox ot 
first sight (2.180-1: eivexa pa^vxoo^r^v^cic xijv oi t<co<oc eyyuc^XiOe / AuxoISuc) is 
immediotely explained by the narrator.
..The epithet is repeated in 2.292 in connection with the oath to the Underworld. It is a strong 
term: see Campbell ad 3.429-30 and Kirk oO Il. 5.872-4. For the combination of ppuepoc and 
fear see Il. 13.48 and 2.607 (oKpooevToc ... (mSJCoi^).
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Not being able to offer them hospitality himself, the host resorts to 

invoking Zeus, in the capacity of the god of suppliants, to receive protection for 

himself.54 55 56 57 58 Language conventional for supplications is found clustered together 

(2.215: Waton); 2.218: xpaicpere pot, ptpaaaOe Suadppopov dvepa 

X6pT<g).55 The invocation of three gods is matched by the three imperatives in 

2.218-9, forming a rising tricolon. Phineus' confidence in the success of his 

supplication becomes clear in 2.235 (o-)8’ oBvetot doAcx(XK'q<TO'ocav eovxec), 

where he simply states (on the basis of this same prophecy) that the Harpies will 

not be chased away by complete strangers and, therefore, that bonds of friendship 

will be established among them.56

‘Keaton Tpd^ Ztjvog, o xtc ptytaxoc dXtxpoiq
dcSpotor (2.215-6)

Phineus' plea (2.217: Alaaopat) not to leave him thus (cf. also 2.233: pipveiv 

... p,lp.vovTa)55 is reinforced by the pleonastic combination of verbs and the 

emphatic placement of the adverb in enjambemern at the beginning of the next 

verse (2.219-20: de^oppii0f)Te AtTCovieq / awe). His statement is 

strengthened by and derives its authority from the mention of the gods (2.234-5: 

Tdq pev 0ea<(ax6v eaxiv epqwaai Bopeao / meac;). As a result, a 

negative response from the brothers seems almost impossible. Comparing this 

appeal to Zeus' protection of suppliants with similar words spoken by 

Theoclymenus and Odysseus {Od. 17.155-6 (= Od. 20.230-1): taxrn vOv ZzVq 

Tpdoa Oernv 5evij xe xpdite^a / taxiri c ’OPnafloq dpupovog, pv 

dcJnKOVG))^ the emphasis laid by the seer on the avenging power of the god 

becomes clear; an element of threat, for example, which is also made explicit by 

Telemachus when he warns the suitors of the disastrous consequences of their

54See also Cuypers (1997), 240.
55Od. 14.279 (Egyptian king ~ Odysseus): o 8’ epUoaxo koc! p’ eXenaEv.
56See also Cuypers (1997), 254.
57See Vian (1973), 89-90.
58Cf. also 2.1131-3; 3.985-7; Od. 7.164; Od. 6.207-8.
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behaviour {Od. 2.66-7: 0ernv 8’ drcoSdoaxe pf|viv, I pi] xi pexaaxp&jrooatv 

dyaaadpevoi KtaKd epya). Zeus is depicted here as a god to be feared by 

those who do not give him his due regard (2.215: ptytaxo;). The implicit threat 

is continued even more in the extremely powerful, unusual and vivid image of the 

blinding of Phineus by the vicious, pitiless Erinys, the executer of Zeus' wrath, 

stamping in her fury with her foot on the seer's eyes as if upon a corpse lying on 

the battlefield (2.220-1: 06 ydp poOvov kri 6<})0aXppOcnv ’Eptv6; / Ad£ 

ETtepri).59 Although Phineus is undoubtedly a living example of the dangers of 

disobedience towards the gods, as is recognised without any hesitation by Zetes 

(2.246: 7H pa 0eo6; oXo'at mapi]XiLx£g ajpcaSlijai;60 * 2.250-1: dpl^TjXoi 

ydp eTOL%0ovioiaiv evtTdi I dOavdxcov) and Jason himself in 2.438-9 CH 

dpa 56 xu; eriv, OiveO, Oeo; o; aeOev dxri; / kTSexo ^eioycx^eri^), the 

prophet does not yet state in this first speech the exact reasons for his punishment. 

The destructive power of the gods in Phineus' case is acknowledged by all (2.179 

[narrator]: oXocoxtaxa; 2.218 [Phineus]: X,6pr|^ 2.224 [Phineus]: djpdaTOto 

... oXeOpoi); 2.245 [Zetes] : oXofjai). Phineus emphasises this theme of 

destruction and death to stress his extreme misery, a connection already 

established in several ways by the portrayal of his actions so far. Witnessing the 

terrible results of the wrath of Zeus with their own eyes, the Boreads are 

extremely concerned not to call down his anger upon themselves (2.247 [Zetes]: 

xm xoi peya prviocooiv; 2.261 [Phineus]: Co; o6 xt; 0eo0ev %o%o; 

eaaexai eiveK apmyijg; 2.253: piq pev xoto y’ ekt^xt 0eotg...;6i 2.433: 

opKta x’ e6pev£0xaa 0£d 7:6p£V). This motif is later resumed in the 

description of the actual action of the Boreads and Iris' words during her 

intervention (2.284: Kai v6 k£ dtq c<|>’ d£KTixt 0£cov Siedqjocavxo; 2.288: 

o6 Oepig).62 Their caution is thus for all the right reasons: their desire to

59E.g. H. 5.620; U. 6.65.
60See Vian (1973), 90.
6lCf. Campbell (1973), 71.
62Likewise, Odysseus insisted, as instructed by Hermes, on an oath from Circe in order that she 
would not do him any harm {Od. 10.299-301; Od. 1O.^-43^4). See also Knight (1995), 171.
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undertake this mission is beyond question (2.248: tepevoiaiv; 2.252: pdXa T£p 

XeXujijevoi; 2.262: o?toXK£|Ltvai peveaivov).

ei 5f| zyav o Tpiv too:’ eTiKAuxoq dcvopaai Oiveoq 
oXpcp pavxoaOvr) xe, TO^xfip Oe pe yeivax’’ ’Aypvcop, 
xmv 8e Kaaty^T^xiqv, px evi ©pr|Keoaiv avaaaov, 
KAEiOTVxpriv eovouaiv eppv oopov pyov cckoixiv.

(2.236-9)

In this dire and desperate position, Phineus is anxious to restore his authority and 

status despite his wretched appearance by pointing to the quality of his prophecies 

and his previous wealth and power.03 Similarly, both Eumaeus in his speech to 

Odysseus {Od. 15.403ff.) and Odysseus himself in his supplication of the Cyclops 

{Od. 9.2O3-O) emphasise their former wealth and positions. In fact, however, 

more questions are raised by these lines than solved. References are made to 

different versions of the myth without any clear indications of the precise 

background of the seer.

3 c* \ r» 5 CZ a <*> c» CZ~ aPivpv^o’ exe Kqooq EKoaaxov 
fjpmmv, Tepi 8’ aUxe Porn maq Bopeao. ~
AdKpo 8’ PpopUapevm ayeSov joGov, rn8e x' eete 
Zpotjc, aa%aXomvxog eXov %ept %eipa yepovxoc*

(2.240-3)

Combined with such a considerable visual impact, it is not a surprise that Phineus 

should succeed in engendering pity for his cause, as is shown by the tears of the 

Boreads. As was to be expected, their reaction is singled out (2.241). The fact 

that they come near the seer (a topos in itself) indicates that they are going to take 

up the challenge. 64 Before this, the Harpies were the only ones who came near 

the seer (2.18T: TeXag), and Phineus' isolation is stressed both by the narrator 

(2.191—3) and by the prophet himself (2.230-1). However, it is significant that 

Phineus does not mention in this emotional speech the respect and ineffective aid

63See also Odysseus in his Cretan tales: Od. 19.183: epoi 6’ ovopa kXuxov AiOcdv.
64z%£8dv 'nXvOov is a Homeric combination used in battle contexts (II. 5.607; II. 13.402).
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given to him by his neighbours on a daily basis as told by the narrator in the 

introduction, thus reinforcing himself even more the image of a lone, miserable 

figure suffering and struggling in solitude.

o6O£ Tl; £TAt}
PB Kai X^^-^cavtriv Se ()p^^Le^>|^^^‘vo;, oXO d^r:oTrl5o6 
eaTiiC);, xoiov oi dwtervee Aetyava Saixo; (2.191-3)

06 kp xi; o6Se |Kv,ov0a ppoxwv ava%olTo neX&oaaq, 
oTti* ee 01 dSapavxo; elri^idp.evov peap eiiy (2.230-1)

Instead of the host taking his guest by the right hand to seal bonds of guest- 

friendship (a topos in hospitality scenes),55 the Boreads take the hand of the seer 

and actually touch the filthy skin of the old man (2.200-1: ptvuc 8e ol 

avozoXoc. xpmg / ea^KXi^Kei, pivot Se gov Soxea poSvov eepyov). The 

taking of the right hand (usually to raise the suppliant) is a topos in supplication 

scenes (e.g. Oc/. 7.168-9: %£ipoc eXcbv ’0^0oof\a 8aoiSpova koikiAoptotv / 

copaev arc’ ea%tcp6{>iv pat em Opovou eiae Daewoo). The echoes of 

Achilles' response to Priam's supplication in which the latter tries to persuade the 

hero to release the body of his son Hector underline even further the reversal of 

the roles of host and guest in this episode (IL 24.515-6: yepovxa Se aotpOg 

OvIocti), / oIkkIpcov xe eotpri rcoAiov xe yeveiov).5 It is a consoling

and here very symbolic gesture reassuring the old man that they will do whatever 

they can, thus foreshadowing the content of Zetes' speech.7 in this speech, the 

reassuring tone is continued by the well-known device of repetition of words from 

the suppliant's speech to ensure that everything will be done exactly according to 

his pleas (2.249: xpaitopeiv). At the same time, the gesture implies huperiority55

65See Od. 1.120-1 (eyyUOi Se axac / aeip’ eAe 8£e5'Xpfiv); Od. 3.36-7 (rcpwxoc NeaxoplSric 
neuricxrpaGoo eyyoOev / dc-0axep©v eta- xetpa); Od. 19.414-5; Od. 20.191 CH aai 
8£<OGep'fj 8ei8{oKeTO aetpl puocaoxdc).
66see also II. 24.671-2: Tic dpa (oDvvaac em atcpc aeTa yepavxac / eAAape 
Se%.Tep<iv, f.ni 7©c 8eeaei.’ evi Ot>p<£; II. 24.360-1: oUxSc S’ epioUvtac eyyuOev eAOCSv, / 
Xdpa yepavxac eA©v eOEpexa aal pcooreipce.
6?Cf. JonKa od II. 14.136-7.
68Cf. Couch (1937), 139.
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and poignantly shows the misfortune of Phineus, who has to rely on the help of 

younger heroes. Likewise, in the final book of the 'Iliad, the contrast between old 

and young is emphasised continually. Just as Achilles' speech, full of sympathy 

with Priam's misfortune, starts with the emotional address of a 8etV (//. 24.518), 

so Zetes begins his speech to Phineus (2.244: d SsiA,’).69 The intensity of the 

address matches the nonverbal demonstrations of pity as expressed by the tears 

and gesture of the hand.

“Q; (xxxo- xo6 8’ 106><; raved; o yepaio; dvea%e 
yXriva; ap^TC^i^c^cao^c; kxi apei\|/axo xota8’ erceeoav

(2.254-5)

Thus encouraged, Phineus dares immediately to abandon the traditionally 

downcast look of the suppliant. This topos, also fully exploited in the Circe 

episode, gains extra poignancy here because of Phineus' blindness. The empty 

gaze of the blind whose eyes spread wide open in vain is described in detail. The 

graphic noun yXfjva;, 'eyeballs,' is used in 2.255 and raved; is very effectively 

placed prominently in the sentence (2.254).?0 This instance of hope is recalled in 

2.443, when Phineus, in response to Jason's optimistic wish, answers 

despondently, in stark contrast to the joy experienced just before (2.443: aoxdp 

6 xov ye Kax^jncaa; TC0oo££lTCv<, that the blindness cannot be reversed 

(2.445: raveai ydp urcoaa-oxovTai 8rt^7cctt).7i

d) The preparationsfor dinner andPhineus'prophecy (2.301-401)

Before the seer starts his prophecy, the traditional sequence of bath, sacrifice and 

banquet follows. Not much detail is spent on the elements individually; their 

significance lies above all in the symbolic value of these rituals, indicating clearly

69Cf. Richardson ad II. 24.518 ("opening of a speech of pity"); Macleod ad IL 24.518 ("sign of 
strong feeling").
20For the proleptic value of Keveod see Vian i, 198, n. 2.
21Cf. 2.888; 1.267; 3.504; 4.1344; IL 22.293; Od. 16.342.
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the establishment of bonds of friendship, and above all that an ordinary pattern of 

life is resumed and that as such at least part of the punishment is reversed?2 The 

neighbours also resume their everyday visits after their unusual absence on the 

day of the heroes' arrival.73 Revvitlion, for example, of the meals prepared by the 

younger heroes leads to a comparison of the different circumstances surrounding 

each occasion. Whereas the first meal was prepared by the younger heroes as a 

prey for the Harpies (2.2O3-4: Ai\/a Sv KO'Upoxepoi rcsttovpcaxo OatTa 

yepovxt, / XotoOtov 'Ap7rmr|atv eXcoptov)7? this second meal is prepared for 

the heroes and especially the hungry prophet himself. A third meal is again 

prepared by the younger heroes on the second day of their stay (2.495-O: 

KoupoTepoi 5' exapcov pevoetK&a 5atx’ aXd-ywov. / ''Ev0' eu

8alpdpevot).75

The farewell dinner in the morning at the court of Nestor displays the 

same sequence of bath, sacrifice, meal and speech as we find here in Book Two.

t o erat o>7tcxri<oocv Kpe’ urcepxEpa Kat epuaavxo,
SaivwO’ e^opevov emt S’ dvepe^ eaOXot opovxo 
otvov oivo/oeOvtcc evi xpnaeot^ Oe^ccec^catv. 
aoxap ejtei moaio<; Kai eStxx>o<; e% epov evxo, 
xotai Se pUOcov fjp%e reppvtoi; irncoxa Neaxtop-

(Od. 3.4T0-4)

Comparison between these two typical scenes highlights the difference in 

emphasis within this standard repeated pattern. In the passage from Od. 3, much 

attention is paid to the splendour of the palace, the preparations of the meal itself

22^^^e also Macleod (1982), 47 on this effect of accounts of everyday formulae and ritual actions. 
23The faithfulness of those dwelling around is emphasised: 2.185: odei; 2.451-2: oi kci 
tc^(5o08V 87 fjpaTi odea 9api£ov / odev Pp©; <opeovxec; efj; d%o poipav ePcxp-iiq; 
2.455: t© oal piv eTPi%PiEVOt oopeeaoov. Od. 14.105-8 is deliberately echoed in order to 
focus even more on the contrast between the voluntary daily contributions by the neighbours 
around Phineus and the best animals provided day by day to the suitors (x©v aid ajiv eoaaxo; 
kn* fjpaxi pijXov dyivei, / £axpe<te©v ody©v P; xt; {odvn'iai apiaxoq ... oal opt ao©v 
xPv apivTOv eu opiva; OtjotPjjp;©).
22cf. for TOvrioOai in connection with the preparation of meals Od. 17.258 (x© Tapa pev 
Kp£t©v poipav Oeoav ot rcoveovxo) and Od. 20.281.
252.495-6 is a combination of several Homeric verses: II. 9.90: Tapa Se ap) xtGet uevoeiKea 
Sodxa; Od. 5.267; Od. 6.76: itevoeiKg’ SS©Spv; Od. 13.23: SatT* SXey-uvov: Od. 18.408: aXV’ 
en SaicTuevot Kaxaxeiexe; Od. 3.460: veoi Se rcap’ anrSv e%ov Ttepnapoox. xepcdv.
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and detailed description of the sacrifice preceding it; all in accordance with the 

religious observation stressed throughout this book in relation to the pious 

Nestor.75 In the Phineus episode, as indicated, the various preparations and rituals 

of sacrifice are not mentioned at all. The fact that a sacrifice is made is important 

as it underlines the piety of the Argonauts and attention is drawn specifically to 

the care with which the sacrifice is made (2.302-3: erciKpiSov rpe'UaavTO / 

p,f]Xa xd x’ e£, ’ApuKOio ^^'t^c^ccIts; iKoopaaav). This is an important detail 

in an episode with its constant stress on Oejii;. Significantly, the heroes supply 

the animals to be slaughtered from the booty they took with them after their 

victory over the Bebrycians, thus providing a link with a previous episode.. 

Even more important in this case is the reaction of the starved Phineus to his first 

proper (vast!) meal.55 As such, his ravenous delight in the meal can be compared 

with Odysseus' first enjoyment of food after his shipwreck or as a beggar at 

Eumaeus' hut.

Auxdp eres peY<a ooprov evi peyapoiaiv e0evxo,
Sawuv0’ e^ojxvov abv Se a<jrai &a(v'uxo Oiveb; 
aprcaCeco;, owv x ev Sveipaai, 0upSv lcnvoov.
"Ev0a S% erei Soproio Kopeaaavx fjSe jroxr^o;

(2.304-7)

fj xoi S mmve ea'i fja^Oe TcOfbTCa; Slo; ’OS'uaaeb; 
dpjtCea);- STipSv yap eS^bo; f)£v drtcaTo;.

(Od. 6.249-50)

6 S' evSopecoc ppea x fj<70ie rcive xe oivov
ocpaOco dpecov, koko Se cvriaxfici Sbxeuev.
abxdc epc'i SeuiVTiae koi fjcape 0t>jcov eSccSf)* 79

{Od. 14.109-11)

26See West ad Od. 3.5ff. and ot 158.
27See also DeForest (1981), 74, n. 10.
2e2.15!6-7 (after their defeat of the Berbycions): koi dQavdxoicn Guc/xd; / pe.ovxec peya 
SSprcov EttGCTCUiciav.
79Od. 14.113: S S' eSe.axa, %ctpe Se O'oucqx
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Instead of the Harpies snatching away his food (2.189: fjpra^ov ; 2.223: 

ajapTtd^ODcriv),80 the seer himself now eats voraciously (2.306: dp>7tcc<£<mg). 

The same wordplay was also found in Phineus' speech (2.223: "Aprrnat ... 

dpapKa^oncjiv).8 1 Ouiidv iocivmv (2.306) corresponds with fjpape Oufjov 

{Od. 14.111). In Od. 7.216-7, Odysseus phrases the incessant and urgent 

demands of his belly as follows: of) yap tt cxuyepQ emt yaar^pt Kuvxepov

I ernXexo, -j x' eKeXtxaev eo itv'^<aaoO(ot dvdcKT .82 This Odyssean 

motif of hunger as a compelling force,83 started in 2.232-3 (aXka ji£ mtKpf 

oT^a koi aaxo^ laxei avayKn I pt^irveiv koi iitpvovxa kckq ev 

yaGxepi OeaOai), is here brought to its conclusion. Verse 2.307 (emet Soproto 

Kopecaaavx’ f|6e roofTO^) is a variation on 7Z. 19.167 (o<; Se k' dvffp otvoto 

KopeaadEVO kol eScjoS-D and//. 11.562 (erei x' eKopecraaxo <J)oppf|c;).88 

Again, we see that no Homeric formula is copied literally. "Aaxo^ (2.232), 

'insatiate,' used in Homer in the context of war,88 is a striking and very 

appropriate adjective to describe the effects of hunger-. It is therefore little wonder 

that now this torment has been ended, attention is drawn explicitly to the 

satisfaction derived from the meal (2.307: Koppooavx'). Reference to the fact 

that, for Phineus, this is all still like a dream reminds one of the description of his 

desperate state that same morning (2.197: ockiIpiov thux' oveipov) and focuses 

thereby on the enormous change achieved in just one day.

80Tlie Harpies match Phineus'craving for food: 2.269: paipcocajai eSri'cnoc; 2.271: ravra 
K^'^^appo^taoca.
81Viani, 191.
82As Garvie ad Od. 7.216-7 observes: "Hunger is shameless because of its importunity and the 
insatiability of its demands." See also Garvie ad Od. 7.215-21 and Lateiner (1995), 189. Cf. Od. 
15.344 (oulVpiEVTig vampo^); Od. 17.286-9; Od. 17.473-4 (yo.aTEpog ... Xu>yp-fjg).
®3Cf. Dover (1973), 65; Schreckenberg (1964), 61-5 also mentions in connection with this theme 
Od. 12.330, Od. 15.311 and Od. 19.73. The Homeric combination ic%£i dvdyKn is here used in 
a different context: in the Odyssey, it is always used of Calypso being unwilling to let Odysseus 
go (Schreckenberg [1964], 14-5). Hunter, Literary Studies, 92 observes that the Odyssean topos 
is "reused" and not fust "repeated;" Odysseus is "deprived even of the chance to starve himself to 
death." Hunger here does not force him to remember his belly, but to stay.
8'Other formulas found in Homer to indicate the completion of a meal include for example Od. 
9.87 = Od. 10.58 (anxdp eke! cCtoio x’ ETCCtoodfiQ’ fiOe fEOTnToc), Od. 5.201-2 (avxdp 
ernd xdpmnaav e6Tix6og ijSe roixfTog, / xoic; dpa [xuOrov i8pxe KaHmyc©, Sia Oeamv) and 
Od. 8.72 (auxdp eTtd tcoowc; Kat eSTfTTjo<; epov evxo).
85//. 5.388;//. 22.218.
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The concise mention of the bath, a conventional motif prior to a meal in 

hospitality scenes®. is phrased here in unconventional language.

T0()p<o S’ apiece: jeg, tcvoev tip<. Seppca yepovxo;
rdvxr C)OlP^)accvce<;, £rcKpLS^v ipeTctov'cO
jrqXa xd x' ’ApoKoio ^'tICccSt's; EKC^o^ii^^a.v. (2.301-3)

Only the act of washing itself is referred to: nothing is said again about any 

preparations.* * * 87 * * * * OospriGcvxp; (2.302) is an un-Homeric word5s and instead of 

the usual mention of a person being washed, anointed with oil and clothed®9 it is 

just said that the greasy skin of the old man is being cleansed!0 Hsvoev jcep't 

S&ppsa yepovxo; (2.301) recalls the introduction of the seer, where attention was 

also centered on his skin (2.200-1: mlvcp 6e oi axo'caXeog %pco; / eaeAtjKei, 

pivot Se aw Saxea powov eepyov). Cleansing seems to be the primary 

purpose of this bath and no attention is paid to the effect or transformation 

achieved by the bath either, this being a standard element of the major bathing 

scenes in the Odyssey. The whole act gives the impression rather of a necessary 

medical act of care for an invalid than of an enjoyable bathes jn qj ^8 (ei

kpv doaxaCeo; eased pipivog tv sseyapoias / Sawon), Penelope naturally 

suggests to Odysseus, still in his disguise as a beggar, that he should have a bath 

and some clean clothing before the banquet. The washing of strangers is usually 

the task of the women or slaves of a household.92 As these are not present (and 

Phineus is presumably too weak to wash himself), the task is taken over by the

e6Cf. West ad Od. 3.464ff.: "...they do not normally bathe unless they intend to eat."
e7This is a hospitality motif not often used in the Argonautica. The only other instance in which a 
bath is mentioned (in connection with a meal) is in the hospitality scene at Colchis. Two briejf 
references, effectively seporated from each other by Eros' simultaneous action and suggesting the 
actual time involved in the orgonisatioT of the bath, mention the preparation by servonts (3.273: 
xot 8e Xoexpa jcopi ^Lt^’v) and the enjoyment of the Argonauts in bathing themselves in the
'pleosomly/refreshiTgly warm water' (cf. Compbell ad 3.300: auxoi xe Xiapoimv
e()co0)f^r5vv^'^xo Aooxpccig; cf. also Od. 8.449-50). The effect of the bath is only hinted at in 
eiooSpovavxo (3.300).
eecf. Theoc. 17.34; Coll. h. 5.11.
8%.g. Od. 3.464; Od. 4.49; Od. 10.364; Od. 23.153-4; Od. 24.365-6.
^Od. 13.431-2 (Odysseus' transformation into a beggar by Athene): dpt/j) Se Seppca / 
TUdvxcocmv peAeecai TttAaooo Otike yepovxoc;.
.^Contrast for example with Od. S.450-1.
92See West ad Od. 3.464ff.
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Argonauts who are, of course, themselves the guests, TEpovxog (2.301) focuses 

the attention once again on the age of the seer.

The process of the reversal of his misfortune, started by the Boreads by 

taking on the task symbolised by the touching of the extremely dirty skin of the 

seer, is here completed by the restorative cleansing of Phineus by the Argonauts. 93 

As such, it marks the end of at least one of the seer's trials, even though the heroes 

do not yet know (as we, the audience, do owing to the explicit statement that these 

events take place at the same time) that the mission of the Boreads has been a 

success. This bath compares best to Odysseus' bath in the river after his 

shipwreck to wash all the salt from his skin. Here also the particularly filthy 

condition of the skin and the need of a good scrub aU over the body is stressed..94

amctp o Ek rcoxapoo %poa vi^exo Slog ’OSmaeo
(Od. 6.224)

arnap etce Sf rcavxa AOEaaaxo Kat aAEtyev
{Od. 6.227)

Phineus' prophecy comes at the traditional time after dinner, a setting shared with 

that of the Circe episode.95 This prophecy, apparently taking place during the 

greater part of the night and being arguably the most important event of that night, 

is, however, only presented as a sort of intermezzo during their necessary all-night 

vigil until the sons of Boreas return with their exciting news.44

J'Ev0a S’, Etei Soprano KopEaaavx’ f|5E noxfixog, 
rcawoxtot BopEco pEvov mEag EypHacoovxec (2.307-8)

93Tracy (1990), 370: "Baths cleanse; the act of bathing then can easily take on symbolic meaning, 
e.g. reneweal and purification." Afterwards, food is said to cheer and warm the the heart (2.306: 
Oupov icdvmv).
99see Hainsworth ad Od. 6.217-22 and Garvie ad Od. 6.224-5. Also II. 10.574ff., where sweat is 
washed off the skin in the sea before a proper bath is taken).
95Cf.//. 11.778-81: Kara S’ eSptdaaQat dvcoye, I .eivtd x' eo 7xap£0TiK£v, a xe .sivotg 
0epi<; Eaxiv. I acxap Em xdpTiqp£v ESurnog t\Se j^ox^xog, I 9p%ov ey© p-uOoto. 
Williams (1991), 38 suggests that it is not a surprise, considering the negative associations of 
night, that the Argonauts hear about the trials awaiting them at this particular time. However, in a 
hospitality setting the evening is above all the traditional time for the exchange of stories, 
whatever their content might be.
95See also Knight (1995), 172.
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In the end, the account of the Boreads, which takes the place of the traditional 

contribution of a guest to the evening, is only told in indirect speech.88 It is 

convenient for the reader and is another example of the use of variatio in this 

episode. The number of verbal echoes between the narrator's version of their 

action and that given by Zetes himself points to the faithfulness of their accot^nt^8 

Likewise, Odysseus' account to Circe of his adventures in the Underworld is 

summarised in only one line {Od. 12.35: amrap eyd) xff rcdcra Kara potpav 

KaxeAe^a); there the complex embedding of one story within another is another 

factor contributing to its very brevity. With the detailed Knowledge of the seer, 

there seems to be no need for Jason to tell Phineus of his own adventures. In the 

end, the whole night is spent talking. Similarly, in the Circe episode, dawn 

arrives immediately upon the completion of the conversation {Od. 12.142: "Qq 

e^ax', av^Ka Se xpocoOpovog f(Au0£V ’Hco;).

"Q<; xco Y aXAjoat 7:apapAfiSr|v ayopeoov.88 
AdxtKa S' oD pera Sripov dptEiOopevcoviOo £<!bc^<dv6^l 
’Hpiyeviiq. (2.448-50)

A totally different situation is created thereby from OJ. 11.373ff. and Od. 

15.392ff., where the hosts Alcinous and Eumaeus, arguing that they would 

willingly sacrifice sleep in order to hear more about his adventures, both urge 

Odysseus to continue with his enthralling stories. In contrast, here an element of 

necessity is present as they wait for the sons of Boreas to return. The description 

of the sleeping arrangements on the second night, even though they are unusual,

88This device is used several times in the epic: e.g. 1.499ff. (pS’ mg...). See the detailed 
discussion in the Lycus episode.
98No verbatim, repetition, of course, in Apollonius of Iris' speech to the Boreads. See Levin 
(1971), 165.
8%.g. ZZ. 5.274: ”Qg ol pEv xoic-ura Tpog d^Xrjlong aYOpEUcv. napapViOfv, ’in reply,' is 
uncommon in Homer and used eight times in the Argonautica. See for an extensive discussion 
Campbell ad 3.107.
l°OSee Vian i, 198, n. 3.
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once again symbolises that a normal pattern of life is resumed;^1 their 

wakefulness on the first night is clearly the abnormal situation.

Just like the singer Demodocus, Phineus is said to sit in the middle of the 

heroes, 102 near the hearth {Od. 8.65-6: x(p 5’ dpa novToVoog 0f[Ke 0p6vov 

dtpD>p6riAov / penacm Satxptovmv; Od. 8.262: o S’ ejcetxa Kt’ eg uEaov; 

Od. 17.572-3 [in the position of a suppliant and beggar]: daaoxepco Ka00aaaa 

rcapat TCpt* etpaxa ydp xoi / X-Syp’ Od. 19.388).103 His position in the

midst of them underlines the intimate relations between them, which have by now 

been firmly established. This is also shown by his addressing of them with m 

(nXot in 2.468, which emphatically involves all the heroes, and not just their 

leader Jason, in his counsels. This is in contrast with Circe's prophecy to 

Odysseus alone, away from the other heroes who go to sleep near their ship after a 

whole day of feasting {Od. 12.32-4). The instructions given by the prophet about 

the route they have to take is not in response to any questions asked by Jason.104

avxog o’ ev peaaoiax Tap’ ea/dpT f]a0’ 6 yepatog,
TdpaTa va'oxiki'riq eveccov dvuatv xe KeXeDOo'D’101 * * 104 105

(2.309-10)

This prophecy recalls Jason's prayer to Apollo before the beginning of the voyage 

(1.412-3: Sq pot pTtaTrig / UdOoi xpetopmvcp dvpgtv Kat TcelpaO' 

SSoto). Asked to show the end and completion of the expedition, Apollo's omen, 

as interpreted by Idmon, is not very detailed, specifying only that the Golden 

Fleece would be obtained after suffering countless trials on both outward and

101<M 23.299; auxoi 5' ewa^ovxo Kard unyapa OKoevxa; Od. 14.455;.): ol 5’ Eid
Koixov I Ctoo) Koa KpeuSv KeKoorinpv01 Eaaevovxo; Od. 18.408: 6XK* e-5 Saroapevoi 
KaxaKEiExE oiKaS’ iSvxeg.
1Q91.673 (Polyxo): Stt] 8’ dp’ Evi pea^ij ayopt; 1.342; 3.667-8; II. 4.211; II. 24.162; Od. 
4.280; Od. 12.20.
lO3Garvie ad Od. 8.66: "It is both central and a place of honour." See also Od. 6.305-7 (Arete).
104In Od. 4.561ff., Proteus also starts his prophecy without being asked a specific question to 
reveal his knowledge. The difference here is that in this case the god was visited with this purpose 
in mind (as was Teiresias). No such information is given in connection with the Argonauts.
l°5Cf. 2.314: Eg xeXog. At the end of the epic the promise made in 2.424 (Ev yap xf Kota 
TEpccra Kenai aeOXmv) becomes true; 4.1775-6: "H8t yap Em Kora TcioaQ* iKav® I 
vjiexepmv Kapdxcov...
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home journeys. Despite the introduction to his speech in 2.310, Phineus' first 

speech only covers the journey as far as Colchis (cf. also Jason's words in 2.411

2: ijSTj pev te SiiKev Teipat* aeOXcov / vcDttiXtpg). In response to Jason's 

anxious questions, the second speech will give some vague and very general 

remarks about their journey back to Greece.

The prophecy itself is in the tradition of similar prophecies given in the 

Odyssey to Odysseus by Circe {Od. 10.488ff. and Od. 12.37ff.) and the prophet 

Teiresias {Od. ll.lOOff.), and to a lesser extent of the short prophecy given to 

Menelaus by Proteus {Od. 4.472-80)000 The itinerary information given here by 

Phineus resembles most Circe's description of the route Odysseus has got to take 

(Od. 10.539-40: oq kev tot eiTfiaiv oSov Kat petpa keOedOod / vvatvv 

8% rnq em tovtov eXedGeai IxOdoesva). These models lead the reader to 

have certain expectations concerning the content of Phineus' speech here. 

Suspense is created and false anticipations are raised. Phineus concentrates on the 

adventures they will experience vn the sec, omitting any details about ventures on 

dry land.1Q0 In fact, many important events in Book Two, such cs their stay with 

Lycus or the encounter with Apollo on the island of Thynics, are left out by the 

seer. Considering the setting of Teiresias' prophecy in the Underworld and the 

detailed description of the entrance to the Underworld (2.353—6), a visit of the 

heroes to Hades is to be expected. Verse 2.353 in particular CEvGa pev eiq 

’AiSav Koacaipatiq eati KeXedOoq) raises expectations of an ensuing 

KaTapaatq. Instead, the first adventure that we are presented with, the passing 

of the Clashing Rocks, is for the Argonauts as bad an experience as going to the * *

106See also Knight (1995), 172 on the combination of elements belonging to both Teiresias' and 
Circe's speeches; see 174 ad 2.400 (tteSloto xe KipKcdoto). Knight (1995), 170; Levin (1971), 
160; Nyberg (1992), 84-5; Vian i, 146-7, all explore the parallels with the account of Io's travels 
in Aeschylus' (?) Prometheus.
107In contrast with Circe's words in Od. 12.25-7: aoxap ey© Sett;© o5ov f|6e exaaxa / 
OTpave©, tva pn xt KaxoppaipT aXeyetvf) / f] aXbq n em yng aX-yjoexe Tcfijpa. 
TOtOovreg. A similar exposition is expected by tbe reader in this prophecy. See for the perils 
expected to be experienced on both the sea and dry land during a long journey: e.g. Od. 10.457-9; 
Od. 11.399ff.; Od. 24.111.
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Underworld itself (2.609-10: Sf) ydp (xicocav e£, 'AlSao I gc6£g0ou).io8 in 

other cases, more juicy details about certain peoples will be revealed when the 

Argonauts travel past them. 108 109 The Mossynoeci, for example, subject of Phineus' 

respectable attention for speculation on the origin of their name, appear to exhibit 

some unusual sexual habits (2.1018ff.). Whereas the epithet given to the 

Geneteian Cape (2.378: Zrivd; 'ED^eivoio revr}TatTiv mTtep oc<pTv) and the 

Ttboreni (2.377: TC^y\^DppT^'veg) leads one to expect the heroes to anchor their ship 

there (2.1009: ToD; Sd pe-t’ arnTtK' ercetTa revTTatou Aid; dcccpTTv), the 

detailed description of the reality of their world in 2.1011-4 makes one feel glad 

that the heroes manage just to sail past (2.1010: oc0ovTO J;(ape0 Tipapryvida. 

yatav). One important element is missing when this prophecy is compared with 

the versions encountered in the Odyssey: Phineus' prophecy really only gives 

detailed travel information about the journey to Colchis and later in a second 

speech some veiled, encouraging remarks about their return journey to Hellas. 

But at no stage, as in Teiresias' prophecy, is anything told or hinted at about the 

more distant future (outside this narrative).

The parallels in situation make this prophecy thus reminiscent of these 

Homeric models, but it is at the same time, as detailed comparison shows, 

unmistakably a product of Hellenistic poetry. 110 Instead of a description of the 

world seen by the Boreads on their flight,111 an elaborate account of all the 

landmarks to be encountered on their journey is given by the prophet in his after

dinner speech. The erudition displayed by the poet throughout this episode, and 

indeed the whole epic, is echoed here by the prophet on a small-scale. 112 

Learning is, for example, shown in the reference to sources (2.361: kcC jCL^v

108On the chthonic colouring of this passage see Beye (1982), 113; Knight (1995), 175; Kyriakou 
(1995b), 257f.; Vian i, 125^.
888See Hunter, Literary Studies, 94-5.
110Hunter, Literary Studies, 94-5. For speculations on the Stoic background see Beye (1982) 118; 
Hunter, Literary Studies, 93.
111A short description is given instead in Book Three, describing Eros’ flight from Olympus to 
Aeetes' palace in which cities, sacred streams of rivers, mountains and the sea are named (3.164
6). Hunter, Literary Studies, 95 mentions the geographical account given in [Hes.] (frr. 150-60, 
MW) to describe the pursuit of the Harpies by the Boreads.
lUSee also DePorest (1981), 76.
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KoOeodGi KacpaLlPiv),i13 the attention tv mythological detail (2.358-9: xotaiv 

x’ ’Evextjivg efipaaUieDGe / TtpcOcta rAXvv, xoV Kai T£p dj) oOiicaxog 

e'DXEXOOCVxat), the aetiological explanation of the name of the Mossynoeci 

(2.382-3: odg KaXiovat / pVaadvag, koi 8’ am eTOvvjpoi evGev 

£aoi), and the interest in ethnography (2.374-7) and the history of a building 

(2.385-7: xfl piv x’ ivt vijOv ’’Aprjog / Xatveov ToOl^accx ’Apa^oviSrnv 

PaoiXenai I ’Oxpr)pij xe Kai ’AxxiV7t1i} VtcOxe axpax6<vxxv). Poetic skill is 

also displayed in the description of the geographical details. Thus, all rivers are 

described in a different manner, using a variety of epithets and verbs to illustrate 

vividly their flow: 2.349 (Rhebas): Trjpav 0010^6'^ TOoapVv; 2.355 

(Acheron): x’ ’A/epcov; 2.367 (Halys): Seivov ipeDyovxai; 2.367-8

(Iris): ay%tppvvg ... / peioxepvq X£'DKKja'ix iXtaaExat eiq aka Slvaiq; 

2.37(0-2 (Thermodon): ’Em Se axVpa 0eppcOSoxxo<; / kOXtq ev xDSioovxi 

©ep,iaKDp£'ivv w’ OcKpTv / popexai, eopetiig StvEtpivoc; TiTeepoio; 2.401 

(Phasis): Odaiq Stvpetg sDpdv pVov eiq aka pdOOxx This rapid succession 

of rivers is followed by a catalogue of peoples, a standard feature of epic.

In the prophecy given by Teiresias in the Underworld, the veracity of his 

account is emphasised several times (Od. 11.96: xoi viuiEexia etTtco; Od. 11.99: 

pdvxtg apDp,ox; Od. 11.137: xa Si xoi VTfppxica etpa)).n4 phineus, 

however, makes it clear in the introduction to his speech that, despite the still 

remarkable qualities he shows in the prompt identification of the heroes, he is not 

going to tell them everything in exact detail. The prophet evidently feels the need 

to spell this out (despite the expected enigmatic quality of prophecies) 015 in order 113 * 115

113See the introduction to the aetiological explanation of the Etesian winds (2.500-1: rcejacn. 
xtg ... TOOT£XOlKl reap’ avSpdoiv; 2.526-8: Keto 8’ exi vw lapijeg / avToAetav 
TOXflmxotOp Knvog pe^onot 0oT|Xdg. / Kod xa pev oSeovxca). Apollonius' poetic craft 
has been well-recognised in this episode (cf. Vian i, 149): both Phineus' speech and the aetiology, 
variations in themselves, are not mere digressions from the main narrative, but stress the 
underlying themes of this episode.
n4Proteus: Orf. 4.384; Od. 4.401; Od. 4.542: yeprov aAtog v’njw^(^'^'r^<^.
115Heubeck ad Od. 10.539-40: "Prophets do not conventionally give detailed answers to 
petitioners; it is therefore not surprising that Teiresias does not give Odysseus a detailed route for 
his journey home."
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to show that he has learned his lesson (2.215-6: 6 xtg ptytaxoq dXtxpotq / 

dvSpdci ~ 2.390: TtdXtv xpetm dAtLxegOat).

TC5 vdv fm£T£pTi<ai Tapat0aati]Gt atOeaOe,
ei exeov TOKtvtp xe voco ftPKapov x’ aXeyovxe; 
pcipexe, ppS’ aoxcog adxdypexov oixov oleaOai 
d^paSeco; lODex’ emtpraopevot veoxrixt. (2.324-7)

An important secondary function of the prophecy is to provide the Argonauts with 

guidelines for future behaviour.116 The heroes are in particular urged to adopt 

Phineus' new, flawless behaviour. This is, for example, achieved by the repetition 

of keywords throughout the episode. After the heroes have been told to heed the 

blessed gods (2.325: paKdpcov), the episode is finished with the dutiful sacrifice 

and construction of an altar on the coast to all the twelve blessed gods (2.531: 

paKapeaat 8ocoS6kcx)!17 118 No god is slighted or neglected as was done by Pelias 

(1.13-4). The value of sacrifice is also shown by Aristaeus (2.519-26) and 

Paraebius who both build an altar and offer a sacrifice as a solution to their 

problems (e.g. 2.523: ed eppe^ev). The importance of always obeying the gods 

is highlighted in the aetiology by the repetition of reference to Apollo's command 

in 2.518 and 2.519 (edripoadA^vaig ‘EKdxoio; mxxp6g edexpfj), and in Phineus' 

speech concerning Paraebius specifically by the repetition of dOept^e in 2.477 

and dOepttaae in 2.488.117 Exemplary pious behaviour is adopted by the prophet 

in all his dealings, and the gods are invoked by the seer in his first two 

speeches. 119 * Phineus' mighty oath to the Underworld (2.262), modelled on Hes. 

772. 784ff., //. 14.271, //. 15.37-8 and Od. 5.184ff., 120 is matched by the oath of

n6See Vian i, 141-2; Levin (1971), 166.
117In contrast with Od. 4.472ff. and Od. 11.132-3, no explicit order is given to offer p sacrifice to 
the gods (2.336: 7tptv S’ on xi Geou; XtoaeaGca epoK©). The pious attitude of the Aggonauts 
can be contrasted with the disregard of prophecy expressed by the suitors (cf. West ad Od. 2.177
207). On altars in the Argonautica see Williams (1991), 194-203.
118/Z. 4.408-9: TceOoppvoi Tepooryot Ged>v Kcri Znvo; dp©yh* / k&voi Se a^xxepiQcnv 
dxacj0aA.i3aiv oAovxo.
1 l9Phineus deliberately echoes Iris' words (2.288: on Gegn;) in 2.311: on ... Gef-tig Cf. Vian i, 
148.
I2°Cf. Odysseus' insistence on an oath in Od. 5.173ff.
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the goddess Iris in 2.289-90.121 122 123 At the same time, on the other hand, a distinctly 

pragmatic approach is chosen (2.333-4: etrei (>cxo<g o0 vD Ti xoggov / egget’ 

ev euxcoOXiGitv, ogov x’ evi Kdtpxei /eipcav), even though, in the end, sheer 

effort alone turns out not to be enough, and a direct intervention by Athena is 

necessary to help them. m nvKivtp ... vocp (2.325), an essential quality for the 

Argonauts to possess, is later repeated with reference to Phineus' words to his 

neighbours (2.462: etceggiv ... KtDKVOtGtv).^3 The fatal consequences of 

youthful recklessness, a major theme in this episode, are emphasised by the old 

seer both in this prophecy and in his condemnation of Paraebius' father's 

behaviour in a cautionary tale. Here the frightening repercussions of a crime 

committed against the gods by one individual in an act of hybris and youthful 

arrogance on subsequent generations are exposed (2.327: atbpaEerng lGuet’ 

EmiG7c6iiGvoi vgotuxi: 2.480-1: aDxap 6 xijv yz / depaSecoc expt|9gv 

dyrivopti] veoxjixoc).124 * * * The punishment of the father is not described at all: 

the focus is entirely on the grave consequences of his act for his son. The 

prophet's own behaviour was also characterised as foolish by Zetes (2.246-7: 4H 

pa 0eoDg dXoTjat TapTAixeG d^ppGOtnGL. / pgvxogwgg SeSacng).^5 

Phineus' prophecy and warnings are able to gain a maximum effect because of his 

own paradigmatic fate.

’Q jieeeot, >f xXfjxe rcape^ epa 0EG(>axa pfjvGi, 
et Kai pe xptg xoggov SIegO’ OOpovI^Oitigpv 
oggov avapGtog etpt, Kat et TtOeov axD>y££oOat'

(2.341-3)

121 Iris, the traditional messenger of Zeus, seems to act here on her own initiative.
122See Feeney (1991), 74.
123Jason urges Argus to use such words to persuade Chalciope (3.486) and is himself pushed by 
Mopsus to employ these on Medea (3.946). Cf. AIcinous’judgemEnt: 4.1111; 4.1200.
124See also Kirk's comments on Nestor's words ad II. 4.301-9; Beye (1982), 111-2. The theme of
hybris is immediately made clear by Phineus' opening words (2,468-9: U ouk ctpa
rcavxeg vTtpptot avSpeg eaoiv I dt>S’ enepYEcn.'ng apviipdVEg). His encouraging words are 
in sharp contrast with Jason's testing and deliberately gloomy words to his crew after they have 
managed to pass the Clashing Rocks (2.630: tidvrij yap avapoioi avOpeg eaaiv).
I^See also 1.1332-3 (Telamon to Jason): &9pgSpt|<gv I G xt rep OGcdpTiv; 1.92: folly of 
murder.
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His apparent complete knowledge of the will of the gods and perfection of the art 

of prophecy explains the essentially cryptic nature of prophecy in general. Rather 

than taking the traditional stance of blaming human fallibility for the 

misinterpretation of oracles,126 phineus goes one step further here by saying that it 

is Zeus' will that incomplete oracles be given to men: full knowledge is possible, 

but undesirable from the gods' point of view. A subtle variation is given upon 

Petststratus' maxim when he urges Telemachus to sacrifice to Poseidon {Od. 3.48: 

pdvTe; 6e 0ec5v cacecoDG’ dv0pcopci).

KAdte vw od (lev Tdvva 0epii; uppi Ocafvai
dxcp£K£<* oaaa 8’ opcope 0eot; <lXov odk eicRE'Daco. 
’Aacrdpr|v koi 7po<a0e Aio; vOov d.jpcaSiTncyi 
%p£tov £lpiri<; xe K(xt £q T£Aoq* o0p yotp auto;
PodXptcpi dvOpcopoi; ppti^ep^D^ca Opajooxa pcdvetv 
(xccvcoaDvri;, tva Kai ct 0pd>v %otT£<acat vooio. (2.311-6)

The tension created between the proven full, detailed knowledge on the one hand 

and the partial revelation of this truth on the other is highlighted by the repetition 

of dxpKKPtnq .127 phineus' opening words are in complete contrast with the 

conventional beginning of a speech in which the speaker announces his intention 

to tell the whole truth (even if this is clearly not the case). 128 The use of this 

adverb with its allusions to the well-known Homeric formulas underlines the 

enigmatic nature of Phineus' prophecy. Defining the limits of their questions, the 

prophet also finishes his prophecies with a firm reference to the boundaries of 

prophecy (2.425: Kai O (lie (ipKp. xccvSp papocx£pm £%£p£ca0£). It is 

therefore also not necessary or possible for Jason to demand a complete and 

accurate answer in his request for more information about the return journey. 129

126[Hes.] Jr. 303 (MW): jidvcig oo8’ et; eaxtv emxOovmv dv0pc8rtov I oaxi; dv elSeiii 
Znvd<; v6ov odyidxoio; See Buxton (1980), 36; Macleod ad IL 24.22(0-2; Feeney (1991), 60-1. 
127Hunter, Literary Studies, 94; Knight (1995), 173.
l28E.g. Od. 1.179 (cotydp £yto xoi cauca (icA.’ dcpeKeco; dyoppoom); Od. 1.214; Od. 
24.123; Od. 24.303; II. 10.413; Il. 10.427.
129Cf. Odysseus to Teiresias in Od. 11.140 concerning information about bis mother (dAX’ dyp 
pot x68e ripe Kod dcTppKccc; KacdAPlcv); Od. 12.112 (P S’ dyp 04 pot cooco, Osa, 
vrpppxe; Pvtope;); Od. 1.169; Od. 4.268; Il. 10.384; Il. 10.405; Il. 24.380; Il. 24.656. See also 
Knight (1995), 175 ad Od. 12.112.
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Phineus' words especially contrast with the words spoken by the prophet 

Theoclymenus to Penelope in an attempt to strengthen his supplication {Od. 

17.154: axpEKEcog ydp xoi pavxE'Paopai odS’ EmKE'oaco).^ Suspense 

might well be added by the reader's knowledge — not referred to in any way in 

this episode — of the version given by Hesiod: that Phineus was blinded because 

of showing none other than Phrixus the way to Colchis.130 131 *

The divine origin of Phineus' prophecy is stressed and, as such, can be 

contrasted with the information about their route given to the Argonauts by 

Cyzicus, Lycus and Argus. The first two of these admit to possessing only a 

limited amount of knowledge based on experience, whereas Argus in true 

Hellenistic style refers to pillars inscribed with travelling details as his source of 

information (4.279-81: ot Sff xoi ypcrTxcDq TtxxEprnv e0ev EipDOVxai, / 

KiSiiag oig Gvi Taaai oSot Kai TEipax’ Ga<aiv /Dypfrg xe xpoc<|>£pT% xe 

TtEpiq ETUViaopEvoiciv).^ f^j'is words are followed by a favourable portent 

given by Hera which strengthens and authorises his message (4.294-7).

Frequent reference is made later by the Argonauts to the words of the seer 

in order to defend a certain course of action. 133 These instances (2.617-8; 2.647; 

2.1051; 2.1090-2; 2.1135; 3.549-50; 3.555; 3.943; 4.253-6) mark with hindsight 

the important points in Phineus' prophecy and his authority: the passing of the 

Clashing Rocks, the stay on the island of Ares, the help of the goddess Cypris and 

the question of which route to take on their return journey. His recurrent 

comments concerning the very nature of his prophecy also mark these events out 

as especially important for the mission of the Argonauts. For example, his 

explicit reluctance to speak about the events on the island of Ares hints at the

130Alsd Telemachus' words to Penelope {Od. 17.138-41, esp. 141: xOv odSev xoi eycd Kpdiy© 
ercog odS’ ErnKedd©); Od. 3.187 (Nestor): q Geptg eoxi, OG9.dr£cxi, odOe oe Keda©; Od. 
4.744 (Eurycleia): pdGov Oe xoi ouk EmKeda©. Consider, on the other hand, the reluctance of 
Proteus expressed in Od. 4.492-3 before telling Menelaus what he needs to know: ’AxperOn, xi 
>xe xadxa Otidpeai odOe xi oe %pf I lOjiEVGG, odOe Og.veg epov vOov.
131[Hes.]Jr.254 (MW).
1320n Argus' role see Beye (1982), 145-7; Hunter, Literary Studies, 94.
133See for example Od. 12.271-6. These references provide unity to the plot: cf. Knight (1995), 
176; Levin (1971), 168.
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great significance of a stay on this island which is, at first sight, not very 

attractive. This motif of reluctance to reveal a prophecy fully, also found in Od. 

12.56-8, is developed here in much more detail because of the seer's 

background. 134 Circe at least announced she would tell hinreverything in detail 

(Od. 12.25-6: avcap Pyco Sellco SSSv f|8e PaaGxa / ari|iave<o); whereas 

Phineus, though in the possession of this knowledge, never did promise the same 

(2.212: oiSev paaaxa; 2.391: xa £KaGxax.135 Even Athena herself does not 

reveal everything to Penelope (Od. 4.836-7: od pev xoi K£pvov ye Siriveapm. 

ayopeDam, / £d>£p S y’ fj xeOviikp’ Karov S’ avppcoXia pa^ety).

T(S Kai xe oTXa Opovevv 
lG/egEy axka xit) pe toXiv xpeico aXtx£G0ai 
pocvxoadvT xa eKaaxa OtrveKEq £5eve7cvxxa;136

(2.389-91)

EV0a xoi vdkex’ xtexx(c SiriveKecoc; ayvpEDaco
ottttxepti Of) xoi oSoq Eaaexai, aXku Kai aoxoq
0Dg<$ pODXEDEtv (Od. 12.56-8)

Involving the Argonauts more closely in his prophecy, references to visual 

perception frame his account: 0\|/eg0x (2.318), in relation to The Clashing Rocks, 

and xiaVl[lxaOe (2.403), at the very end of his speech, mark the importance of 

these two episodes. Apart from These two verbs, the seer only uses nautical terms 

To describe The progress of their journey (2.347-8; 2.352: EmKeXGexe; 2.357: 

dYxtpo>Xvx ... 2.384: itapag£lpVpxvvl ... emKeXGexe). The

conventional phrase to describe the dragon (2.405: xPpac; aivov lSEGOai) gives 

an alarming ring to the use of The verb xiG6jleaOe Two lines before. This dreaded 

monster will be watching Them with unblinking eyes (2.406-7: oDSe oi fjpa^p, /

134In fact, Circe advises Odysseus to take the second route as is shown in Od. 12.81-2 (f) Tcp av 
... Tapa ... iGovexp). Cf. Heubeck ad loc.
l3$4.730 (Medea to Circe): f) 6’ fica xq xa eKaaxa Slpixoji£vq aaxePele.
136As a poignant reminder of Aeetes' true character, the king, in contrast to the usual host and 
Accinous in the Odyssey in particular, immediately stresses that he is not interested at all in hearing 
everything in detail from his guest (3.401: Halve, xi kpv xa eKaaxa Siqvpaecog dyoj^pwi.;). 
Cf. Campbell ad 3.401. Spp for a different 'Callimachpan' interpretation of StqveaPmg in these 
passages and especially 1.648-9: Beye (1982), 15-8; DeForest (1981), 75-6.
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od KvEpag fiS'P|itog Etrvog avaiSEa Sapvaxai dace),12? just as they watch it. 

How are they ever going to retrieve the fleece from a beast which is not even 

mastered by sleep itself? In contrast to the detailed instructions about the passing 

of the Clashing Rocks, no further information is given to the Argonauts about 

how they should try to obtain the fleece from King Aeetes or conquer the fierce 

dragon living in a shady grove, a location which in itself also points towards the 

presence of supernatural powers (2.404: dlaoq aKtoeiv).^ The only help 

given by the prophet is that they should steer their ship to the innermost comer of 

the mouth of the river (2.397-8: ’AXX’ Evi V71 / TctpeO’, £cog jpDxdTi) kev 

EvixpiviniTS 0aXcEGai3; 2.402: KeivoD vfi’ EXEovxeg Emi Tio/cag 

JCOTapoio), thereby ominously indicating the necessity of an initial hiding-place. 

The epithet given to the Colchians (2.397: dplioi) and the mention of Aeetes' 

fortified walls (2.403: iCpyo'Pc;) reinforce this bleak picture.

iCpyoop ei.a6r£a0£ KpraiEog Aii^xao
aXaoq xe OKioeiv "Apeog, xoSi Kcag hC occcpTiq
tehtoeievov Otpvoio OpdKcov, xepag otivov lSEaOai,
EpOiLg Sincwi SESoKijiEvog- (2.403-6)

As previously said, most attention is given to the passing of the Clashing Rocks, 

the first obstacle to be faced by the Argonauts. This particular adventure, set apart 

from the rest of his prophecy by the general warning in 2.341-3, is presented os 

the ctucIoI stage in their vovose (2.414: ^poppyo'Daw ; 2.339: £qaO£EU.oP£; 

2.345-6: ”Hv SE S^yiyc / opvVsooko TETpdcov aaKrOEeg EvSoOi novxod; 

cf. 1.1-4).!39 in addition, this is emphasised by Phineus' urgent message, 

repeated twice, that the Argonauts must not attempt to sail any further should the 

bird perish (2.3377; 2344).140 Impressed, Jason characterises the rocks * 138

137 The birds of Ares, called avcaSeag in 2.383, will be defeated by the Aggonauts, as will the 
dragon guarding the fleece. The associations of the epithet with hybris make this only to be 
expected.
1384.1715: dtXiei EV, dKieptp. See also 2.1268-9: lepd x’ oAcrq I xoio 0eod. 
i39Theoc. 22.27: Ttp<9i>YOoaa. 
l40CampbEll (1973), 72.
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subsequently as axvyepd; ... Tcj^^^|^<a<; (2.412). The Helios episode enjoys the 

same status in the Odyssey (Od. 12.137—8: cd; el |LV k’ datvea; edgtq 

vOacou xe peSiqai, I fj x’ dv ex’ el; ’I0okt|v k<xk<x Tep 7da%ovce; 

tKOtaOe; cf. Od. 1. 6-9).141 The awesome reputation of these rocks is confirmed 

in Phineus' second speech, when the encouraging 0dpaei (2.421), often used in 

instances of (usually divine) reassurance, 142 is not only followed by the expected 

explanatory ente-clause, but also preceded by a conditional clause (2.420-1: edc’ 

dv TpGcoot ODc; OXod; 8td pecpa;, I OdpaPi). Successful conquering of 

these rocks becomes proof of the abilities that they will have to display on the 

whole of their journey in order to succeed. Courage (2.336) will not only have to 

be employed in order to overcome the Clashing Rocks, but also to fulfil the task 

set by Aeetes (3.425; 3.505). However, no definite course of action is given; 

room is left for Fate and the actions of the immortals (2.345: Kdi xd jiev m; ke 

rceXii, xO; Paopcai).

The necessity of hard labour, anticipated here by Phineus and by the 

unusual reference to the Argonauts as rowers in the narrator text of 2.467 

(PpPcipatv Opciyepeeaai), becomes reality in the following episode (2.540; 

2.557-8; 2.573-4; 2.584-8; 2.590; 2.649). As Vian points out,143 this teim is 

never used of the Argonauts elsewhere in the Argonautica if they are not engaged 

in the actual process of rowing. Vian defends the reading of the MSS, arguing 

that, there not being a better alternative, it adds a realistic and 'anti-heroic' note in 

accordance with Apollonius' art. An alternative interpretation of this could be 

made, viewing it instead as a foreshadowing of all the hard work ahead. When 

the winds have dropped and the Argonauts are finally able to leave, it seems 

paradoxical that they are said to embark on their swift ship (2.533: vfj<x 0of)v 

Ptapaivov eppaaepev). This following period of intense rowing is finished with

141Cf. also Od. 11.104: aXX 'ct ... IKOioOe; Od. 11.111: koo k£v ex’ ... iKOicOe; Heubeck 
ad Od. 10.539.
142E.g. Od. 4.825-8; Od. 22.372 (Odysseus from a superior position); Il. 15.254-7; cf. Richardson 
adll. 24.152-4.
143Vian i, 199, n. 2.
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a simile in which their labour is compared with the daily toil of oxen (2.662—8). 

Comparing the account by Phineus with The actual passing of the Argonauts 

through the Clashing Rocks, the most striking aspect is The focus on the emotions 

of The crew and the spectacular sound effects. 144 Their tremendous fear matches 

that of the trembling dove. 145

The mention of so many Topographical landmarks such as imposing rivers 

and headlands gives one The illusion of completeness. In fact, Phineus offers them 

not much more Than a fairly detailed map, beginning and ending his tale with 

particularly frightening adventures.

Oep’ X^’ 5’ et0ap eXev Sog eiaatovTa<;|l4x
Af)v S’ eaav appcxciri pepcXTi|llivxo• of S’ eeircev 
fipcoc; Aiaovog mog 0iJ^T|xa^x^^<»v moOr^cr (2.408-10)

The prophecy very effectively conveys the idea of a very long vovagege7 as is 

expressed by the despairing Jason in 2.416-8. This is also implicitly expressed in 

2.400 (crAdGev): they have already travelled a considerable distance and still 

have a long way to go.

.Hcsq EpSco; n<S<; aoxp togtiv bXbc, et pi KeXe'D0ox, 
vfiig ernv eiapoig apa vlia^ — Aia Se KoX%i<;
70W0D Kai aal1lg erciKeiKiTai xgxa^clfjalx —;148

(2.416-8)

1442.555-4; 2.565-69. Spp for a discussion of the passing of the Symplegades Williams (1991), 
135-45.
iilSee for descriptions of the fear of the heroes: 2.552; 2.575 (xpopog); 2.577-8; 2.561; 2.582; 
2.607-10. Very effectively, the traditional association between doves and fear (2.533-5) is 
employed for the first time, when the heroes embark on the ship (i.e. not in Phineus' prophecy), 
Tpiipov is the conventional Homeric epithet of doves (//. 5.778; II. 22.140; HyAp 114; 3.541). 
.^Compare the phrasing with 4.484 (xodc S’ oCoov paacniYi) Seoc Aapev dg(dpvxac ). 
4.960 (xoiov jtiv P/pv Seoc dLG0p6axIav). Od. 24.450 f'Qg <axo, xod. S’ dpa 7rdvxd; d^o 
cAocpov oeo. Cp^) and Od. 24.533 ("C; Cdx’ ’AOiivatTi, too. oe xC©p6v oeo. dCe). 
l4?Cf. also 04 4.480-3.
1-48(3 2.1260-1: laovxo / Odolv x’ pdpd peovTa kod eo/axa Tclpaxa novxou. Jason's
words receive an ir<^^ic ring in 3.678-80, where Chalcioxp wishes herself to live at the ends of the
earth where no one would know the Colchians (3.679-80: 6XV etc. yati^ri. / Jtppaai 
voiexdav, Tva pq5e rap odvopa KoA/ov).
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As a result, the Argonauts are immediately speechless for the second time since 

meeting Phineus. Speechlessness is a common epic reaction to fear, as is also 

shown by the Lemnian women in 1.638-9 CAurryavvp 8’ exeovxo / alGovyot, 

xotov a<j)iv emi 8eo; .(opaixo) and by the reaction of Gaia's children to her 

plans (Hes. Th. 167-9: "O; .dxo- xob; 8’ dpa rnavxa; eXev 8eo;. oD8e xt; 

aDxcv / (jOeylaxo ... / aiy’ aw; (.'bOoKa. 7tpoa'nD)8ct).144 In 3.422ff., the 

same reaction is displayed by Jason in response to the challenge imposed upon 

him by Aeetes (cf. esp. 3.423: f)Gx’ adxxco; doQoyyoc. dmxaveoov KaK8xnxt: 

3.426: jOye 8’ dji£ipo|Lievo;...), and by the crew when told the news by their 

leader (3.503-4-: 0f)v 8’ dvecp Kai dvax^oi e; dX4,fiXoD^ OpOmvxo, / air 

d^i^TixocviT xe Kax'n<O££;‘ O\i/e 8e).i4° The pattern of stunned silence followed 

by speaking after a considerable time is well-known in the Homeric epics: e.g. II. 

9.29-31; Il. 9.693ff.; Il. 9.430-2 (ot 8’ dpa rndvxe; dKTjv eyevovxo acornf / 

... ow Oe Of] pexeetme). In O d. 4.703-6, Penelope's shocked reaction to 

Telemachus' secret departure is described in similar terms (0f]v 8k, |itv aLdaoiLT] 

erneov Xape ... oye 8e Oi] (nv ernea<atv aiLiipoiJ.evTi rnpoaeetrne).

The frightening picture painted by Phineus greatly scares the Argonauts. 

Forgotten is the fact that they managed to pass through the Bosporus safely thanks 

to the skill of Tiphys who is going to demonstrate the same skills shortly again 

when they have to sail past the Clashing Rocks (2.174-5: ei. k’ eaOXoio 

KoP£pvpiXfpo<; £jta^pp|. / Trn Kai TiOoo; ot8e 8aTiico<y6vpa veovxo)..5. 

The vividness of the account in 2.168-76, with its graphic description of the wave 

literally covering the terrified Argonauts and its use of the literary device of the 

second person address with the formula oOOe Ke <airi<; (2.171)152 to turn the * * * *

149See also 2.859ff; HyDem 198 (ddQoyyo;). West ad Hes. Th. 167; Richardson HyDem 197
201; Bulloch ad Call. h. 5.83-4 (eoxcKp] 8’ ddOowotc, EKcOXaacav ydp dvica I yvepaxa 
£oc ^ovdv ea%ev du.nY.avia).
150 The combination of dp.'nxcxvewv KaKSxriT is also found in 2.1140 (Argus) and 4.1259 
(Anaeus). Cf. Campbell ad 3.422f.
^^1.IZ. 23.316-7: pf|Ti 8’ ante Kupepvqpj evl oivom povccp I vqa Ooqv iOuvet 
epexOopevqv dve(ioiai. Cf. also: 4.1273-4 (Ancaeus in despair): Aaqp.occuv'nv 8e xt; 
oAkoc, I (joOvoi eqv; simile 2.70-3.
152See also 2.284; 3.1044; 4.238.
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readers "temporarily into eye-witnesses,"153 emphasises the narrow escape of the 

Argonauts (2.172: kolkov ovcov) and the impressive rescue by Tiphys (2.176: 

dcncr|0£ig p,£V, otTCtp TtE^opriJA&voi). This instance, introducing dcKT|0fi<;, one 

of the leitmotifs in this passage, gains momentum precisely because of the 

obstacle which the heroes face before long.154

In his second short prophecy, Phineus specifically answers the fears 

expressed by Jason about their journey back to Hellas. Parallel situations can be 

found in Od. 10.501ff. and Od. 4.820ff. In the Circe episode in the Odyssey, a 

desperate Odysseus asks who will be their guide on their journey to the 

Underworld, ironically not wanting to live any longer now he is ordered to visit 

Hades.155 Circe responds that in his case no guide at all will be necessary (Od. 

10.505: jj-fj ti toi 'qyfip.dvog y£ rcoOfi rcapd vt)i pe/icGm).

KtpKT], Tig ydp tcci)tt]v 65ov f|y£p.ov£va£t;
£tg ’'AiSog 5’ ov tcco ng d<J>tK£TO VTjt p£Xaivri.

‘ (Od. 10.501-2)

When Penelope expresses her fears for Telemachus' safety now that he will have 

to face so many dangers on land and sea (Od. 4.821: £vt 8fjp,cp ... £Vt tcovtco), 

she is specifically assured in a dream that her son is accompanied by the goddess 

Athena as his escort (Od. 4.825-6: Qdpcrei, p/qSe ti 7tdy%v jlletoc <t>p£Gi 

8£t8i0t Xvriv I toitj ydp ot koukoc dp,’ £p%£TOti).156 Phineus* reply is also 

comforting but nonetheless more vague, not specifying any guide in particular and 

only mentioning Aphrodite as an afterthought in such an ambiguous way that it is 

not clear whether or not this goddess will provide the Argonauts with any 

practical help on their route.

153De Jong, Narrators, 53-60.
154See 2.176; 2.346; 2.573; 2.603 (Vian i, 204, n. 1). As Vian i, 129 observes (cf. esp. n. 2 for the 
verbal echoes between both passages): "des repetitions de termes et de motifs soulignent l'effet de 
symetrie."
155Cf. Heubeck ad Od. 10.496-9.
156See for example also Zeus' words to Iris (II. 24.152-3: pxi§e xi oi Oavaxog peTex© (JjpEoi 
pnSe xt xdppo<;’ / xotov yap oi rcojircov onaaaopev ’Apyei({)6vxT|v).
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t > \ c* / e/ Z * f6dpG£V £TC, oaipcov ETEpOv tXOOV T|Y£|P0V£D5£l
£% Aij p£xd 5’ Atav dXic, Topxf|££ Oaoovat. (2.421-2)

The first mention of Hera's all-important role in the expedition in 2.216-7 (aDj 

£tV£K£v "Hpr|^ / Xtuaopat, fj x£ptaXXa Girnv |i£ppXi^0£ kiOvtec;) reminds 

one of Circe's words in Od. 12.69-72, in which Hera is credited with helping the 

Argonauts past the Clashing Rocks:

JZ r» \ z Z/\ /01T) OT] K£tVT| T£ TOpOTXCO TOVXPTOpoq VjDq 
’Apydb TacnpPXoD<5a,~Tap’ Aljxoo TC£ooaa- 
Kat vd K£ xfjv £v0’ (oxa pdXiv pEyaXag tooi xcTpcag, 
oXV "Hpr| 7ap£rc£(iY£v, £7ci 0tXoq f|£v ’iTcarnv.

{Od. 12.69-72)

The echo establishes that the suspense, carefully and successfully built up by the 

seer for the Argonauts in relation to this next challenge, is not shared by the 

readers.(2.319: xdcov od xtva jpgi Stapnoph; £^aXa<a0an 2.339-40: od 

ydp K£ KaKov pdpov l^aXeaaOi / xcxxarnv, od6’ £t k£ atSijpati) teXoi 

’Apyc6).i57 A similar technique is used in Circe's and Teiresias' prophecies in the 

Odyssey, where the audience already knows that the cattle of Helios will prove to 

be the stumbling-block for Odysseus' crew {Od. 1.6-9). For us, who already 

know the important role Hera will play from Book Three onwards, the invocation 

of Hera by Phineus foreshadows her influence there. At the same time, it is 

typical and expected of a prophet to reveal the involvement of the gods in a 

mission (2.217: "1 x£pioXXa 0£(ov p£ppX£aO£ kwvxgj;; cf. also 2.424)?58 

Circe’s words in Od. 12.72 and the fact that Pelias did not pay any respect to this 

goddess in particular (1.14) would of course lead one to expect Hera to assume 

the role of patron goddess of the Argonauts. In Book Four, however, Hera does 

play a crucial role in guiding the heroes past the Wandering Rocks with the help * 158

157(9^. 12.66: xfj 5’ ou xt; vt|u; puyev dv5p©v. See also Hunter, Literary Studies, 93.
158In Od. ll.lOlff. Teiresias tells about the grudge held by Poseidon against Odysseus. See also 
Heubeck ad Od. 11.121-37: "As befits his role as a prophet Tiresias places human experience in 
the context of the divine order."
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of several gods. The actual help given here to the Argonauts by Athena, the 

builder of the Argo, will therefore be quite unexpected, especially following 

Phineus' remarks about the necessity of relying exclusively on their own strength. 

The choice of goddess is even more surprising considering the method of the 

dove159 and Phineus' cryptic allusion to the vital part played by Cypris in the 

expedition (2.423: SoXooaaav apcoyfiv)160 which seemed to indicate the 

direction of help from this goddess.

e) The return efthe Boresuis and exchange of speeches during the rest efthe night

(2.408-50)

9 \ O' O' < * O '£T» o£ G%£00V m££ OOtO)
©pjiKiOD Bop&ao kcoc’ a!6£poq dt^avre1!
otiScp £m KpatTVoDq £pa£ov i68aq- (2..^-26—8)

£t Oe Kat OpOaXpoo.ioi Oocoq i6pot, fj x’ dv 6lrn 
yr|0q<adv oaov d 7£p mooxporcoq otKaO’ tKot|<T|v.

(2.440-1)

The same motif of the imagined sweetness of homecoming to express exuberant 

joy is used poignantly in Od. 10.415-20, when Odysseus is reunited with his crew 

after visiting Circe for the first time. These thoughts are later expressed literally 

in their speech (Od. 10.415-7: 50Kqa£ 6’ dpa a^iai 0d|idq / rnq £jt£v cb<; d 

TaxplO’ tKOtaxo Kai tco£iv auTiqv / xpri/driq ’IOaKTiq, tva x’ £xpa<££V 

f|O’ Eyevovxo; Od. 10.420: Obcg d x’ dq ’IOaKT>v d0iKOt(i£0a laxptOa 

yatav). A clever and totally unexpected variation on this motif is found in the 

simile 2.541-8 to illustrate the swiftness and efficiency of Athena's travelling

l59Cf. Od. 12.62-3: xq p£v x’ ou6e ixoxqxa 7ap£p%exat ou6e ceXeioa / xpqpmveq.
160See Nyberg (1992), 83-4. A further explanation of Phineus’ words here will be given by 
Mopsus, interpreting a bird sign sent by Hera (3.9-42-3). Cf. Campbell (1973), 75.
I6lyerbal echoes with 2.224 (Kaxxdnaouaat), 2.187 ( aiaaouGoa) and 2.282 (atacovxeg ) 
show the aptness of the Boreads as pursuers of the Harpies whose speed is also emphasised in their 
introduction in the catalogue in Book One (1.539: Kpaurvotca ... TtOOeacnv) and in 2.267 
(axepoitod), 2.265 (et^ce^canp^’voq) and in 2.225-7 ( rAAcx ke p£.a /auxog eov AeXcCoo<pi 
voov SdpTOio |X£p.q1cbq / q Kdvaq, dj8’ oxtya SiqOpica Tcxxovxxci). Despite their speed, 
their chase after Heracles in Book Four is not successful (cf. 4.1484f.)
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down from Olympus to come to the rescue of the Argonauts. rr^0flP£iV in 2.441 

picks up their present joy as expressed in 2.435 (yriOoPDVOt) and 2.437 

(pcpiPoCAov e'D^poveccv 7po<ae£iroev).i62

The very specific wish for the removal of the blindness can be considered 

as part of the motif of the visitor pronouncing a blessing on the host. As such, this 

wish can be contrasted with the more general wishes for the well-being of the host 

found, for example, in Od. 14.53-4, Od. 17.354-5 and Od. 20.199-200.43 

Phineus Knows that this punishment can unfortunately not be undone (cf. Od. 

8.64ff.).

Throughout the episode, Phineus emphasised the gift of prophecy he 

received from Apollo. Confident that his sufferings will not persist after death, he 

now asks a further unspecified god to grant him death (2.446: Odvaxa;; 2.447: 

0avc°v).

’Avxt 8 tod 0dvz(ax6v (tot d.ap 0eO; eyyDatXllai,
Kai xe 0avQv mdpiat p£X£paop.ai dyXatT}Piv. (2.446-7)

Verses 2.446-7 are again an adaptation of a common epic motif in which 

someone emphasises the strength of his wish by expressing willingness to die 

after obtaining what one desirer.164 Ita Od. 7.224-5 (tOavxa fixe Kat XtKOi aicbv 

/ Kxfjptv kuf]V OjiLxx; xe Kat DV6pec|)£; peya 8c°lic) andZyAp/zr 153-4 for 

instance, this conventional wish is used metaphorically to reveal intense longing. 

In Il. 24.226-7 (adxiKa ydp jie KaxaKxervetev ’A%iXX£DC / dym; eXovx’ 

epdv DtOv, £7tf)V yO°D e% £p°v eiTjv), the wish for death may well be real, but 

there is still something to wish for, namely to be able to mourn Hector properly. 

Once these funeral rituals have been completed, indeed, there is nothing else for 

the old man to live far. Here, the wish is explicitly for an immediate death (2.446: * 163

1S22.437 is a variation on a Homeric formula of speech introduction (II. 1.73 = Od. 2.155: c#iv 
£u$pove<ov ayopqaaxo Kcd p£xeei7£[v]), intensified by TtptrcoXXov to stress Jason’s 
kindness. Cf. also 1.331: xotaiv 8’ Aioovo; mo; eu^poveov pexeetitev.
163See Russo ad Od. 20.199-200.
164See Garvie ad Od. 7.224-5; Macleod ad II. 24.26-7.
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d(xap)| there is nothing else for Phineus to wish for anymore now. The echoes 

with these conventional types of wish serve to emphasise further Phineus' 

desperate situation.

f) The arrival ofthe of and (2.45(0-

97)

On the second day, once again the familiar sequence of the rituals of sacrifice, 

meal and sleeping arrangements unfolds. Further echoes are established with the 

Homeric hospitality scenes, particularly at Nestor's palace and Eumaeus' hut. The 

introductory verses to Phineus' speech to the Argonauts (cf. esp. opTYepeeatat ) 

situate his speech in the traditional framework of an assembly held in the 

morning, as can be seen in the openings of Od. 2 and 8, for example. 165 In 

contrast to the first day, no mention is made this time of any difficulties 

experienced by the seer in leaving his house.

tod 6’ Ek (.Loaaoto kiovto;,
paXt/ico; epeciqatv 0pTY£p££<o<at (,£Tr)D8a’ (2.466—7)

In Od. 19.194-8, Odysseus, in an attempt to win hospitality himself, illustrates the 

desired behaviour of a host in general by his (fictitious) story about the 

entertainment he offered to Odysseus and his crew on Crete. To receive your 

guest with a warm welcome evidently entails abundance, a good meal and a 

contribution for a sacrifice.

\ \ y \ \ o» z , >/ » a. j i* /
to pee £yd> t>o; ocopax’ ayrnv od £;£tvvco<oa, 
evodkoco; (LtiXbOv, nfXK&v Kaxa oikov oovxcov 
koi 01 rot; aXXot; acapot;, ot ap’ oodxco £Ltovxo, 
SppoOEV aXptxa Scorn Kat at0P7to oivov ayetpa;

16>e.g . Od. 2.1 = Od.^ 8.1: indication of dawn; Od. ,2.5: Pq S’ ipev Ek OaXopoio; Od. 2.9 = Od. 
8.24: aux£p Etcet p’ qyepOev opqyepoe; x’ syevovro; Od. 8.25: xoicnv 6’ ’AXolvoo; 
ayopqoaxo ko£ ptexeeiKe. See Garvie ad Od. 8.24, A more extensive treatment of this motif 
can be seen in 4.1170ff., when Alcinous delivers his judgement concerning Medea.
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Kai poDq ipefxaaaOai, tva ic£riaiaxo 0d|i6v.
(Od. 19.194-8)

Here, as in Od. 3.421-2 and Od. 14.414-5, the animals are supplied by local 

herdsmen. As a mark of honour towards the guest and sign of a good host, the 

best animal of the herd is chosen for the sacrifice. Like Phineus, Nestor sends a 

servant out to fetch a sheep as quickly as possible.

Aiya 08 tov ye
o^coTEpcov Oicov 6 xiq &1o%o<;<66 eiq £ Kopaaaai
Tkev EjroxpDvac;’ (2.46-4-6)

vXX ay’ 6 pev rceSiovS’ Emi Podv ixm, o^pa x:d%Ky'xa 
££0iiaiv, EXaaij OE pomv EicpODKOXoq dvfjp-

(04. 3.421-2)

d% 0’ DCv tOv dpicxov, tva ^eivq) iepE'Oco
(Od. 14.414-5)

Throughout this second day, Phineus is seen to be firmly in control of events: he 

orders (2.466: f|Kev Ettoxp'ovag) his favourite protOgO — and the only one of the 

neighbours allowed to stay (cf. 2.456 and 463) — to go back to his home in order 

to bring immediately the best of his sheep for a sacrifice.

When Paraebius comes back leading two sheep, Jason and the sons of 

Boreat ttand up at the teer't behett (2.491-2: dvd S’ iaxax’ Tfjamv, / dv Se 

Bopf^noi meg e^ripojav^T^tai yepovxoc;).166 167 Again, it is Phineus who asserts his 

authority by breaking up the assembly for the sacrifice, simultaneously honouring 

Paraebius by this gesture. As a shepherd and therefore not their equal, it seems 

that he would not automatically warrant such respect. A prayer is made to 

Apollo, the god of prophecy, but no further details are given other than that the

166Cf. II 2.480.
167/1 3.267-70: opwio 8’ avrix’ ernexa dvai dv8p<ov ’Ayapepvcov, / dv 8’ ’OSuaeuq 
looXjji-qTic;’ dxdp KhpuKe; dyauoi / Opmca maxd 0£©v ojvayov, Kpiqxfjpi 8E olvov / 
piayov, dxdp pacn,£eu<av o8op Em xelpaq Exeeav.
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sacrifice itself is made upon the hearth, thereby recalling Eumaeus' sacrifice of a 

pig on his fireplace {Od. 14.420: xov |0£v ercetx’ eaxpcav etc’ ear%cxpTi).

The structure of 2.494-8 (fyj,axoq avopevoto ... xot pev Tapa 

7Ttc>pacn vr|6q ... THpt S’) recalls the basic sequence of three common 

Homeric formulas of nightfall, sleeping — varied according to the actual location 

— and breaking of dawn.168 These verses usually follow a description of a 

sacrifice and banquet.

fjpoq S’ fjeXtoq KaxeSu Kat em Kve<6ac f-XOev
8fi xoxe KOtjtTjctavxo rapa Tpppvriota vr|oq-
fjjtoq 8’ f|pty£V£ta (ravr po8o8aKXDXo<; ’Hcbq {II. 1.475-7)

Hapa rp'ppv'Vcoa vrioq is only found twice in the Homeric epics: in the 

example cited above, the reference follows a fairly elaborate description of a 

sacrifice to Apollo and ensuing banquet; in Od. 12.32, the crew is said to go to 

sleep next to their ship (op vav...)» while Circe, in a sexually loaded gesture, takes 

Odysseus by the hand to lead him away from the others before delivering her 

prophecy {Od. 12.33: fi 8’ epe...). This is almost an exact repetition of the 

situation in Od. 10.479-80 (op (tev Kotpif<aavxo Kaxa v&yapa aKwevxa I 

afcxap eyd)...), in which, with the crew asleep throughout the palace, Circe gives 

Odysseus instructions for his visit to the Underworld on her own bed.

xot |V£V rapa r£taaaac vr|6q,
xot 8’ afcxoD Kaxa 8copax’ aoXXeeq euva^ovxo. (2.496-7)

The two locations mentioned in the Circe episode in the Odyssey are here 

combined. Thus, although often a contrast between two groups is emphasised169 

and usually the host is said to sleep separately from his guests in his own private 

chambers, here, it is worth remarking that these two groups are not further

168Cf. for example Od. 9.588-60; Od. 10.183-5. See Arend (1933), 99.
169 A variation on phcs cs another epic motif cn whcch everyone cs sacd to be fast asleep, whcle the 
proPagoncsP, tossing and turning aWut on the bed, and plagued by nightmares, cannot fall asleep 
(cf. 3.761; IL 2.1ff.; IL 10.1ff.).
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specified (tot phv ... toi 8’). ’AoXXee^, 'in a throng,' 'huddled together,' further 

reinforced by Kcatd, 'throughout,' suggests that no more people could be fitted 

into Phineus' (small) house, which seems to imply that it is primarily for this 

reason, rather than as a measure of security, that the party has split up into two 

groups with one sleeping next to the Argo.170

In his commentary on II 1.475-87, Kirk suggests that the crew is sleeping 

as near to the ship as possible in order to be able to sail away immediately the 

next day. Here, a similar effect could also be pursued: the mention of the cables 

recalls the very beginning of the Argonauts' visit and thereby creates expectations, 

albeit false, of an immediate departure at dawn. These anticipations are further 

raised by ’Hpi 8’ in 2.498; the morning being the traditional time for departure 

and more generally a new start within a narrative. As a result, the onset of the 

Etesian winds comes as a surprise. However, the delay is turned into an 

opportunity to bestow even more honour upon the Argonauts.

g) Eteeirm wired prevent the Argonaure from sailirg (2.498-536)

The delay caused by the fierce Etesian winds (2.498: Ercxpaov)'.. builds up 

suspense for the next major task of the Argonauts: the navigation through the 

Clashing Rocks. The aetiology (2.500-28) explains the (positive) natural origin 

of these winds; they are not to be regarded as a punishment from the god for 

misbehaviour by the Argonauts. This would have been a logical conclusion; after 

all, winds prevented the Argonauts from sailing away for twelve days after the 

massacre of the Doliones and when Odysseus tells of how he and his crew were 

prevented from sailing for twelve days by a storm in one of his Cretan Tales, the 

assertion is added that a daemon must surely be responsible for the winds (Od. 

19.201: %fXjTto£ 8e xtc; ©pope SaXpc<ov). The length of this aetiology literally

170Vian i, 147.
171See Campbell ad 3.431.
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arrests the progress of the narrative and is therefore an effective literary device to 

convey to the reader something of the long wait experienced by the Argonauts. 

The very presence of the neighbours, providing the Argonauts with gifts and 

presumably also provisions, prevents a situation similar to that on the island of 

Helios arising when Odysseus' crew, driven by hunger because of a shortness of 

supplies, recklessly slaughtered the god's cattle (Od. 1.7: amcov yap 

G<j|£iTpiTaiv dTaaOa&t'tiGi.v oXovto)077 in the latter case, the delay also 

resulted from a storm raised by Zeus for a whole month (Od. 12.325: pfva Se 

trdvT’ oXAoiktoc; drj noto)).'.. The recollection of those ominous antecedents, 

especially in an episode with the punishments of Zeus for human transgressions as 

its major theme, is perhaps designed to trigger false expectations from the 

audience in the present passage.

Just as Phineus was visited every day by his neighbours, so these people 

now provide the Argonauts with countless Oevvkx ore of graelhrde towards 

Peiners every day of their delay.

~ OeivTjia 8’ darcem Buvoi
ttdv fjpap Oiviji %apt£6pevoi ipoiaXXov. (2.529-30)

The conventional motif of gift giving at the end of a visitor’s stay is here twisted. 

The gesture in itself together with the sheer quantity of their gifts (no detail is 

given at all about them) shows the depth of their respect for the seer. The 

extravagant amount of gifts, a sign of honour towards a guest, is foreshadowed in 

2.185 (dTcipeaioiciv oveicoaiv).1.. These acts illustrate the important

172Heubeck ad Od. 24.461-2: "The prophet here expresses a thought which is particularly dear to 
the author of the Odyssey: some misfortune is the result of fate, but some is self-incurred (Od. 
1.32-4; Od. 22,416; Od. 23.67)." Cf. Od. 24.455: n|eexepig KaoXotyn,; Od. 24.458: 
axaaGaXieioi Ka^ot. See also West ad Od. 1.7—9.
173See also Od. 9.74-5: ev0a 86<o voKtaq Suo x' fjpaxa oae I Ke^reO’ ojaon
Kapaxtp xe Kctt aXyeca Oupov eSovxeq.
174 Abundance is often mentioned specifically in connection with banquets (Orf. 9.162 = Od. 
12.30: fjpaOo Saivupevor Kpea x' aottexa koo. pe0u fiSS; in general: Od. 4.75: oaaa xa§’ 
aoftee:a toTTA).
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principle of reciprocity felt by the neighbours towards the prophet who 'pleases,'

'satisfies' them with his prophecies,m and by Phineus towards the Argonauts.175 176

1752.462: rcng ... ecceeeaoiv dpeaooccevo^ 7t)m'^otcn,v. pf. Pampbell ad 3.301.
1^'7C0c.t;s are important to obtain for a traveller as these determine in their turn the esteem in which 
he will be held at home (Od. 11.355-61).
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VII LYCUS EPISODE (2.720-900)

a) Introduction

In this episode, the Argonauts visit the land of the Mariandyni which is situated

near the entrance to the Underworld. After a description of the surroundings and 

an account of the actual arrival of the heroes (2.720-50), they are welcomed 

hospitably by King Lycus who has heard the news of their slaying of Amycus 

(2.752ff.). A pleasant day is spent at Lycus' palace (2.760) and stories are 

exchanged between host and guest (2.762-810). The next morning, just when the 

heroes are about to leave again, suddenly Idmon and then Tiphys die (2.812-57). 

As a result, the Argonauts despair of their ability to continue their voyage, but, 

thanks to the intervention of Hera, Ancaeus volunteers to be their new steersman 

and thereby manages to restore their confidence (2.858-98). The heroes finally 

depart on the twelfth day of their stay (2.899-900).

In this chapter, I shall analyse first the geographical introduction, then the 

various hospitality motifs encountered in this episode (arrival, welcome, stay at 

the palace, departure), the way in which the king and his people are portrayed, the 

role of Heracles, and the connection between this episode and the Amycus 

episode. In a detailed analysis of the speeches made by Jason and Lycus, special 

attention wUl be paid to the role of k?£o<; and the story motif.

b) The arrival of the heroes at the land of the Mariandyni (2.720-8)

"EvOev S’ avriTtepriv Ttnapofi axopa Ea-nap^o
Kai MapiavSwmv dvSpmv epiOTiX^oa yoiav
iqSe Aiskoio pOeOpa Kai ’AvOfipoetoiSa ltlpviyv 
SEpKopEWi Tapdpeipov- (2.722-5)
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After their stay on the deserted island of Thynias where Apollo appears to them in 

the first light of the morning, 1 the Argonauts arrive at the land of the Mariandyni, 

just as the seer Phineus predicted (2.351-2: kei0pv 8’ of) udCta kodAL 8i8% 

aXoq dc^T^t)^^po^t)x I yfjv MapowSwdjv ekikeAgpxe voGxjGoevxeg). It 

therefore comes as a surprise that because of the strong wind the heroes are at first 

unable to come ashore although they have come tantalisingly near land and are 

already able to see it (2.725: deoKopevot Taodf-iotpov). The specific reference 

to 'seeing' makes one aware of the fact that we see the landscape through the eyes 

of the Argonauts. Pointing out the frequency of verbs of 'seeing' in passages like 

these, Harder concludes in her article that in passages of quiet travelling landscape 

merely is as something seen by the Argonauts.2 Here, however, an Odyssean 

echo renders this poetic device more poignant. The dramatic motif of being so 

close to land that one is able to see it but not reach it owing to adverse weather 

conditions (the 'so near, yet so far' motif) can also be encountered in Od. 5.278ff., 

where Odysseus sees the ' mountains of the Phaeacians before Poseidon comes into 

action again {Od. 5.279-81: Etjdvr Opea CKtoowa I yotir)q 3>ouf|KW, o0t 

c* dyxtGxov rceCev atixor I Etaaxo 8’ ox; oxe ptvov ev f)EpoEt8£t Ttovxoo). 

It can be seen again in Od. 5.392ff., where Odysseus believes that he has finally 

made it to land, only to be swept away again by the waves when he discovers that 

there is no possibility of coming ashore on this rocky coast {Od. 5.392-3: 6 8' 

doa axeSov eigiSe yatav, I 0ot) o-dCa. kooi8w).

In the description of the actual landing, reference is made to the wind and 

the time of day, but no nautical details are given at all. Using the conventional 

verb of arrival (2.729: ‘ikovxo), the simple statement of fact allows the attention

1 Levin (1971), 182 susoeots the hand of the gods behind the tra^^stt from Khyntas although this ts 
never mentioned exolioitly.
2Harder (1994), 17; of. also n. 4 ("quiet travel:" 1.592-009; 1.^^^^35; 2.345-407; 2.720-51; 
2.1241-70; 4.502-70; 4.1778-81) and n.0 (verbs of seeing: 1.598; 1.1100; 2.725; 1.001; 1.1113; 
1.1114) Khe rhythm of the narrative is here important: "quiet travel" is usually found before the 
start of a new major eptsodp and the verbs of 'seeing' bring about that the foous is firmly on the 
Argonauts and their expertenvps.
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in 2.728 to be on dattaartcog, i.e. on the emotion of the heroes upon arrival.3 No 

description is given of any activities undertaken by the crew in order to strengthen 

the fact that in 2.752-3 King Lycus is said to have noticed their arrival not long 

afterwards. There is no elaborate description of arrival in the aetiology either 

(2.746-8).

’H(50ev 8% cwO|LiViv 8id kvO(>ccc, eTovriOevTog,
darcaarlcog dKpirq ’AxepoaGi8og opfiov ikovto4 5 6 (2.728-9)

The gladness of the Argonauts at eventually managing to land (2.729: 

aaTuaolcQc;) after having been on the Argo all night echoes the gladness of 

Odysseus at seeing land in Od. 5.398 (og ,0Snafi’ aa^rtcaxVv £e^aaxv ydta 

Kat '8Xt|).3 However, of equal importance is the simile in Od. 23.233-9 ( in itself 

evidently a continuation of Od. 5.394), where Penelope's joy at finally being 

reunited with her dear husband {Od. 23.239: dig dpa xfj dGjtaGTdg eqv Toatg 

eiaopo<ooxi) is compared to the delight of sailors at seeing and reaching the shore 

after being shipwrecked {Od. 23.233: og 8’ ox’ dv doTtdorvq yf; 

vr5CV|Llvovt:ct (cca/fm; Od. 23.238: dGTd<atvt 8’ £T£(3(ov yariTig).3

In 1.1172ff., the ploughman and gardener are said to arrive home glad 

(dattaaiiogC and hungry after a day of hard work in the fields. Similarly, the 

exhausted Argonauts are pleased to arrive at the land of the Mysians after a full 

day of rowing as there have been no winds at all that day (cf. 1.1152-63; esp. 

1.1161: TeipOjtEVOi ^^prdcx^cp). Their joy is anticipated by 1.1164, which 

emphasises their eagerness to go there: Mtxa&v XeXiTpevot 'f|7tetpviv.

3 A traditional verb of arrival at some place (e.g. 1.925). The formula oppov iKeoGca is also 
encountered in 2.350 and 4,1678.
"A parallel for this use of euvav can be encountered in Od. 5.384, where the winds are ordered to 
go to sleep by Athena (ToaaaoOai 6' EK&taeuae Kai, euvnOfivat arcavxa;). Cf. also IL 
23.229-30, where the winds are said to go home in the morning. Note here the position of f|(39ev 
and euvnOevTOC at respectively the beginning and end of the verse. The winds have gone to sleep 
during the night, the Argonauts were not able to do so. Levin (1971), 182, n. 4 mentions the 
similarity in language with "the second Argonautic departure from Dolionia;" See 1.1086; 
1.1094f.; 1.1152.
5It is not until Od. 5.462 that Odysseus staggers completely exhausted onto the riverbank.
6Cf. also Heubeck ad Ocl. 23.233-9.
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Similarly in Book Three, the Argonauts are said to look forward to the food and 

drink prepared for them by Aeetes (3.301: d.cr:aqtQC Sopccp xe 7toxf)xt xe 

0\)p6v dpecaaav) and, at the end of the epic, to be glad to have finished their 

expedition (4.1781: dcTtactrnc ... ei<aarcepr|xe ).7 The simile in 1.1172-8 

echoes Od. 13.28-35, where a similar situation is used to illustrate Odysseus' 

emotions. The gladness of the tired farmer at being able to go home for dinner 

{Od. 13.33: dcmacnoq) after finishing a hard day's work with his oxen is 

compared with the delight experienced by Odysseus, desperate to go home now 

that the sun has gone down, as this will bring his departure nearer (Od. 13.35: mq 

’OSTuaf* ocTTtxgxJv eSt) <fdoq fjeXtoto). The main point of comparison there 

lies in the fact that to both the arrival of the night is very welcome. The hunger of 

the farmer, however, does not correspond with Odysseus' situation, as he has fust 

been entertained with a lavish banquet by the Phaeacians. A final Zeitangabe 

from the same sphere of ploughing can be encountered in 3.1340-4. Here, Jason, 

this time unlike the wearied farmers (3.1341: KEKprimxeq) who understandably 

look forward to unyoking their oxen at the end of the day, is not at all tired 

(3.1343: a^KacjL^c^'^ip) despite the time of the day, and continues to slay the 

Earthbom men after unyoking his oxen (having completed that particular part of 

his labour).

The situation in the Mysian episode of arrival at dusk and departure in the 

morning presents the standard situation (cf. 2.720-1: ’Hpoq Se xptxaxov <ococq 

fJXxOe, 8ff xox’ erceexa / dKpaet Ze^dpq) vifcov Xtrcov adrifecaocv).8 9 In 

the Lycus episode, the heroes arrive in the morning, having had to travel all night 

because of the stormy winds. Although the heroes travel several times throughout 

the night on their voyage, this is usually, as is to be expected, accompanied by 

references to winds.8 The only time they are forced to row all through the night

7See Campbell ad 3.301.
8In the Mysian episode, however, their leaving is hurried and without a proper farewell, as they 
are urged by Tiphys to depart because of the fair winds. Both De Jong (1996), 29 and Hunter 
(1993b), xxiii comment upon the importance of the marking of time on sea journeys.
9E.g. 1.600: uvuoav ewtixioi TuoiXj avepoio O&ovxeq; their passing through the Hellespont, 
which takes two days and nights to complete (without any breaks), is accompanied by references
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because of a lack of winds is when they have just managed to pass the Clashing 

Rocks — a place which they would obviously want to leave behind them as soon 

as possible, regardless of the presence of favourable winds (2.660-1: 'Optmc; 5' 

£7tt fjpaxt vf>Kxa / vjvepov dKapddxiGtv £T££pmoo’T’ eXoxriGtv).10 

Attention is drawn to this exceptional action by the vivid simile in which the 

Argonauts, pulling their oars like ploughs through the sea (2.668: ei?lK0V 

£p£T|td), are compared to oxen toiling all day long in the field (2.662—8). 11 

While their rowing all day resulted in their comparison to a ploughman (1.1172: 

dpoxp£TJ^(, now, when they have been at the oars all night — presumably a worse 

ordeal — they are compared to the oxen themselves. Together these instances 

form a series of similes which all take their metaphor from the sphere of 

ploughing and all indicate time, or, to be more precise, the beginning of the 

evening and end of labour.12

c) The description ofthe lancdcape (2.729-51)

Although Phineus told the Argonauts that they would come ashore here, he did 

not give them any details about the nature of the visit or the peoples themselves; 

there are, for example, no epithets characterising and thereby foreshadowing the 

behaviour of the Mariandyni in his speech. Far more attention was paid (2.353-6; 

2.353: ev0a) to the unusual position of the land near the entrance of Hades.

to Khraoian winds whioh are blowing: 1.924-0: NEov ye gev ,f|E^M^’Lo I 8noo^vou 
Xeodvnoov ezi zpouxoncoav ikovto. I ev8a o#v Caiajrnpoc; dn N8xo;, loxia §’ 
ou^f)Q)...; 2.940; 2.1231; 4.1232-4: Kod xox’ dvapzdySnv oXof Booeao OneACa I jIPao^K^yu; 
Keiayo; 8e AiPuoxikov evvea Kona; / vuKxag 8o©; Kcd xoaoa <jep’ fjjoaxa. Khe 
posttion of voKxaq at the very beginning of the verse pspeotally stresses this detail.
1°’AKOti<axKTOv: i.e. they do not notioe the effeots of their labour at first.
^Khe emohasis is very muoh on the struggle of both the Argonauts (2.073: Kajodxcp 
Koo-lmril-oovi) and the oattle (2.002: zXaSdctxoav doouoav; 2.003: ooy^p^tjco ... dazexo; 
!8^f^<8;; 2.005-0: duxoij I aloAeri ... ppe^JteL; 2.007: zavT)0L£plOt Kroeovxoi). Khe whole 
simile is modelled on II. 13.703ff., in whioh Aias, son of Oileus, and Aias, son of Telamon, fight 
together just as two oxen stay together under the yoke. Here also the effort and toiling (sweat) is 
emphasised (II. 13.704-5). Hunter (1980), 52, n. 14 mentions ad 2.073 that this is in itself an 
elaboration of a oommon mptaphor (of. II. 7.4-0).
12 In 1.451 (od Se vEov oKooeExocnv vzookowtcoi dpvopa^,), the heroes are said to soread 
out their beds at that time of the day when the oloughlands are Wing overshadowed by rooks. No 
aotivity in the fields is mentioned in this oase, whioh ootnvidps with the faot that the Argonauts 
have not yet started their voyage.
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Likewise in the passage introducing the Lycus episode, the description of the 

surroundings mostly concerns the entrance of Hades (2.729-45). The mainland 

itself is just called yflv MapicwS-Dvrnv (2.352; 2.748), ijTEtpov (2.734; 2.752) 

and MapiavSuvDv avSpmv eptBriXea yatav (2.723).13' ’EptGpTAa,’very 

fertile,' a hapax legomenon in the Argonautica, points to the richness of the area 

which is probably due to its situation near a river (cf. 2.809-10: mtova^ 

efapOTOto yvaq Tceio^).14 The position of the land so near Hades certainly 

serves to create suspense, as one naturally wonders — with the example of the 

Odyssey in mind — whether an actual visit to the Underworld will take place in 

this episode.15 16

The excursus, emphasising in particular those features which create 

difficult sailing conditions there, is followed by an aetiology in which we are told 

of yet another group nearly suffering shipwreck (2.746-51)44 It is little wonder 

that the Argonauts get caught up in a storm here. The primary function of this 

aetiology is to explain a name later given to the river Acheron, one of the rivers of 

the Underworld. It is the only river mentioned by Phineus, who significantly, as it 

now appears, called it 'swirling,' 'turbulent' (2.355). At the same time,

however, a clear structure of ring composition is created (with the excursus in the 

middle); and, as a result of this, the landing of the Argonauts is as it were 

recapitulated by the landing of the Megarians who came to this area in order to 

settle themselves here. So av£p.oto 5ta Kvetjocg euvr|0£VTO<; (2.727) 

corresponds with dvepoto veov Xfjyovxo^ (2.751) and ’A%epoDOt5og oppov 

ikovto (2.728) with EKeXaav, placed at the very end of the verse (2.751). A

13The land is inhabited by the Mariandyni instead of the Homeric Cimmerians, a change which, 
according to Kyriakou (1995b: 257), was "ingenious and easy, because the historical Cimmerians 
were associated with the Mariandyni and the lalter's epynomous hero was believed to have been 
the son of the former's eponymous hero. "
14Cf. II 5.90: aXcdcov EptOTiA^ov.
15See also Feeney (1986), 59. Kyriakou (1995b: 264) concludes in her article: "Apollonius 
nowhere describes a formal KaTripamg but he stresses one aspect of the Homeric Nekyia in every 
major episode that echoes it. In the land of the Mariandynoi he focused on the geography and 
landscape of Hades with its imposing rivers and fog."
16We are explicitly told that the Megarians survive auxQmv vijeaot (2.749). That this is an 
aetiology is immediately made clear by the words Ev ox/tyOvoiKt (2.746). On this aetiology see 
also Harder (1994), 22-3.
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smooth transition is thereby realised with 2.752ff., in which we are told about the 

reception of the Argonauts by King Lycus. More importantly, the comparison of 

the Argonauts with the Nisaean Megarians, renowned for their sailing abilities, 

implicitly also raises the status of the heroes.17

The stories of both groups thus prove the frequency of storms around 

there. As previously said, these features are therefore particularly emphasised in 

the description of the surroundings. Several elements used in the description of 

the weather conditions are matched by the vivid and graphic description of the 

steep and fearsome (2.740: pXoGUpfv: literally 'hair-raising') cape with its 

stormy conditions. 18 19 20 * The nautical vocabulary of the whole passage is drawn from 

the storm scenes within the Odyssey (e.g. Od. 5.382ff.) and the various 'wave' 

similes in the Iliad, where they are used to describe vividly the power and sound 

of attacks on the battlefield (e.g. II. 2.209ff.; II 2.39-4-7; Il. 4.222ff.). It also 

shares characteristics with the description of the storm at the end of Book Two 

and the passages of the Clashing Rocks and Symplegades.^ The Argonauts are 

said to be driven forth by an OKpaei Zei'nipe) (2.721), whose blasts (2.725: 

tvo^) cause all the tackle of the ship to shake.88 Tfco Tvotf) ... xwct(7E£TO 

(2.725-6) is echoed in 2.742 (<j>6XXov xe tcvor'Q<gr xivaojaoiiecmv)?1 The 

Megarians are saved by the river Acheron, fust as Odysseus is ultimately saved by 

a river {Od. 5.441ff.).22 Interestingly, they are said to have touched upon a

i7Cf. Theoc. 12.27: dpic^TeuovxE<; epexpoig.
18Fear is, of course, a topos in relation to both descriptions of storm scenes (e.g. Od. 5.297ff.) and 
Hades: cf. It. 20.64-5. Hes. Th. 739 & 775 mention that this fear is even ExperiEncEd by the 
immortals.
19For a discussion of the storm scenes in the Argonautica see Knight (1995), 77ff. The present 
passage is not included in her analysis,
20See West ad Od. 2.421 and Hes. Op. 594. Zephyrus, traditionally a stonn wind {Od. 5.295, Od. 
12.408), is in the Argonautica a strong wind, speeding the Argo on: 2.276: £e<j)6oio ... 
aeAXoc;; 2.900: ^(upov jieya; oupo; dojo ; 4.1624: xvoiQ ^(nSporo Geeaxov; 4.768; 
4.837; 4.886: Aatjupoio ... £e<jyuupio. Aoaynpb*;, 'swift,' in the Iliad always used in the
formula dvencov Xaiyupa k£XeuO<x (Il. 14.17; Il. 15.620), is here used of the wind itself (cf. 
1.926). Not only known as a storm wind, but also as the wind blowing in the Elysian Fields (Od. 
4.567-8), the choice of Zephyrus is here particularly appropriate (see also Kyriakou [1995b] 258). 
The Argonauts eventually leave the land of the Mariandyni driven forth by the same wind (2.900). 
2lThe verb is used several times in the Argonautica of winds: 1.521; 2.1100; 2.1109; 2.1253.
222.748: e^Eadcoaev - Od. 4.501: e^egocqge OaXaoon;.
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malicious wind (2.749: Kaf xppx/cxvTe; aeXXri).23 As far as I can see there 

are no exact parallels for this use of the verb with a wind although the verb is 

several times encountered in the combination with land, the very place the 

Megarians would like to reach but are prevented from doing so by this gale. 24
Kyriakou's remark on that "in both accounts (Od. 10.507; 1110-1 ~ A.R. 2.721 

and 727) a favourable wind brings the ship to the entrance" is not entirely true; the 

Argonauts are not able to come ashore until the wind has stopped blowing. 25

Several topoi in the descriptions of the Underworld and caves in general 

are found here as well. For example, the presence of trees is a conventional 

element in the description of caves (see also 2.736: nAt] kxi %£TpT<G.v 

£7miP£<l>£c).26 Overhanging rocks can also be found in the description by Circe of 

the fearsome and, for sailors, dangerous surroundings of Scylla who, after all, 

lives in a cave situated near Erebus (Od. 12.59-60: £v0£V pkv yap rc£opai 

£7tn££(()££C, Tpoxi 6' awe / Kopa peya po%0£i KuavcDnSo; ’Apx)txptTTi<;; 

cf. also Od. 12.80-1: gteo<; f^£pc^£:i5£<; / Tpo; £oj)ov di; ’'Ep^o;

X^^fp<a^ptp^r^\^ov). The traditional darkness within the cave is established through 

the overhanging rocks and the presence of wide-spreading plane-trees (2.733:

d)pi>iita(j)£t; TtvOxcavtcxTOt), ideal for creating a shady cave.27 The position near 

the entrance of Hades is also accentuated by the recurrent contrast between the

'whirling stormy wind' (cf. 11. 13.795; Od. 5.292; Od. 5.304).
244.1566-7: oXXd paprioug / xplpL\|/avT£<; ycaT? em rocpaco oijcSE GueXXoi;; cf. also 
2.1081; 2.290; Hdt. 2.60; HyAp 439.
25Kyriokou (1995b), 257.
25Elomonts oro token from various covo descriptions:
—Tho covo of Porsophono: Od. 10.509-10: ev0’ dKOij xo Xd%£oa Kcd aXaea nopc^£:(i>\^fpng, 
/ poKpai o’ cOyotpot koi io&oi (^IX^(CLkopj^(^il. Hero, the funereol pcplors ond willows oro 
mentioned.
—The cave of the Cyclops: Od. 9.182-3: evOc 8’ en* eaxaTij ooceo; eiSopev ay%i 
GoAxacng, / OTroc; ... Odjvritfi KO0ipE<|>c Note not only the presence of the t^<ses, laurels 
this time (Od. 9.186 olso notes cOks ond pines), but olso the position of the cove neor the seo ot the 
edgo of lond.
—Tho covo of Phcrcys ond tho Nymphs: Od. 13.346-9: f|8e 8’ bm Kpaxo; XtpEVc; 
oavh()n)AXo<; eXaiTf/ ay%6Gi 8’ ohoTjc dvxpcv bcTpacov, UepoeiSe;, / ipov N-upjxxcov, 
cO NT|rcx£Eg koKeovtoiV oohoo 8e oot ctceo; Enpn, Kampeesc. Tho grove is shody ond 
ovorhonging, ond o wild clivo con bo found there. Cf. olso Od. 10.131 (£TnpsEea; Ewe TEspoo; 
vilp; cpp) ond Od. 12.301.
27Cf. Pl. Phdr. 230b: irAd-iavo; pPX’ dpEi-XaEf xci m|fqXq. Theocritus olsc omphosisos 
this ospect cf the plono-tree: Theoc. 22.76: OKepac tcXxooovotop; (cf. olsc Thooc. 18.44 & 
46).
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height of the headland and the depths of the Underworld (e.g. 2.354-0: 

and veiHi placed at the same position in the verse; 2.356: (jdxotyyoq; 2.735: 

crceoq ... ’Al6ao; 2.737: pD%oto; 2.742: jiD%tT<Gv; 2.745: koi4t| Se 4dpay4 

KaTdye'i piv dvrnOev).

evOev ampi
A Z , Z J Z /■>TiyyDA/i^, OTcpwovToq pu^oio

aweyec, dpyi^(^ex^(5av dei TiepiTeTpoj^e Ta%VTjv,
fj xe p.ea'rl|PPpt6clvxo(; lcdvexat f^£r^olo.48 (2.736-9)

In the excursus, all senses are appealed to in order to convey an idea of the 

awesome sufroundings that the heroes have come to. In addition to sight, touch 

and sound are emphasised: the winds blowing there are ice-cold and chilling,28 29 30 * 

the sea roars and the leaves rustle in the wind?0 Williams specifies that "since in 

the Argonautica sounds frequently occur at moments of great excitement or 

emotion and act as a manifestation of danger, the noise of the sea and rocks in this 

passage may be considered ominous.’’4i Kyriakou, who also draws attention to 

this feature of the passage, mentions that the emphasis on the thunder of the sea is 

an element in which this passage differs from Homer’s description of Hades;32 as 

shown above, however, elements are not exclusively borrowed from those 

passages in the Odyssey in which the Underworld is described. The stress on the 

sound of the sea, using a vocabulary borrowed from maritime passages within the

28The house of Hades is trt^c^iiti^^ially the house of Night (cf. Hes. Th. 744-5; Od. 11.14-5); both 
Hes. Th. 760-1 and Od. 11.15-9 mention that Helios never breaks through in either the morning or 
the evening (see also Kyriakou [1995b], 257). Here, at least, the sun is said to be present at noon. 
The permanent presence of a dark cloud and absence of any sunlight is also stressed in (again) the 
description of ScyUa's rock (Od. 12.74-6). Darkness can therefore be considered a topos in both 
Underworld and storm scenes, ideal for creating a sinister atmosphere.
29Cf. Hes. Th. 742-3; Od. 14.476-7.
30Sound is also emphasised several times in the episode of the Clashing Rocks (cf. 2.552-3; 
2.556-7: aue 6e tosvo / opu-pScCOov- rcav-xn 8e repi peyo; eppepev alG-up; 2.597), 
where it similarly underlines the dangerous and fearsome circumstances of the sea. Cf. Iso 2.551: 
Sivnet; (poo;). The emphasis on the sound of the sea can, for example, also be encountered in II 
17.263-5 (e; 8’ ox’ end itpoxofjoi SiiTcexeo; rcooapoio / peppuxev peya Kopa itoxi 
poov, aplt 6e x’ axpca / rpovec; poOoanv EpevyopevTi; oOo; e£co) and II 2.209-10 (rng 
oxe Kupa TtoPixjloocpoio GaAdoon; / ai.yi.oOcp peydAG) ppepeoat, apapayet, Se xe 
tOvxo<;). See also Williams (1989), 109 & 119.
3lWUliams (1989), 119.
32Kyriakou (1995b), 257.
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Odyssey (and especially the storm scene in Od. 5), serves to underline the difficult

sailing conditions here.

Xiyf 8’ od 70XE x^vSe Kaxa pXoQDpffv exei aKprfv, 
aXX* dpDSic tovxoio 0’ mo axevEiii f|xp£vxoc;34 
(dAXcdv xe %/oi'ftai xivaa<oo|X£vmv pDrrLfalv. (2.740-2)

There might be another reference to sound in 2.744-5: oaxe 6l£% dcKpruc; 

dvepeDyExai etg OXo, pdXXcov / '1^17^ The verb €^^^00^ is used of a 

river discharging itself ('throw up,' 'disgorge') and conjures up a vivid and slightly 

unpleasant image of a river spewing its water into the sea with force (reinforced 

here by poXXrnv) and inevitably therefore also some noise.* 34 35 36 37 38 in his discussion of 

8eivov £p£DyojEVO£ (Od. 5.403), Hainsworth prefers a translation of 'roar' to 

'spew' on the grounds that Homer frequently seeks to emphasise the noise of the 

sea (LSJ mention also II. 17.265 (another 'wave simile') and Od. 5.438)36 Is the 

notion of 'roaring' perhaps present here as well?

The permanent storm conditions are illustrated by the ceaseless activity of 

the rolling, thundering waves (2.732: kdjkx kdXiv86|1£V0V peydXa PpXf6^37 

which are so powerful that they have beaten the rocks smooth (2.730-1: Texpat 

XiggcSec;... dcAPpoxoi)^ The rocks, dangerous and difficult for a ship to moor 

to, are 'immovably rooted' (2.731: eppi^co/xai) in contrast with the ever moving 

waves and also (implicitly) with ships easily tossed about by waves (cf. also 

2.320).39 The repeated emphasis on the stormy conditions therefore serves a 

definite purpose, and the comments by Frankel that "innerhalb des so 

eingekapselten Exkurses herrscht eine seltsame Unordnung" and "unwilkurlich 

denkt man an irgend eine Stoning bei der Textredaktion, aber der Verdacht laBt

33Cf. Il. 23.230; Aesch. Pr. 432; S. Aj. 675. Cf. also 2.554: (locov 8’ dC^lu^o^f^^iE; OKxcd.
34Cf. II. 4.422: ^oXom/Ei Kuga OaXdaaiq;.
35Cf. Arist. Mu. 392bl6; Epe^on-ai: App. Mith. 103; Ale. Supp. 113; P. Jr. 130.8 (the rivers of 
Hell). See also Williams (1989), 119.
36Cf. also II. 17.265; Od. 5.438.
37Cf. II. 4.425: /Epocra Onyv'UoEvov peydXa pp’^ipa.
38(9i 12.79: rah/m yap Xi; eaxi, TCepiXecxTi rixvia.
39Cf. Od. 13.63 and 2.605. See also WiUiams (1989), 119.
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sich nicht des Genaueren substantiieren" are, in my opinion, not jnstified./o 

Harder also does not acknowledge the full effect of the dangerous sailing

conditions and writes:

If a description is a little more elaborate, like that of Cyzicus or the river 
Thermodon, it is still limited to geographical or topographical details 
presented without any suggestion of danger or strangeness. Even the 
Acherusian headland, though grim, is not seen in all its grimness by the 
Argonauts, because the entrance to Hades is on a slope behind the cape, 
and the reader is comforted by the mention of the Megarians, who later 
called the mouth of the Acheron ZocovcDX'nq (2.729-48).* 41

By the description of the amval of the Argonauts, the depiction of the landscape 

is firmly embedded within the story of their stay with King Lycus;.42 The 

inhospitable and dangerous surroundings contrast with the very hospitable 

welcome they receive from its inhabitants. Dangerous, though, as the 

surroundings have proven to be for the Argonauts, they do not play a significant 

part in the rest of the episode. The reedy river is mentioned again: while it will 

save the Megarians in the future, at present it turns out to be the ideal Xo%og for a 

boar to attack the seer Idmon (2.835ff.).43 Considering the importance of the 

visibility of tombs and temples in order to be able to act as a afjjta, the height of 

the Acherusian headland makes this an ideal point for both the sanctuary of the 

Dioscuri (2.806-7: t)\j/60ev dKTijg / etaopat lepov attD) and, apparently, 

even the tombs of Idmon and Tiphys (cf. 2.842; 2.844: dKpTg xmOov evepO’ 

’A%epoDGtSoq). As we shall see, the importance for a hero of a proper burial and 

the crucial role of public recognition are emphasised in this episode. Although 

there is not a formal Underworld scene here, the theme of death is certainly 

present and connected questions of immortality are raised in several ways.

4°Frankel, Noten, ad 2.727-51.
41Harder (1994), 19-20.
42williams (1989), 116, however, commenting on the integration of this landscape description 
into the wider context of the episode, calls it only an "interlude in the action" and "a scenic 
digression," and remarks that "since the landscape has no action which takes place within it, its 
purpose in the epic is questionable."
43The attack of the boar is unexpected just as the ambush of the Earthbom Monsters.
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Williams mentions that the sinister atmosphere, created by the similarities 

between this episode and that of the Clashing Rocks, foreshadows the death of 

Idmon.44 In this respect, it is interesting to note that the Argonauts experienced 

the passing of the Clashing Rocks as if they were literally saved from Hades 

(2.609-10: 8f] yap (jdtaav ’AiSao / acDeaOoti). The deaths in this episode 

of not only Idmon and Tiphys, but also Priolas, the brother of King Lycus, allow 

the poet to mention various funeral rituals, such as games, sacrifices, dirges and 

the erection of tombs?5 All three deaths are caused by different circumstances: 

Priolas is killed on the battlefield, Idmon by a wild beast and Tiphys by illness. 

Issues of immortality and glory are also raised with respect to Polydeuces and 

Heracles. The appearance of the ghost of Sthenelus immediately after the 

Argonauts' departure continues and further exemplifies themes discussed in the 

Lycus episode.

d) Friee^d^sS^ip) estc^bds^ed, tlie and the (2.752-60)

OdS’ dpa 0T0<d Adkov, Keivri 7rpo|pov firceipoto,
Kat Mapiav8DVoD<; kdBov dvepec; OpptcOevxeg 
ocoOEVTat ’Aitokoio KaTd kXeo<; o irptv aKODOV (2.752-4)

It is not long before their arrival is noticed by Lycus, the rcpojxog of that land. 

Opopog, a title of honour, is always used in Homeric Greek as a singular of 

Tpopa%ot ('the foremost fighter,’ 'champion')?6 and is later in tragedy attested in 

the more general sense of 'chief.' Here, the word seems to retain that specific 

Homeric military association (cf. the translation by Vian, i, 212: 'le chef de cette 

contrde'). In the other three instances in which the word is used in the 

ArgrcauCcca this connotation is also clearly present: Artacaeus, the last fallen * 4

44wUlioms (1989), 119.
45Kyrtokou (1995b), 259-60 mentions the similarities between this scene and the Libyan scene in 
4.1232ff. (in both cases two comrades are killed by beasts or disease) and comments that "a basic 
component of a KaTajpaor^ is thus poignantly echoed and altered."
46See also A. Edwards (1984), 63, n. 7 & 71.
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warrior of the Doliones, is called a rcpdfog in the short catalogue (1.1047), 

Polydeuces fust before he challenges Amycus (2.21: anga 8’ emv exdpcov 

T^piog 'icTnaro (xxovcGv xe),47 * and Jason by Iphinoe, Hyspipyle's messenger, 

when she summons the commander of the ship to go to 'the queen (1.713: 

K<O?££tv virog Ttpopov 6g xig oprnpev). The use of Tpopiog in this last 

instance again seems to betray the concept the Lemnian women have of the men 

as primarily a group of fighters, ready to attack them.

Considering the countless and continuous battles fought by both Lycus 

and his father, it is very appropriate in this passage that the ruler of this area, the 

head of a well-organised and civilised patriarchy (Dascylus ~ Lycus ~ Dascylus), 

should be called 'commander.' The strong military associations of this noun 

reveal the realities of life in a hostile environment (cf. also 2.780-1; 2.786ff.; 

2.796-8). This picture seems to be reinforced by the fact that the Argonauts are 

said to go up to the TCooieEpov (2.760), the citadel of Lycus. In the 

Argonautica, this word is otherwise mainly used for the strongholds of Pelias and 

Aeetes.48 There is no description of the palace at all; they are fust said to spend 

the day within Lycus' peydpa (2.759; cf. also 2.776; 2.814: 86|4Qv)49 The only 

other title used of Lycus in this episode is paatXeug in 2.839, when both king (in 

his ceremonial function) and people foin the Argonauts in the funeral rites for the 

seer Idmon. Then and throughout the episode Lycus is depicted as the good host.

aXKa kOI doP^i6v E0evxo pexa a<>tot xoto ektiti, 
aiixdv 8’ mg xe 0eov rioODdeuKea SE^tomvxo,
7avxo0ev aY0O0EVOt, eotEt > jiaoa xoi y’ eitt oiipov 
dvxtOl^lV Repp'D^iv UT£p<j>tddiotg ko^ih^ov. (2.755-8)

z}/7In this case, the denomination is another sign that Polydeuces is going to win the fight. Cf. II. 
15.293; IL 7.136; IL 22.85.
^pelias: 1.812; 825; Aeetes: 1.1316; 2.1143; 3.824; 3.1405; and twice in the catalogue: 1.186; 
1.398.
49Harder (1994: 16, n. 3) also comments on the general paucity of details in the descriptions of 
towns and palaces in the Argonautica..
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A similar pattern emerges here to those found in the Lemnian, Doliones and 

Amycus episodes, when the host is also seen to come to the shore with a retinue 

as soon as the Argonauts arrive. This time, however, this action is not motivated 

by fear of an attack, but by their joy at the slaughter of King Amycus. The 

Martaudyut's early welcome (2.752: odS’ ... 8ij9a) expresses their eagerness to 

meet them and the gratitude they feel towards the Argonauts for slaying their 

arch-enemy (cf. also 2.142). Their action, which is presented as spontaneous and 

devoid of any aggressive intentions (2.757), can be contrasted with that of the 

Lemnian women, where the combination of adverb and verb (1.634—5: 

TaGGiS!^ ... TpooxovTO) is suggestive of a coordinated military action (= 

TavGTpaxi§). This particular version seems to be Apollonius’ innovation; no 

other source mentions this as the reason for their hospitable welcome. The 

hospitality offered now by the Mariandyni was already foreshadowed in the first 

episode of Book Two, when we were told what happened to the Berbycians after 

Polydeuces had defeated their king in the boxing-match.

vjmoi, odS’ Evorjoav o Sf atjiatv eyyDOev oXXo
Tip* dtSrjXov £T|v. nepOovxo yap f||Liev aAcoai
T)o otai xipog Gntcp mo ooDpi Adkoio
Kat MaptavSDvmv dvSprnv, arccovToc; avaKxoc-
atei yap pcxpvc^xo aiSrtpoliopoD nept yatTg (2.137-42)

The debt of the Marivudyui towards the Argonauts is clear, as it is precisely the 

death of Amycus which finally gives King Lycus and his people the opportunity 

to launch a successful attack against the Bebrycians. It is this double blow, each 

administered independently of the other, that destroys the Bebrycians44

Kai 8g Ttacau&T'i peyapoov evxoaOe Adkoio
K£iv’ Hpap (aXoxri'T-, pe^d jcToMeOpov wvxeg... (2.759-60) *

50Levin’s (1971: 183, n. 4) comments that the information given in 2.138ff. is not repeated in this 
episode are not true. Lycus acknowledges the decisive influence of the Argonauts, but does not 
completely ignore his own contribution.(cf. 2.796ff.)
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ndvTO0ev deypopevoi (2.757) aptly describes how the Mariandyni come from 

all sides to meet the Argonauts, presumably leaving behind their pursuits of the 

time. rfaacniSlT] (2.759) symbolises the unity and ties of guest-friendship, 

formally concluded by means of a treaty (2.755: dpOpov eOevxo pera 

G^^fcrt).5i This concept is further underlined by ()tX6xT'Xt (2.760), which does 

not just indicate friendship in general, but also has the specific connotation of 

guest-friendship.51 52 Their close relationship is confirmed in 2.774, when Lycus 

addresses the Argonauts as m <j)Xot in the opening line of his speech. Used 

within a hospitality context, the address by a host of his guests as ())Xot is 

indicative of the intimate relation between host and guest, and of the esteem in 

which they are held by the host. The traditional combination of dpGpog and 

^nXoxrig recalls Jason's prediction that they would both quarrel and make treaties 

with strangers on their voyage (1.340: veiKea. amVoeaag xe pera ^elvotat 

pcAeoOai).53 54 This treaty is made with the strangers even before they have come 

to the palace and any formal speeches of welcome and further offers of hospitality 

have been made. A similar use of TCaaanSvq is found in 2.1169-70, where the 

sacrifice itself formally confirms the friendship established between the Phrixids 

and the Argonauts, but the use of TcaaaDSvij also characterises their going to the 

temple as an act symbolising their unity.54

In Od. 3, when Telemachus visits Nestor to obtain information about his 

father, the initial meeting between host and guest unusually also takes place on 

the beeah.55 The reception of Telemachus there by the whole community of Pylos

51Campbell ad 3.195 (emjvoiGav ... rcaaauViri) comments that should be interpreted
as "'unanimously,' a stronger version of the standard navcec in comparable routines." Cf. also 
2.1063-4- (7caa^<^^8iTi ... oGpooi), in which the absolute necessity of unity in order to be able to 
survive the birds of Ares is underlined twice; and 1.1162, in which Heracles is said to unite the 
Argonauts, weary from rowing. Cf. also Livrea ad 4.895, who discerns the meaning 'with all 
speed' only in 1.323,1.710-1.
52Cf. Campbell ad 3.180 and Garvie ad Od. 8.208. See also Reece (1993), 109 on the range of 
^eivoc from non-<))Xo<c to (piXo;. Phineus similarly uses the address in 2.423 (o2Xd, $tAoi, 
(ipdCeaOe) to reassure the Argonauts about their return voyage. Mark also roO^pi^ov in 2.758.
53 Cf. II. 7.302: ev (aid'ccr'Ci. Siexpayev apeg'noavce'; HyHerm 524: kn* apOpcp xoct 
(nXoTriTi; A. Pr. 193: apOpov ... koi <H.)A'rnTCx; Call. Jr. 80.19 (Pf.).
542.1169—70: Ilaaoo5i,i] Spieira Kov pexa vpOv "Appog / ppV’ iepenoc^pevoi.
55SeeWest ad0d. 3.4ff.
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parallels the welcome the Argonauts receive here from Lycus and his peopled 

However, in Od. 3 the meeting takes place there because of the sacrifice Nestor 

and his people are making on the shore. In contrast with the Mariandyni, they do 

not specifically come to the beach in order to meet their visitors. In addition, 

although they also go en masse to their visitors as soon as they see them (Od. 

3.34: 01 8’ d); odv ^eivoug tSov, aSpooi ffXOov dcwavxec), Telemachus is 

explicitly said to go to them as well in order to establish guest-friendship (Od. 

3,31: t4ov S’ e; HvXicov dyupiv xe Kai £5pac4.

e) Hie kK&oo moif

To be more specific: Lycus' reason for coming to the Argonauts is the xllEog he 

has heard about them47 As previously said, this version can be considered to be 

an innovation on the part of Apollonius, as, according to the Schol., there are 

versions in which Lycus welcomed the Argonauts hospitably out of respect for 

Pelops.44 Vian concludes: "Apollonios a transforme la ldgende afin de relier 

l'episode d'Amycus a celui d'Hdraclde et de mieux fustifier l'escale chez Lycos. "56 57 58 59 

The way in which the story is told by Apollonius therefore raises the status of the 

heroes and invites a comparison between Heracles and Polydeuces. 60 A dramatic 

effect is achieved when Jason unwittingly causes Lycus to grieve by telling him 

the news about Heracles.

56The inunediatE welcome by the whole community of Pylos is of course in sharp contrast to the 
reception of Mentes at Ithaca.
57KXeo<; can, for example, be won through warfare, victory in games or the completion of a 
particularly difficult task. See also A. Edwards (1985), 73. As Redfield (1994), 33 comments, it 
"is thus parallel to the material reward given in the form of a prize or a share of booty {II. 10.212— 
3; II 17.231-2)."
58Cf. Schol. ad 2.752.
59See Vian i, 161. For speculations about possible relations to contemporary situations see ibid 
160ff.
60This is further reinforced by the innovation of a sanctuary for the Dioscuri (cf. Vian i, 162-3). 
See also Feeney (1986), 57.
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In the use of K.Xeoc here both the traditional connotations of 'report' or 

'rumour' and 'fame' or 'reputation' are combined.^ It is on the basis of this rumour 

that the king receives them immediately on the shore with what could be called a 

welcoming committee (2.755: tow Etciti); but, at the same time, rumour also 

ensures the reputation that the Argonauts have gained by defeating King Amycus 

and the Bebrycians. Of course, a person can obtain glory only if other people hear 

and talk about one (2.754: o Tpiv dtKODov).61 62 ti is therefore little wonder that 

the medium is stressed, since, as Hoekstra notes, "Kleog still denotes the result of 

hearing."63 Thg very episode with the Bebrycians, where hospitality was denied 

to them from the outset, now grants them a welcome and immediate exchange of 

friendship (2.758). Being welcomed on the basis of their reputation as killers 

(2.755: Toio eKTTi), attention is immediately directed to their KX^og (and 

KDSog) by the story told by Jason about their journey so far. The Argonauts, who 

set out on this journey specifically to gain KfiSog, have already achieved this on 

their outward voyage.64 65 KdSog seems to be the distinction or prestige gained on 

the basis of a heroic deeds, whereas in case of KX>og there always is the close 

relation between fame and rumoour5 Atthough Williams argues that "the voyage 

of the Argonauts is not motivated by a desire for glory and honour, but is instead a 

quest for a valuable object, the Golden Fleece," there are nonetheless several

61A. Edwards (1985), 71, n. 2 recognises that the distinction between the two connotations of 
kXeog is not always very clear. See also 3.330 (ouvopa ... TeptKeeg), where, in a clear attempt 
to flatter him, Argus tells Aeetes that the xXog of Phrixus and Aeetes himself secured them a 
hospitable welcome by Jason on the island of Ares (cf. IL 20.203-4: tpSkXut’ dxouovxeg 
Etta; and see M. Edwards ad II. 20.200-58). Another example of the presence of both 
connotations in a single context can be found in 1.154-5: el exeov ye TeXet KXeog dvepa 
ke\^(^v / pTtSlcog Kax vep0e Kara %0ov6g auyd£eaOai. By adding the conditional to his 
statement, the poet draws attention not only to the extraordinary nature of Lynceus' eyesight, but 
also to the possible fallibility of his sources (and thus implicitly again to his own activities as a 
poet).
62Cf. Telemachus' words when he finally meets his father: (S Tatep, ijxot oeto peya kXeoc 
ori-sv aKOUOV {Od. 16.241)
63Hoekstra ad Od. 13.415. See also Goldhill (1991), 94; Redfield (1994), 32; Van Wees (1992), 
125.
64Redffeld (1994), 33, describing Homeric practice, comments: "Kudos is specifically personal, a 
man may be a kudos to others ... but a man does not win kudos for another." In the Argonautica, 
where the expedition is far more seen as a collective undertaking, men are explicitly said to be able 
to do this. Palaemonius, for example, specifically joins the expedition to gain KuSog for Jason 
(1.206: Tijoovt KuSog aelcov).
65R<eifield (1994), 34 comments that "their kudos dies with them, but their kleos survives in the 
memory of men."
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passages in the Argonautica in which honour can clearly be seen as a factor 

motivating the Argonauts to continue their voyage.66 Jason, for example, defines 

in 4.204-5 the success of the expedition in terms of disgrace and prestige 

(r|p£T£pxi 5’ EJtEpetSeTat 'E^Xaq £<()Op|j,fj / ije KceTri<|>£tT}v fj Kat peya 

KuSoq dpeaOat).67 Glory is obtained as a result of the acquisition of the fleece 

and the two issues, in my opinion, cannot be detached from each other.

Fame has travelled before the Argonauts, which necessarily implies that 

other people are travelling as well, although we are not told about any exchange 

of information between other peoples. There are in fact only a few occasions in 

the first two books where the focus is not on the heroes themselves, namely the 

deliberations among the Lemnian women whether or not to receive them in Book 

One and the storm suffered by Argus and his brothers at the end of Book Two. 

The Argonauts thus undergo an experience similar to that of Odysseus when 

Demodocus sings twice about Odysseus' role in the Trojan war in Od. 8.68 But, 

whereas Odysseus remains incognito during the first part of his visit, the 

Argonauts are immediately recognised. In the Doliones episode, we saw that the 

anchor stone, discarded by the Argonauts in the spring, gained sacred status in 

later days (1.958-60). In this episode, the Argonauts are already said to have 

gained such a reputation; indeed, Polydeuces is welcomed as a god. Immortality 

is said to be granted to him during his lifetime, and 8£%i6covto (2.756), a verb 

traditionally used of welcoming someone as a guest, is used to describe their 

reception. The reputation that a hero gains is inevitably always the result of 

someone else's defeat and loss of position, and so here their reputation is gained 

by the defeat of Amycus (2.754: af)0£VTat ’ApuKOio).

The Argonauts are collectively called killers although, strictly speaking, 

Polydeuces killed the king on his own.69 The Mariandyni implicitly acknowledge

66Williams (1989), 157; cf. also 156.
67See also Campbell ad 3.347. The leadership of the expedition is considered a KuSog (cf. 1.345; 
1.351). Cf. also 1.1292.
68See Garvie ad Od. 8.74.
69Cf. Schol. ad 2.754a.
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this by welcoming Polydeuces as a god. The Argonauts did, however, all partake 

in the slaughter of the Bebrycians after the defeat of Amycus. AYQevTae (2.754), 

used only twice in the ArgrcauCcca, is not found in Homer, but is attested in 

tragedy (Aeschylus and Euripides) and prose (e.g. Herodotus and Thucydides). 

Although the noun can be used to denote killers in general, it also seems to be 

used specifically of someone committing a murder with his own hands.70 

Considering the fact that Polydeuces killed Amycus in a fist fight, and also the 

emphasis given by Amycus himself in that passage to hands as the instrument of 

killing (2.14: Tptv %eipeGGtv epfjaiv eag dcca %etpag aeipat), the term 

used here to describe the reputation of the Argonauts is particularly well-chosen. 

The same connotation is also clearly present in 4.479 (f] 6epig aDQevTTGi 

SoXoKKaatag iXdeG0at): having killed Apsyrtus with his own hands, Jason 

now has to undergo the necessary purifying rituals.

Just as the motif of fear was an important thematic factor in the Doliones 

episode, so the K/^eog motif is here. The victory of the Argonauts gains even 

more glory when we hear from Lycus himself what a formidable power the 

Bebrycians held in this neighbourhood. As a reward for valour, Polydeuces is 

not only immediately honoured by them as a god (2.756), but oIso promised a 

sanctuary by Lycus, one of the other ways to be remembered by posterity (cf. 

also: 4.650^3; 4.651: pcopot xe Kat lepoQ.51 When Odysseus describes his 

reception by the Phaeacians, he says that they honoured him en cheer hearts as if 

he were a god (Od. 23.339: oi bp piv Kept Krjpt 0e6v mg xipriGox/TO). The

70Among scholars there is a discussion about the precise connotations of this term. Some reserve 
the term for murder committed by blood-relations (cf. Bond ad Eur. Heracl. 1359 [Euripides' 
Heracles, Oxford 1981]; Frankel [Aeschylus' Agamemnon Oxford 1950] ad Aesch Ag. 1573; 
Parker (1983), 68 and n. 69; Sommerstein ad Aesch. Eu. 212 [Aeschylus' Eumenides, Cambridge 
1989]). Others have argued that the specific connotation of 'slaying someone with his own hands' 
is present (cf. Jebb ad S. Ant. 55f.; Kamerbeek ad S. OT. 107; Kretschmer Glotta 3 (1912), 292; 
Porter [The Rhesus of Euripides, Cambridge, 1916] ad [Eur.] Rh. 873; Verrall ad Aesch. Eum. 
212). This interpretation also seems to be applicable in the following cases: [Eur.] Rh. 873: koi 
rcmg pe Krr>£-eaoucoia arOevTtov %epec; Eur. HE 1359; Eur. Andr. 172; Hdt. 1.117; Th. 3.58. 
7Wian i, 215, n. 2.
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reception of Polydeuces by the Mariandyni goes one step further in the actual 

promise of a temple built as for gods.72

N6a(n Se TovScaplSaig ’AxepODGtSog D\j/o0ev aKTTjg 
etaopat lepov ctuim, xo pev pd?a xqXoGi TtdvTeg 
vamlXoi dp T&jayoq OpeDpevoi IXd?ovxai-2s 
Kai ke c(nv pexETEtTcx Tpo dcxeog, ota Oeotar, 
jTovag edap6TOEo yuag teSIow xapoipTiv. (2.806-10)

Lycus therefore promises to build them a temple and offers them a TEpevog in 

front of the city?4 Apollonius' emphasis on the inseparability of the brothers in 

myth is shown in the fact that King Lycus promises to build a shrine for both 

brothers and instead of for Polydeuces only.75 What follows, however, is not the 

building of a temple for the Dioscuri, but the building of a tomb for Idmon, who is 

unexpectedly — yet in accordance with Fate — killed by a boar. After traditional 

funeral games are held for the seer by both the Argonauts and the Mariandyni, a 

tomb is set up in honour of him. The situation resembles very much the aftermath 

of the fight between the Doliones and Argonauts, when similarly funeral games 

were held for King Cyzicus??

Kat 5t} xoe Keco-iar xodS’ dvepog £v x?ovt kelvij 
xoppog- appa 8' Etccti Kax oyiYovorarv ISEcOar,

(2.841-2)

By his death, Idmon seems to receive the Kl£og he deserves, were it not that the 

local people mistakenly honour Agamestor instead of him?7 A complex game is

72In the Phaeacian episode in Book Four, the heroes are welcomed by the Phaeacians as if they 
were their own sons (4.997: $odr^q Kev eotg era. Tcoac. yavocaOai). Cf. Od. 8.546-7: dvti 
KaoT.^v'qTou 7dvdg 0' tKexTig xe TexuKTat / avepi, og X oMyov nep erayauT 
irparaSeaot.
7^<Cf. 2.847: emppiiSriv lAece0ou.
74Hainsworth comments ad Od. 6.293 that a xepevog "appears to describe a wholly secular 
insitution. In later days xepevog denotes a precinct set aside for a god or hero." Cf. II. 12.310-21 
and especially Il. 12.312-3: rodvceg Se 0eoug rng elaopofflcn / Kod xepevog vep6peo0a. 
75 *See also Feeney (1986). 59.
75Vian i, 215, n. 3 also notes these similarities: 2.837 ~ 1.1057; 2.838-9 ~ 1.1058-60; 2.840 ~ 
1.1016; 2.842 ~ 1.10062.
772.850 (KoSaiwucnv) - 1.1048 (KuSocdvovotv).
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thus played with the kXeo^ motif: we are twice misled by the narrator about who 

is going to be honoured. Finally, Idmon receives his fame and thereby 

immortality by the very fact that his story is told by the narrator in this poem.78 * 

Both storytelling (i.e. the spoken word) and visual means, such as the building of 

temples and tombs, play a crucial role in the creation and preservation of the 

KXeoc; of a hero.77 This is here also illustrated in Lycus' own speech: Lycus' 

brother Priolas, killed by the Mysians in the land where Heracles himself 

disappeared, is still remembered by his people in songs of mourning: Ov xiva 

XaOg / olkxtoxoi^ eXeyotGtv oSopEEat e^ETi kewoo (2.781-2). The tomb, a 

G'TJ.oa or landmark for passing sailors and local inhabitants, acts as a visual aid to 

trigger off the memories of a hero. In all these passages in which tombs or 

temples are described, emphasis is laid on this visual aspect via different verbs of 

seeing: 2.808: Ot£E)|lievoi ; 2.842: iSeaOai; 2.911: ESpaicov; 1.1062: xOOe 

Gripa kvi 6ijn.YOvoiGiv idecOa.80 The idea that a tomb can function as a 

means of preserving someone's kOeo^ can also be seen in Od. 4.584: %eD’ 

'Ayapepvovi xoppov, ‘iv’ daPeaxov Kleog euj.si The important role of the 

future generations is emphasised in Od. 11.76 (Kat £vvopEvolGt tcdGocfOcxi) 

and Od. 24.82-4 ( in which case the tomb is also positioned near the sea Gkt'Q 

etc! 7pO'U%OD(GT): e; kev XT/xEawfc; ek KOVTOj)V dvopaaiv EIT / TOtg 01 

vDv YEydaai Kat oi pETorctaOEV EGOVTai. The passage here also echoes //. 

7.87-91, in which Hector tells of his hope to be remembered by posterity for 

killing his opponent in the fight. An indirect and more complicated tactic for 

achieving immortality is expressed there. These Iliadic verses explicitly and 

vividly express the hope that future generations of sailors will see the tomb, acting

78Goldhill (1991), 324 similarly writes: "The aetiology here, together with the discourse of 
erudite precision, is to reaffirm the kleos buried in the confused history of names and memorial." 
See also A. Edwards (1985), 91.
79See also Williams (1989), 282 and Harder (1994), 22.
8°This motif is not mentioned in relation to the tomb erected after the death of the seer Mopsus 
(4.1502ff.).
..See West ad Od. 4.584, quoting as examples Od. 11.75ff.; 24.80ff.; II 2.813-4; II. 4.176ff.; II. 
7.87ff. See also Redfield (1994), 34 and A. Edwards (1985), 73ff.
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as a sign from the sea (II. 7.86: oiip.a),55 and as a result will talk about the hero 

killed by Hector (an imaginary conversation is included), thereby ensuring that 

Hector's xAeog will not perish (II. 7.91: x6 8’ ep,ov KAeog od tox’ oAeexai). 

A similar strategy is used by Apollonius in the Doliones episode: the inclusion of 

a catalogue of slain warriors of the defeated Doliones indirectly contributes to the 

glory of the Argonauts' victory.

To be seen by sailors from afar is understandably of special importance for 

those who die during an expedition, far away from their fatherland. This topos is 

repeatedly found in connection with the deaths of several heroes during the 

expedition and serves to emphasise their drama: 1.81 (Mopsus)73 AipDrig evi 

ire-pam; 1.84-5; 2.841 (Idmon): ev %0ovi keIvt); 2.855-6 (Tiphys): vd

koi xov / aD0i pivDV0aSir| 7icxcpT|g eKaq eDvaae vodgo;; cf. also Od. 

24.37 (Achilles): og 0dveg ev Tpoir| erne ’Apyeog. Foreseeing his own 

death, Idmon had already stressed this miserable fact in 1.443-4 (0aaeeta 

arDyepf] dto Saipovog atari I xrAOBi too)) and 1.446 (itdxcprig e^ipov). In 

order to preserve his reputation among his own people at home and to ensure 

himself a noble death (a prerequisite for the acquiring of kAao;), the seer did not 

have any other option than to join the expedition (1.141: prj oi 8rjpoc eDKXe,ric 

dyaaaixo; 1.447: eDKfeln Se Soptoig enpdvxi Airtrxai). In the descriptions 

of these deaths in the Lycus episode, the caring of the Argonauts for their 

deceased comrades is repeatedly stressed (2.828: d0p6oi; 2.833-7-: exapoi ... 

exadpcov; 2.857: Kxepei^ev ofuAog).

The connection between the undesirability of death in a foreign country 

and the perception of the expedition in terms of KXeog can also be seen in the 

words uttered by a desperate Jason, immediately following the deaths of these two 

comrades.

Kax(aD^(O0t S’ appe KoADyei

82Goldhhl (1991), 232.
83No mention is made of tombs in relation to either his or Canthus' death (cf. Harder (1994), 27).
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dKAEimg k<xko<; oixog, exCoota yripdaKOVxac;.84 (2.892-3)

The same idea was also expressed just before by Ancaeus, who, when he was 

stirred into action by Hera, asked his comrades how KaXOv ('honourable,' 'noble') 

it would be to abandon their labour and stay in a strange country.

AictKiSri, tc KaXov djeeSiTGavxeg aeOXmv
yatij ev dXXoSamd f eppvav, (2.869-70)

’AXXo&anog is used with negative connotations several times in this epic: Medea 

uses it three times when, admitting her sins, she focuses on the disgrace she has 

called upon herself by running away with foreigners (3.795; 3.892; 4.1021); and, 

as was shown in the introduction, Pelias is said to have sent the Argonauts away 

in the hope that they would die among strangers (1.17). A similar concern for 

reputation can also be recognised in the words spoken by Heracles when he scolds 

his comrades for spending too much time with the women on the island of 

Lemnos.85

Od pdv iDKteieig ye gdv O0vetr|<ct yovat^tv
eoaojJieO’ mS’ eat Sirpov eeXpevor (1.869-70)

His final words, which once again illustrate the close connection between pd^t; 

and KXeo;, refer back to 1.661-2 (kcckt 5' emt noXXOv tKrxat / pd^t;, ernet 

peycc epyov ep^^|c^|jev) and, as a result, receive part of their biting sarcasm.

elaoKe Aflpvov
mcxtGtv £Tav5pd>Gij peydXri xe e pce^t; tKTxat. (1.874-5)

84Cf. also: 2.891: auric eg ‘EAXx&a yoiav iKeaQai.
85Cf. Vicn i, 218, n. 3. Numerous articles cnd studies pay attention to Heracles cnd especially to 
the questions of the concept of heroism within the Argonautica. See Feeney (1991), 95-8; 
Goldhill (1991), 314-5; Hunter, Literary Studies, 25-36.
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To beget children by foreign women is not very heroic in any situation, let alone 

by women who are known for their infamy (and realise this themselves). 

However, the men do not just wait for glory to come to them. More is implied: 

the alternative selected by the heroes and their actual choice of partner could not 

have been more unfortunate.86 * 88 89

It seems no coincidence that in this passage with its emphasis on the 

fundamental importance and power of song the poet specifically draws attention 

to his own activity as a poet by an invocation of the Muses just before he tells us 

about Idmon's fate."8 It is significant that when the poet rectifies the mistake 

made by the local inhabitants, the act of singing should be accentuated together 

with its source.

E> r» f \ \l o£ pe Kat to
Xpetd) oonTx'eeco Moixcecov ^fto Y'ljpocraaGai, (2.844-5)

The invocation of the Muses here, just before an aetiology, resembles 4.1381-2, 

in which the poet mentions the Muses as figures of authority in order to render 

credibility to the extraordinary tale that the Argonauts should have taken their 

ship on their own shoulders in order to carry it through the Libyan desert 

(Modoodv o6e pdOog, eyco 8’ maKoudi; delSco / flieptScov. Kat tpvOe 

jtavaTp£K££ £k6dov 6pj'f|v).88 There, the poet declares that he sings in 

obedience to the Muses, whereas here he says that he is compelled to sing openly 

about the mistake made by the Boeotians and Nisaeans in worshipping Agamestor 

instead of Idmon (2.844-5: el 8e pe Kat to / XpEl« dTpXeyeo) Mooaecov 

mo Yripf)cyaoGai).88 The latter invocation draws even more attention to the 

failure of these people to obey Apollo, thereby giving the death of god-fearing

86Cf. Medea’s concern for her reputation (e.g. 4.379: EUKXBtijg).
%Cf. Williams (1989), 282.
88Vianiu, ad 4.1382,194.
89 A similar compulsion is found in 4.984-5 (iAaxe MoCaai, / ouk eQeXcov evetkb tcot£P©v 
£7to^), where the poet asks the Muses to pardon him for telling this tale, as he is not telling this of 
his own free will.
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seer Idmon extra poignancy (2.849: 0£<onS£o<;; cf. 1.439..90 Another interruption 

by the poet can be found in the expressive rhetorical question in 2.851 (Ttq yap 

Sf| Odvev dlTiog;), preceding the account of the death of the steersman Tiphys. 

Referring specifically to the (further unspecified) source of his information 

(2.854: 'AyvtdSriv Tijav 0otv££tv <aTi<;),91 * the poet relates the cause of the 

death of Tiphys. The tomb, still visible, causes Tiphys' story to be told and 

remembered

j) Hee (tonee told by bason and Lycus (2.761—811)

The rumour which Lycus heard about his visitors here ensures the Argonauts an 

early recognition, and, at first sight, there seems to be no need for any explanation 

of their identity after dinner. Although on the surface this episode seems to have 

much in common with the Phaeacian episode in the Odyssey, there are also 

significant differences.55 In the Odyssey, the fact that the stories about the Trojan 

War, and indeed Odysseus himself, are told in the presence of this hero who has 

not yet revealed his identity adds to the pathos. While the sensitivity of the host is 

shown, Alcinous being the only one to notice his guest's grief, a wonderful 

portrait is also painted of Odysseus himself. In the Lycus episode, the parallel 

with this story in the Odyssey (the sorrowful reaction to a story triggers another 

story to be told) seems to be deliberately created. The order is reversed here: in 

the Odyssey, Demodocus' songs cause the tale of Odysseus' wanderings to be told, 

whereas here the story of the adventures of the Argonauts precedes the king's

account

((other invocations to the Muses are found in the proemia to the various books, indicating the 
various (major) new stages in the narrative: the start of the expedition (and indeed the whole epic) 
in Book One, their stay in Colchis and the drama between Jason and Medea in Book Three, and 
the flight of Medea and the return journey of the Argonauts to Hellas in Book Four.
91E.g. 1.18; 1.59; 1.217; 1.357-8; 1.987; 2.977.
((For similarities between these two episodes see also Knight (1995), 223.
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References to the banquet which provides the setting for the exchange of

these stories, and to the pleasure that accompanies these conversations are found

both before Jason's words and after Lycus' speech.

Scdxriv dpenETtov xeprcovxo te GupSv Exeaaaiv. (S^.761)

"Qq xoxe pev SaiT' dp^t Tavfjpepoi hjndcovTo. (2.811)

'Etjfwcovxo (2.811), 'to amuse oneself,' here of 'pleasant conversation ct table,'93 * 95 

is matched by xepjxovxo xe Oupov etcgciv in 2.771. The references to the 

delight taken in the banquet frame the two stories of Jason and King Lycus end 

very effectively symbolise the beginning end end of the dey they spent together. 

The speeches ere given et the expected place in a hospitality scene, immediately 

after the mention of e mecl. Adlq (2.771; 2.811) refers to the feast as e whole, 

including after-dinner entertainment, not just the meal.99 This banquet takes place 

all dey (2.811 : Tavippepoi) and presumably also part of the night, as the next 

reference is to their intended departure in the morning (2.812: Ti^i).

A combination of both eyidopat and x£p7iopai in a similar context is 

found in 1.457-9, where the enjoyment of all the heroes (except Jason) during the 

lest night before they set off on their expedition is compared to the standard, but 

idealised, situation during meals (1.459: xepjrvrnq eytocsvxo). Delight in food 

can also be found mil. 11.780 and Od. 5.201 (amxdp e^j^t xdpTTijaov ESiqrooq 

f)8e Toorfjxxq). There are no descriptions here of any preparations for the meel; 

ell the attention is directed this time to the two stories. The combination of 

8atxr|v dpjne7:ov (2.771) is unusual. Usually found in relation to the meat being 

prepared for the meal (e.g. Od. 8.71: xonq 8epov cpxtjn O’ etov, xexdKOVxO xe 
Sdlx' epaxeiVTiv), the verb is here combined with the meal itself.99 It seems as if

93Campbell ad 3.118.
94Cf. Od. 21.428-30.
95Cf. also Od. 19.421; II. 7.316; II. 23.188-7; II. 24.622. Garvie ad Od. 8.61 translates: "these 
they flayed and dressed (lit. 'attended to')."
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the preparation and organisation necessary for a meal are somehow condensed in

this verb. 48

The verb TEprccecOott is used in various ways in the Argonautica: in an 

erotic context (cf. 3.660), in relation to speech (3.1140-1: XepTtexo yap ot / 

Ougog opm; pioppf) te Kai atip—jXot<at taoyotGiv^? and the games played by 

the heroes during their pastime (cf. 4.851-2: adXtp ptr'r^cat x' oioxmv / 

T£p7too.avou;; cf. also 1.459). Line 2.761 echoes in particular Od. 8.91: etiet 

x&pDOVT’ £TC££(7Giv. The connection between poetry and pleasure is a traditional 

Homeric concept.48 Even when emotions are stirred by song, as by Demodocus' 

song in Od. 8.91ff., or Menelaus' emotional speech in Sparta when all break down 

in weeping and Telemachus is seen to display the same emotion for which he 

blamed his mother so harshly (Od. 4.183ff.), it is made very clear that this is not 

the desired reaction to poetry. Helen immediately prepares a cocktail with wine 

and a special drug to make them forget their sorrows (wine, of course, being the 

other great antidote to cares) ," and the story she tells them then is, as she 

intimates at the outset, designed to delight them (Od. 4.239: x£p7£a0£);i°o 

Alcinous, the thoughtful, sensitive host, first tries to distract his guest with games 

instead of immediately trying to ascertain his identity. Penelope, in tears after 

hearing about the return of the Greeks, asks the singer to sing something else (Od. 

1.337: ppoxrnv OeXKTifpta oiSa;). Only when Odysseus displays the same 

reaction a second time (Od. 8.521ff.) does Alcinous finally ask his guest to reveal 

his identity, but also explicitly order Demodocus to stop singing in order that they 

can all enjoy themselves (Od. 8.541: tv’ opm; T£p7cocjJ.p0a tcCvtec). The 

pleasure the Phaeacians take in the stories told to them by Demodocus (cf. Od. 

8.91) is contrasted with the sorrow of Odysseus (who is emotionally involved in

96Cf. Il. 24.804: 'to be busy about,' 'look after' (xaf)Ov).
97The words have a definite erotic undertone.
98Cf. Od. 1.347; Od. 1.421-3; Od. 8.44-5: (Demodocus) x© yap pa Oeog rcp! Swkev doiSijv 
/ xepiteiv...; Od. 8.368f.; also II. 9.190f. (cf. esp. II. 9.186: <jppv<a xepjtoipevov; II. 9.189: 
Ovpov exeprce). Garvie ad Od. 8.44-5 rightly argues that "for Homer the principle purpose of 
poetry is to give pleasure, not to instruct."
"(cf. Eur. Bacch. 282f.; Od. 15.392-3.
l°°Reee:e (1993), 85.
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these stories: e.g. Od. 8.541: pd8a tcoij piv (dyoc (jppvag ap<tlP£(pnK£V; cf. 

2.772: Oxoc 8’ eXev). We shall see that in the reaction of King Lycus these two 

opposite reactions are combined: on the one hand the stories charm him, yet on 

the other they cause grief. At the same time, the roles are reversed here and it is 

the host who experiences sorrow as a result of his guest's story.

Both guest and host contribute stories which are almost exclusively 

concerned with the past. In Jason's speech, there is no anticipation of the final 

encounter with Aeetes. Only at the very end of Lycus' speech, as a natural 

conclusion on the basis of the past events, a guide is promised for the next stage 

of their journey together with a sanctuary for the Dioscuri. The principal function 

of this speech is therefore different to the Cyzicus' speech in the Doliones episode 

where mainly practical information was exchanged.

Along with the comparative lengths of both speeches, the fact that Jason's 

speech is rendered in indirect and Lycus' speech in direct form makes it clear that 

the king’s speech is considered to be the more important of the two. Jason's words 

function as a preparation for Lycus' speech. It is an ironic paradox that after 

Jason's speech the reaction of Lycus is given in full detail (in order, of course, to 

justify his speech), whereas after the king's speech no reaction other than a 

general expression of delight in the banquet as a whole is mentonon01 In the 

Odyssey, the hosts tell stories about the Trojan War and its aftermath, the return of 

the heroes to Hellas; here, as is to be expected, the story is about Heracles, and 

once again this hero is at the centre of attention. Both groups have had to manage 

without Heracles, but, unlike the Argonauts who kill Amycus, help Phineus and 

successfully pass the Clashing Rocks following the disappearance of Heracles, the 

MarianOynt are shown to be truly lost without him; after he has left they lose their 

(newly won) territory to the Bebrycians. It is worth remembering that when 

Heracles arrived, they were just burying Priolas who is killed on the battlefield. It

101See also Campbell ad 3.4-5.
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is only thanks to the slaying of Amycus that their attack, coinciding with that of 

the Argonauts, succeeds.

g) Jason n speeeh (2.7'62-71)

AlaoviOrig pev ci yevefiv kci o6vop’ eKaaxoD 
aj>GHT8pa>v iwOeiO’ exopcov (2.762-3)

Having gained their reputation among the Martaddydt on the basis of just one 

heroic deed, Jason gives King Lycus the exact identity of the heroes and a 

recapitulation of the events so far. As previously the general, collective term of 

'murderers' was used, there is still room for a proper and detailed account of their 

identity. In contrast with Circe's eager request in 4.720-3, immediately after the 

completion of the rituals, here no formal request for this information is said to be 

made by the host.102 103 These lines (2.762-3: yevefiv Kat oOvop ... poOeiO’) 

echo 1.20-2, where the poet's words mark the end of the prologue to the epic.10o

NOv 8’ ov eym yevepv xe kxi ovvoga pDOiraoaiPpv 
'f|poCocv OoXixpq xe Tcoo-mg o0og oaaa x’ epe^av 
T-caaopevoi • ( 1.20-2)

In Book One, these words are followed by a catalogue (mentioning the singer 

Orpheus as the first participant), but here, in 2.762-3, a catalogue is only implied 

and unnecessary repetition for the reader is avoided. The activities of the poet, 

who in his epic tells us about the K^<a (xccCv (1.1), and, as a result, firmly 

establishes the KXxog of the Argonauts, are mirrored (on a small-scale) within the

102Since Circe immediately recognises Medea as a descendant of Helios, there seems to be no 
need to ask for her identity. The goddess is, of course, puzzled to see a kinswoman in this 
company. The unusual situation in the Phaeacian episode is reflected in the absence of any 
questions about the identity of the visitors. Background information is here given by Medea in her 
supplicatory speech to Queen Arete and subsequently by Arete to Alcinous in the conjugal bed.
103Cf. also 3.354-5: El Se Kd onvojpa SfjGev emGneig yevefiv xe I tSpevca, oi xiveg 
eicnv, 'exactra ye pnOqadpiiv.
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epic by Jason's recitation of his adventures to King Lycus;.104 Jason's story indeed 

affirms and reinforces the K^oq they have already gained for the achievements 

against the Bebrycians. The kXeoc; of the Argonauts in general and Heracles' 

KvSog in particular are enhanced by the tales of both Jason and Lycus. The 

Argonauts, of course, do not know about the special and traditional relationship 

between Lycus and Heracles. 105 It is significant that Jason tells the king the name 

and descent of every Argonaut instead of just his own name and ancestry; once 

again the collective unity of the Argonauts is underlined.

Levin tries to explain the "deviation from chronological order otherwise 

strictly kept" metri causa (i.e why Pelias' orders are mentioned by Jason after the 

genealogy even though the order in Book One is exactly opposite and Jason is, 

moreover, said in 2.771 to have spoken e^etT^).106 In fact, Jason gives the king 

all the conventional details in the traditional order usually requested of a guest by 

his host: name, parentage and business. Indeed, the well-known formula from 

the Odyssey asks: xlg, 7to0ev elg avSpmv, 7O0i xot ToXtg r^Se xoKijec;;107 108 

Likewise, when Odysseus finally reveals his identity at the court of the 

Phaeacians, he first (according to the actual order of Alcinous' questions) 

mentions his name and descent (Od. 9.16: vfiv 6’ ovopa. TprnTOV po0q0opat), 

and only afterwards starts the account of his adventures (Od. 9.37)448 In 1.962

3, in the Doliones episode, the conventional order is abandoned although both 

name and genealogy are mentioned again (axoXov f|8e yeve0Xr|V / GTcdov 

otxiveq eiev). As we saw there, the correct establishment of identity is of 

paramount importance for Cyzicus, fearing an attack of his neighbours and

104Cf. also: II. 9.189; II. 9.524; Od. 8.73-4 (xAeo<; oupavov eupuy ixave); Hes. Th. 100; 
4.1773^: oa&e 5’ aoi8ca / dg exoq ex exeog YAoKeptnxepoa dev adSeiv; Od. 12.70: 
’Apyro TaaopeAooioa.
105See Sahol. ad 2.780-3; Frankel, Noten, ad 2.795; Feeney (1985), 50.
1°6Levm(1971), 185, n. 2.
107Cf. Od. 1.170; Od.7.237-8; Od. 9.252-5; Od. 10.325; Od. 19.104-5; af.also Od. 17.358 (xt<; 
dr| koo, ToOev eA6oi;); Od. 15.264; HyAp 452ff. The formula, in the Odyssey used in a 
hospitality context, is found in the Iliad "when warriors on the battlefield recount their family 
history." (West ad Od. 1.169-70). See also Campbell ad 3.354-5; e.g. II. 5.123ff. (esp. Il. 5.150
1); II. 20.213ff.; II. 21.150ff.
108Answering first Od. 8.550f. (du’ ovop’, oxxi ae xeiOt KoXeov pjxTip xe Taaxjp xe) and 
then Od. 8,572ff.
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warned by an oracle to welcome the Argonauts. In 3.354-5, Argus, anxious to 

persuade Aeetes of the goodwill of the Argonauts, offers to tell the king the name 

and descent of the heroes.

el Se Kat otSvopa 5ij0ev erctO'oeiq yeveiiv xe 
tSpevai 01 xiveq eiatv, eKaoxa ye pD0TO,atj.iT|v.1()9

(3.354-5)

The elaborate construction here is illustrative of Argus' submissive position and 

used to assure Aeetes that the Argonauts can in fact be trusted. The offer to 

disclose their identity thus serves as a credential to support their request.* 110 lll

The speech made by Jason is, as previously said, reported in oratio 

obliqua. Attention is drawn to this aspect by the use of three different verbs of 

speaking (cf. 2.763: pv0et0’; 2.767: TtecJpaSe; 2.769: eetrce ; summarised in 

2.771: e^etriq evecovxoq). Completeness is feigned by the repetition of cog 

(2.764), ooaa (2.765), cog (2.766), otgn; (2.786), cog (2.769), mg (2.770). m 

This device very effectively also underlines the sheer number of adventures 

experienced by the heroes. The same procedure can also be encountered in Od. 

23.3lOff., where completeness is stressed even more in Od. 23.307-9. The same 

technique of indirect speech is used in Orpheus' song in the first book (1.496-511; 

cf. esp. 1.-496: cog; 1.-499: cog etc.)112 * and Medea's speech to Circe in the fourth 

book (4.730-7; cf. esp. 4.733: oca; 4.734: cog; 4.735: mg).n2 In the latter case, 

Medea gives a similar and, as Hunter points out, rather sketchy account of the 

adventures of the Argonauts. 114 * A full account by a character who has not herself 

experienced these adventures would be inappropriate (although this is, of course, 

not unknown in the case of professional singers such as Demodocus). Only

1°92.1154: Ei §e xod ouvopa STjOev erctOueig SeSafiaOcn.
110See also Campbell ad 3.35bf.
lllCf. Od. 23.312: oaa KukA,©y ep^e.
112See for a detailed analysis of the way in which this song is embedded in its context Nells
(1992), 159ff.; Busch (1993), 318TT and n.317.
113Busch (1993), 317: "Apollonios deutet so ein 'Epos im Epos' an, um die Leser die Assoziation 
einer langeren Erzahlung hervor zu rufen. Dies ist ein fur Epos typischer Kunstgrif."
l14Hunter(1986), 50, n. 5. •
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giving the standard, conventionally phrased information concerning the heroes' 

journey (4.732: oxo5ov f)5e KeAx)0ox>g), Medea emphasises the struggles the 

heroes have gone through (4.733: oca x’ aptot 0ootg ejaoyriGOCv ae0Aotg) 

before she concentrates on her own precarious position, blaming her father and 

sister. 115 Interestingly, the standard introduction of this indirect speech is 

misleading (4.730: xa 8Ka<axa ... KaxeAe^e): although, like Odysseus in Od. 

23.309, Medea is said to have told Circe everything in detail, in reality the maiden 

seeks in vain to conceal the murder of her brother Apsyrtus.1 No answer is 

given to the second part of the goddess' question (4.722-3: f|S’ otoOev pL£T& 

yatav eqv Kat SOjfiax’ iovxeg I a'oxcog tbpiSOriGav £(>£<5x1.01).

As Frankel notes,117 * a Homeric model for the passage here can be found in 

Od. 23.310-43 (story proper: Od. 23.310-41), when Odysseus, finally reunited 

with his wife, tells his Penelope about all his wanderings just before they go to 

sleep. 115 The same technique of recapitulation and indirect discourse is used. 

From the point of view of the audience, there is here no need for a recapitulation 

of these facts in direct discourse, as an account has already been given by 

Odysseus himself in Books 9-12.119 It is, however, interesting to note that 

Penelope, now that all her fears about Odysseus' well-being are dispelled, is this 

time delighted to listen to her husband's adventures (Od. 23.308: fj 6' ap’ 

exepTex’ oko’Sodg’), just as was predicted by Eumaeus in Od. 15.399-401,120 121 

More details are given in these thirty lines than in the rdsumd given of Jason's 

speech which only encompasses ten verses (2.761-71). Retrospection, a 

"thoroughly Homeric technique," 121 in Od. 23 delays the narrative by dwelling on

>15Cf. Od. 23.307: Odd x’ anxog ... epdynae (see also Od. 23.338); Od. 8.490 (Odysseus to 
Demodocus): 000’ ep^av x’ ercaQov xe Kod oaa’ egoyqoav ’Axatot; 1.1318 (about 
Heracles): e^A^aon poyeovxa SugoSeko, iravxag aeOAong.
>16Cf. Od. 23.309: KaiaAe^ai octavia. The same words are used here to reassure the reader 
that the speaker will te>> everything.
117Franke>, Noten, ad 2.761-2.
>18There is much debate about the authenticity of these lines: see the bibliography given by 
Heubeck ad Od. 23.31(041.
119See Levin (1971), 185.
120(7f. 15.399-401: KfjSeotv aAXTiAmv xepttcopeOa leuyaAeotat I pvmopevw pexa ydp 
xe kou oAyeci xepTtexoa avijp, I og ng df p.dAa noAAa 7c<&0T| kou ndAA’ emAdiOfi.
121 Heubeck ad Od. 23.31(043.
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what has been achieved so far, marking the end of the Odyssey and the completion 

of the wanderings. Jason's words are summarised by the poet, as direct speech 

would presumably be repeating everything mentioned so far. The readers receive 

here only a summary of the content and no indication at all ■ of the actual form, 

except for the fact that apparently the required effect on the audience is achieved. 

For us, readers, the result is very dry; for once our knowledge is less than that of 

the characters within the epic. 122 123

Throughout his report, the collective achievements of the Argonauts are 

emphasised. So the third person plural is always used (2.764: ETeetvowTo; 

2.765: exeXaaav; 2.766: d}il0VT0 ... oaXxtov; 2.768: eSdt^av; 2.770: 

(myov ... dpoXpcav); and no mention is, for example, made of the crucial roles 

of individual heroes in the various adventures, such as Heracles' slaying of the 

Earthborn Monsters, Tiphys' steering of the ship past the Clashing Rocks or 

Polydeuces' killing of Amycus. The emphasis is very much on their achievements 

in relation to other people who are mentioned by name. Within this hospitality 

context, reference is made to the hospitality enjoyed at Lemnos (2.764: 

£jt£lei,vox>VTo). The attention given by Jason in his speech to Heracles (two 

lines, instead of the usual one, and a slightly more complicated construction) 

reflects the loss felt by his disappearance. Heracles' valuable contribution to the 

expedition so far is acknowledged by the fact that he is called a ppcog in 2.766.n3 

The only individual hero mentioned, he is also the only one who is no longer part 

of the expedition.

An example of doppelte Motivation can be encountered when Jason not 

only mentions the prophecy given by Glaucus,124 but also blwes himself and his 

fellow Argonauts for leaving Heracles behind. Immediately, though, the

122See De Jong, Narrators, 115.
123Levin's explanation (1971: 186-7) that Polyphemus and Hylas receive no attention in Jason's 
speech because they do not have "any profound after-effect on the expedition" seems unlikely. 
The focus is clearly meant to be on Heracles alone and the prophecy is included to counterweight 
the responsibility of the Argonauts themselves.
^parallels for the use of pd,t£, a word found in particular in tr^^<edy, as 'oracular saying' in the 
Argonautica: 1.8; 3.597. In the other instances (1.662; 1.874; 1.124; 1.767; 4.611; 4.1154), it 
denotes 'report,' 'rumour.'
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apologetic d&KOVTt vocp (2.767) is added to this statement; the only occasion on 

which some emotion is felt in this statement of bare facts. The same verb 

KaxaAeiiTtetv is used again in 3.1233, when, just before the final contest between 

Aeetes and the Colchian king, the narrator says that none of the Argonauts is able 

to fight Aeetes now that they have left behind Heracles.125 * The same sentiment is 

also expressed in the Amycus episode when, after the victory over the Bebrycians, 

one of the Argonauts reflects that all this would not have been necessary had 

Heracles been there (2.145 ff.). Lycus, on the other hand, uses the same verb as 

Glaucus to describe Heracles' disappearance: cf. 2.774: OTCooTtcxYy;0£VT£<g ~ 

1.1325: 67ro7iXaYx8£vT£q eteijOev.

When considered in the wider context of the poem as a whole, this speech 

made by Jason effectively rounds off the first stage of the epic. i26 After all, the 

encounter between the Argonauts and the sons of Phrixus, the next and last major 

episode of the Book Two, looks forward to the inevitable final encounter with 

King Aeetes. As previously said, the only time the task ahead is mentioned in 

Jason's speech is when Pelias' tasks are referred to (2.763). In Jason's 

retrospective account, no feeling of suspense for the future encounter with King 

Aeetes is created. The transition to the coming encounter is made in 2.889ff., 

when Jason doubts their abilities to continue the voyage after the death of two 

companions and contemplates their bleak future. By the use of a similar (strong) 

vocabulary, the suggestion is made that, disaster being near at hand, they will 

suffer the same fate as their two comrades (2.820: oXoov xepa^; 2.893: kokoc 

ovxoc).

Tc5 koi opofi <)0lpevofof KaKpv Tpootdoaopai dxpv, 
e’i Sf) ppx' oXooto pexa txoXiv Aipxao (2.889-90)

l'25The verb is also used in similar circumstances in 4.434 of Theseus leaving Ariadne behind on
the island of Naxos.
126See also Levin (1971), 184,
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h) Lycus' reaction (2.771—3)

'O 5’ E^Eirjg EVErcovTog
OeAyET’ dKOufj O'djiov a%og 8’ eXev 'HpaKXfji 
Zei7io(ievQ) Kai toiov eirog rcdvTEaai p.ETiyo5a- (2.771-3)

The song is said to charm Lycus, a function of song which is stressed throughout 

the Argonautica. Orpheus, Circe, Medea and Jason are all associated with 

O&A^ig, ’enchantment.’127 Several times in this epic it is said that Orpheus' singing 

possesses this magic quality, which is of such a power that even nature around 

him is affected (1.26-7: OeZ^at; 1.31: 0£Xyo|i£vag; 2.161ff.). It is a very 

appropriate verb here in this passage with its emphasis on the power of poetry as a 

means of ensuring immortality for the heroes.128 That Lycus is spellbound after 

Jason's song does not only say something about the power of song in general, but 

also about Jason's quality as a singer. By achieving the same effect on his 

audience as Orpheus, the only professional singer of this expedition, Jason is 

implicitly ranked among the very best singers.

Jason tells his adventures to Lycus as they occurred, or 'in due order'

(2.771: e^elrig EVEKOVTog), another indication of the quality of the song. Again,

the relation between order, truthfulness and completeness becomes clear.129 The

same adverb is found describing the influence Orpheus exerts on nature (1.28:

GT}|l.aTa), in which case the magical qualities of his song cause oaks to be in

ordered rows (1.28-30). It is also used by Phineus when he admits his fatal

mistake to tell everything he knew (2.313-4: ’Aaad|rqv Kat KpoaOe Atog

voov a^paSixiai / ypEicov E^Etrig te Kat Eg T&Xog). In the Odyssey, the

expression used for this much appreciated quality of song is Kara kogjiov: e.g.

Od. 8.489 (Odysseus praising Demodocus): Aiqv yap Kara kog|j,ov ’A%aiwv

127Campbell (ad 3.4-5) mentions the capacity of the Muses to bewitch their audience, stressing 
the fact that in this epic Orpheus (1.27) and the Sirens (4.893 ff.) are both children of the Muses 
and both wield this power.
128Garvie ad Od. 8.44-5 writes: "It is poetry that preserves the great deeds (kAecx) of men for 
posterity, the only kind of immortality for which the Homeric man can normally hope; cf. Od. 
1.337-8, 3.204, 24.196-202, II. 9.189."
129See Walsh (1984), 107.
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oitov dcESeic;.130 Garvie writes ad Od. 8.489-90 that "as with social life in 

general, a good song is expected to observe the principle of order."

Jason's excellence with words is displayed again in Book Three, when he 

persuades Medea to help him with his task (3.975ff.; cf. Medea's reaction: 

3.1008ff.). Medea is then, of course, herself ironically bewitched by Eros.* 1 * *!1 

This time, however, unlike the Sirens and Medea who in Book Four wield this 

particular (and in their case, literally magic) power of song to achieve their own 

ends (i.e. in order to bewitch/persuade their victim to do something),152 the 

enchantment felt by Lycus is simply the result of an apparently well-told, 

fascinating story of exciting adventures. As Russo comments ad Od. 17.514 

(OeXyotTO kE toi <j)Xov ijTop): "the word SEXyetv, 'to charm,' reveals the 

Greek view of verbal performance as a kind of magic spell, holding its listeners 

by a power that in part derives from the sheer pleasurableness of the sound 

itself." 133

It is in this respect interesting to look at 1.513-5, in which the reaction of 

the Argonauts to Orpheus' song about the cosmos is given. By the power of his 

song the singer manages to restore harmony among the comrades.

to! 6’ dpoTov Aip^avToc Eti tccooxovto Kap'nva 
TavTeg oprng opGotaiv ek’ omaatv ppEpEOVTEg 
KT?A|00t(o, Toiov a<»v eveAXice 0eXkt\)v dotjffjg.

(1.513-5)

As Busch noted, 134 the reaction of the Argonauts mirrors the spellbound reaction 

of the Phaeacians to Odysseus' singing of his wanderings (Odi. 11.333-4 = Od. 

13.1-2: 01 5’ dpa TavTEg aKpv kyfvov'zo <310071:13 / kTiATtOjpp 8’ eg%ovto

130a similar expression found in the Odyssey is x:axd poipav, 'giving each part its due,' 
’appropriately’ (cf. Od. 8.496; Od. 10.16; Od. 12.35).
131 See Campbell ad 3.27.
^Medea and the Sirens (4.893-4) stand in a tradition of females associated with 6eA%g: Circe, 
Calypso {Od. 1.56-7) and the Sirens (Od. 12.40; Od. 12.44). Medea uses her gift in Book Four to 
bewitch the snake and to lure Apsyrtus into the temple (cf. 4.146-7; 4.150; 4.435-6).
133For the distinction between male bards and female singers see Parry (1992), 29 & 89 and
Walsh (1984), 14.
134Busch (1993), 304.
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otaxa fxYoepa ooiOSVTa) and Eumaeus' reaction to Odysseus' Cretan tales {Od. 

17..518—21; compare with 1.513: dpiOTov). Just as Odysseus is explicitly 

compared to a bard by Alcinous and Eumaeus,135 so Jason is implicity compared 

to a professional singer by the reaction of the audience, phrased in words rich in 

echoes. 136 137 * 139 The shared vocabulary establishes the parallel between Jason and 

professional singers such as Phemius, Demodocus, Orpheus and also Odysseus 

himself. 137 Thus, Jason and Odysseus are compared in their capacity as singers, 

but, at the same time, a comparison is also made between Lycus and Odysseus 

through the reaction they both display as listeners.

Harder writes that "the way in which Lycus reacts may be thought to 

suggest the reactions of the ideal reader of epic: he is much pleased by the 

eventful story, and mourns the loss of Heracles." 138 It is important to note that 

this is unusual and can be considered an innovation on the part of Apollonius, 

because, as Walsh points out, the Odyssey "contains at least two distinct kinds of 

audience — too deeply touched or too serenely pleased," whereas "no third kind 

of audience is expressly or implicitly indicated. "13. Eumaeus and the Phaeacians 

are only charmed, not personally touched by Odysseus' story. Only Odysseus 

experiences an overwhelming grief, the Phaeacians merely take pleasure from 

listening to Demodocus' story. Here, however, a combination of the two emotions 

is found within one person. Lycus' reaction portrays him once again as a kind, 

sensitive host who shows his personal involvement by this mixed reaction to 

Jason's song. As we have seen, Lycus' grief echoes the sadness experienced by 

Penelope, Telemachus and Odysseus himself. However, the speech which then 

follows sets him apart from the former two. Instead of asking for something more 

pleasant (that he did simultaneously enjoy himself was already indicated) as

135Russo ad Od. 17.518 mentions Od. 11.367-8, Od. 14.387; Od. 19.203. Cf. also Od. 21.404; 
see Parry (1992), 153; Walsh (1984), 19.
136See also Hunter (1986), 50-1.
137DeForest (1981), 52, who emphasises Jason's unheroic qualities throughout her study, claims 
that "Odysseus' ability to fascinate an audience contrasts sharply with Jason's silence (1.460-1)." 
As we see here, however, Jason clearly does possess these qualities.
^Harder (1994), 19.
139Walsh (1984), 4-5 & 15.
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Penelope, Helen and Alcinous do, his reaction is more like that of Odysseus who 

also gives an explanation of why the story touches him so deeply. Lycus' story 

strengthens the bond between guest and host.

i) Lycus'speech (2.774-810)

Lycus' speech explains his emotional involvement with Heracles, the misfortune 

experienced by the Mariandyni after this hero left, and their gratitude towards the 

Argonauts. In the reception of Heracles by the father of Lycus we find an 

example of a hospitality scene embedded within another hospitality scene. The 

claim from Lycus that he has witnessed Heracles' stay with his own eyes (i.e. tells 

this from his own experience) explains his emotional involvement. Lycus was 

then the same age as Jason is now, as ep,e 8’ enpe veov xvodovxta Ttxpetdg 

(2.779) proves.

En yap eyco ptv
AaoonXon ev peycapotat oaTauxoSi rccxpdg ejpeto
oi8’ eouScov, ' (2.775-7)

The good relations between host and guest then provide another reason for a 

hospitable welcome now. The fact that Heracles happens to interrupt funeral 

games held for Lycus’ brother Priolas is a variation on a traditional topos in 

hospitality scenes: often the host is busily occupied in some activity when the 

visitor arrives. In the Odyssey, for example, sacrifices are being made by Nestor 

and his people, and the Spartans are in the midst of wedding celebrations when 

Telemachus comes to visit them in order to hear news about his father.

Like the games held in honour of Patroclus in II. 23 and Cyzicus in Book 

One, these games are also held as part of a funeral (cf. also Od. 24.87-8).°4° They 

provide Heracles, who obviously defeats the best of the Mariandyni, with an

140See also Garvie ad Od. 8.104-32.
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excellent opportunity to display his ap£Tq.141 It is an established fact that only 

the best (young) men partake in these games (cf. IL 23.660). Heracles' victory 

gains even more glory by the fact that his opponent is described as Kapxepov, be; 

7(dvc£<o0t FeKjtpeTO£V tccOeoigcv / EtSoc x’ fiSe plnv (2.784-5). 142 In 

contrast, Euryalus' description in Od. 8.116-7 (dptaxoq erjv £tSoc xe Seitac xe 

/ Ttxvxcov OattKiCOV) foreshadows his later victory in wrestling (cf. Od. 8.127: 

dTee^avi^t^xo TOdvxa; opnaoouc)).* 1.! The fact that of all activities boxing is 

chosen, one of the most dangerous and painful of all games for which Ocr^ (2.785) 

is needed, particularly suits a hero like Heracles (cf. 1.222; also 1.505). 1"4

While Heracles' excellence in these games, especially recalled at this 

moment, emphasises again the enormous loss his disappearance signifies for the 

expedition, the fairness of these games, which are held for sporting glory (cf. 

2.783: dSAeSmv), also contrasts with the boxing-match in the Amycus episode, 

where life is at stake. Both Heracles and Polydeuces are champions at boxing and 

both are (or will be) worshipped as gods. Polydeuces already achieves 

immortality here, whereas Heracles is said to gain this if he completes his labours 

(1.1318-20). Polydeuces clearly takes over the role of Heracles after his 

disappearance, which is confirmed by similar language used of both heroes. 

When the Argonauts discover that Heracles is no longer among them after they 

have left the Mysians, quarrels break out as they wonder whether they have left 

behind the bravest of all the comrades (1.1285-6: el xov dpco■xov 

aTOTpoXiiTtvixa; nO'paav / G((coi^xf)O)AZ exdpcov). In the opening episode of 

Book Two, when Amycus conventionally challenges the best man to come 

forward and fight with him (2.15: Tco Kai pot xov dptaxov d7■cooKo8^v otov

141cp. Od. 8.146ff.
^Cf. Il, 16.194.
l43’ArooKalv'oa0Ai, ’to excell,’ ’surpass,’ a hapax legomenon in the Argonautica, is twice used in 
a similar agonistic context in Od. 8.127 and Od. 8.219.
144Cf. II. 23.653: 3V53axtT£ ^x^etvaA jus epithet uspil in uu 23.701 ofwrestling. Seealso 
Feeney (1986), 52-3, who discusses in detail the words ^^iiv KpaKnFO<|>povo<t ’Hpa^'Ho; 
(1.222) in the light of Heracles’ role in the Argonautica.
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6piXoo>),145 146 * * 149 k is Polydeuces who accepts this challenge and defeats the king in 

the resulting fist fightJ^4^6 The only other time that the singular is used in this epic 

is in 1.338 (xov aptoxov ... eXeaOe), when the question of leadership arises. 

Heracles is unanimously chosen and it is only after he has politely declined the 

offer that Jason — at Heracles' suggestion — is elected as the leader of the 

expedition. 147

VOXoooov, Tixitiv VjtEKatvoeo
Kapxopov, oq tocvveggi peeETpeTtv Tjw£oootv
etSSq e’ iiSk ptTv, eapdOiq Oe ol fjXaa’ oSOveaq.

(2.783-5)

Verse 2.785 echoes the threat made by the beggar Irus to Odysseus: /ocpdi OO 

K8 JiVvTaq SSSveaq / yva£pmv E^EXccGatpi anSq O)q Xpipoeelpriq (Od. 

18.28-9). A serious blow is intended, as this formula is used elsewhere in Homer 

only of a mortally wounded animal. u8 It is clear from the very beginning that 

Irus will not be able to defeat Odysseus in a fist fight — he is explicitly said not to 

have much strength (Od. 18.3-4: on SZ oi fjv tq / onOZ plp, etOoq Oe pVXa 

pZyaq fjv opvaaOai) — and his boasting is subsequently turned against him 

when the fighting starts (Od. 18.98-9: anv S’ TjCao’ SSoveaq / CaKctqcov 

tog! yatav). Heracles, on the other hand, certainly does have enough might to 

defeat his opponent (2.785: oSovxaq)^9 ’’ETE<(V£q (2.798), 'slay' or 'kill,' from 

OEtVEtv, Is used In relation to a boxing-match in Od. 18.63 and Theoc. 22.66 

(Amycus and Polydeuces). Considering this background, it Is an appropriate verb 

to use of Polydeuces' slaying of Amycus.

145Cf. Holonus' words, urging Hootor to challenge the best of tho Aohooons: II. 7.50-1: a>Toq Se 
TpOKdXeacat ’A/aiov oq etq Vpiaeoq / Vveipiov pa%eaac0ot ev a-l^v/it On’koefiei; II. 
7.73-6. Soe Nagy (1990), 138-9, n. SS.
146Cf. also Cuypers ad 2.15-6.
l47Elsowhoro only the (general) plural is found: 1.231; 1.548; 1.1351; 4.S; 4.1181; 4.1307.
148See Russo ad Od. 18.98. Cf. Od. 10.163; Od. 19.454; Il. 16.469.
149Cf. 2.83^1: ppv%fi 6’ urceeeCCae’ oSovemv / vaTtoeoq. This is another similarity between 
both fights. The description in the Amyous episode, however, is much more elaborate.
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The reference to the battle once more draws attention to the hostile 

surroundings. According to Vian, the death of Priolas on the battlefield can 

undoubtedly be regarded as an innovation by Apollonius.150 ° was a well- 

established fact that the Martandoni only achieved considerable military successes 

because of Heracles' help. Reference to the traditional association between 

Heracles and the Mariandyni is made in 2.786-91, when brief mention is made of 

the military victories gained due to HeraalesJ51 Apoltonius, however, further 

complicates the story by adding the link with the Bebrycians, whose story 

(referred to by narrator and both characters) acts as a leitmotif throughout this 

episode (2.757-8; 2.768; 2.792-4; 2.796-8). The hybi'istic image sketched of the 

Bebrycians in the first episode of this book is confirmed: 2.758: BeppD°tv 

wrep^tdAoK; (narrator); 2.792: TOteppoaytri x’ ’ApboOio (Lycus).

OUSE £
fipaxt x<pd aeKTTt 0£C0v £7£Aaooat txppa,
TDvSotpSST), B&ppn^tv, ox' dcv&pa K£tvov £Tt£v££.i52

<2.796-8)

Divine justification is used by Lycus to explain the remarkable coincidence that 

just on the day that Polydeuces slayed their common enemy Amycus (2.798: 

dvepa KEtvov), the Martaodyni should also decide to wage war against the 

Bebrycians. Many have commented on the fact that although Lycus attributes 

Amycus' defeat to the gods, this is never coofiooed by the narrator. °°3 It js 

always important to note who voices these beliefs, and why. In other words, what 

insight does the statement give into a character? Here this belief is expressed by 

Lycus himself, a host who is portrayed throughout the episode as devoted to 

0£pt£, i.e. the proper conduct in hospitality matters, sacrifices and funeral rituals,

15Ovian i, 159.
151See also Vian i, 159 for Apollonius' technique of incorporating many earlier versions in his 
own epic.
552The emotional apostrophe in 2.798 shows the gratitude Lycus feels to Polydeuces.
5* 5VKnight (1995), 286; cf. Rose <1984) 123-6. Various Homeric precedents have been suggested: 
cf. e.g. Od. 9.339; Frankel, Noten, 233, n. 220 mentions Od. 3.27; Levin (1971), 187, n. 4 also 
mentions Od. 6.240 and Od. 24.443f. and comments that the "adKiowledgement of divine support 
is normal in the Argonautica."
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which are performed in grand style as befits a king (2.838: xap/wv 

geYOXaxjTl:154 'befitting a great man,' 'magnificent,' cf. also 2.839: the sacrifice 

of aartera pf^Xca, 'innumerable sheep').155 The activities that have been 

described so far (feasting, music, storytelling and athletics) are in fact "the 

traditional entertainments of a civilised aristocratic society. 1 '156 * Lycus knows 

what is expected of him and his inference to attribute their fortunate attack to the 

gods is thus entirely in his style (cf. 2.800-1: f) yap Om f|7;e<focvoiatv / 

dvbpdaiv, em’ dp.mmiv apetoveq dddot b<t)^>^Xxi^v; 2.840: p 8emc 

olxo^voioi)?57 The picture of the Mariandyni as aggressors, created by the 

unusual combination of ereddacat dppa (2.797), 'force war upon one,' is 

hereby reduced to its proper proportions. 158 Attention is drawn away from any 

claims to their own strength and victory is attributed to the gods and the 

Argonauts.

The reference to the acquisition of the girdle of Hippolyte is perhaps not 

the labour one would expect considering the location of the kingdom of the 

Mariandyni near the Underworld. 159 However, the Argonauts have been told by 

Phineus that they will pass the Amazons on their way to Colchis and thus 

expectations of an inevitable fight between the Amazons and the Argonauts are 

raised, if only by the epithet given to the queen: <iAdoroXdj.oio (2.778). 

Foreshadowing coming adventures of the Argonauts and creating suspense, the 

mention of this particular labour serves a definite purpose within the narrative.

^Caampbell (ad 3.208) argues that tap/nav means in the Argonautica just ’to bury.’ 
Considering the addition of pnydAmax^, it is tempting, though, to adopt the connotation of solemn 
burial, as is suggested by Kirk ad IL 7.85. See also Nagy (1990), 137.
l55Cf. Od. 24.63ff., in which the rituals for Achilles are described: Od. 24.66: slaughter of many 
fat sheep and cattle; Od. 24.63-4: mourning; Od. 24.82ff.: erection of a tomb; Od. 24.87ff.: 
games.
iSSGarvie ad Od. 8.104-32.
l47West ad Od. 2.68: "Themis stands for the traditional order of things, whether it depends merely 
on human convention (as, for instance the oroonr treatment of strangers), or on nature" Cf. Od. 
24.286 (fj ydp Oe|pi<t, o; xc; ^uT3t;4|), where Laertes, considering the principle of reciprocity in 
the giving of gifts, indicates the oroonr and expected behaviour of the host.
158See Frankel, Noten, for a detailed analysis of 2.769-98.
144s22 Kyriakou (1995b: 258) for the suggestion that the omission of an Underworld scene "is 
perhaps due to the fact that this was Herakles’ last and most difficult labour, which had not yet 
taken o1dcn within the dramatic time of the Argonautica^"'
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Attention is drawn to the same labour (this time with even more stress on the 

possible fatal consequences of an encounter with the Amazons) when the 

Argonauts immediately afterwards pass the tomb of Sthenelus, who, while 

accompanying Heracles on his quest, was killed by an Amazon's arrow. 

noXoOapa'n^, a hapax legomenon in the Argonautica, tells not only something 

about the nature of the war in general but also something of Sthenelus' heroism, 

which is further reinforced by the description of him in all his former (military) 

glory. !66

"EvOev Oe SGoveXo'o ed({ov eOpaKOV ’AKeoptOao,
O<; pv e’ ’Apa^ovOcov 7ooo0apceoq ek rooX-poto 
Viy Vvicov — Sf) yap awccvinCDOev ’HpaKCip —, 
pMpevoc i(p KetOev, kri dyxiidAono 6dvev ccKTfjq.

(2.911-4)

It seems to be no coincidence that here, so near the Underworld, a ghost is sent up

from Hades by Persephone herself in order to enable Sthenelus merely to see his

fellow-countrymen for a very short time (2.915-7). There may not have been an

actual KaTapaotc;, but here is at least an encounter with a ghost of the dead.

Visual perception (cf. 2.911: eSpaKOV) and the motif of the undesirability of a

hero's death and burial in a foreign country are emphasised again (2.916: tpu%fiv

7coAx>8dKpx>ov).16i After a brief appearance during which no word is spoken,

Sthenelus disappears again into the dark (2.921: amic eSx peXava £6<oo),

leaving the Argonauts in amazement. Told immediately after the story of the

erection of two tombs for fellow-comrades and the promise made by Lycus to

build a sanctuary for the Dioscuri, the rituals that the heroes subsequently observe

at Sthenelus' tomb (even if caused by the spooky appearance of the ghost)

exemplify the piety of the Argonauts and serve to indicate the form that cults

16°noXii)0oewaite is in Homer only used of pZvoq (Il. 17.156; Od. 13.387). The individual quality 
is here transferred to the battle as a whole. Cf. Eetion (//. 6.417-20), Elpenor (Od. 11.74-8). See 
Heubeck ad Od. 11.74-8.
1611n Homer, this hapax legomenon in the ArgonautiKa is used as an epithet of war: e.g. Il. 3.132; 
Il. 8.816 ete.
162The same reaction is displayed by the Argonauts after the appearance of Apollo on the island 
of Thynias (2.681).
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established at such places take. The same sacrifice of sheep was also made by the 

Argonauts at the tomb of Dolops (1.587-8). 163

£k Se paXovxe.
Kteapax’ ev alyictAcV ZSeveXoo xd<(ov dpVeTteovxo,
%DTAa zt 01 %£e>ovto Kdi pyvtcav evxopta pijAcov.

’ (2.924-6)

j) Departure (2.812-900)

Once again, as in the Doliones episode, the Argonauts' departure is delayed 

through unexpected circumstances. This time they are fully prepared for 

departure, which coincides, as was to be expected, with the amival of dawn 

(2.811: Tjpi ye pfpv eJi vpa oaxpiGav eyKOveovTe.). Expectations of an 

impending departure are hereby raised, but not met. In accordance with 

convention, it is also in the morning when they eventually manage to continue 

their voyage on the twelfth day.

’H(poi SpTtExa Socodeodocp eTtpaivov 
ppaxv op yap aptv Ze«j))po\ peya. oopo. drixo.

(2.899-900)

Subsequently forced to stay because of the deaths of two comrades, their initial 

haste to depart adds to the drama (2.812: eyKOveovxe. ).VV4 The delight the 

Argonauts experience at the court of King Lycus is soon turned into sorrow when 

the Argonauts despair about their abilities to continue their voyage after both the 

seer Idmon and steersman Tiphys have died. Their eating and drinking during the 

night is in sharp contrast with the overwhelming grief experienced by them after 

the second death (2.861-2: omxe xi atxou / pvmovx’ ouxE tcoxoio; cf. also 

2.834; 2.837-9; 2.858ff.).

163vian i, 220, n. 1.
1 also 4.66. The verb eyKOvetv is in Homer only used in the context of the swift making of
beds for guests (II. 24.648; Od. 7.340).
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kcc o awe cvv xdiGi Auko; Kie, piP* 1 ondcaaq 
5ojp<a o^fpeiv dp.a 8’ ma S6oclv S'kepte veeaGai.

' (2.813-4)

As a good host, Lycus accompanies his guests to their ship, provides them with 

countless gifts, and also sends his son with them. The gifts are here not described 

in any detail, but the sheer quantity (2.813-4: o'vot’ ... / bmpa))^ sufficiently 

indicates the esteem in which they are held by their host and the gratitude felt 

towards them.166 This is the only time in the Argonautica that a host offers a 

personal guide to his guests to guarantee them a friendly reception among other 

people. However, this guide is not mentioned in further descriptions of the 

voyage of the Argonauts. As Frankel points out, nothing at all is heard from 

Dascylus until 4.298 (ytiGOgdvoi Se Aukoio Kax’ aoxo0t ratSa, dirovxeq), 

when the Argonauts leave Lycus' son behind, as the heroes now follow the path 

pointed out to them by Hera.167 * * The detail of the guide stresses again the 

generosity of Lycus, who is keen to fulfil all his obligations. As appears from 

these lines, the king's sphere of influence is limited: just like Cyzicus, Lycus can 

only offer help for the immediate next stage of the voyage. A similar situation is 

encountered in Od. 3.325-6 (rap be xoi meq epol, oi xoi TO|or^f£q eaovxai 

/ kq AaKeSapova biav, bGi .ovGbq Mevedaoq), where Nestor sends his 

sons with Telemachus to guide him safely to Menelaus. Elsewhere, Eumaeus 

himself guides Odysseus to the city {Od. 17.194ff.) and the Phaeacians send a 

whole ship with crew to accompany Odysseus (e.g. Od. 13.70ff.)455

(451.419: dTepe^atid 8©pa (prayer to Apollo); 4.1420: (rupp-ia Scopa (Orohnus'oromise to the 
Hesoerides to give them countless gifts, if only they do what he prays them to); 3.909-10. Cf. also 
Od. 24.238, in which case, however, a description of the gifts has been given just before, thus 
avoiding needless repetition.
l66The provision of gifts and guide as an expression of gunstlfrien3shio can also specifically be 
encountered in Od. 8.5445: avem Ydp %£Svoio xd8’ odSoioio xetokxco., / KOi-mn Kod 
<ida Stopa, xd ol Si^pev (liAovre;.
167<cf. Frankel, Noten, ad 2.804; Levin (1971), 188, n. 3.
lllThe various possible variations of the motif can clearly be seen in the Odyssey: whereas
Odysseus himself asks Aeolus for a guide (Od. 10.17-8), Menelaus offers a guide to Telemachus
in Od. 15.81-5. See also West ad Od. 3.324.
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Lycus thus fulfils the promise made in his speech (2.799^800^: T® vw 

fjv rtv’ eyoo etaat rdpiv Otp-Kto<; el|tt, / etcco TpocSpoveD). The 

Bebrycians, however, have paid the well-deserved penalty for their hybristic 

behaviour (2.796: eprij O’ e% ep.£CDV eSoaav Ticnv).169 The important 

principle of reciprocity, crucial in a hospitality context, can also be encountered in 

3.392 ff., when Jason offers Aeetes fame (cf. 1.391-2) and the defeat of some of 

his enemies in exchange for the favour (3.391: rdpiv) of the granting of the 

fleece (cf. especially 3.393: 77p6<pov£<; elpev Ocpr|t Oopv VotO££QCOt

dpotPHv; 3.351-2 (Argus' speech): pepovev 8e eot djia etaotv / Sayclvri;). 

Heracles similarly defeated Dascylus' enemies when he visited the king's courts. 

Likewise, Jason promises Medea fame (3.992: KoXov kX&oc;)170 among the 

people of Hellas in return for her help (3.^90^1: aoi O’ dv eyd) etaaim yaptv 

p£EOO7C>0EV dpGjYfj;, / t 0epi£).i7i The heroes and even all the women, 

mothers and wives, will spread her fame throughout Greece after their safe return 

home, thereby fulfilling the essential condition for the acquisition of kXeo;: that 

other people talk about one (3.992-4; cf. especially 3.993: kXtigodgiv and 

3.1008: (xdto koSoct^v^o^v).

Sovft pEv rdvTEGGiv OpOaxoAov Oipptv EreEOat 
AvokoXov Sep^ve^ £pcv meac eoto o’ loveo;, 
fj x' dv eoJEvotat SteJ VXo; ^tivoiie 
Vv8p<Vqw 60p’ aoeoto roet oeSpa ©EppcoSoveo;.

(2.802-5)

After the death of Tiphys, worries about the future of their expedition are 

naturally raised. The Mariandyni are at this stage totally forgotten and no 

mention is made of any involvement of them with the Argonauts' final departure. 

Indeed, the last time reference is made to them is in relation to the burial customs

169Cf. Levin (1971), 187. Cf. also Od. 23.312 (aroTuoaeo roovifv).
170If kXo; can be combined with a qualitative adjective such as KaXo; it con be given both o 
positive and a negative connotation (i.e. not by definition positive). It was well-known that an 
inglorious death could destroy one's K/Uo; (of. II. 22.304-5). See A. Edwards (1985), 74. 
l7! Medea bitterly refers back to these words in 4.360-1, when she considers what she has 
sacrificed in order to help the Argonauts (4.361: Kda ee jlE'yVomv).
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for Idmon. Instead, the Argonauts deliberate amongst themselves, and then Hera 

makes her first intervention.
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Vm ARGUS EPISODE (2.1093-1230)

a) Introduction

In these lines, the meeting between the Argonauts and the sons of Phrixus on the

desert island of Ares (cf. 2.385: vfjaov epTTpatTiv, and later at 3.324) is 

described. 1 The island, inhabited by the aggressive birds of Ares, houses a 

sanctuary dedicated to this god by the warlike Amazons. The account of this 

encounter takes mainly the form of an exchange of speeches between Argus, 

Phrixus' eldest son, and Jason (Argus: 2.1122-33; Jason: 2.1134-9; Argus 

2,1140-56; Jason: 2.1158-68; after-dinner: Jason: 2.1178-95; Argus: 2.1198

1215; Peleus: 2.1217-25). As we shall see, this hospitality scene contains some 

unconventional elements, for which important models are the Nausicaa episode in 

Od. 6 and Cyclops episode in Od. 9. The meeting of the two groups will turn out 

to be crucial in Book Three in the dealings of the Argonauts with both King 

Aeetes and Medea: owing to his special position as son of Phrixus and Chalciope, 

Argus is able to give the Argonauts a unique insight into the character of Aeetes.2 

Foreshadowing events in Books Three and Four, suspense is created in this 

episode for the inevitable encounter between the king and the Argonauts.

The greater part of this chapter will be devoted to a detailed analysis of 

these speeches by Argus, Jason and Peleus. Special attention will be paid to the 

supplication and sacrifice motifs in this and other hospitality scenes in the 

Argonautica, notably in Books Three and Four (the encounters with Aeetes, Circe 

and the Phaeacians).

!Cf. 2.385-7: xfj pev x’ m vqov "Apipg / XaKveov ttoiTaav ’ApaCoviSav paotXaat / 
’OxpTJptj xe Kttt ’AVXK$TT), o7coxe axpaxOmvxo.
2Cf. 2.1150: x(3v apboxepcov elpev yevoc; 3.304: TooSoq epfic KoOpor Opt^oxO xe;
3.330-1: ouvopa xe 0>pi%oio rceptKXeec; eiaatovxeg / fjS’ auxoio aeOev.
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b) Arriwl 12J030-1120)

This scene is preceded by tales of the adventures and hardship endured by both 

groups on reaching the island: the heroes defeat the birds of Ares (2.1030—89); 

the Phrixids are shipwrecked by a storm raised at Zeus' command (2.1093-1120), 

but, because of the Argonauts' victory, do not have to face these birds (cf. 3.324

2)? The unusual fact that an encounter will take place between two groups who 

are both new to the island is reflected by the elaborateness of the stories of their 

arrival, which is in itself also indicative of the importance of this episode. The 

two experiences are connected by the simile in 2.1083-8, in which the effect of 

the attack of the birds on the raised shields of the Argonauts is compared with the 

noise of hail rattling on the roofs of people, well-prepared for the sform stirred up 

by Zeus (2.1086-7: ov ... a7Cpo<j)dTG)<;; 2.1073—5),5 In the case of the Phrixids, 

the storm starts suddenly and unexpectedly, at night after a day with only a little 

wind rustling the leaves of the trees (2.1101: xwOov ... dtTiGVpoc))! Countless 

birds are encountered by the Argonauts (2.1082: p^pp0!), 'countless' rain by the 

sons of Phrixus (2.1120: pvptov ek Atbc; ^S>cof>).

Despite the similarity of the two adventures, they are contrasted with each 

other, which explains the position of each group when they finally meet on the 

beach. In both scenes the noise is stressed: in the case of the Argonauts this is 

raised by the heroes themselves, first by their shouting, then by the clamour 

resulting from the clashing of their shields (e.g. 2.1066-7: Ei Se kev avTiiv 

vfjaov tKCofus0a, 8fj tot’ erntTa / cvv KeXiaSti) craKEe-Gai TtSACoFcov 

OFa2Tn 8ootov; 2.1076-9; 2.1081). In the case of the sons of Phrixus the 

'monstrous' sform (2.1102: TrlXpooc cf. Od. 3.290) causes a terrible uproar (e.g.

4Zeus'mflunncn: 2.1098; 2.1120.
‘■Williams (1989), 187: "Many of the words used within it to describe the actions of the storm, 
Odptcu1dr1y of the winds, are found in Homer in martial contexts." This is little wonder viewing 
the possible similarities between both situations: in the Iliad, for example, the reaction of the 
Greeks to a powerful attack of Hector on the battlefield is compared to the fear of sailors in a storm 
(II. 15.627-8: TF(lFEOuGc 5e xe <ptv(d vabTai / 5s^8c6TSt;■ tutGSv ydp otox GavOtoto 
■epov'cca).
■Cf. 2.1097: Kat 8T| Eoav vlcoto o3Cx o%e<6dv f)itaxi K£^vtt.
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2.1102—3: oSpcae Se Kup-o / kok^iy®; irvoufai; 2.1115: amcixa 6’ eppayTt 

Spppo; a0£C(lJ>a,e:o;)).6 Whereas in relation to the Argonauts, as we shall see, 

numerous references to sight are made, the sons of Phrixus are unable to see 

anything at all in the dark night (in itself a topos in storm scenes: cf. 2.1103-^5>: 

KeXatvq O’ oPjpocvov Vc%AD<; / Vcl%sx£V, ouSe 7.i> aaepa Siavyea jovee’ 

iOEaOai I Ek ve^ecov, o^KOTOet; S£ rept ^6(1)^^ f|pTlpetoao). On the one 

hand, the Argonauts, in control of the situation, reach the island through their own 

strength (i.e. rowing) and cunning intellect, with which they successfully scare the 

attacking birds away (cf. 2.1064: 6(|pco koJ-oov ariOeiT> (iOpEoovat; cf. also 

2.1056-7; 2.1082: 7tecpnX)6^Tc;); and on the other hand the Phrixids, full of fear 

(2.1106: awyepOv kpolEovte; OXeOpov; also: 2.1113-4), are subject to the 

elements and at the mercy of the gods (2.1107: (>Epov0’ ... am t cog; 2.1109: 

alvaa<oopEvr|v poOiouaiv; 2.1110: tin’ Evveaiqai 0ernv miaupeg rep 

Eoveeg; 2.1118-9: wpa-eo; Sppq I ... pee’ fiiova; paXe vtigod).7 The 

screaming of the Argonauts themselves (2.1076-9) is contrasted with the 

screaming of the wind in 2.1103. These contrasts are further emphasised in the 

exchange of speeches on the beach and later in the palace of Aeetes (e.g. in the 

contrasts between the two ships). Argus, clearly frightened himself of Aeetes, 

tries to scare the Argonauts so much with his portrayal of the king that they will 

abandon their mission; Peleus, however, shows his usual fearless side and ensures 

the continuance of their journey.

The stories of the arrival of both groups on this island are separated by two 

rhetorical questions asked by the narrator.

Ti; yvp Or Otvfjo; eqv v6o;8 £v0VSe kEXgou

7For an analysis of the storm (2.1098-1121) see Frankel, Noten, 279ff.; Knight (1995), 73-81; 
WiUioms (1989), 183-91.
JWilltams (1989), 185 observation that "active verbs of motion ore almost exclusively used of the 
wind and the waves" supports this argument.
7l.242-3: Zen Vva, tic HoMao vooc: fT^o^Gt eoaotov optXov / qpc6cov yairi; 
nava%<auOo; eeeoO pVXXop; 3.52: ’nOevai, elg Seupo v6oc ^pet© ee KopiCo / 
OqvcoOc; am©;; II. 24.367: rig Vv Of) eot v6oc Vlt|;
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ocvSprov iqpcocov Oeiov axoAov;9 ”H koi e^tera
toiov oveiap epeAAev eeASopevoiavv iKecyOxi; (2.10<^^-2)

Phineus' prophecy is recalled by the direct reference to the seer in 2.1090 and the 

echo of oveiap (2.388; 2.1092).10 11 ’'Oveiap, a deliberately vague term, is often 

used in Homer to describe help given by the godsu and foreshadows the role of 

Zeus in arranging the meeting with Argus, reinforced by Phineus' explicit 

assertion that he, knowing full well the disastrous consequences of telling in every 

detail the will of Zeus, is not allowed to tell the exact nature of the help (2.389: 

apprjxov; 2.390-1). The very reluctance of Phineus at this moment also suggests 

Zeus' role in the storm, as it was Zeus who punished him.12 13 The seer exploits the 

paradox that the 'bitter,' 'cruel,' or even 'malicious' sea (2.388: aSeoKeoc;),^ well- 

known for its dangers, might bring something beneficial, 14 The enormous hazards 

of seafaring, also inevitably experienced by the Argonauts during their long 

voyage, will on this occasion, however, be experienced by the sons of Phrixus. 

Curiosity is raised by this remark from Phmeus:15 why would it ever benefit the 

Argonauts to disembark on a desolate island inhabited (2.1034: UwoUttiv) only

9Cf. 1.970: avSpcSv -hpcdcov Oeeo<c axSTo;. In the Doliones episode, it is used of the Argonauts 
in connection with the oracle heard by King Cyzicus to remind him to give hospitality to these 
heroes. It seems no coincidence that in both instances (in 1.970 in relation to an oracle and in this 
instance just before the intervention of Zeus himself on their behalf) attention is drawn to the 
divine background of their expedition. It also foreshadows here tlie importance of (divine) descent 
in this episode.
lORimkel, Noten, 277; Levin (1971), 203,
11 See Richardson ad II 24.433. He comments ad II. 24.366-7 that "ovdaxa in the plural 
elsewhere always refers to food, but oveiap is used of anything beneficial." See also the wide 
range in the Argonautica (2.185: food; 4.1432: Heracles; 3.507: benefit of counsel or hands; 
3.1051: ad-vice given by Medea; 3.900: presents).
12Cf. also 2.425: Koe Se pe piKexi xcovSe rcapoixepto e.epeeoOe.
13The precise meaning of this Odyssean epithet is unclear (Cf. West ad Od. 4,489; Hainsworth and 
Garvie ad Od. 6.273). In the Argonautica, it is used of the deAAaa with which the Harpies are 
compared (2.267), of Telamon's wrath (1.1339) and Cyzicus' and Mopsus' death (resp. 1.1037: 
Kxti;; 4.1503: onoav), recalling Od.4.4S9 and Of.10.245 (SXeOpm; Toopov). It seems to be this 
connection with destruction and fate that enables the specific combination here.
144.191-2 (Jason): "nSTi yap xpeim xfjc eive-xa xijvS’ oXyeiV'nv / vaoxiAl-nv exA^pev, 
oi.mi poxGCovxe;; 4.586 prophecy of Zeus): ntivovc, SoAi/'n; oXo;; 1.246: ’AXX’ on 
jbKKa KeXenOa, novo; S’ aTpTKXoc; ioucr-iv.
l5The same sentiment is found in Calypso's words to Hermes in Od .5.100-3: xt; S’ Kv ekov 
xooaovSe SiaSpdpoi cXpnpSv nSmp / dorcexov; ouSe xi; ppoxmv noXi;, oi xe
Oeoianv / lepd xe pe.o-ucn Kai e.atxou; eKaxoppa;.
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by innumerable16 shameless birds (2.383-4: avatbeaq ... oic^'vorig), even 

though help is said to come from the sea?17

"EvOa yap uptiiv ovetap abeDKeoq e^ aXog etatv, 
appjTov. Tco Kat xe 0iX(a (jpovecov ayopertoo 
ioK&[tev- akXa Tin pte tcaXtv xpetd) aKuTKaOat 
ltavKoauvn xd eKaaxa SujveKeq e^veTovTa; (2.388-91)

The suspense created by the seer for both the Argonauts and the reader is for a 

moment continued by the two questions asked by the narrator about the purpose of 

the anivai of the Aigonauts here and the nature of the help promised. Another 

intriguing element that is going to be clarified is why the Argonauts would be 

described as being in need (2.1090: eeXbopevotaiv ), just after their successful 

landing on the island. This will prove to be prospective. At the same time, these 

questions function as a device to introduce the story of the storm, announcing to 

the reader that the mystery is finally about to be solved (cf. also 2.851, in which 

case the question of the narrator [who was the next of the Argonauts to die?] 

immediately preceded the account of the death of Tiphys).!7 It is therefore a sign 

of major new (and interesting) developments, and this, together with the amount 

of detail spent on the storm and thereby the introduction of the sons of Phrixus, is 

indicative of the important role the brothers will play in Book Three. Phineus' 

words are also recalled by Amphidamas who, inspired by the example of Heracles' 

defeating the Stymphalian birds, suggests to his fellow-comrades what action 

should be taken in order to defeat the birds and disembark on the island of Ares, 

as the seer had told them to (2.1051: ertexeXXev ).i7 The condition, expressing

16Cf. 2.1082: puplot.
17Cf. 2.407 about the eyes of the dragon guarding the fleece. See also Gould (1973), 88, n. 74, 
otttng Eut. M. 378ff.; Ar. V. 446f., "where dvoo&ia ts reflected tn the unfltnohtng gaze of the 
eyes." Constder also what ts satd about the desolate beaoh on the tsland Htppurts (4.1719): 
'Pe£ov S’ ota Kev dvSpeq epTttadu evK peCetv / dKKfj e(pn%laGeiav. Argus refers also to 
the tsland of Ares as epTtpatnv KXKd vfjaov tn 3.324, when telltng about hts eKperienoes to 
Aeetes.
l8Cf. Ktrk ad II. 1.8. De Jong, Narrators, 91 prefers to call thts (after Amets-H.) "eine Frage aus 
der Seele des Horers."
l9Cf. also 3.555-6: <Iuvfjo<; e^eepca; / p.vuadp£vot; 2.1135; 4.253-5. See also Levtn (1971), 
199-200, who mentions the verbal parallelism between 2.382-5 and 2.1049-51.
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present intention ('if you are about to beach <the ship> now'), is given urgency by 

the specific reference to Phineus' command.20

Nflao; jiev neXa^ fipiv ’ApTjctV; — toee koi cxxoi 
eoiScoS’ tSSvee; — eycb 5’ ot>K eXxcopca iort;
eooaov £7laoK£GG£tv et; EKpaatv aUXv eiv’ vlXtiv 
iLi'iev rropoSvocoiev em^oooGov, et k' ejttKeXaat 
peXXjee 0>tvflog jiepvTipevot cbc; hnkxeXXev. (2.1047-51)

As previously said, the two groups arrive independently on the island and 

references to their actual arrival are therefore found in different places. The 

episode starts when the Argonauts have come near the island by rowing, as there 

is no wind (not even a breeze)^1 After a day of rowing, a stop on the nearby 

island at this appropriate time of the day is expected (cf. 2.1097).

ToTi; 7topavta6jievot koi Sf o/eSSv VvetTrep^ev 
vflooD ’Aorje(£So; eettvov nXoov etoEO^riOiv 
fltivetor Xtapf yvp vko Kvepcxq eAAtrcev a-)pT|.

(2.1030-2)

Having decided upon a method to conquer the birds, a successful battle (no direct 

contact, however) is fought the moment they touch upon the island (cf. 2.1077-9, 

in which their shouting is explicitly compared with the noise arising on the 

battlefield). 22 23

OvSe eiv’ otcovrnv ee’ eaeOpaKov VXX oee vflacp 
Xptnwxvroq aoKeeaatv erceKiemov, avOK* Vp’ ot ye 
fupiot ev6a koi evOo 7r^<,oD6zcf:(; rep&QovTo. (2.1080-2)

Until they reach the island, no bird is seen by the heroes (2.1080: OuSe ... 

£G£§patKov).23 Throughout this account of the arrival of the Argonauts on the

20Goodwin (1897), 407-8.
21Williams (1989), 181 comments on the ominous atmosphere created by a lock of wind.
22Cf. also the description of their fearsome helmets (2.1069-71). Vion (i, 228, n. 2) remarks: 
"Tout le passage (v. 1060-5,1069-80), oh abonVent les 6pithEtes ornontes, se pr^sente comme un 
pastiche omus6 des or6l1mlmoires Ve combat hom&iques." Cf. FrOnkel, Noten, 267ff.
23As Vion (i, 227, n. 5) comments, the instructions given by AmphiVomos ore strictly observed.
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island visual perception is emphasised. In 2.1034 (iSovxo), the heroes are said to 

see one of the birds darting down upon them in an attempt to scare them off as 

soon as they come near the island; an action which causes wonder among the 

heroes (2.1038: oi Se xdj>0V Txxpoev peXo; elaopowvxe;). Amphidamas, on 

the principle of 'to see is to believe' (2.1047-8: tarxe Kai atoxoi / xoriaS’ 

opvtOa; lSovxe;), proposes a plan to frighten the birds, defending this scheme by 

referring to the fact that this is not only Heracles' method, but also one, which he, 

Amphidamas, saw with his own eyes (2.1054: xo pev x’ eyd) a-oxo; otgmoc). 

The effectiveness of their scheme can only be inferred from the fact that the birds 

are said to fly away as far as possible.

co; jtDKiva Toxpa xotaiv e<)eaav ataaovxec 
■oxt paX’ ap Tz/xafoo, 7tepaxri; et; oopea yanri;.

(2.1088-9)

In each of the three oases in which the landing of the Argonauts is mentioned, a 

different verb is used: iKC|j£0a (2.1062); %ptptyr<cvxe; (2.1081); leXaai 

(2.1090).24 The sons of Phrixus on the other hand are, as mentioned before, 

simply thrown upon the beach by a wave (2.1118-20).

To Se popiov ei Aid; hS<op 
Xf^ev dp’ f)eXt<p- xd%a S’ eyyoOev dvxepOAnaav 
CXMAoi;- "Apyo; Se wxpo^xaxd; eKdaxo pOOov-

(2.1120-2)

The rain stops at dawn and the two groups immediately meet each other on the 

beach. The beginning of another day after a murky night (2,1120: vu^O’ orco 

X.iy(atr|v)25 coincides with new developments in the narrative.26 Vian comments

24Phineus used ro/epev (2.390).
25An adjective not used by Homer, but common in tragedy (LSI give S.fr. 525; Eur. Held. 855 
and Eur. IT 110). Argus, when telling his story to Aeetes, uses the same word (3.323: XuyodTi 
wio voktI). In all instances in the Argonautica the adjective is used in relation to the night, 
except for 1.218, where the epithet is combined with vejeeaot. Here, it calls attention again to the 
darkness of this stormy night (cf. 2.1103-5).
26Williams (1989), 18 emphasises that night is a time of emotion and fear, treachery, murder, 
theft, mistakes and foreboding and its arrival signals imminent misfortune."

S.fr
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on the abruptness of these lines: "La rencontre des Argonautes et des fils de 

Phrixos est en effet prdsent6e d'une fagon tres elliptique, puisque les Argonauts ne 

sont mentionnes qu' implicitement par le moyen d'a^XflXoig ,"27 Rather than 

assume a lacuna here, as Frankel proposes, Vian prefers to point to the fact that 

the interjection by the narrator interrupted the narrative in a similar fashion and 

that now, after a long digression, the story of the adventures of the Argonauts is 

resumed again. They could not have met anyone else on this desert island; no 

case of mistaken identity is possible. The story of the sons of Phrixus also omits 

any account of the activities of the Argonauts on the island before the arrival of 

Argus and his brothers on the island. Argus himself tells Aeetes that they did not 

have to encounter the birds because the latter had already been defeated by the 

Argonauts (3.324-6). The deceptively simple phrase xd%a S’ tyyvQzv 

dvxepoXijccccv / ddX-notg (2.1121-2; see also 2.1157: owpoXin), concluding 

the long descriptions of the arrival of both groups and starting off the account of 

their meeting, gives the impression that they happen to meet by chance on this 

desert island or, in other words, just 'bump into' each other.28 The meeting is in 

reality of course carefully orchestrated by Zeus himself.29
The first time Argus is called by his proper name is when he, the eldest of 

the brothers, starts his speech of supplication to the Argonauts.® The content of 

this first speech makes it immediately clear that this is not the Argonaut Argus 

who speaks.7 1 2 * * * * Before, Argus and his brothers were always collectively called the 

sons of Phrixus (2.1093; 2.1107; 2.1119), underlining thereby the importance of 

this tie in relation to the Argonauts. Phrixus, depicted with the ram on the cloak 

given to Jason by Queen Hypsipyle (1.763), is seen by Jason's mother Alcimede

27vtan,R£A 75 (1973), 99.
28Campbell uses thts eKpresston tn hts commentary on 3.68: "Hera casually gtves the tmpresston 
that Jason just happened to 'bump tnto' her (see on thts nuance F-G on Od. 22.360)" He also 
mentions tn hts commentary ad 3.179 that "this verb ts commonly applted to a dtreot encounter, a 
bold, no-holds-barred confrontation."
29Levtn (1971), 203.
39ihe same reason ts gtven tn 3.319 (erad TtpoyevEGrepog ttev), when Argus acts agatn as a
spokesman. Cf. Vur. Cycl. 101: %aipviv rapoaeiTrov Tptdxa xov yvpodTooKOv.
^Frankel, Noten, 290. Argus, the butlder of the Argo, ts mentioned tn thts epto for the last time tn
2.1188.
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and the other women as the ultimate cause of the hardship the heroes have to 

endure (1.256; 1.291). The relationship Argus and his brothers have with Aeetes, 

who is after all their grandfather since Phrixus married the king's eldest daughter 

Chalciope, is only later emphasised. The sons of Phrixus are, as we shall see, in a

unique position: they are blood relations of the Argonauts — and thereby even 

more entitled to receive help from the Argonauts than was due just to their 

position as supplicants — and are at the same time able to give an authoritative 

account of Colchis and King Aeetes. Their status will give them the role of 

diplomats on behalf of the Argonauts, first in respect to Aeetes and then to 

Chalciope to entreat her for the magic help of her sister Medea.

c) Argus'speeeh (2.1122-33)

’AvT6f£0<a Tpoq Zrjvoq ’ETOoyloo), di xiveq ecze 
avSpmv, E'Ojieveetv32 ze Kat apKeccooi /azeoDmt.

(2.1123-4)

The opening verb of his speech, dvvx^tEOa, 'to entreat,' makes it immediately 

clear that this is the speech of a suppliant.33 This is acknowledged by Jason in 

M-iaaeaG’ (2.1161), a verb, denoting the beseeching tone of a speech, commonly 

used in supplications and petitions and often combined with youvcov^4 Just as 

Odysseus does in his encounters with Nausicaa and Arete, so in this encounter 

Argus takes the initiative (2.1122: Tapovrazo^O, as is often done by suppliants. 

References to Zeus, the protector of suppliants and strangers alike, frame his 

speech (2.1123; 2.1131-3). It is appropriate that the combined function of Zeus as 

guardian of suppliants and strangers should be used here: their demands befit 

both categories alike. The verbs used to describe his requests have strong 

associations with a hospitality context. Hospitality is what they ultimately want to

32HVt. 7.237: ^eivo; Se ^etvq) eu Tppc^o^(^'V'ri eoet enp£ve^OKaKOv toovkoov.
33The verb is used in this way in tragedy (cf. Omnpbell oV 3.77): e.g. Eur. Ale. 1098: rcpo; oe ... 
Vveopoo AiS;; Eur. Supp. 279: TtpS; ae yeveraSo; ... Vveopoo.
34//. 6.45; II. 9.451; II. 20.469; II. 21.71; Od. 6.142; Od. 22.337. See Corlu (1996), 293.
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achieve; they are not in a position to approach the Argonauts otherwise. Because 

of their superior position, the Argonauts are suddenly on this island of Ares (a 

neutral setting) cast in the role of host, providing hospitality and help to others on 

their journey. The role of guest, the natural part of the Argonauts throughout the 

whole epic, is taken up by the Phrixid..®5 Cairns mentions that "the boundary 

between suppliant and stranger is difficult to define. ’ '3® Although Argus does not 

attempt to make the distinction by applying both epithets to Zeus, there is no 

question of hospitality in the strict (orthodox) sense of the word: after all, the 

Argonauts do not live here. So, although the supplication shares many of the 

characteristics of the encounter of Odysseus with Nausicaa (e.g. setting, position 

and needs of the suppliant, motifs used), the scene in the Odyssey acts very much 

as just a prelude to the long hospitality scene at the palace of Alcinous, whereas 

here the initial act of supplication merges into a conventional scene of hospitality 

with sacrifice, meal followed by an exchange of speeches and departure. 

Considering their desperate position (cf. also 2.1140: aj.T|%ocv£av kcck6tt]Til) 

the sons of Phrixus do not really have any other choice but to adopt the behaviour 

of suppliants. They have lost their ship, have just escaped death (2.1106: 

axvyepdv Tpopeovrec 6X^0po^;32 2.1113: rcape^ oMyov OtwaToto; 2.1114: 

aa%oc76covTag), and are soaked to the skin (2.1106: pDSaXeot )35 * * 38 Not only 

would Zeus be likely to protect them, he would also look upon the Argonauts to 

see if they acknowledged the rightful demands. Argus also tries to move the 

Argonauts by referring explicitly to the fact that they are contemporaries (2.1130: 

dvepag ... ojLfXtKaq).39 These two arguments will soon be strengthened by the

35Levtn (1971), 209.
3®^^itms (1993), 113-4; Thornton (1984), 131: "The two tnstttutions of 'suppltoatton' (imaa) 
and 'guest-frtendshtp’ (^eeva) are closely parallel tn the oeremontal actions expected from the 
suppltant and the stranger who becomes a guest, and host of etther." Cf. Gould (1973), 93. *
320f. 9.286 (Odysseus claiming that they have just escaped destruction): aoxap Oy© a6v 
xoioSe £7Cv:K)j)Yov odtouv oAeOpov.
38M'x5aK£oq ts a Homeric hapax legomenon, used tn II. 11.54 of the ratn of blood sent by Zeus as 
a symbol of the oomtng destruction on the battlefield. Here, the adjective ts used to describe 
ltterally how drenched they are and as a result tn the need of clothing. See Wtlltams (1989), 191, 
n. 21 ad a0Ea}axo<; (2.1115).
39See for thts sentiment Od. 15.196-8 and Od. 22.209.
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even more powerful motif of kinship. Medea will use the same combination in 

her argument in 3.731-2 (Ci dij |i0i aSetajetot y£Y<da0t / ktiSepove; xe 

ClXot Kat dj.tij|XlK£;) to justify why her help should be given by her to the sons 

of Phrixus (concealing of course her love for Jason).

The epithet used of Zeus in his opening words and repeated in the last line 

of his speech, Craws specific attention to the fact that Zeus is all-seeing, and it is 

implied that any transgression of the conventions of supplication will be certainly 

punished by him (2.1123: Z-qvd; ’Enox'/o'c; 2.1133: Ercoojjiog ).40 Argus' 

modestly phrased request (2.1133: 6 6& Kat etcooao; d|i|it XEroxat),

seemingly in accordance with his humble position, in fact strengthens his claim. 

In his article on Hiketeia, Gould mentions that

the significance of the ritual increases in direct proportion to the sanction 
to be imposed on the breach of it: the greater the sanction, the more 
awesome the authority which stands behind that sanction, the greater the 
anxieties involved over the proper performance of ritual requirement?!

The closing lines of the speech are modelled on Odysseus' appeal to the 

Cyclops.40 * 42 To reinforce his request for a 4Elvfj^dV Odysseus appeals to this dual

40Here only implied by the omniscience of Zeus, punishment is explicitly referred to in Od. 9.270 
(EmAixu^wp ixEcamv xe ^eivcov xe) and Od. 14.284 (og xe paXiara v£|pEoaaxoa Kaxa 
epya). Knight (1995), 134 suggests that emi'U.p'nTcjp is changed to the ""ess aggressive erc6\nog 
'watcher over all,"' as "confronted with another group of sailors of his own age, Argus feels more 
confident than Odysseus does before Polyphemus, and also hints at the greater passivity of Zeus in 
Apollonius." In the Phineus episode, where the roles are once again reversed and the host himself 
adopts in his misery (2.214: apyccTototv ... ev Kapaxoiatv) the position of suppliant, an 
urgent appeal (Cf. esp. 2.218: xpo^opexe pot, pboaoGe Suodppopov dvepa Aupng) is also 
made to Zeus HiKesios (2.215: o xtg piyioxog dAixpotg / dvSpaai). The revenge motif 
referred to here receives further poignancy because of the sins committed against Zeus by the seer 
himself. TPipaxog, vividly expressing the effect of the wrath of Zeus (pryeto: 'shudder,' 'bristle 
with fear or horror') on the offender, has therefore a double function and is not only applied to 
those supplicated. The tearful reaction of the sons of Boreas shows the success of the emotional 
(traditionally phrased) request for pity (2.240-3). The status of the Argonauts as l^eivoi is 
important as it is not by oOveioi that he will be saved from all his ills (2.235: ob§’ oOvetoi 
dXaxiKT'a'ucciv eovxejj).
4!Gould (1973), 91; Cf. also Garvie ad Od. 6.207-8: "In Homeric society a £etvog, until he has 
been formally accepted into the status of guest-friend, is peculiarly defenceless, and the notion of 
Zeus ^etvtog was doubtless developed to provide him widi some protection."
42Frankel, Noten, 291.
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function of Zeus.43 Similarly we find here the conventional combination of 

tKExaq and ^elvouq (2.1131) and the verb aiSeiaOat.

’AXX ikEko; ^dvoD; AtS; £tv£K£V aiO£G<o<oo0£
Setviov iKecojou xe- AtS; 8’ O^ot<tco tKExtor ' xe 
KOt %£WOt, 6 8£ 7OK KOt £701{/l0; Vppt XEXOKXCXt.

(2.1131-3)

oXX aiOeto, (/eptaxc, GeoiS;- tKExai 6e xoi eip.ev.
ZDq 5' ETtx(^'H'(coo tKE'Ttvcov ee 4eivcov xe,
%£tviog, og c,£ivot<aiv ap’ aiooloiaiv otitiSei.

(Od. 9.269-71)

Jason's response to Argus' plea quickly dispels the remote possibility that he might 

react as the Cyclops did in his utter rejection of this appeal to Zeus. In complete 

contrast, Jason will act as the perfect host, immediately granting the brothers all 

their wishes. This passage from the Odyssey also serves as a model for 3.192-3, 

in which Jason, referring to Zeus' protection of the %Evog, tries to encourage his 

comrades just before their meeting with King Aeetes himself (3.192-3: tpvvxec 

etce rcvven, koi 6 xtq pv^a k-vvxx'^o; vvSpmv, I eeiviou aiOctxtat 

Ztvo; 0£ptv f)8’ aJCyigEt).* 44 The futility of this appeal to the concept of a 

universal Ospi; in the case of Aeetes is exposed Immediately by the following 

description of the unusual burial practice of the Colchians (i.e. a custom peculiar 

to them alone: 3.209: f/ ydp xe 01kp| Ocapoto xexdkkxo.)45 46

The same combination of iKEXj and ^Eivoc is used by Jason twice 

chiastically to describe his position at the palace of Aeetes to Medea when he 

implores her for her help4®

43Cf. OV. 9.268: fj ee ^elvov Oepi; eoxiv; Cf. Nousicoo's words, which signify clearly the 
obligation felt on the side of the host (Od. 6.207-8): eov vCv xpi) K0|phev repo; yap Ai6; 
eiatv Vocavee; I %epoi ee nxcoxoi ee, Ocoi; 5’ oMyx xe xe.
44Cf. Campbell ad 3.192: "Apollonius strikingly, onV with some considerable irony, evokes an 
imoge of a world for removed from the harshness of heroic existence, o world presided over by a 
benevolent, protective goV whom ’oil of us everywhere' heed"
45Cf. Campbell ad 3.193: "On Apollonius’ use of Oepi; in the sense Vivine ordinance or ruling — 
VDB 3.162-3; Hoekstra OV. 14.56; GouiV 91.n. 90."
46 Cf. 4.358-9. See Hunter oV 3.986-7.
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npo; a' onjTTjg 'EkGxx|<; pEiAtaaopai ijSe xokhCcov 
Kai Aioq, oq £eEvok; iketugI xe %Etp’ 'D7Epi.a%£v 
Ggldxepov 6' ikVxti; ^Etvog xe xoi Ev0G8’ IkGvoo,
%p£ioi avayKatq YoDvodgEvoc" (3.985-8)

This reference to Zeus' authority and Jason's position of both (3.987: dp<|6T£pov) 

£eVvo; and suppliant again strengthens Jason's request:47 if Zeus himself supports 

strangers and suppliants, who is she to refuse this plea for help? It is as if the 

meeting between Jason and Medea re-enacts a new hospitality scene, even though 

Medea, whose help is desperately needed, is not in the position to be a proper 

hostess. The charm asked for by Jason from Medea can be seen as a ^Eivgiov/8 

The order of the Odyssey is reversed: there the meeting between Odysseus and 

Nausicaa preceded the encounter with the Phaeacians, here the rendezvous 

between Jason and Medea comes after the encounter with Aeetes.49 * The Nausicaa 

episode acts thus as model for both encounters. The site chosen for the meeting 

between Jason and Medea, a temple outside town (i.e. on neutral ground) 

foreshadows the encounter and killing of Apsyrtus near a temple in Book Four.7° 

Just like Odysseus, Jason emphasises the desperate position he is in by presenting 

his mission as a necessity (3.988: %p£ioi GvayKaliQ YOWOtigEvoq; 3.989: 

gxovoevxo; ... Ge0Xog>). Flattery, used to support and strengthen his 

supplication, takes the form of an elaborate version of the remembrance motif to 

fulfil the obligation of reciprocity and of praise of her beauty, which is cunningly 

connected with an assumed willingness to help him (cf. 3.1006-7: 7H yap 

voioa; / ek gop()fjg ayav^Giv ETrjXElriGi kekGgOoci). To reassure Medea of 

his good intentions Jason uses the word vOgvvEovxvg, the very thing asked for by 

Argus (3.980-1: gXV eke! GAX'qqoiGiv ioavopvv I'ugEVEOVXv;, / %opcp Ev

47Cf. also 3.563 (Idas' words): TapOeviKag 8e A.'chcai.v avoAiaSac; f|TepoTcv>£iv.
48Thv virb eyYwAiCeiv is oftin associatid with such gifts: 1.245 (Avvtvs); 1.770 (Atalanta); 
1.1181 (Mysians); 2.55 (Amycus); 2.968 (Hippolyti); 3.1205 (Hypsipyli); 3.1027 (Avvtvs); 
4.1554/1752 (Triton).
49cf. CampbvU, Studies, 60ff.; Clauss (1997), 165.
5® As dovs thv appval to Zvus, cf. Huntvr ad 3.986-7.
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fiycxOecp, tva x' o'6 6E|it; ecx’ dXtx£G0at).5i This verb e'6(t£VEiv acts as a 

leitmotif throughout this episode in Book Two and is used twice by Jason (again 

echoing in every detail Argus' own words) to assure the brothers of their friendly 

intentions. It is crucial for the Argonauts that a firm friendship be established 

now, before an appeal made to the principle of reciprocity (cf. 2.1136: Tamca 

mv amxtKa Tavxa Tap&;ojiev e'oiovEovxe;; 2.1161: XtaaeaG’ 

ebjEVEOVxa; £7tacK£Gaaat KaKoxrixa). The verb is also used in a hospitality 

context in the Lemnian episode by Hypsipyle (and later repeated by her 

messsenger to the Argonauts themselves) to tell the heroes that they are welcome, 

provided they come with friendly intentions.52

It is striking that no form of address is used by Argus, this emphasising the 

urgency of his request. Instead of asking about their identity (or including any 

speculations upon it) he makes it clear that it is their duty to help them regardless 

of their status (2.1123: ot xtve; eaxe). Argus' approach confirms Cairns' 

remarks that

where the suppliant is genuinely a 'comer' in that he is unknown to the 
recipient of his appeal, and where guest-friendship and supplication almost 
coincide, his position seems to be rather stronger... and the impression 
created is that the use of violence in such situations would deserve the 
severest condemnation.53

Garvie (ad Od. 8.546) comments similarly that "the status of guest and suppliant is 

said here to imply a relationship as close and binding as that between members of 

the same family." The lack of address echoes Odysseus' supplication of the river 

in Od. 5.445: KA60t, ava£, oxt; eaat- TtoAoXiAaTov 5e a* tKavco.54 The 51 * 53 54

51Echoing 3.87, in which Hera states her intentions in relation to Medea (et yap ot keivti 
at)j<t>pdcaexat ebpeveotiaa).
52<Cf. 1.707: xexAeo eoqiaaAj©; empotvepev evpeveovxog; 1.716: KhcKfixat abrixa vOv 
empatvepev ebpeveovxa;. Also used in 1.1334-5 (aA5V avepotatv / Stoopev dp7tXaKtTjv, 
cb; Kat Tapo; ebpeveovreg) in relation to the renewal of friendship between Telamon and 
Jason. In all the other instances the verb is used of gods well-disposed towards men.
53Catms (1993), 118; Knight (1995), 134. Cf. for Ixav© in relation to supplications Hunter ad 
3.986-7; Hainsworth ad Od. 5.445.
54The lengthy speculations by Odysseus about the identity of the princess all serve to flatter 
Nausicaa, so that she will be willing to grant his requests (Od. 6.149ff.) Hainsworth ad Od. 5.445 
remarks: "Tlie preamble of a prayer would normally specify the god's titles or prerogatives.”
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phrase o'I xtveq £axe / dvSppnv (2.1123-4) echoes Menelaus’ words in Od. 

4.61-2 and refers to the traditional ideas of hospitality.55 As a proper and good 

host, Menelaus emphasises that the all-important question of identity should not 

(and indeed will not) be addressed until after the guest has been honoured with a 

dinner and bath as his welcome. Any exchange of information has to wait till that 

moment. Strictly speaking, the phrase Is used In the Odyssey of the guest and here 

of the prospective host, but rather than Interpreting these words as merely 

apologetic, they could be seen as an expression of Argus' confidence. Referring to 

well-known customs, Argus uses this stock phrase to his own advantage to 

confirm again his rights as a suppliant and the duties of the supplicated. 

Regardless of identity (on both sides), basic help should be provided.

No mention is thus made by Argus about their own identity or status; the 

only thing he mentions about their intention is that they are on some sort of 

business (2.1127: Kcaxd xp£og>).56 Jason will ask Argus in his reply to specify 

the business he mentioned (2.1138: Xpeoq olov). The same word Is used about 

the expedition of the Argonauts: 1.235-6: oooo rep EveKvovxat ETqppeq 

ev8o0t vfpeg, I eux’ Vv Vym XpSo; VvSpo; uroOp oXa vo'uxtXteaOat; 

4.530: AtaovtSi] ropdeovxt KaxV xp£oq)57 The fact that they are also sent on 

their journey supplies another parallel to the situation of the Argonauts (2.1096: 6 

yVp Ovjckov £7£X£iAaxo oqvOe k&XEdOov. Argus emphasises this from the 

very beginning in order to assure them that they are no pirates. The angry, 

insolent questions asked by the Cyclops when he finds Odysseus and his mates in 

his cave, also voice this concern:58 59

gOvoi, otve; Eaxe; roOev 7?it6’ vypd KeA^£j(^<a,;59 
fj xt Kaxd itpfj^tv q paxinOIwq aXcXrr)C0£

55Cf. also Nestor's words in OV. 3.71-3: Nbv Sf/ xdAXioy Eaxt {loocxXXxfooo xai epeeGoo I 
4Vvou;, oi ptve; eioiv, pi eVpTraav ESmSn;' I & 4^vot, xive; Eoee; to9ev pcAstG’ 
vypd KeAeuGa;
^Likewise, Circe asks Jason onV MeVea: xpeio vavxtMttv oe SiaxptSSv e4ep^etvov, I 4S’ 
OroGev peed yoiav Ef/v Kai Sopae’ iSvee;... (4.721-3).
57Campltoll ad 3.189: ’’"n execution of o project, on business;" 2.1138: xpeo; ... UreOp VAo.
58<Cf. also Od. 3.69-74 (Nestor's questions to Telemachus).
59Cf. HyAphr 453-5.
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oOd xe Aqiaxfjpe; 'urcetp cXa, xoi x' aAocovxai 
yD%d; 7ap0e|u.evoi, kcxkOv dAXoSarcoOin <epovxe^;

(Od. 9.252-5)

Likewise, Aeetes assumes that the Argonauts have come to his palace to rob him 

(3.589-93; cf. also 3.375-6; 3.386-9; 3.402-3: f|e kxi oXAco; I odOkv epeto 

%£pT£<; ito’ oO'eiotow Eprjxe). When Jason is accused by Aeetes of having 

come to Colchis in order to seize Aeetes' royal power, he is at pains to assure the 

king immediately that the expedition is undertaken out of necessity (3.389-90: 

"PAXxd p,£ Socipoov I kxi KpDepfj pactXfjo^ dxooOdXoo mpaev £(>£Tg.u3)-60 

Who would after all undertake such a dangerous journey (3.388: xooov oiOpio) 

just for the goods of mere strangers (3.389: oOvetov km Kxepa^)?60 61 Instead of 

asking for clothing and food as Argus had done, Jason, not unlike Odysseus in his 

request for a ^etvqtov from the Cyclops, asks the king to grant the suppliants the 

specific favour of the fleece (3.391: Aoq %dptv dvxopkvotai).62 Recognising 

the need for compensation in the event that the king complied with his request 

(reciprocity is acknowledged: 0>toxxio(oi apotppv, 3.393), Jason then promises 

fame to the king throughout the whole of Greece and immediate help in the 

subjection of particularly troublesome neighbours (3.391-5). References to their 

status as suppliants are kept to a minimum in this speech by Jason. The fact that 

he does refer to the heroes as suppliants, however, makes it even more difficult for 

Aeetes to refuse this politely phrased request.63 64 The basic needs of strangers of 

food, drink and a bath have already been satisfied (3.300-1: aoxot xe 

XtapoiGW e^aioppjvavxo Aoexpotq, I otaTtaatcoq ooprop xe Toxfxt xe 

Oopov apeooav) and Jason seems above all to be concerned to rectify any 

wrong impressions created by the speech of Argus on their behalf.64 Aeetes' reply

60 Argus already stressed this in 3.336 (7iep>oei Sebpo veeoGoo. dpfjxavov).
61Cf. also Argus' words 3.336; Ttepxet Seupo veeoGai, ap.fj%avov.
^Campbell ad 3.391 points ovt that 6oq /dpiv is often used in respectful addresses to gods.
63Campbell ibid.: "At long last, a direct request, on behalf of suppliants. Aeetes will either oblige, 
or put hims<il;f in the wrong: that is the idea anyway." ■
643.377 (m 5e xe pi) mporOqpoWev eppq hv<xo0E xparc6£n<;) also shows the importance of the 
table as a symbol of the relationship of guest-friendship.
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also shows that they have more or less been accepted as his Ve^^oi (3.401: Veve), 

although he is still suspicious about their real intentions as 3.402-3 prove; he still 

speaks of them as being after the goods of strangers (3.403: etc’ oO/etotaiv).

The general demands for help and benevolence are later changed into the 

more specific request for clothes and hospitality in general (2.1128-9: oa ke 

TttOriaOe / SoOvai oaov x' EiXopa TEpt xpoo; f|8e KoprGGat). That 

clothing is considered to be a basic need is also shown by the passage in the 

Odyssey, in which Eumaeus orders Telemachus to provide the beggar (i.e. 

Odysseus) at least with this, as they are by circumstances unfortunately prevented 

from doing more. Clothing is considered to be a sign of dignity (II. 2.261ff.)65

vXX f) xoi xov ^etvov, etter xeov tkexo Smpa, 
eggg) piv xXatvdv xe xvjvva xe, Etpaxa KocXd,
8o>cc 8e %()0< apjrqKEc; Kat toggi neStXa

(Od. 16.78-80)

Clothing was also asked for by Odysseus from Nausicaa upon his arrival on the 

island of Scheria.66 The use of the noun EiXoLa, a hapax legomenon in both the 

Odyssey and the Argonautica, indicates the positions of Odysseus and Argus as 

suppliants. Just like Odysseus, Argus only asks for a 'wrapping'V? in both epics, 

the modest request of an eEAtpa is followed by the statement that clothes (termed 

Etpaxa, the general word) have been given (Od. 6.214: (xxpo; xe xnc&vd xe 

Eipaxa 8fvai; 2.1168: ek vt|6; 8<Ske Gp)Gtv Etpaxa SOvai). This points to 

the respect given to the guests.

daxo 8e pot 0ei£ov, 8o; 5e pdrc>; dpnpoAGaai,
JZ z >Z/s z if i /-x z i

ei x) too EtAopa pTEtpcv ex& £^^<dS’ tooGCt.
(Od. 6.178-9)

65Cf. also Kirk ad IL 2.261-4.
66Garvie ad Od. 6.178: "Odysseus' request is cunningly (cf. 148) modest, and he does not even 
ask for food"
67See Garvie ad Od. 6.119.
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Whereas Odysseus also asks to be shown the way to town (cf. also Od. 6.144),68 

the sons of Phrixus ask for hospitality in general. This motif, omitted by Argus, 

will be used by Jason in 2.1192, when he asks for 'helpers' (WtppoGot). Argus 

and Odysseus are in much the same situation: both have barely survived a 

shipwreck, have to entreat strangers on the beach for help, and blame a storm for 

their misfortune.

xojpcx Sd p’ alei Kip’ e^opet KpatTvat xe XueAAxt 
vpcoD oc7t’ ’Qyvylrjg’ vfiv 5’ evOdde KdppaXe Satpcov

(Od. 6.171-2)

novnp ydp xpT%xtat ErippCaacai aeXAxx 
vridg detKeAtirg 5td Sodpaxa rdvx’ eKeSacaocv,
13 evt rctpopev oiSpa Ktaxa xpoog eppepamxsg.

(2.1125-7)

Odysseus' words to Nausicaa69 are echoed in 2.1118-9 (Kdpaxog Oppj / pex’ 

fpovag pdXe vT<aoo) and later in Argus' account of the storm to Aeetes (3.320

34; esp. 334: ©eog Se xig dpp' eadcaaev).70 In this encounter with Jason, 

Argus does not attribute their arrival on the island to gods, although Jason himself, 

once he has heard who these strangers are, deems that this for him so fortunate 

meeting must have been arranged by the gods.

Tt’ evvenirtat S’ olco
dGovdxcov eg %eipag epdg %axeooxag tKecOaL (2.1166-7)

68Odysseus' account to Alcinous of the events on the beach shows that not only clothes have been 
given by Nausicaa, but also food, wine and a bath in the river. Cf. Od. 1.295-6: fj pot oitov 
SoKev aXtg f|S’ oaXoora olvov, / Kori Ao he’ ev jcoxapto, xod pot xdSe etpax’ eScoxe.
69It is interesting to note that Odysseus emphasises his swimming in his speech to Alcinous in 
order to stress his own (truly heroic) contribution. in Od. 7.280-3, Odysseus claims to choose 
himself the place to come ashore, whereas helplessness and the favour of the gods is stressed when 
speaking to Nausicaa to engender as much pathos as possible. We see that different versions are 
given according to the purpose of the speech, the circumstances and the addressee.
20Campbell ad 3.323: "Argus' account to Aeetes does not refer to a particular god until the all
important topic of the Argonauts' contribution is broached." Cf. 3.327-8: Kod a<j>’ duepoKev / 
f|pOac olKxetpmv Z^vog v6og, f|0 xig oaoa. The line is carefully phrased and still adds ije 
Xig aioa, even though Jason has pointed out Zeus' hand behind all events. Campbell, however, 
comments ad 3.328: "Argos reports it as a fact, with no softening Jtou."
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It is remarkable that Argus does not at all refer to the gods in this speech, either 

specifically to Zeus, or more vaguely to the role of 'some god,' as is done in Od. 

6.172. The winds (2.1125: xpuxEiai ... dceAAcai) and the poor quality of the boat 

are blamed for their disaster. Argus calls the boat, shattered to pieces by the 

storm, detKeXvri ('of poor quality,' 'shoddy').

ndvxcp yap xpTXxiat empptcaaai aeAAat71
vto; oeiiKEAvri; ota oonpaxa rcavx’ EKEoaaoav, 
fi evi TEtpopEV oTSjpa Kara xp&o; EjipEpaoxE;.

(2.1125-7)

In his speech to Aeetes in Book Three, Argus calls the ship aivoxaxj; (3.342),72 

in an unfavourable comparison with the Argo, built with the help of Athena. 

Campbell remarks ad 3.342 that "in 2.1126 he complained of his VToq 

dEiKE^T];, in a passage where he had no reason to exercise constraint: 

'disreputable,' i.e. 'shabby,' 'shoddy,' 'of indifferent quality,' EmsA];, kokO; , 

0aiA-o;." One could perhaps even say that Argus has every reason not to be 

constrained in his criticism and disappointment about their boat if he wants to 

succeed in the main purpose of his supplication: to arouse pathos among the 

Argonauts for their cause. At the same time, of course, it is indicative of Argus' 

temperament. An allusion to the role of Zeus could easily have been included in 

order to strengthen the claim for the protection of Zeus, just as Odysseus did when 

he appealed to the Cyclops to render hospitality {Od. 9.262: onxco non Zen; 

tJOeXe jpTxidaaOai).^ As it is, it is left to the god-fearing Jason to see the hand 

of the supreme god behind everything. By then, they have made such remarkable 

discoveries about each other's background that it is virtually impossible to 

consider their encounter on this desert island to be mere coincidence. * 2

21Cf. 3.1113-4 (xpaxetai bnep tovtoio ... avopwa^aoca. deAAm), in which Medea wishes 
swift blasts to carry her over the sea in oase Jason would not remember her.
22See also Campbell, Studies, 30.
23Cf. Heubeok ad Od. 9.259-71; "The observation that they have been driven off course by the 
will of Zeus prepares the way for 266-71; that they are oO8oCol, and so deserve respectful 
treatment (odOeio 26<9) ... conscious of his status as a hero he does not ask for pity (Cf. his very 
different attitude at 6.175). He comes os a suppliant but emphasises the status ond rights of the 
iKETii;; in fact he claims the right to hospitality and a gift."
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dog 8e Kai upeag amig ajc'qpovag e^eaacoae
Xeijiaxog ouXopevoio (2.1183—4)

Only after hearing the full story from Argus is Jason able to see and state 

confidently the pattern behind all these seemingly unrelated events. Alerted by 

Phineus' prophecy, it is not difficult for Jason to make this assertion. Already in 

2.1135, before he utters his first speech, Jason is described as potVToaovag 

0ivf]og otaaapevog xeXeeaOai. Once more this places him in a position of 

superiority over the sons of Phrixus. In complete contrast to the Cyclops who 

rejected not only Odysseus' supplication but even the gods themselves, Jason 

immediately recognises the power of Zeus by giving the suppliants all the help 

they need, even pointing out the part of Zeus in all this.74 As previously said, 

Jason's speeches will repeat many words from Argus' speech, thus reassuring the 

castaways that everything will indeed be done according to their needs. His 

remark in 2.1179, confirming the power of Zeus to a greater degree than ever 

envisaged by Argus, gives 2.1123 and 2.1133 an unexpected (and positive) twist. 

Argus' appeal to the all-seeing Zeus,75 used as a veiled but nevertheless present 

threat, is conventional and it is this trait that is taken up by Jason to affirm 

primarily the care of this god for the sons of Phrixus (2.1181: yap) but ultimately 

of course also for himself and his fellow Argonauts. After all, they have by their 

actions (i.e. the granting of hospitality, sacrifice) proven to be 0eoi)8eeg and 

StKaioi (2.1180). It is important for Jason to portray himself as such before he 

announces his exact plans to the sons of Phrixus. His choice of adjectives here 

refers back to Odysseus' anxious words immediately before he meets strangers.

eXOrnv tcov5’ avSpcov Ketpijaojiat, oi Tiveg eiaiv, 
rj p’ di y* -oppiaTat te Kai aypioi ooSe 8iKaioi, 
rie (jnXo^eivoi, Kai apiv voog eaxt Oeo-oSiig.

(Od. 9.174-6)

74Nausicaa (Od. 6.188-90) refers in her reply to another aspect of Zeus' power: his ability to 
apportion fortune at random. Cf. also Garvie ad Od. 6.188.
75S. Ph. 1040; S. El. 175.
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Being put into the unusual position of host on an island where they are strangers 

themselves, the Argonauts have so far displayed the behaviour expected from a 

good host, conforming to all the laws of hospitality?. They have, just like 

Nausicaa, given the suppliants the clothing that is their due.76 77 * * This is later 

confirmed by Argus in his speech recommending the Argonauts to Aeetes. It is of 

course important for him to sketch as positive an image as possible of the heroes 

in order to make the chosen diplomatic approach successful.

amctK £ft£i Kai ppmaw atog Kai ei^ax’ eScoKav, 
ovvoiid xe Option rcedKxeq etaai^^^xeg 
j arSxdio aeOev- (3.329-31)

Argus' statement is not entirely tme, as Jason promised them all this immediately 

before he had heard their name. Argus, however, is concerned that the relation 

between their name — and especially Aeetes' name, as the enjambement shows — 

and the receiving of hospitality is established. This is all the more ironic if one 

considers, as shown, the emphasis put by Argus in his initial speech to Jason on 

the insignificance of identity.

The very fact that these adjectives (2.1180) clearly echo these lines from 

the Odyssey means that they are applied to the Argonauts themselves?8 To be 

god-fearing (revealing the implicit threat again) is an admired quality in krngs?9 

The Phrixids could have encountered here the Amazons, who used the island to 

sacrifice horses to Ares (2.1173: tote). The mention of the Amazons, women 

extensively associated with hybris and savagery, as previously shown, is a learned 

allusion explaining the presence of a temple there, while at the same time

76UnliKe the suitors in the Odyssey who are therefore called on ti voTpoovec; onSe Sixain (Od. 
2.282).
22 Od. 6.191-3: vTv 5’ etcei. tTpotOptv xe tcoAiv koi yocav iKaveig, / oTx’ onv eaffixog 
Senpaoa onxo xeu dAAon, / mv Ercoox’ ikextiv xo&aroOpiov avKiaaavKa.
28Cf. Campbell ad 3.190.
29For example Alcinous (4.1100: ’AAA Aiog SsiSoiKo. Siktiv lOeiav dKtao^oc* ; Cf. also 
4.1009-10; 4.1123: GeonSfig). Cf. Knight (1995), 247: "oo longer ’god-like’ (Od. 7.231: 
0&^£ei^iq|g), but rather 'god-fearing'." Phrixus: 3.586 (XeonfeiTi).
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contrasting the behaviour of the civilised Argonauts with that of the wild 

Amazons, who are not (nXo^etvot or StKaioi and quite definitely Oypioi, as 

proven here by their barbaric sacrifice of horse..80 The two possibilities 

mentioned by Odysseus are thus exemplified here by the Amazons and the 

Argonauts.01 The qualities mentioned in 2.1180 are above all those displayed by 

the Argonauts rather than the sons of Phrixus who can only rely on the power of 

Zeus to help them out of their misery and are in no position to choose to act either 

justly or injusdy. The words ouSe ... XiTjooiEV (2.1179-80) continue in a 

triumphant conclusion the image of the all-seeing Zeus (2.1179: Zeb; exeov xa 

EKaax’ emSepKexat; 2.1133: too).

TotfveKa vvv vjx-a; yoa>va£o|i£0’, ai ke m,Or|a0£ 
bofvai oaov x' EiXoiLa tee'i %poo; fi5e Kopiaaai, 
avepa; oiKxeEpavx^82 * oi^'iiAti^co; ev KaKox^xn.

(2.1128-30)

TowvEKa vOv (2.1128) signifies formally that Argus, having given the reason for 

his miserable position, will now proceed to the specific request for clothing and 

hospitality, the appeal in the first line of his speech only being a general cry for 

help. The same transitional device is used by Thetis in her supplication of 

Hephaestus to receive new weaponry for her son Achilles, when after her initial 

explanation of the circumstances leading her to this request, she continues to 

phrase her concrete demand {II. 18.457).03 The elaborate construction of dt ke

80In her discussion of Book Two, Blok (1995: 274) mentions that in the characterisation of the 
Amazons "many elements can be recognised as typically 'Thracian:' the descent from and cult of 
Ares; the possession of horses; martial spirit; blood sacrifices of the kind known from the Thracian 
cult of Artemis; the lack of central [polis] and their lack of [themis]." Richardson ad 11 21.13(0-2 
remarks that the custom of horse sacrifices was not typically Greek and was '"common among the 
Scythians (Hdt. 4.61), Massagetai (Hdt. 1.216) and Porthions (Tac. Ann, 637)."
81No birds, Amazons (or other Cyclops-like creature) but nevertheless, as Campbell comments ad 
3.325-6: "These birds were gone for good — but the newcomers have found somebody just as 
dangerous as the Cyclops ’at home' ."
22in 3.328 this idea is transferred by Argus from the Argonauts to Zeus himself. it was Zeus’ 
power and mercy which moved the heroes to feel compassion for the brothers. Cf. Campbell ad 
3.328.
22<Cf. also 1.338, where the train of thought is as folows: everything is in order, all preparations 
for our ship have been completed, let us therefore now formally choose a leader.
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7l0T<a9e + inf- and ptc. (2.1128—9) is a deviation from Homeric usage 84 and does 

seem to be a mere polite phrasing of the request, emphasing the humbleness of 

their position. They are, after all, ev kcckOtt|ti (2.1130) — a topos in the 

supplication motif (cf. 2.1140: k(ckOtt|Ti). The roles are soon to be reversed and 

in 3.476 Argus characterises the situation of the Argonauts as such, when, having 

escaped the perils of shipwreck, he sees once again the doom of destruction 

hanging over both of them as their fates have become intertwined (3.483: S/uvoq 

etcei tcxvteggiv erciKpefiaO’ oAeOpoq).

Fowa^dpeO’ (2.1128), olKTeipavrec (2.1130) and aiSeGGatGOat 

(2.1131) all continue the supplication theme. 85 These words can be found in 

several speeches of supplication in the Argonautica and Odyssey.86 The grasping 

of the knees, whether this is accompanied by the actual gesture or, as here, meant 

only metaphorically, symbolises the humility on the side of the suppliant.87 At the 

same time, the suppliant generally claims the protection of the gods (usually of 

Zeus himself), stresses his right to aHSrnq,88 tries to move the addressee to feel 

compassion for him because of his misfortune, and often promises fame for the

84Cf. CampbeU ad 3.26-8.
85 Cf. also 2.217: Atocopoa. I look here at the supplication of mortals among one another. In 
formal supplications by humans of gods similar language is used: e.g. the supplication of the 
goddess Rbea (1.1133: yowoCex’; 1.1139: lAdoKovxai; 1.1093: lAo%co70cci) and Talos 
(4.1668: yowaCopevn ), When Hera asks Aphrodite for her help, or rather bullies her into 
agreeing with her plans, Hera as ever operates very much out of a position of superiority (3.25: 
burcAoiiiEvoci 8e piv apt)©). Her plea is, however, clearly perceived as a supplication by a rather 
surprised and awed Cypris.
86Examples in the Odyssey in which guest-friendship is requested by choosing the position of 
suppliant: Odysseus' supplication of the river in Od. 5.444-50; his supplication of Nausicaa in Od. 
141ff. (Cf. Odysseus' account of this entreaty reported to Alcinous later in the palace: Od. 
7.292ff.), Arete in Od. 7.145ff., the Cyclops in Od. 9.259ff. and the king of Egypt (part of his 
Cretan tales to Eumaius) in Od. 14.279-84, The supplication of the defeated on die battlefield, 
frequent in the Iliad, is not found in the Argonautica. In the few batdes described in the epic, 
killing occurs without an exchange of words between the killer and his victim. A good example of 
the topoi associated with the supplication theme is Odysseus' supplication to the river, just after he 
has finally reached the shore: Od. 5.447-50: od&Qoc pev x’ eaxi Kod dOavdxotai Oebioiv / 
av§pwv o<; xt<; iKTjxaa dAc6pevoc, cbc, kco. eyd) vOv / aov xe pdov ad xe vouvaO’ ixdvm 
itoAAd Ltoonoac. / dAA’ eA&aape, dvc8* Ikexts Se xoi eu^opai etvca. It shows the use of 
the same vocabulary and topoi as mentioned above: the appeal to ca8<5; and pity, the mention of 
the knees and emphasis on the severity of the suffering.
87Caims (1993), 116 calls this the distinction between "real and figurative supplication."
88Cf. Calms (1993), 105-19 (especially 113-9).
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host in return for help given now.?9 Slight variations in topoi, or the absence of 

them, and the presence of additional reasons all indicate the exact position of the 

suppliant. It is dependent upon the context and the urgency of the cicumstances 

which specific form any scene of supplication takes.?0 For example, the topos of 

reference to past favours can only be used when the suppliant actually knows the 

person he entreats. ?1 Cairns comments that

aideisthai 'means' 'to accept supplication' — it refers to the behaviour of 
one who receives a suppliant in the proper way. No doubt the word is so 
used because the occurrence of the emotion aidos is considered 
appropriate and normal in this context.92

In this whole scene in Book Two, however, there is no reference, either explicitly 

by the narrator or implicitly in the words of any of the characters, to any 

accompanying (supporting) gestures of supplication, such as the stretching out of 

hands, kneeling down or touching of knees. Nothing can be infen-ed either from 

the speech introduction (2.1122: "Apyog 8e TaaooiaTog ercjjoato jifiOov) and 

the act of supplication is, rather atypically, confined to the speech itseff?3 In this 

case, the absence of references to any body language marks the strength of Argus' 

case: hospitality should normally be granted without any problems and clearly in 

Argus' opinion this is a straightforward case in which no special favours seem to 

be needed. In the case of Medea's supplication of Queen Arete where the speech * * * * *

89This element is not present in Argus' speech, but see Od. 6.180-5; Od. 7.333 (daPeoxov xAeog 
Oltt, ey<a So Ke TarpiS’ honx-Tv); 3.391-5 (Jason to Aeetes); 3.990-1006 (Jason to Medea); 
4.1026-8 (Medea to Arete).
90fee Pedrick (1982), 135.
9! An element used by Hera extensively when she entreats Thetis for her help in guiding the Argo 
through the Planctae (4.805; 4.808).
97caims (1993), 115.
^Thornton (1984), 117: "In its most explicit and 'complete' form, supplication finds expression in 
pleading words and ritual action." Gould (1973), 77 calls this 'figurative' supplication and argues 
that such acts are "without the full ritual significance of the completed act." However, I do not 
think that in order to be a ritually significant supplication, it is essential that a physical as well as a 
verbal side is present (see also Garvie ad Od. 6.141-8). It is clear that Apollonius sometimes 
deliberately omits physical contact in order to describe and emphasise the condition or situation of 
the suppliant. 1 would therefore like to argue for a broad interpretation of supplication: when 
supplicatory language is present, 1 prefer to call the speech a supplication, rather than just a 
diplomatic, urgent appeal or humble request (with supplicatory character).
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is said to be accompanied by weeping and the actual touching of the knees, the 

request is for something more than just food and clothing (4.1014-5).

It is interesting in this respect to consider several speeches of supplication 

delivered by Medea in Book Four. Having given the help Jason needed in order to 

fulfil his task, she has now left behind her fatherland and parents and is forced to 

adopt the language and behaviour of suppliant several times in order to safeguard 

her position among the Argonauts. The first speech is delivered by Medea upon 

her arrival at the ship in the middle of the night and is characterised more as a 

speech of supplication by the gestures employed by Medea and the reaction of 

Jason afterwards, than by any formal elements in the speech itself.

'H S’ dpa ToiSq ye
yowcov d|i(j)OTepT|ai 7tepta%ojj.evT| KpoceeiKev- (4.81-2)

Anya §e u.tv 7tept yowaci KEKTT]niav 
tik’ avaetpojievoc;, Jtpoorcw^aTo Gapcrovev Te* (4.93-4)

Medea, in the traditional gesture of supplication, grasps the knees of Jason and is, 

in acknowledgement of her supplication, immediately raised to her feet 

afterwards.94 The Argonauts are significantly called <})tXoi (4.83), people closer 

than ordinary £etvot when Medea begs them to save her in a traditional appeal for 

protection (4.83: piSaaaOe 5oad|i|LLOpov).95 In her second speech when the 

Argonauts contemplate returning her to her father as part of a deal, she refers 

bitterly to the promises made to her by Jason in response to her supplication with 

specific reference to Zeus, the protector of suppliants like herself.96 In the same 

speech, she addresses Jason as ^evve (4.89) as she obviously wants to remind him 

of the obligations connected with the formal relationship existing between them.

94Medea's state of mind is said to be dtKTixepevTi (4.92).
95See also 4.1073 (Arete): poeo; Od. 14.279: epuaaxo Kori p’ eX&noev.
96Cf. 4.95-6.
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The tone of her speech is much more reproachful than plaintive, as she points out 

the precarious social position she is in, now that she has left everything behind."

nob to At6<; 'Ikeoioco
opKta, nob 8e ipeAc/pc'c brcoaxeaiai pepdaaiv;97 98 * 100

(4.358-9)

Although Medea and Jason are refeiTed to repeatedly as suppliants when they visit 

Circe," the epithets accompanying tKETTig make clear that they fall into the 

special category of suppliants atoning for murder who have no claim on aSSrng 

(4.694: Avypoi; tKETTat; 4.703: vr|Xr|T£i<; tK£Tat). They are no longer to be 

classed as ordinary suppliants (cf. Od. 7.165: Sc 9’ iKETiiinaiv dp’ a^T^SoT^OK^i.v 

O7;'nSei).100 In complete contrast to Argus, in whose case the act of supplication 

is expressed only in the speech, Jason and Medea are too ashamed to utter any 

words and it is the complex of their body language,101 their urgency (4.693: 

earn!) di,8avT£), preference for the sanctity of the hearth over the seats offered to 

them by Circe as a normal act of hospitality^02 and the placement of the sword in 

the ground by Jason, which indicate to the goddess what needs to be done. Zeus is

97Cf. 4.91: ovoTnv xod aeiKea; 4.360-1: THig ey<b ou Kara Koopov Ovaif'E^p 1oTt|xi / 
xdxprtv xe xALa xe lae’dpcov among xe xoro^c; (vocrj^iLOcipir^v); 4.367-8: xaxd S’ 
otixodv aloxog eyena. / Orn^Anuepcou;.
98cf. also 4.372-3: Sixn SP xoi epxe&)g eax® / Kca Oepig ijv dpKhro O'Dvapeooa|Llev•; Od. 
6.193 =0d. 14.511: ®v eteoolx’ ixerriv xaXaxc^piov dvxidaavxa.
"Knight (1995), 190-244.
100A traditional combination with 8Pvoi: e.g. Od. 8.544; Od. 9.271; Od. 19.191. See Cairns 
(1993), 105, n. 173.
1014.693: dvecp Kai dvauSoi; 4.695: fi pev ex’ di<(ooXpalg 0eiPvT> iPi®xa;
4.697-8: ouSP xox’ oooe / iGug evi iX^((<)didlCLV dvPa%e0ov; 4.720: Kai S’ amf xPAog 
t^ev PvmxaStg. See for the importance of gestures, silence and glances in this episode Knight 
(1995), 192. The detail of the eyes here is significant. The role of the eyes is emphasised in this 
episode because they serve as a means of identification before they have identified themselves. As 
soon as Circe has seated them facing herself, and Medea has dared to look up, any questions 
concerning their identity are superfluous. The whole concept of guest-friendship becomes even 
more complicated because of the already existing relationship based on kinship.
l08^jf. 4.693; also 4.703: ox’ Pdeonoi dvx.owotv; 4.723: anxmg lSi'Uv0'iaav Pdeoaxoi. 
See for the importance of the hearth in this context Od. 7.153-4 (xax’ dp’ e^ex’ ex’ ev
Kovvxjoi / xdp> xupt) and Gould (1973), 78, n. 23. Cf. 3.584-5 (Phrixus): ouSe ’dp AloXiSriv 
0>p%ov pdXa xep xaiPavxa / SePxOcai evi ueyapotaiv edPaxtov: 3.1116-7 (Medea): odOe 
’dp dTjv / axo^axog xSxe ooioiv PePaxioc ev i£Ydpodlov. Cf. Gould (1973), 90 ad II. 
9.63, in which the man who fights among his own brothers is characterised as ti()p^^x®i, 
dOefxoxog, dvPoxtoa.
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therefore invoked by Circe as: KaGapatov dyKOtdOo'DGCX / Zflva,

naXapvdlov, TipTopov iKeotacov ^JOS-SO.1*?

AwiKa 5’ eyvco 
KlpKTi <66iov oitov oXiTpoaovag xe <jo6oto.
To Kai orct^opevT Zt|vo(; 0eptv 'iKeoiooo®

peya pev Koxeet, peya 5 dv5po<0ovoioiv aptlyet, 
pO£e 0or|7roXlr|v din t’
VTlriixiig IKxat, ox’ e^ecTim dxxtooGi. (4.698-703)

Only after the completion of all the correct and complicated rituals of 

purification10? does Circe raise Jason and Medea up to sit on a chair facing her 

and ask them all the customary questions of hospitality. 106 After Medea has 

answered the questions (admitting that she has sinned but at the same time 

blaming her sister for it),®? although Circe is said to feel pity for Medea's tears 

(4.737-8: dXXa kox epTcj I oP0POavqv eX^eatpev) and the supplication has 

at least been successful in this respect, 0°8 the goddess is, interestingly enough, 

able to refuse to receive them as guests. Whereas it was appaently her duty to 

cleanse them from the murder they have committed and she has to content herself 

with just sending them away from her house because of their status as suppliants 

and the added motive of her blood relationship with Medea (4.743: IkOttC Kat 

opoyvioc^), their position — in this case at least — does not automatically entail a 

hospitable welcome. In her speech of rejection, she speaks with contempt about 

the fact that Medea has chosen to run away with a stranger, someone she does not 

know anything about (4.745-6: ep%eo 5’ Ok peydpov, ^etvcp aovorcriSoc 

eoCcaa I ov xtv<a xomov aioxov de-pao Taxpoq aveuOev?®? She calls

0°34.7^^(6-7: oi t’ ouv 69veiq) jEpiaopEvoi aapaxi xeepag / d te kco, e^<t>t^elf^)
jcpoaKTiSeEg avTidoxaiv.
®4Cf.Campben ad 3.193.
l°5jsot<e the words 81kt| (4.694) and 00piv (4.700): ail parties act according to their allotted roles. 
®6See Knight (1995), 190-1. 
lO7cf. 4.734.
®8This verb is t^ta^ii^t^on^Hy found in supplication contexts, as it is the purpose of suppliants to 
arouse compassion for their case. Here, this is apparently not enough.
^Something feoed also by Nausicaa (Od. 6.278-9): f Kivd nov Tc.AY%00ova kdo-^ioccccto 
tic; dro vqog; / avSpwv tqAoSawv.
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Medea’s flight contemptously detK£a, ’shameful' (4.748; 4.739: detK£a ... 

VOGTOV); Medea has in other words forfeited her right to ottScOg, as was already 

shown in the unusual epithets of iK£Tca. In 4.747-8 (MTj8£ pe yoavdaGr|ai 

£([£GTio<* ot) yap eycoye / atvfiaco poo^dg te a£0ev kat aetK&a 

Circe makes it very clear that any new act of supplication in order to achieve a 

welcome will not be successful, as this would imply approval of Medea's deed, 

something she will never be able to do.

The last episode in which the supplication motif plays a major part is the 

Phaeacian episode. A complex of supplication speeches is found here which 

reflects the urgency of the situation and marks this crucial moment in the epic. 

The wedding of Jason and Medea gives the maiden an official status among the 

Argonauts and puts an end to the pursuit of the Colchians. Two speeches by 

Medea are followed by a supplication by Arete of her husband Alcinous, clearly 

marked as such by the poet (4.1096: "Hq £(oat’ ovtoopevr]). Finally, Jason is 

warned by Arete not to supplicate Alcinous (4.1116-7: gny8’ ’AXkivoov 

paatA-fa / XiaaEGOai). Medea first of all supplicates Queen Arete as a means 

of conciliating Alcinous himselff just as Odysseus did on the advice of 

Nausicaa (Od 6.310-2), when visiting the Phaeacians (Od. 7.146-52),m and only 

secondly the leaders of the Argonauts themselves, stressing in the latter case the 

disgrace experienced by her of having to entreat a foreign queen for help 

(emphasising that they are in fact the only ones able to help her; 4.1045-6). 

Showing her manipulative skills, Medea uses this first supplication in order to 

strengthen her second supplication. Her desperation is illustrated by the multiple 

references to the gestures accompanying her pleas (4.1012-3; 4.1014; 4.1029; 

4.1048; 4.1053: "Qq (xdto XicrGO[i£vtp tcov 6' ov ttva yoavd^otTo), her 

mood and tears (4.1029; 4.1064-5), and by the fact that the chieftains (not Jason 

this time!) are all approached individually (4.1030: tota 6’ aptGTCOV

110 Arete characterises the speech as such in 4.1077-8: "HSe Se Koupf) / oavo>7ca0T)g Kaxa pot 
voov exAaaev avfiOtoQa..
111 Also noted by Knight (1995), 249.
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evapotpaStq avSpct ekoccftov; 4.1053: tccv 8’ ov xtva yoDvot^oixo), as was 

also done by Nestor to encourage his men (//. 15.660: XtacreaO’ wep tokecov 

youvodpevoq av8pa eKacxov).112

Koupri 8’ onXopevco fmo Setpaxt reoXAa pev atixotiq 
AtaovtSeco exapooq petXlaaexo, reoXXa 8e %epatv 
’Apqxrig yotivcov aXo%o'D 0tyev ’AXkivooio- 
Toovotipat, PaatXeta- ati 8* iXa0t, (4.1011-4)

Fear and anxiety, emotions often experienced by supplicants, are said to trigger 

Medea's double action.113 Even though the heroes try to encourage her by 

assuring her of their help and her plea can to that extent be called successful, 

Medea is still full of anxiety (4.1054: a%£O'DG0cv).114 In her speech to the queen, 

appealing to the gods to strengthen her assertions, she admits that she has made a 

small mistake (4.1017: Koti^qat ... dpreXotKtqatv),115 as all mortals do, but 

claims not to have had any other choice (4.1021-2: pi) pev eycbv eOeZovaa 

otiv dvSpaatv aXXoSareotat I KetOev ct<j)copp'f|0'nv).116

Z%exXiot axporetqq Kat avqXeeq, oti8’ evt Oupcp 
aiSetaOe ^elvqq p’ eret yotivaat %etpc«; avaaaqq 
SepKopevot xetvovaaocv apqxavov (4.1047-9)

Trying to arrange a formal status for herself as Jason's wife, Medea stresses the 

fact that these men are mere strangers.117 She finishes her speech as she had 

started it, with a conventional appeal to the queen to show compassion.

112Pedrick (1982), 135, n.41.
113Fear is used frequently by Medea to defend the decision she has made; 4.1022: oxvyepov ... 
xappoq; 4.735: tireeppta 8eipaxa reaxpoq.
114Cf. 4.1061; 4.1066-7; Arete's interpretation: 4.1073; 4.1077-8 f'H8e Se Koopri I aivoreaOfiq 
Kaxa pot vdov exXaaev avxtdcooa. Cf. Od. 7.293: dvxtaoavxa.
115See Knight (1995), 255.
116Cf. 3.795-6 (Medea considering public opinion concerning her reputation): fj xtq Kq8opevT| 
xoaov avepo<; odiAoSareoto / KaxOavev, fj xtq StSpa koi ouq -qaxvve xoKfjaq (Cf. also 
3.630-1: i) 8’a<t>vo xov £eivov, adeiSqaaoa xoKijcov / eiXexo-3.640; 3.785-6; 3.1067-8; 
3.1122-4; esp. 1123: xipfjeaaa yuvadp Kcd dvSpdaw odSoiri xe. Cf. for the sentiment in 
general Od. 9.34-6 (yavq ev aAA.oSaren). See also Clauss (1997), 161-4 for the distinction 
between aiScoq (internal) and dyZaiTj (external).
117See for the negative connotations of dXXoSareoiat II. 3.48-9, when Hector rebukes Paris for 
his behaviour (pt%0ei<; dAXoSanotcn. yuvatK’ edetSe’ dvryyeq / e£, drevqq yatTiq).
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’"XX kXkaipe,
Toovva, teov xe togw peiXiaceo- (4.1025-6)

No reply is given by the queen to this supplication, and only when Arete, 

prompted by Hera (4.1199-1200), speaks to her husband Alcinous in the privacy

of their bed at night does the reader know that Medea’s plea has been successful. 

When Odysseus supplicates Arete, no response at all from the queen is given. The 

speech to the Argonauts, however, is completely different in tone and even more 

reproachful than the previous time she spoke to Jason. The seemingly respectful 

address of them as m T-pt 8q peya ()epT«voi (4.1031)118 certainly has a 

sarcastic undertone, as is proven by the last line of her speech (4.1051-2: vov Se 

XdOeaOe / qvopfqq).!9 Again Medea fights for her reputation (nicely 

summarised in 4.1041: avuyepq Se guv oGvetoiq dWiqqat)120 * and 

emphasises the incongruity between her present misery and their fortune as a 

result of all her efforts. Again and again she reminds them of past favours. 

Medea deliberately uses oOvetoiq here, emphatically denying thereby any 

relationship with them as she would have implied, had she used ^etvot. Her 

words recall her father's words, when he classified the Argonauts as pirates after 

the goods of mere strangers (3.403: oGveiotatv). The Argonauts are threatened 

with the avenging power of the Erinys and the wrath of the gods (4.1043: 

vepeatv ve Oemv), as they have transgressed the conventions of supplication not 

only by the violation of oaths sworn to the gods,m but also by their lack of pity 

and compassion (4.1047: ...avpomtqq Kat avqXeeq)122 which should have been 

given to her because of her previous entreaties. In Medea’s opinion it is no more 

than right that they should be confronted with the Erinys, instrument of Zeus, just

118Similarly, Odysseus addresses the Cyclops with <£ptaxe (Od. 9.269).
119Remember Jason's words in 3.1006: xooaov apiGxqwv avSprav oxOXov.
120In 1.812, this verb is used by Hypsipyle to characterise the situation of the women without any 
male protection on the island of Lemnos before the murder of all men (dp irxoMeOpov 
omipe/Uoo; dAdXTiVTo).
I2fcf. also 4.1083-5 and 4.1100.

Odysseus' speech to the Cyclops fails to rouse compassion for his cause, and the 
Cyclops is said to speak vqXPi Ooptp (Od. 9.272).
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experienced by them after the murder of Apsyrtus and aptly called vqAetijc in 

4.476. Her speech here is very much a culmination of her speeches in Book Four 

after her flight from the palace (compare for example the appeal to Zeus in 4.358

9).

d) Jaaon's speech. (2.1114—9)

The introduction of Jason's reply indicates with precision the skilful diplomacy 

with which Jason is going to handle this encounter.

Tov S’ aw' Araovoc, emt^paSecoc epeeive,
0PV1Tpavaq Oivfloq otac^c^^^j^x^^q xeXiearGar (2.1134-5)

As Vian phrases it: "Les caracteres y sont peints avec finesse et humour. Jason 

fait preuve de son humanitd et de sa diplomatie coutumidres, mais aussi d'une 

fermetd nouvelle. "923 Jason, recognising that the prophecy of Phineus has come 

true and that more is at stake than the simple provision of hospitality, phrases his 

reply carefully (2.1134: £7r((po8£<pc).174 An immediate promise that everything 

will be done as it should be, is followed — in a deviation from the standard 

Homeric practice,175 but often encountered in the Argonautica — by a series of 

specific questions about their identity at this unconventional stage before any 

dinner or clothing have actually been provided. 926 This assurance can be seen as a 

mark of honour and mitigates the effect of the questions. 123 * * 126 127 Curiosity about their 

identity is further raised since Phineus' prophecy is one of the reasons for Jason's

123Cf. Campbell ad 3.320-^6^6: "He (i.e. Argus) shows none of the adroitness exhibited by Jason in 
his dealings with the Phrixids, in the course of which Argos had been portrayed (good- 
humouredly) in a none too flattering hght."
124Cf. Campbell ad 3.83 translates in relation to Hera's prearranged plan 'in a considered fashion.' 
Jason’s speech in which he accepts Telamon's excuses and successfully (1.1344: dpOpiGevTEc;) 
restores harmony among the Argonauts, is also characterised as such (1.1336).
^Cf. West ad Od. 1.169-70.
126Frinkel, Noten, 291.
127Just as Agamemnon, in an attempt to concliate Achilles, offers abundant gifts as a mark of 
respect (II. 9.135 & 277: xahxa pev auKlica rcivT<a uapoac^exat; II. 9.140: ravra 
jraFCG%£)Fev).
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questions. What help is he to expect from strangers who are in desperate need of 

help themselves? Jason needs to know his exact position in order to determine 

future behaviour and action. The questions are introduced by the phrase dXX’ 

dye poi Kaxdte^ov exqx'opov (2.1137), 128 129 * which is a combination of the well- 

known Homeric formula dXX’ dye poi xoSe eire Kat axpeKetoq Kaxc&te^ov 
(e.g. Od. 1.169; Od. 11.457)^29 and (pioi) dydpeuGdV ^Tupiov (Od. 1.174).13o 

KaxaXeyeiv is used to refer to the fact that a detailed and systematic answer to all 

the questions is expected. The questions, conventional as they are in themselves, 

are nevertheless phrased in an unconventional way, displaying subtle variations 

from Homeric formulas. In the examples given above from Od. 1 Telemachus 

asks Athene (in disguise) these questions (Od. 1.170: xtq rcoOev etq dvSpmv; 

roOt tot roXtq f|Se TOKfjeq;).

The question xpeoq otov Weip dXa vetGOat avcoyet (2.1138) refers 

back to Argus' own words in 2.1127. ’Avcoyet shows that Jason believes that the 

voyage is not undertaken of their own free will (i.e. that they are pirates), but that 

an element of compulsion is present. The most important question of the three is 

the last question, in which Jason asks specifically their name and descent. This is 

confirmed by the verb of 'naming' and repetition of ouvopa in Argus' reply when 

he tells them his brothers' and his own name at the end of his speech.

El Se Kat oovopa SfjOev ETtGaSetq SeSaqaOat, 
x$Se Koxtaampdq TteXet ouvopa, xq^Se xe Opdvxtq, 
x<$ SE MeXaq- epe S’ auxov erctKXeiotxe Kev ’'Apyov.

(2.115-4-6)

128’Akk’ aye marks this transition.
129CP. Hainsworth ad IL 10.384.

the related construction of n&oav oX/nOeiTiv xaxdke^ov (II. 24.407; Od. 16.226 = OJ.
22.420; Od. 7.297). The question tn 1.174 ts used to tntroduce the unusual question about the 
possibility of an existing guest-friendshtp wtth hts father Odysseus (Od. 1.17-4-5: rcrcpmioc ... I 
%dvoq).
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The combination of 6vop.cc with ye.ve0A.riv is a usual one, as this constitutes the 

most important basic biographical information given about a person.131 It is 

unusual for a host to ask the name directly and most of the time the common 

formula of Tie; 7to0ev etc; avSpcov (e.g. Od. 7.238) is used.132 Alcinous, for 

example, only asks after Odysseus' name {Od. 8.550: etrc* ovop’ oxxt ae KetOt 

KaXeov p/riTrip xe rcotxfip xe; cf. also Od. 9.16: vw 8’ ovopot rcpcoxov 

pn0f|aopai) — adding the elaborate apology that no one is nameless as everyone 

has been given a name at their birth — since Odysseus himself did not answer 

Arete’s question (cf. Od. 7.238) the first time questions were asked about his 

identity. As Garvie remarks ad Od. 8.552-4: "Alcinous speaks flippantly, as do 

others when they are asking similar personal questions, perhaps to mitigate any 

suggestion of rudeness or importunity." The addition of kXdxov seems to be 

included here by Jason for exactly the same reasons: i.e. to excuse himself for 

asking these questions at this importune moment and at the same time to coax the 

addressee to answer the questions fully. Flattery is an important and, in Argus' 

case, very successful tool for Jason to try to obtain the help he hopes for. The 

combination also echoes Odysseus' answer to the Cyclops {Od. 9.364: ovopa 

kA/oxov) just before he tricks Polyphemus by giving his name as Nobody.133 

Apart from Od. 8.552-4, this is the only other instance in the Odyssey in which 

specifically the visitor's name is asked134 and again this is done in a second round 

of questions.

The same phrase is later echoed in Book Three, when Argus tells Aeetes 

that they were given hospitality immediately because of Phrixus' and Aeetes' 

famous names.

13 !Cf. 1.20 (beginning of the catalogue: vov 8’ dv eyw yeveiiv xe koo. oovopa 
poOqaatpTiv) and 2.762-3 (Lycus' episode: AiooviSrig pev ol yevef|v xat oovop’ ekocgxoo 
/ o<|)(Dixepov poOeiO’ exaprov).
132Cf. Garvie ad Od. 7.237-8: "The same formula is found in six other places in Od., always 
followed by itoOt xot icoAt; fj8e xoKpec;; (e.g. 1.170,10.325)."
133Levin (1971), 204.
134Cf. Heubeck ad 6W.9.355. (M9.355-6: koi pot xeov oovopa elite / aoxtKa vov, tva 
xot 8m ^elvtov, co Ke go xatpx,<;.
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owopa xe Opt^oto TeptKteeq Elaatovxeq
f|8’ awxoto oeOev (3.330-1)

niEptKXeeq, 'far-famed,' suits the purpose of the speech (i.e. to flatter the king and 

thus put him in a good mood with the Argonauts) and indirectly confirms Argus' 

words in 2.1142 (dcTp£K£co<; Sokeco itot) dKodexe Kat Tapoq auxoi). The 

importance of the name motif in Book Two foreshadows therefore its significant 

role in Book Three, 135 136 137 * 139 when the roles are reversed and Argus proceeds to 

introduce the Argonauts to Aeetes (3.354-5: Et 8e Kat owopa 8q0ev 

^Tt©xS^t.q yevefiv xe / tSpEvai oi xiveq etaiv, EKaaxd ye pD^r^c^cxipqv), 

relying thereby on the same argument of kinship to convince the king of his 

obligations towards the heroes both as a host and as a relative. i36

el 8’ amob KpqGqoq exqxupov eaxi yeveOXqq (3.358)

’Exqxupov, used by Jason to request a truthful account to questions about identity 

and purpose of travelling, °7 seems to be added here to call attention to the 

necessary consequences of the hypothesis. 138

E’t ydp exqxnpov ecrxe Oernv yevoq (3.402)

Aeetes, however, did not ask for this information in the first place and ignoring

the strangers completely, centres all his questions solely on the sons of his

daughter. 139 The king is not fooled by Argus' words, and the approach, so

successful in Book Two, is in vain. The traditional elements belonging to a scene

of arrival are changed because of the company they are in, and instead of a

conventional arrival scene in which strangers arrive at a palace and are

135This motif also occurs in 3.992, 3.1070 and 3.1098, when Jason promises Medea fame and 
Medea still only asks to be remembered by name.
136See also Campbell ad 3.320-66.
137Cf. also 1.142 and Campbell ad 3.358.
138Campbell argues ad 3.358 that el exqTupov "does not carry the slightest suggestion of 
discourtesy, nor does it cast any doubt whatsoever on the veracity of the account."
139Cf. Campbell ad 3.332.
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interrogated by the local king, first a reunion scene between mother and sons 

follows, then between king and grandsons, all carefully orchestrated by Hera 

herself.140 141 142 143

e) Argus' speech. (2.1140-56)

’AxpeK£G)q (2.1142) is not found here in the traditional Homeric formula 

reinforcing Kaxccxeov, but in Argus' reply just a few lines later in the un - 

Homeric combination with Argus does not even announce that he is

going to give an accurate account of his descent, but simply assumes (2.1142: 

SoKern) that the Argonauts will have heard everything in great detail about 

Phrixus beforehand. It is the adverb more than anything else that shows the self

importance of Argus, who is clearly inspired by Jason's ovopa kAotos (2.1139). 

In his certainty that they must have heard about him, Argus is, for example, much 

more assertive than the god Triton, who by using the conditional (reinforced by 

6q) and by the admission that they live far away, leaves room for a denial 

(4.1559-61).u2 Argus' words echo Od. 3.193ff., when Nestor telling Telemachus 

about the fates of the Trojan warriors, emphasising thus that he has got this all 

from hearsay (cf. Od. 3.186-7), states it as a simple fact that Telemachus has 

heard all about Agamemnon, using the story principally to draw the parallel 

between Orestes and Telemachus (Od. 3.193: ’AxpetSqv Sb Kai a^xo! 

aKobexe v6oj>tv e6vxeq).i43 There is nevertheless one crucial difference:

140The actual arrival ts seen through the eyes of the newcomers and tots ts one of the few 
elaborate descriptions tn the Argonautica, marktng thus the tmportance of thts eptsode and 
conveymg a sense of cltmax now the Argonauts have arrived finally at thetr destination.
141 In Homer mostly combtned wtth verbs of speaking, the adverb ts tn the Argonautica found wtth 
yvdcocn. (1.661; Cf. Hdt. 7.10: EKpaOetv; Hdt. 1.209: etSevca; Hdt. 2.49: ETC^oxao9at, ), 
%ppi©v (2.182) and even upeLg axpEKcox; (2.212).
142But see Campbell ad 3.362-3 (TovSe 8’ ap’, ’HeJtou yovov Ppppvoi et xtv’ OKOOEt; I 
SepKEOCt Avyeinv): "It may be that, desptte the extraordtnary productivtty of a number of Greek 
gods, Argos considprs that Aeetes must have heard of such a close relative. If he does, he ts not 
prepared to speak wtth total assurance; he had been similarly tentative wtth the Argonauts at 
ti.ll42." In Book Three, however, just as tn 4.1559-61, a conditional ts used.
143Likewise, Agamemnon asks Odysseus tn the Underworld whether he has heard somewhere 
somethmg about hts son Orestes (combmed wtth the formula asking for an accurate answer, Od. 
11.458: a top ext ^coovxog d^Konexe TOcctSd; Epoto). Penelope tnfers from the behavtour of
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Nestor can do this because of the information given by Telemachus himself {Od. 

3.86-7: aUo'oq pev yap Tav-raq, oaoi Tpcodiv rcoXepi^ov, / Tte'oOojj^eO’, 

q%t £Ka<axoq dftdXexo Xoypov oXeOpov), whereas Argus does not possess 

such knowledge when making his assumption. In both cases, the statement, 

referring to common knowledge and implicitly denying the need to tell anything at 

all, is followed by a summary of the most important facts suiting the specific 

purpose of the speech.144

In this speech, Argus answers all the questions, although not in the order in 

which they were asked by Jason; he begins and ends his speech with a reply to the 

last question. TeveOXqv (2.1139), the last word of Jason's speech, is picked up 

immediately by AioXiSqv (2.H41),145 which receives its emphasis not only by 

occupying the first place in the verse and speech, but also by the slightly unusual 

combination of patronymic followed by a proper name. In the catalogue of heroes 

in Book One, the patronymic generally /bZZ/owj the first name (e.g. 1.41; 1.46; 

1.47; 1.58; 1.72; 1.105; 1.112; 1.207; exceptions: 1.151 and 1.190). The tale of 

his famous descent dominates his whole reply and the answers to the first and 

second question (i.e. city and purpose of the voyage) are interwoven with the long 

story of Phrixus and his position of honour at the court of Aeetes. 146 147 Argus 

incorporates, just like Odysseus in his tale to Eumaeus, a story exmplifying the 

correct behaviour towards suppliants and ^etvoi at a moment, when they 

themselves appeal to these institutions (Cf. Od. ^.276^8^AioXtSqv, a 

keyword, announces the theme of Argus' speech and foreshadows the important 

role of the kinship motif (cf. for example the first line of Jason's reply: 2.1160: 

"H dpa 6f yvcoTOt Taxpaooi dppiv lovxeq). Argus’ speech, told

the suitors that they have not listened to what they must have heard about Odysseus from their 
fathers {Od. 4.687-8: onSe xi rcaxpwv / upexepmv xo icoogQev axonere. naaSe; eovxeq).
144Although xaxoX^yav, as Heubeck states (ad Od. 23.308-9), refers to the thoroughness and 
completeness of the accounts.
M5Cf. also 3.584.
^Confirmed by the poet in the catalogue, when Idmon is said to be counted among the glorious 
Aeolids (1.143: KuSaApou; ... AioAiSricav). There is, of course, irony inherent in Jason’s 
ovopa kAoxov (2.1139): he does not know yet that he is in fact talking to someone of his own 
house.
147See Pedrick (1982), 137.
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dpiqyaveMv KaKOxqxt (2.1140), is reminiscent of the frightened Odysseus (Od. 

9.257) boasting to the Cyclops similarly about his link with Agamenon, the leader 

of the Greeks (Od. 9.263-7; esp. 264: xob 8q vw ye laytaxov woo>pdviov 

KXioc eaxi). Referring to the glorious deeds of ancestors or those he is 

associated with, the suppliant tries to raise his own image. 148 As Vian phrases it: 

"mais, naivement, il l'embellit pour faire impression. Il insiste sur le caractere 

merveilleux de l'aventure arrivee a Phrixos, tout en multipliant les preuves de sa 

veracite (v. 1142, 1145-45a)." There is irony in the phrase KtSaq 8e Kat elaext 

vOv Kev tOotaOe (2.1145), in which Argus, pointing out as a guide the 

interesting things to see for outsiders, uses language appropriate to aetiologies 

(e’taexi vi5v).149 Little could Argus know that this fleece is the purpose of the 

Argonauts' whole journey, not just an object to look and marvel at. Aeetes' 

menacing words in 3.374 (jcptv xtva Xevyakkov xe Kat Opi^ov

iSeaBaq) expose clearly Argus' naivety. Argus' boasting is also shown the 

moment he discovers that the Argonauts are on their way to Colchis to obtain the 

Golden Fleece. The highly favourable image sketched of the king in his first 

speech (2.1148-9: Kobpqv xe oi eyyuoXiEE / Xo^XK(5nqv dvcfeSvov 

ea><^()^c^'i5\^T|co^ vooto4150 js then replaced by a profoundly negative picture 

emphasising the terrifying aspects of his character and appearance and it is this 

image which will prove to be true. Compare for example 2.1202: atvCoq

oXoqatv ocmvetTiQtv ctpqpev with 3.492 (in which Jason reports to his 

comrades about his first encounter with Aeetes): Aiqxao dcrnveog dppt (tiXov 

Kqp.

The information Argus gives here repeats for the reader the facts told 

about the sons of Phrixus when they were introduced by the narrator (2.1093-6). 

In those lines, the purpose of their voyage and especially the fact that they, the

148As Edwards comments ad II. 20.200-58: "It is common for Homeric warriors to recount their 
pedigree with pride, because the glory of the father is reflected upon their sons;."
149Cf. 1.1354; 2.717; 2.850; 3.203; 4.534; 4.1153 (all narrator text). Argus does this still in 
2.1214 (exi vOv). See also Levin (1971), 205.
150Associated with the merriment during banquets and festivals (4.69; Od. 9.6).
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sons of Phrixus, (2.1093: mfjeq Opl^oio) come from Colchis are emphasised 

(2.1094-5: 81 Aiqq ... map’ Aiqxao Kuxatoi) / KoX%i8a vq’) which 

foreshadows the importance of the brothers for the Argonauts. The boundless 

wealth (daceoov oOpov) mentioned in 2.1095 becomes ‘the possessions of 

Athamas, Kxectvcov ’AOapavxcq (2.1153), in the account given by Argus. In 

2.1096, Phrixus' command is stressed (2.1096: 6 yap OvqKCOV 87ce£^lOaTd 

xqvSe KeOe-uCOo^v), whereas in 2.1150-2 (’AOO’ 6 pev qSq / yqpatdq 0dve 

Opiqoq ev At^ao S6dlodt:nv- / qpeiq 5* abxiKa maxpoq e^xpacov 

dO£VdVTeq) Argus, picturing himself and his brothers as dutiful sons, centres 

upon his response to the command of their father. Argus is still positive about 

their chances of continuing their voyage (2.1153: vebpeG’).

The pious obedience of Prixus, described later by Aeetes — for entirely 

different purposes — as a model guest, 151 is underlined by his sacrifice of the ram 

to Zeus in order to strengthen his claims on hospitality. His welcome by the king 

is mentioned immediately after the sacrifice. Although Argus tells the Argonauts 

that it was Hermes who gilded the ram's fleece (2.1144-5), he does not 

acknowledge Hermes' involvement here. Argus maintains that the sacrifice was 

made at the prompting of the ram itself (2.1146: eqq b7oQqpdabvqalv), 

although the poet gives a slightly different version in 4.118-22 and tells that 

Phrixus was urged to offer the ram by Hermes. 152 * The words of the poet, 

indicating the involvement of Zeus via his messenger Hermes at every stage in 

Phrixus' life (and here especially in relation to Phrixus' encounter with Aeetes, just 

like Hera's involvement in the meeting between Jason and Aeetes) in retrospect 

lend more credibility to Aeetes' story that he was ordered by the same god to 

welcome Phrixus as his guest. The question remains why Argus chooses to stress 

the role of the ram itself. It would seem to suggest that he either does not Know

151-3.585-6: o; tctpl ndvxmv / letvrav peiX%'q te 0eo•u8p^T| x' eKeKaaoco; Cf. Jason's 
characterisation tn 3.190: apvvova 0>p%ov.
1524.118-22: ’EyyuOi 8’ ca0aX5£VTa neXev pwpoio 0£pe0A,a, I ov pa jox’ AloMSqq Att

Etaaxo I pe^tov Keivo xepcc; Tayxpvaeov, © ol eeitcev I ’EppMaq
7;p6(tppov loppAqiaevGc;. "Ev0* dpa xou; yp I "Apyou IpaSpoawqatv dptcTqe; 
peOeqaav.
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the full story or deliberately disguises these facts in order to centre the attention on 

the magic qualities of the ram. Considering the fact that Argus also does not 

recognise and acknowledge the hand of Zeus in the storm, the former 

interpretation seems to be more likely. Phrixus' position of honour is confirmed 

by Aeetes' gift of his own daughter without any bridal price (2.1149: 

dvdeSvov).153 Aeetes literally hands his daughter over as a gift (2.1148: 

eyy'odXt^ev). This is the only case in the Argonautica in which a person is the 

object of the verb.154 155 156 Argus therefore deliberately ignores the fact that the Golden 

Fleece can rightly be considered as a very costly bridal gift for the ruler. 135

It is this exemplum of Phrixus' reception by Aeetes in his palace that 

returns repeatedly in relation to the hospitality to be expected, hoped for or relied 

on in Jason's case and it seems to function as a test case for his character. Argus, 

Jason and Aeetes himself all use this instance of hospitality for different reasons 

and adapt the basic ingredients of the story according to the circumstances, 

addressee and purpose of the speech. Jason uses the instance in 3.190-3 to calm 

the nerves of his comrades (and himself) before he is going to face the king.

'O 5e Kai tot’ dp/bpova 0>p%ov eSeKxo 
pqxpDtqq ^Eteyyvxa SoXov Taxpo; xe OuqXdq, 
tocvxe; etei Totvxiq, koi o xt; pdXa Kwxaxo; dvopmv, 
Seivlon al&ixai Zqvo; 0£ptv qS’ dXeyi^ei. (3.190-3)

Hoping against hope, Aeetes' welcoming of Phrixus confirms Jason's positive, if 

not naive, assumption of the universality of Zeus' power. Again, the words 

remind us of Odysseus' confident speech to the Cyclops (Od. 9.268-71) and

!33janko ad II. 13.365-7 notes: "As a mark of honour Agamemnon offers Achilles his daughter 
avdeSvov {Il. 9.146)." Bellerophon receives his bride on the basis of his divine ancestry, 
admittedly after the completion of the three tasks the king has set him (Cf. Kirk ad Il. 6.179-86). 
No mention is made of any bridal price in this instance.
i54Cf. Od. 16.66. Od. 8.318-9 (aq o Ke pot pdXa icavra itarnp ditoScpcfv eeSva, / oooa 
ol eyyudXi^a KuvownSoq dvexa Koupriq) reflects the normal situation in which the suitor 
gives gifts to the prospective father-in-law to win the hand of his daughter.
155prankel, Noten, 299; Williams (1997), 466 comments that the Argus’ third speech "suggests 
that Aeetes' gentle welcome of Phrixus was motivated by the simple desire for gold and the power 
which the possession of the fleece might bestow."
156See also Campbell ad 3.171-95.
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Polyphemus' indifferent reply (Od. 9.275; Od. 9.115). Even if one would doubt 

Aeetes' qualities as a host, then one could always cherish hopes, remembering this 

particular example.157 158 159 In 3.304-5, Aeetes refers to this instance in his address to 

the sons of Phrixus when questioning them instead of the ‘strangers, after the 

banquet (3.299: eScoSiiv), bath (3.300: Xoexpotc;) and drinks (3.301: carcaaim^ 

SopCQ) xe Toxiqxt xe Ou|pov apeaoav) have been prepared for them. When in 

3.584-8 the king tells the assembled Colchians that he only welcomed Phrixus in 

his house because of explicit instructions form Hermes, he uses this example to 

maintain his harsh image among the Colchians.

f) The reactionof the Argonauts andJason's speech(2. 1158-6-)

apiaxjeq 8e auvqpoXlq Ke/ctpovxo 
Kat ojieaq apl^ov Ttpi8a|Lipee<;. (2.1157-8)

The traditional motif of amazement at the visitor's unexpected arrival is found 

here with slight variation. In Homer, this motif is almost always found when it is 

the visit itself that is unexpected and the host is said to recognise his guests as 

soon as he sees them (e.g. II. 9.193; II. 11.777; Od. 10.63; Od. 16.12-4; Ocl. 

24.394). 138 Here, surprise is expressed not so much at the time of the actual first 

encounter, but later, after the heroes have been informed about the identity of the 

brothers. In TBpiOooipeec the extent of their astonishment is captured: the 

wonder present in the noun, Gdppoq, and verb, OajLipetv, already strong words in 

themselves, 159 is here even reinforced by the addition of the intensifying prefix

157campbell, Studies, 29-^30; Hunter ad 3.176-81; Hunter (1989), 91—^2; Williams (1997), 469.
158Cf. Richardson ad Il. 24.482. In Od. 7.14^5, the Phaeacians do not yet know who Odysseus is 
and their wonder arises from the fact that the (magical, supernatural: 8£a<)cro<; !) cloud of mist 
surrounding and concealing him all of sudden disappears, revealing the hero in their midst (Cf. 
Garvie ad Od. 7.140 and cf. also Od. 16.178). Another exception is Od. 17.367, in which the 
suitors wonder about the identity of the beggar. This motif is used in the arrival of the Argonauts 
at the palace of Aeetes in Book Three (3.210-4). In 4.74, the heroes, hearing and recognising the 
voice of Medea, wonder at the reason for this unexpected visit (4.73-4: crya 6’ exoipot / 
OapPeov, eux’ evopaav o 5fi Kcd erTThiiov qev). As Garvie points out ad Od. 7.140 
"silence is often a mark of astonishment."
159Cf. Richardson ad Il. 23.815 and Il. 24.482.
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Tcepi.160 The Argonauts can literally not believe their eyes after they have been 

told the astonishing news. Joy, resulting here from their good fortune at meeting 

these strangers on the desert island, is also experienced by the Argonauts at the 

warm welcome given to them by the Phaeacians (4.998-1000: Kat 8’ aural 

fjpcDec; ava tcXt|0'dv K£%apovTO, / tq ike^oi otov te pecatTctTT) 

e^Pepacorec; / Atpovvq).161

It is not quite clear what precise actions are implied by the words cs^eac 

ap<]>i£fl;ov (2.1158). It would seem that clothing is now handed to the brothers, 

were it not for Jason’s words in 2.1166 (vnv 8’ £oaac?0£ 7rapot0£v; cf. also: 

2.1168: ek vtjoc Scoke aptatv Etpara 80vat). ’Alk^etcov therefore appears 

to denote here nothing more than a vague 'took care of them.'

Avrap ’Iijccov
E^ooTtq162 Kara poipav apEtyara rataS’ ETceeacrtv

(2.1158-9)

Jason then replies Kara poipav (2.1159), 'rightly,' 'suitably.' This combination, 

a common formula in Homer, mainly with verbs of speaking such as E£ircE(<;) or 

KaT£X&;a<;, but not apEtyaTO ,163 is found only here in the Argonautica. In 

Homer, it seems often used to refer to a judgement made retrospectively, and not 

so much, as it is used here, to announce that a speech is going to confirm the

160OapPog and Oocppeiv are used in the Argonautica, as in Homer (Cf. Femandez-Galiano ad 
Od. 21.354), when the Argonauts encounter the divine (1.550; 2.681; 2.922; 4.682; 4.1430; 4.1363 
(comrades hearing the news from Jason); 4.1673; 4.184 (fleece). It is also found in connection 
with the heroes themselves (1.550; 1.220; 1.322), in which case 3.924 and 4.1192 are worth 
mentioning. In 3.924 (Cf. Od. 16.178), Jason has just been beautified by Hera before his crucial 
meeting with Medea and is admired by his comrades in anticipation of Medea's reaction. In 
4.1192, the Phaeacian women, bringing the traditional gifts for a bride to celebrate the marriage 
between Jason and Medea, are astonished by the dazzling appearance of the heroes (4.1192-3: 
Odppeuv S’ eioopoaxjoct dpiTtpEnemv fipcocov / etSea Kai pop^ag).
161 Similarly, delight is expressed by the Lemnian women when hospitality has been accepted by 
Jason (1.843-5: otp<f>l Se tov ye veijvtSEt; aXXoOev oAZoci / pvptoa eiMaaovxo 
Ke/oppevai, 6<}>pa TtuXacov I e^epoZev). Cf. also 3.1147-8.
162Cf. Campbell ad 3.31.
163Cf. Femandez-Galiano ad Od. 22.486 and Garvie ad Od. 1221. When found in combination 
with Kax£X&;a(<^ it always refers to the act of storytelling {Od. 3.331; Od. 8.496; Od. 10.16; Od. 
12.35) and signifies that the story has been told as it happened, 'properly' (Cf. Garvie ad Od. 
8.496-8).
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expectations (e.g. Od. 7.227 = Od. 13.48; Od. 4.266; Od. 8.397). These lines echo 

in particular Od. 14.509-11.164

oboe xl kc Tapa |ootpov erco, vqKepOe; eerceq- 
Ttp obx’ eaOqToq Oe^^aeao obxe ted aXXob, 
mv £Troi%’ tKexqv xaOarroelpiov dVTlot<JavTa.

(Od,. 14.509-11)

The swineherd Eumaeus grants Odysseus everything a supplicant should be given, 

but especially and first of all clothes, because, as he says himself, the petition has 

been made appropriately. Similarly, Jason tells the brothers that there first 

concern should be to receive clothing, before any more talking is done.* 1 *,5

’AOoa xa pev koo eaotbTiq evl\|/ojiev aXXrLorni
vbv S’ eaaacOe rapoiOev. (2.1165-6)

Having gained for himself enough information for the moment, Jason behaves 

here again as the good host, 636 delaying talks till their proper time after the 

provision of clothes, a sacrifice and meal (2.1177-8: Abxdp £T£t pe^avxe; 

eTapxea Odixa Tcdaavxo, / Sq T6T' dp’ A’oaovtSq; peT£i)c6ve£v qp%e xe 

|l60qv). Using the same device as Agamemnon in his speech to Achilles {II. 

1.140-1: akV qxoo |oev xabTa pexac)paG6jpea9a Kat abnq, / vbv 5’ dye 

vqa )xiAaivav epbaaopev el; oXa &ocv), Jason shows himself to be in full 

control of the situation. The future, reflecting the certainty of the promise, is 

followed by an imperative indicating which course of action should be taken, 

whereas dXXq^otao (2.1165) adds a note of intimacy to his words. The fact that 

they are said to gather round the hearth hastily (2.1170-1: flept O’ £a%dpq 

e<oxqaavTO / £GGDpi£Vtt);) also seems to point to the fact that they have spent

164 CM 14.510-1 = Od. 6.192-3.
165Cf. the promise made in 2.1136: xadxa |iev adxiKa itdvxa itapeloipsv edpeveovxeq. 
’Evijcxeiv, ' tell,' a meaning not attested in Homer, is common in the Argonautica (e.g. 1.1257; 
3.475; 780; 4.810).
l66Compare this with Odysseus' words to the Cyclops in Od. 9.351-2: c/extae, icmq kev xtq oe
koo, "DcoTopov aXho; ikoixo / dv0Fcofmv itoOewv; em od Kara nowav ppe^aq.
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time talking which, according to the conventions, should have been used for a 

sacrifice and preparations for a meal.m

Both at the beginning and at the end of his speech, Jason acknowledges the 

difficult circumstances the brothers are in (2.1161: XioaeaB’ ... KaK^^iq^<a; 

2.1167: aaxeovxaq; cf. 2.1124: ebpeveeiv xe koO. PpK£ocai aaxeooiGi). 

Because of the very meaning of the word, the verb aaxeev, 'to be in urgent need,' 

'to have urgent need of,' is frequently used in the Argonautica in hospitality 

contexts. It can refer to the various basic needs of travellers in foreign, unknown 

and potentially hostile countries (4.1557: etc’ dlAoSaTcq) for e.g. water 

(cf.4.1430-1) or directions (4.1556-8).* 168

El Se xi xtigSp rcoppop palecG’ cXoq, ota xe toXAC
dvOpcoToo xccxeopGiv ett' dXXoSaiiq Ttpocvxeq,
e^epeco. (4.1556-8)

More than an ordinary visitor, Phrixus is in a special position of need because of

his position as a fugitive.

obSe yap AioMSqv Opi^ov paXa Tep xaxeovxa
Se/Oca evt peyapotGiv e([)cactov, (3.584-5)

In his graceful acceptance of the offer of hospitality from Queen Hypsipyle, Jason 

gratefully emphasises her role in the provision of all their needs, 169

TpriT'bXTq, paXa Kev O'opqSeoq avxidaaipev
Z « >Z Z f 9 Z 9*XpqGpoauvqq qv dppi aeOev xaxeauaiv fnaqgiq-

(1.836-7)

Finally, Chalciope uses the undesirability of refusing a relative and above all a 

^eivoq all what he requires (note the position of xXcat'qq in 3.719) to convince

137 speed in a sacrifice is also emphasised in 4.1593-6 and 1.432 (a(»CX<av xe OoPC, Seipriv xe 
podaq).
168Cf. also 3.84 (ouxi ptqq xaxecuaca tKavopev, otSe xi aa-pbov), in which Hera tells 
Aphrodite that they have come to her for reasons other titan those she assumes.
169Levrn (1971), 208.
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Medea to give Jason her help.,6o Not dwelling on the fact that Jason's needs 

exceed the basic necessities of a traveller, she presents this particular request 

cleverly as part of the normal obligations of a host towards his guest.

Ot)K ov 0f| qetvcn xAairiq xaTeovT^ Kao awed 
q SOXov q nva p^tv e7ti<t>pdG<cow70ao aeOXou,
TaiScov eiveK’ epeio; (3.719-21)

Jason leaves the purpose of his voyage to Colchis tantalisingly unclear for the 

Phrixids, revealing only his own descent, his provenance and destination (note 

that he mentions Aeetes at the very end of line 2.1164, before he breaks off his 

speech). As 2.1164 demonstrates, the two parties are each heading in opposite 

directions (2.1164: veop’ , ominously echoing Argus’ words in 2.1153: 

vebpieOO.iii x^e general reference to the gods in 2.1167 (dBavcXcrnv) indicates 

already that some benefit is going to be gained from this encounter. Hinting at 

what Jason will ask from them in the next speech, the specific wording of eq 

%xp<aq epdq (2.1167) has a definite sinister undertone. The idea that once one 

has fallen into the hands of someone else it is no longer possible to escape is also 

present in 4.415-6 (abxdp ky& KeivOv ye Tsaq eg yppac iKeaOai / 

peiXi,©), where Medea promises Jason to lure her brother Apsyrtus into his 

hands, in 4.1043-4, where Medea speaks of her fear of falling into her father's 

hands (etc YPtpac iobaqq / Aiqpeo Impq Too^om^i^i^'vi SqmOqvai), and in 

II. 10.447-8 (pq Sq pot jpv ye, Al0clv, eppdMP0 Oupcp, / PaOXd rep 

dyyetXaq, ercet ixeo yPpaq eg dpdc). where Diomedes refuses to let Dolon go 

out of fear that he may spy on them. In 1.491 (otc^m; YPtpaq PuC aooc 

e^ocXeoio), Idas uses in his quarrel with Idmon the same threat with specific 

reference to his personal safety in order to scare him. Even though there is of 

course not a direct threat of death in the case of the brothers, now that Jason has

l70See also 3.1015-6.
l"2just as Odysseus can confidently say that he is on his way home in his farewell speech to the 
Phaeacians (Od 13.61: a-uxdp eycb veopai).
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met them on this island he will not let them go and it is as a result of their

encounter with the Argonauts that the Phrixids will become involved in the quest

for the Golden Fleece.

Jason stresses the kinship existing between them in the emphatic and 

surprised beginning of his speech with fj dpa 8q in 2.1160.142 He calls them 

yvcuTOt Tcacpaaot (2.1160), blood-relatives from the father's side, hinting at the 

closeness of the relationship by using the noun yvcoxoq, which, although also used 

of kinsmen in general, is especially used of the relationship between brothers (cf. 

1.35; 1.165; IL 17.35 and IL 22.234).123 The fact that their grandfathers were 

brothers (2.1162: Kxaiyv'qxc^i.; 2.1163: KpqOqoq 8’ micdvoq) is used as the 

reason why help is rightfully requested and given to the brothers in their difficult 

circumstances. Argus will repeat this information in reversed order (2.1162 = 

3.360; 2.1163 = 3.357) and slightly more elaborate form for the sake of Aeetes in 

3.358-6 (cf. 3.359: ow kev yvcoxoq Taxprnioq dppi tceXoito), adding the 

link with Aeolus (cf. 3.361: Opl4oq ... AloXiSao^'4 and the famous descent of 

some other comrades in order to impress Aeetes and to try to convince him that it 

is his moral obligation to help the Argonauts. IL 6.211-5 serves as a model for 

both Jason's speech in Book Two and Argus' words in Book Three. Glaucus and 

Diomedes meet on the battlefield and in the customary speeches before the actual 

duel discover that their fathers have been guest-friends,172 173 * 175 which effectively puts 

an end to any intentions of fighting each other (//. 6.215: q pcc vb pot 4Eivog 

TcaxpcOiog £<aan Ttcxtaioq ~ 2.1160: 'H apa yvdxo'i appiv

lbvxEq). In Book Three, this specific instance is recalled by Argus to strengthen 

his argument; just as Glaucus and Diomedes did not fight against each other, once 

they discovered the bonds between them, so should Aeetes help the Argonauts in

172Cf. Kirk ad II. 3.183 and also Jason's conclusion in 2.438: ’H dpa 6q.
173Cf. Richardson ad II. 22.234 and Campbell ad 3.359. Bremmer (1997), 89 discusses the 
traditional closeness and unanimity between brothers.
,74Phrixus is mentioned at the end of the exposition because of the link he provides with Aeetes 
via his daughter Chaciope.
175Cf. Edwards ad II. 20.178-98.
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every respect.176 The theme of genealogy dominates Glaucus' speech and the 

pattern in II. 6 of unfolding of ancestry, followed by a reaction of delight and an 

explanatory speech, is matched here in Book Two.

xarnq^ toi yeverjc; xe Kat atpaxoc; euxopat etvat.
"Qq (Jjocto, yqGqcrev Se poqv aya0d<; AtojuiSrig-

(7Z. 6.211-2)

epe 8’ amov emK^etotTe kev "Apyov.
"£2<; ddx’- aptcrcfie<; Se a'ovqpoXlq Ke%apovTO

(2.1156-7)

g) Sacrifice and meal (2.1168-78)

Together, the Argonauts and the brothers now make a sacrifice in the temple of

Ares, thereby symbolising their unity (a fact reinforced by 7taaat>Stq in

2.1169).177 It seems no coincidence that the Argonauts make a sacrifice on this

island of Ares, the god of war, just before the final encounter with Aeetes.178 No

description is given here in the Argonautica of any of the rituals of the sacrifice

itself and although the offering is presumably made to Ares, as it is his sanctuary,

this is not specifically stated and no mention is made of any prayers or any

response of the god himself (cf. e.g. 1.1133-44). Sacrifice and meal are usually

closely connected in that the meat left from the sacrifice is roasted and eaten by

the participants afterwards (e.g. Od. 3.461-3; Od. 3A7Q-2; II. 1.464-8; //. 2.427-

31).179 The most elaborate example of a description of a sacrifice leading to a

meal in the Argonautica can be found in 1.402-518, in which the activities of the

Argonauts on the evening before departure are described. There an account of the

actual sacrifice, the preparation for cooking and roasting itself is included. This

176See also Campbell ad 3.359. II. 6.224-5 (xd> vuv aoi pev eycb ^dvoq (jnAog ’'Apyei 
peooco / Etpt, ou 8’ ev Aukitj, ote kev tc&v 8fjpov iKtopat) sums up the implications of the 
institution of guest-friendship.
177See Gould (1973), 79 for the bond of solidarity created by ritual acts.
178 Jason will sow the dragon's teeth on the field of Ares and the fleece is to be found in Ares' 
grove. Of course, the Argonauts also need to make this sacrifice after they have killed Ares' birds. 
See also Frankel, Noten, 300.
179See Kirk ad II. 1.447-68.
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stage is not described at all in this passage; the dinner is simply said to be ready 

(2.1177: Amap tei pe^avxeq ercapxea Saixa 7aaavT0),i8i partly using a 

formula traditionally found in such a context (e.g. II. 1.-464; Od. 3.461: ama^p 

£7iei Kaxd pipe icdq Kat onXayyva raaavTo).!* 1 By the construction with 

the accusative emapxea Solxa and the position in the verse, itaoavxo, otherwise 

in Homer constructed with a partitive genitive, n2 deliberately recalls the formula 

mentioned above. In the previous line, the Amazons are said to carve their horses 

(2.1176: itctcoon; 8atxpe,P0V). referring to the specific stage in the ritual when the 

meat is made ready for roasting, and so an indirect reference to the different 

phases is given (cf. Od. 14.432-3: ov Se G'oPcyxqq / taxaxo SatxpebGCov • 

repi yap (tppatv atGipa qSq).,63 No detailed account is given of the act of 

eating and drinking itself either. The conventional sequence of sacrifice and meal, 

leading into the conversation held after dinner, is maml^aon.184 Verse 2.1178 

(Sq xox’ dp’ AlGovtSqq p£EL))Cv£PV qpye T£ pbOcov) echoes the sequence 

found in Il. 2.432-3: abxdp E^et rootoq Kai eSqxboq ep epov evxo / xotq 

dpa pbOcov qpyP Tpi^a^^o; i7ereTa NEGxcop.iis The same combination of 

particles (2.1178: Sq xox’ dp’), clearly marking a new stage in the narrative can 

also be found in Od. 8.381 (Sq xox’ dp’ ’A0K.voov 7cpocnP)GJvPP Soq 

’OSDOGE'6rP when Odysseus speaks after the interlude filled with singing and

180Cf. 3.299: Aproeq S’ otcoxt Sq ajiv eicapxea 0qKav eSwSqv; Campbell ad loc. 
comments: "as so often in this poem, we are offered a glimpse (but only a glimpse) of possible 
’alternative' systems. In Od. eitopxqq is applied to persons." Cf. also 1.1210: oJXa xe ndvxa / 
6xpa^O)X Kara Koapov eicap'Taaet.ev lovxi. In 1.234, 1.333 and 1.877 used in relation to 
their ship.
I81Pven shorter than Od. 8.61: xodq Sepov apC) 0’ eicov, tetOkovts xe Soax’ epaxeivqv. 
See Arend (1933), 67.
™"Od. 9.87, Od. 10.58: anxap ercet aixoio x’ erccaoodpm0’ qSe jtoxqxoq; Od. 1.124: 
Sdrrvou rcaoaopevoq; Od. 4.61: Sriravon TCaaoapev©; 1.1072: raocoaaOai eSqx-Ooc;; 3.790 
(Cf. 4.21): 7caaaapi£vq ... ^apptaKa.
l83See also Od. 15.323: Saixpehaai xe koo. OTCxqoai ko oivoxoqaai; 1.432-3: rodq S’ 
exapot o^cdpav xe 0o©q Seipdv xe poeiaq, / kStcxov SaixienOv xe Kit lepa pqp’ 
exdFOvxo.
ll'llVest mentions (ad Od. 3.445ff.) the different sections found in the descriptions of sacrificial 
banquets: (1) preliminary offering and prayer, (2) killing of victim and preparations for cooking, 
(3) cooking, (4) meal, (5) conversation. Cf. also Arend (1933), ’Opfer und Mahl,' 64-79. Another 
extensive description of the rituals of a sacrifice is given in 1.1103ff., when the Argonauts make 
offerings to Rhea (a meal finishing the rites is mentioned in 1.1150: Kat xlxe pev Sdix’ dp«j)t 
0e<Sq 0eaav oupeaiv "ApKxriv). No mention is made of how the oxen (1.1107-8) are 
slaughtered for the sacrifice. Cf. Knight (1995), 50-62 for a detailed analysis of 1.402-518. 
i15Cf. also 2.610: ricjniq SE luapoixaxoq qp%POO pnOmv.
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dancing. Contrary to practice in Homeric formulas, in 2.1178 no addressee, not 

even a general one, is mentioned. .

ob8e ajv 0ept^ qev,186 * 188 * * ox’ dwTiraep'rGev tKOtvxo, 
ppCv x’ f|8e pomv xfjS’ eaxdpq lepa Katew (2.117^^5)

The emphasis in these lines in Book Two is more on the description of the temple 

itself with its remarkable black stone and the contrast between the animals 

sacrificed by the Amazons and those by Greeks. The description of the temple 

reveals the primitiveness of the Amazons: the temple is roofless (2.1171: 

avqpe^eo^) and the burnt sacrifice (2.1175: Katetv ) is made on the eaxdpq 

(2.1170; 2.1175), a sacrificial hearth, positioned outside the temple (2.1171: 

eKToq ... vqob), rather than on a popo^, a structural altar.1 g7 Again we are 

reminded of the words of Phineus who told the heroes about the presence of the 

temple of Ares on the island (2.385-7).

xq pev x’ evt vqov ’'Apqoq 
Xatveov iTOtqaav ’Apa£ovt5cov padXetai 
’Oxpqpp xe Ka'i ’AvxuOTrq, 6t6t£ axpaxTomvxo. (2.385-7)

This is the only time that the Argonauts are said to sacrifice on an eaxdpq; as a 

sign of their piety they usually erect themselves an altar on arrival at a new place, 

in which case the word pcojpo^ is invariably used (e.g. 1.359; 1.408; 1.966)444 

These altars often function as aqpaxa in the landscape, signifying that the 

Argonauts have visited a place489 In Od. 14.420, Eumaeus, the swineherd, offers 

a pig on his fireplace upon the arival of Odysseus at his hut (xov pev Ituix’

186The same expression is found in relation to the ritual in 1.958-60, which is explicitly said to be 
made in obedience to Apollo: dxop keivov ye OEOTipOTriocxq 'EkcPtoio I NqXetScx 
pexoTuiaeev ’Idoveq ISpucavxo I lepov, fi 9emc Vpv. ’Iqaovtqq Pv 'AGqvqq. Cf. also 
1.516.
^xhe temple is made of pebbles (2.1172: axidav) which can presumably be found ov the 
beach. 2.695 (temple of Apollo on Thynias) TPppPm.v; 1.402: Xdiyyog.
188LSJ point out that the eax^pq is used to devote a "sacrficia hearth hollowed out in the ground 
so distinct from pco-^dq " and is "frequently used generally, ’altar of burnt offering"’ (esp. in
tragedy, for examples see LSJ).
18®Cf. 4.651 and 4.1620-2: "Ev0a pev tApyloq xe 8pqv kxi a4paTa vqoq I qSe 
IVoxeeiSccovoq tSe Tptxmvoq eaot I p®pot, Eire wpv* qpap E7r£GTPOov.
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eaxqaav en’ £O%apq).190 In that case, the fireplace, a sacred place and 

powerful symbol of supplication and hospitality, functions as a makeshift altar.191

Here, the Argonauts offer sheep (2.1170: jtqV tepe^oopevot). A 

normal sacrifice is said to consist of either sheep or cows (2.1175) which 

corresponds with the offerings made by the heroes throughout the Argonautica. 

There are only a few exceptions. The Argonauts sacrifice wild goats and possibly 

fawns (2.699: dypqv; 2.691: KEparnv Eitt pqpia Opaopev ociycov) on an altar 

erected in honour of Apollo upon their arrival on the desert island of Thynias (i.e. 

not in a hospitality context). In that case it is emphasised by Orpheus that they 

sacrifice what they can considering the circumstances (2.688-9: xd Sd pe^opev 

Ota Ttxp£<oxt, / Popov dvaaxqacv'XEc; etcokxiov). The oath to Concord in 

2.714ff. explicitly illustrates the important function of these sacrifices as a means 

of ensuring unity among the comrades and among Argonauts and other groups of 

people with whom they have entered into a relationship of guest-friendship. The 

only sacrifice of a pig is made by Circe in the complicated, elaborate and 

deliberately bloody rituals designed to cleanse Jason's and Medea's bloodstained 

hands (4.716: peptaopevoi aipaxi %£epoq).192 Sheep in particular are offered 

on arrival and sometimes departure from a place (2.531-2), at the tomb of heroes 

(Dolops: 1.585-9; Sthenelus: 2.928), in funeral rituals (2.839) and at the 

appearance of gods (Apollo: 2.686ff.; 4.1719-20). In contrast with the Odyssey 

in which the scenes of sacrifices are all made within hospitality scenes (with the

19°Garvie od Od. 7.153: "It is not clear whether for H. the hearth was already in itself invested 
with the idea of sanctity or sanctuary, as it is later... But 14.159 may suggest that it was." Cf. also 
Hainsworth od Od. 7.153. No formOl altar is found in Agamemnon's hut (II. 2.425). Compare also 
with 1.448: E9etq<; eaxqaav EnSpqxov icep't P®p6v.
191Cf. Arend (1933), 66-7. Cf. Od. 14.158-60: tax® vOv Zenq itptSxa 0e®v levtq xe 
xpdrre^a, / toxlq x’ ’OSnaqoq dpujiovoq, qv acpKav® / q pev xoi xdSe icavxa 
xeXdexcn ®q dyopen®.
192Cf. Knight (1995), 191: "o common victim in this kind of purification." Interestingly, the 
murder of Apsyrtus is compared with the slaughter of o bull, underling the sacrificial character of 
the killing near o sanctuary (4.468-70: Tov 6’ o ye, pouxuTcoq ®q xe pryav KepeaXxea 
xaopov / icXq%v 6m.ite6aa£ vqon a%£56v ov icox' ESetpav / ’ApxEpiSi ppnyot 
Tepnaiexat dvxnoepqOev). Blood is emphOsised throughout in relOtion to the murder: from the 
blood that is said to flow from Apsyrtus the moment he dies, staining Medea's veil and dress red, 
to the moistening of the hands with the blood of this special, young of a sow (4.706-7: oOpaxi 
Xetpog / xeyyev) and the blood dripping from the walls of Circe's palace. Cf. Knight (1995), 59 
for the "serious bloodlessness of the first two books."
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exception of the sacrifice during the Helios episode),,93 sacrifices are made in a 

variety of situations in the Argonautica. In hospitality contexts, the Argonauts are 

either provided with these animals by their host, symbolising the generosity of the 

host and his piety by his cooperation in the sacrifice (e.g. 1.1181), or they sacrifice 

animals stolen from them and used at a later expedient time, as is the case with the 

sheep they have seized from the Bebrycians (2.143-4: fjSq S' o<xtc£T<x ixfjXa 

TtptTpOTtcdSqv exdpovxo / qpc^q; 2.301-5). These sheep are offered by the 

Argonauts in the Phineus episode, illustrating in addition the dependency of the 

host upon his guests, as the seer himself is clearly not in a position to provide 

them with this, although he does in his piety bid them build an altar and sacrifice 

(2.484).

Sacrifices of cattle are relatively rare, as are extensive and precise 

descriptions of all rituals associated with a sacrifice; the Argonauts offer as 

promised (1.417-8: ayXaa xabpmv / ipa TtxX/v prn|icp eTtOO^ojev) two 

oxen before their departure to Apollo, the god who receives most of the offerings 

made throughout their voyage.,94 All the provisions are then still available. The 

Phaeacians bring a ram (4.1185-6: SKKpvxov ... dpveiov) and a heifer (4.1186:

ext TOpTtv) to be sacrificed after learning of the marriage between

Medea and Jason. The sacrifice made upon their arrival at Scheria was only 

referred to by OtrqTTtoAlriGiv in 4.995.195 In that case, the very fact that a sacrifice 

is made is important, not what is sacrificed or how the rituals are completed.,96 
This sacrifice marks the welcome extended to the Argonauts and the basic piety of 

the Ph^a^^s which is important for the events to come. There is no place for an 

elaborate sacrifice here, as the two contending parties arrive, and the absence of an

193Cf. Arend (1933), 66.
K4Cf. West xd Od. 4.353 about the importance of sacrifice before a major undertaking; Knight 
(1995), 50.
I95Ct also the sacrifice in the Lemviav episode, in which the fact that there is a sacrifice of some 
sort is only referred to by kxicvQ K/nxqpvxi. vepiTcXpov and Ooeeaca (1.858-60). A general 
image of festivity is given with the mention of banquets, singing, dancing and sacrifices all in 
honour of Hephaestus and Cypris. The small detail of TeptiriXov effectively sketches the 
abundance of the offerings, the smoke from which fills the town completely. Oxen (1.696) are 
mentioned in relation to ploughing, not in relation to sacrifice.
196Vlav iil, ad 4.1129,186 comments on the conciseness of the passage.
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extensive description also ensures that the emphasis is given to the second, more 

significant sacrifice to celebrate the marriage between Jason and Medea. In this 

second instance, the rituals of sacrifice are again not described in any detail 

(4.1189: Ooemv 8’ aito xqdoGi KqKte diyvbq) although reference is made to 

altars built by Medea and the annual sacrifices which still take place there 

(4.1216-9). The details given here about the animals that are to be sacrificed, 

together with the other fine gifts bestowed, mark the importance of the occasion 

and the honour given to Medea and Jason, and are indicative of the proverbial 

wealth of the Phaeacians.997 The hilarity of the twelve maidens, given to Medea 

as a special bridal gift, when the Argonauts have to be content with water instead 

of wine, shows the abundance they have been used to all their lives (4.1723-4: 

ota Gapeaq / aiev tv ’Adkivooio PooKxaciaq opocoaott).198 Amid the 

busy preparations for dinner at the splendid court of Aeetes a mighty bull is led 

forward (3.271-2: xoi. fieyav ddbtJtevovxo / xabpov adiq Sjli(Ss<;), but

no mention is made of a subsequent sacrifice.." In the case of all the kings 

associated with hybris, the attitude towards sacrifice is chosen to illustrate this 

particular vice. Pelias does not sacrifice to all the gods, but deliberately excludes 

Hera from his offering (1.14), Amycus is not involved in any rituals (despite the 

fact that there are axa0p.oi. xe pocov abdiq x’, 2.1.) and the Argonauts are only 

able to sacrifice after their defeat of all the Bebrycians (2.156—7: ko! 

a0ocvdcxolGr Ooqdaq / pe^avxeq ueyto SopTOv £(Koodtaav)2oo

l"Cf. also 4.1140: Kcd icopev oApov oOea<|)aTOv Evvaexqaiv; 4.1146: xpuoerov Onoavcov; 
4.1178: OKqrcTpov ... xpuooto; 4.1190-1: peldid xe xpucoio Kai odXolqv eid xoicnv / 
aydatqv; Od. 8.59-60: xoimv 5’ ’AXotvooq Suo^cOlSpkx f)A,’ lepeuaev, / okxco 6’ 
apYioSovxaq vaq, 8uo 6’ eiMicoSaq pouq; cf. also Od. 14.251; Od. 17.180-2; Od. 20.250-7; 
Cf. Garvie od Od. 8.59-60; Knight (1995), 247 argues, however, Chat no great stress is laid "on the 
idyllic life of the Phaeacians."
l98Cf. Od. 12.362-3 (Helios episode): OnS’ ei.ov peOu deij/ai eir’ alOopvoiq lepoioiv, / 
oXV aSaxi oirevSovxeq Eitcorcxcov eyKaxa irdvxa.
^Knight (1995), 50, n. 4.
29°In contrast with Pelias, Che Argonauts not only here but also in 2.531-2 ore said to offer to all 
gods (’Ek Se roOev paKdpeooi SutSSeiKa Scoiiiaavxeq / p®gov adoq pqy|fivi icep^v kcu 
E(j)’ lepd Gevxeq).
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h) Jason's speeeh (2.11 IS---):!

After the sacrifice and meal Jason finally reveals his plans (2.1178: Sf> T^x’ dp’ 

AicooviSt); pPxejTveev f)px£ xe puBrnv). In this crucial speech, he expounds 

his plans so that it is impossible for Argus to refuse help. References to Zeus 

frame his words (2.1179-80: She, exzov xa EKacx’ emiSepKKeao, oXSe pov 

dvSpe; / AqOopev epjreSov oo xe OeoDSse; oojSe SOkcioo). The first two 

lines not only look back to Argus' words in 2.1123 and 2.1131-3 (e.g. 2.1133: 

e7co\|no j;)?,1 but also foreshadow the theme of the appeasement of Zeus' wrath as 

their motive for undertaking this dangerous voyage (2.1180: 0eoDS££;).2o2 The 

threat uttered by Argus to warn the heroes of their duty to provide hospitality is 

used by Jason to serve his own purposes. If Argus appeals to Zeus as the 

protector of suppliants and strangers, then he must understand the urgency of 

Jason's mission. The brothers have, of course, just experienced Zeus' power in the 

storm caused by the god himself.

erei 0>pC%oto 0or{Xd;
axeMopao aprCXfamv, Zrivoq %6Xov AloOlSiTciv.

(2.1194-5)

Stressing their similar background (age, descent) in his first speech, Jason portrays 

himself also as someone who, just like Argus, is sent on a voyage (2.1195: 

axieXXopai). Although both journeys are undertaken out of necessity, the motive 

of the Argonauts is far superior to chat of the sons of Phrixus. Whereas the latter 

are after the possessions of Achamas in wealthy Orchomenus,2°3 Jason and his 

comrades fulfil their mission not out of personal gain but to atone for the sacrifice 

of Phrixus, the father of the four, on behalf of all the Aeolids (note the position of

201 Recalling Od. 9.174-6. Cf. Frankel, Noten, 302.
202See also %.%:<6iv (2.1180), which reflects the certainty of Zeus’ anger and subsequent 
punishment.
3.192-3: rdvraq eit£ j:avxii, xai S xiq pdla KuviaTOq dvSprdv, / Hendon alSeixai 
Zr|voq O6piv tL>’ dOeyi^ei.
203Cf. 3.266 (Chalciope): Kteavov ’AOapavxoq £ktti.
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AioM8r|ovv as the very last word of his speech). 204 To contrast both motives 

even further wealth is emphasised twice in this speech (2.1182: atetpeaiov 

olPov; 2.1186: pex' ajivefiv 0elo\) noXtv ’OpTopteolo>. The enormous 

affluence of Phrixus, given to him by Zeus,205 and Orchomemus is proverbial and 

mentioned by the poet in his introduction of the sons of Phrixus (2.1095-6: iv’ 

P<tcetov oXpov dptoVTai I TttTpo<^) and by Medea in 3.1072-3 (fj vu nov 

ajveio'6 axeSov 'l^eai ’Opxopevoio, / fje kci Alalrig vqaco neXag).

This is the first time that the sacrifice of Phrixus* 2 * * * *^ is mentioned in the 

Argonautica (it is not even mentioned in the prologue or by Jason's mother in her 

speech before the departure) and it seems therefore highly likely that this story, a 

variant version of the myth, is used here by Jason in a skilful adaptation for these 

specific circumstances in order to reinforce his arguments and convince the 

Phrixids of the need for their cooperation.447 At the same time, Jason proves to 

Argus his claim about his descent by showing this detailed knowledge about their 

shared history. The account seems to be included to convince the brothers that 

going back to Aeetes, which must feel at first like a defeat or failure — apart from 

the fact that a very dangerous mission is suggested — is a necessary next step. 

Argus cannot but help him, having been led to believe for a second that it would 

still be possible to continue their voyage. Without a ship Argus is obviously not 

in the position to continue his voyage on his own. The only other time the 

intended sacrifice is mentioned is in -.3-3-9, when Argus introduces the 

Argonauts to Aeetes and, further embellishing the story heard from Jason in order 

to elicit pathos for the cause of the Aeolids,208 tries to persuade the king to hand 

the fleece over to the heroes.

204see also Vian i, 283.
205Cf also 4.529; 4.653; 4.1643; 4.1745.
2°6FtavkeI, Noten, 304ff.
2O'7CC Vixv i, 283; Campbell ad 3.836-9; As Campbell, Studies, 32 notes: "The presentation of
variant versions iv speeches is wholly typical of Apollonius."
208Cf. Campbell ad 3.336-^9: "Here the motif of Zeus’ wrath is pulled to the forefront for effect,
and %6Xov is stepped up to pflvv I Kod x6Xov (see 337-8v)." 3.336-9: ofS’ 'OjcoXiuiiv I
axernai di^iXtKxoio Aiog QopxXyEa pfiviv I koo. %oXov ou5’ dxAri'rov dyog Optloto xe
Toivag I AloAi8eoov yevetjv, Ttpiv eg ‘EXXaSa K©ag tKeoGai.
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Their superior motive is coupled with a superior ship, as Jason points out 

subtly.209 210 * The divine patronage of their ship is in sharp contrast with the wrecked 

boat of the Phrixids, before they even came near the Planctae, so successfully 

mastered by the Argonauts (2.1190-1: Tptv kci raecpdoov oxeSov eOOetv at 

x’ ev'i rOovTcp / cfi^£^i^v^(o7C(p auvtaao TC°qT’p£eol aXXiqX'flGiv). The pleonastic 

wording of verse 2.1191 and the enjambement of aTee-vcrnco in 2.1191 expresses 

effectively the difficulty in passing these rocks. Jason indirectly praises hos own 

major achievement. The whole speech is permeated by the awareness of the 

hands of the gods working in all stages of the adventures of Phrixus and his 

descendants. The fate of the father is connected with that of the sons. To 

accentuate the sheer power of the gods it is emphasised that both Phrixus and his 

sons have been saved from death (2.1181: wceleeiptoo (jovooo / pr|Tpmfiq; 

2.1183: aung; 2.1184: x£MJ4a’C0£ onOopevoto; 2.1189: kcksv Sta Kup’ 

eKe6aaa£).2o° strong language is used in 2.1181 with mEXeipwo (a hap ax 

legomenon in the Argonautica): in Hdt. 7.225, this verb is used of a body being 

dragged away from the battlefield, and something of a struggle is here also 

conveyed in the verb. When Jason, stressing in the exposition of his plans the 

similarities On the backgrounds of Phrixus and themselves, repeats these facts to 

his comrades in the beginning of Book Three, the more neutral SoAoq is used 

instead of Xovoq (Lemnian episode: 1.619, 1.834; murder of Apsyrtus: 4.467; 

4.478; 4.699; 4.704; 4.736; 4.742; Earthbom Monsters: 1.999; Heracles' murder 

of hos children: 4.541). 0^^voco / prycp'otfic; (2.1181-2) foreshadows Opt^oio 

0UT)Xdq (2.1194). Using the motif of the malicious stepmother, the second wife 

of Achamas is solely blamed for this intended saqrOfOqe.61o

209This is already announced in the catalogue: 1.113-4: x(3 xal rcaaamv 7^(30<{))i)£^(araT^ 
ercOoeo vtjmv / beam. bn’ ripecririnv emeipjaavro OKOtc^c^mi^- Cf. also 1.625 and 2.613. 
rhe Argonauts are, after all, the GeEoq axOAoq (1.970; 2.1091).
210 An interpretation confirmed in 2.1106 (reflecting the viewpoint of the brothers) and 2.1113 
(poet).
^rhis motif can also be found in the Lemnian episode (1.814-5: ei kop ev 6<>)<aXpoiimL 
SOi^^opev^riv 6p(0p)ro / F^f-xpm,^fq mo xt^pcAv axaa0(OOof). Cf. Campbell ad 3.390 
(paoiXfioq axaoGdXo'u) pointing to another parallel between Jason and Phrixus.
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'O Se Kai rnox’ apupova Opilov eSeKxo 
prjxpmirq Seuyovxa Sodov rnaxpoq xe BDridaq (3.190-1)

So, in reality therefore they are not just saved unharmed from the storm, but, it is 

implied, the reason why they have been saved unharmed (2.1183: dTtppovaq) is 

to help the Argonauts to accomplish their task, which is presented by Jason os 

their concern as well. The relatively straightforward argument of reciprocity is 

strengthened and further complicated by the unexpected relationship between 

them.

ndpeaxi Se x^aS’ emt vrjSq 
ev0a Kai ev0a veeaBoi otctj (pdov, ei xe pex’ Atav 
ei xe pex’ djveifv 0eioi) koXiv ’Opxopevoto. (2.1184-6)

The mention of two alternatives and the freedom apparently implied in rnapeaxi

(2.1184) , further reinforced by ornij <idov (2.1184) ard ev0a Kat evOa

(2.1185) , which is often used when no firm direction has been established,212 213 

momentarily creates the illusion of choice for Argus. ndpecrxi indicates, 

however, that this is nothing more than a theoretical possibility considering the 

excellence of the Argo (2.1187: yOp). The role of Athena in the building of the 

ship (in a joint effort with Argus, the human builder of the ship, who is mentioned 

here for the last time in the epic) is acknowledged agam,2i3 although her role in 

guiding the ship past the Clashing Rocks is not referred to. Information about the 

building of the Argo is scattered throughout the first two books of the 

Argonautica, even though the poet announced in the prologue that he would omit 

this part of the myth (1.18-9: Nfja jiev ow o1 rnpoaOev exi KdewDcnv

212Cf. for example: 2.1082; 3.651; 3.758; II. 2.397; Il. 2.462; Od. 5.327.
2132.1187-8: to)jxp %c99iQ / Soupara ~ Od.5.162-3 (Calypso about Odysseus’ ship): add’ 
dye Soupaxa paKpd dppoleo xaTioS / eupetav oxeSlnv. 2.1187: ’AOtvoit
Texvpaaxo ~ Od. 5.259: eo Texvipoaxo kox. xd.
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aoiSo'i I '’Apyov ’AOrrvcdrig Kapler '67lo8TlpoG^5vrot).2i4 The 'generous' 

offer, given from a position of power, is withdrawn in 2.1192^4.

'AXV dye©’, mSe Kai aoxo'i eg ’EXXaSa potopvvcoici
KtSag doeiv xpoapiov ewpppoOoi djipi otJX<o0p
Kai jtAooio f|ye|ioof|eg (2.1192-4)

The transition to Jason's real plans is signified by the combination aXX’ dyeO’ ... 

TeXeaOe. The imperative 7c£A£G0e turns it into an urgent appeal.2i5 A similar 

pattern is used in 1.832 by Hypsipyle (dXX dye v6v ... eviorceg) when, after 

recounting everything about the past and plans for the more distant future, she 

tells Jason which course of action should be taken now. In 4.810 (dXX’ dye ... 

evh/c»), Hera proceeds to explain her plans in detail after a lengthy exposition of 

everything she has done for Thetis in order to ensure her cooperation.216 Jason 

makes a formal request here for a TOpT'O, an escort to the next destination. The 

situation thus created recalls Odysseus' words in Od. 1^..3T^—20, when he tells 

Eumaeus the false story about his identity.212 The similarity in situation 

(shipwreck owing to storm [Od. 14.313-5]; supplication [Od. 14.319]; guiding 

[Od. 14.314-5]; welcome and handing over of clothing [Od. 14.316-7, 320]) is 

supported by the many verbal echoes. The guiding of a stranger to the palace is a 

well-known motif in a hospitality scene;2i8 Nausicaa similarly directs Odysseus to 

the palace of her father. As we have already seen, the episode in the Odyssey is 

one of the main underlying models for this scene. Jason's request shows the 

complex way in which this model is used, corresponding to the respective roles of * * * * *

214Cf. 1.111-4; 1.126; 1.526; 2.612-4 (Tiphys after they have passed the the Rocks): OtiSe tig
oXXog £ocOplog oooov ’AOqvTj, I t] ol evVocop)GPo Belov pevog, euxV ptv "Apyog I 
yopjoumv auvapaaoe. Each time a different verb is used to describe the act of building.
d^Smillarly at the end of a speech: Od. 4.294; Odi. 10.460; Od. 21.134; Od.. 2:i.252\ 11. 7.139. 
dllCovtrast with et 8’ aye in 4.758, when Hera gives her order to her messenger Iris iv a much 
more straightforward fashion.
P1?OP. 14.314-20: xq pa Ttp^Cs-Ong (leeP>po,o oXodig PvPpoiovv I evv^vpa^p (lepdpvv, 
SeKdxij Se pe vokti peXalvi] I yavii ©eoca®xVv neXacev pvya Kopa kdX.vSov. I evGc 
pe Oe(OJtp©TcS’o paotXeog EKopiacaTO qeiScav I Opooc cotptPTilv• xoO ydp <j).iX>g viog 
EiceXOv ! atOpcp Kat Kapoxco (SSpTij.Pvov qypv eg oikov, I xeipog avaotqoag, Sjp' 
tKexo Stcoata xaxpog- I ppgi Se pe T88ivdv xe xi'icva xp vipaxa eoopv.
dllReece (1993), 12-3 calls this the "4301161 at the WellZYouth ov the Road' motif.
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the brothers and heroes in the episode: at the beginning of the encounter the 

situation of the brothers after the shipwreck resembles Odysseus' part, and that of 

the Argonauts, handing out the clothing, that of Nausicaa. Now the roles are 

reversed and the brothers are given the role of Nausicaa, Jason that of Odysseus. 

As 2.1260 CApyoio SaTijicoyovriGiiv), 2.1281 fApYot) ... kocp'T'Yopi'tgiv) and 

4.256ff. show, Argus fulfils this role well on the journey to Colchis and that back 

to Greece again.219 Jason urges them to be not only their guides,220 * 222 but (also 

rather unusually) their helpers; the choice of words indicates the dangerous 

situations expected.22o In 3.183-4 (ei x£ xig PXXr| / jifjTtq £7tppo0oq eaxai 

££pyo|i£voii0iv ocwfq), Jason sketches out the two alternatives for his comrades: 

a battle or some unspecified other plan. The adjective PrctppoOog echoes 

£7oppo0oi (2.1193) here and a connection is meant to be made.222 On the end 

another plan will indeed be needed and the solution will come from the sons of 

Phrixus, who, remembering Medea's magic powers, establish the contact between 

her and the Argonauts via their mother Chalciope. In this episode, Argus and his 

brothers are very much the sons of Phrixus rather than the sons of Chalciope, who 

is in this episode only called Aeetes' daughter (2.1148). The link with Phrixus 

(and thereby the Argonauts themselves) is of greater importance in this episode.223 

In Book Three they establish the first contacts between the Argonauts and the 

king, and also act as intermediaries between the heroes and Chalciope and 

Medea. 224

219FianKeI, Noten, 304-5; Vian iii, a, 4.257,156-7.
220Cf. also 2.421-2 (Pbineus): Eioei SoCpov Exepov rcAdov fYepoyejxaeL/ AiT|q.
221Campbell a, 3.184 points out that the adjective is used as 'affording succour' or 'protection' in 
dangerous situations. Cf. also 2.1050, 2.1058 and 2.1068 (in relation to the plan against the birds 
of Ares, an action in which they relied more on pfixtg than on pure force). rheir actions here 
foreshadow their strategies in Books rniree and Four.
222*PPCxppo0oq, only used as a noun in 3.559 (of Cypris) and 2.1193, is in the Argonautica not 
exclusively applied to help coming from the gods, as it was in Homer (Cf. Heubeck ad Od. 
24.182).
223See also Levin (1971), 206.
224Cf. 3.523-4: ’AOA-P xiv’ oi© / Mrxog epfiq eaaeaOoa eoa^aiFOo uppiv a,poryTv.
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i) The reaction to Jason's speech and Argus' speech (2.1196-1215)

"Igke rcaprryopEcov. Oi 8’ Eawyov eiaaiovxe^-
06 yap £((>av TEU^EcOai evt|£O<; Aiiycao
Kfbaq ayeiv Kpioio pEpaoxag. (2.1196-8)

Jason speaks TcapriyopEcov (2.1196), urging, pressing them to help him on his 

mission.225 The impression of eagerness the brothers get themselves confirms this 

interpretation of TcapriyopEcov (2.1197-8: epav ... pEpaoxac; ).226 The more 

neutral patopEVOtat of Jason in 2.1192 is changed into something which reflects 

the mood of his speech much more accurately. In reaction to this news, the 

brothers literally shrink back with horror (2.1196: EGX'oyov).227 The fears of the 

brothers which are voiced by Argus in his speech foreshadow the events in Book 

Three and build up suspense. Verse 2.1199 (dxEppopEVog xotov gxoXov 

dp<j)i7t£V£G0ai),228 which introduces the speech, hints at the deception felt by 

Argus, who now has to give up his own mission after what seemed to be a 

promise from Jason's side (cf. 2.1194-5). Owing to Jason's strong position and 

arguments, it is virtually impossible for Argus to mutter any objections or to try to 

back out of this adventure. His tactics of trying to scare the Argonauts away by 

concentrating on the terrifying and impossible nature of the expedition are bound 

to fail. Unlike Odysseus who found in Athena (in disguise) a friendly companion 

among the Phaeacians after the provocation by Laodamas (Od. 8.200: /atpcov 

owe/’ Exottpov £VT|£Ct Xevoo’ ev dycovt), Jason will not be that fortunate in 

his encounter with Aeetes.229

225Cf. Campbell ad 3.303.
226Cf. also Medea's words in 4.1049-51: aXZct Ke rcacn, / Koag eXeiv pepawra;, epl^axe 
Soupaxa KoZ/otc; / avrqj x’ Aititti urcepTjvopi (Cf. Vian i, ad 2.1226, 235, n. 1; Frankel, 
Noten, 315ff.); 3.434; 3.509; 4.490; 3.525: Kai KEp pepawre^. In the latter case, Argus attempts 
to restrain them from choosing an open confrontation with Aeetes (also 3.522: eeX§opevototv 
deOXou).
227A common and instinctive reaction to Aeetes — but not one that should be given in to — as 
3.16 shows: ep7rq<; 8’ on xiva rceipav arcoxpautaaOat eoikev.
228Cf. Frankel, Noten, 310 ("synonym mitpep^eaOat"); Campbell ad 3.99.
229In the Iliad (II. 23.252; II. 17.204; II. 21.96), the adjective is used of Patroclus after his death to 
show the intensity of the Greeks’ feelings for their comrade. See also Williams (1997), 467.
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Terror dominates Argus' s nervous reply (2.1202: aivmq; 2.1202: 

oXofjmtv; 2.1203: 7£plSetSoa)250 Alvoq (2.1202) is often found in connection 

with verbs or nouns of fearing (3.480-1: akXa jooX’ aivrnq / SeiScd p/n kmq

poo 2(00X0013 xo ye pfioop; 3.695-6: Tf]v S’ dtvrng dxXorag bieiKXtce 

0rpSv dcvoo / Se-paxo; Il. 10.538: oXX’ aivrnq SeiSooKa Kara (tppva)^- 

Using many emotional adjectives, Argus concentrates his speech on one main 

issue (how difficult a task the Argonauts have got in front of them) and tries to 

dash any hope of a hospitable welcome and diplomatic solution -— which were, 

after all, raised by himself — and secondly of a victory in battle, indicating the 

nature of Che king and his quality on the battlefield, further supported by the sheer 

numbers of Che Colc^ans. The focus is very much on the king, who will later 

single out Jason. As a final threat, clearly marked as a new element by Che 

combination of particles in o6 pav otiS’^ be sketches a terrifying picture of the 

snake, guarding the fleece day and night, remarking that it will not be possible to 

take the fleece away without the king's knowledge (2.1207-8: 0>2 pav o2S’ 

d7uov£’D0£v Etetv SPpoq Ato-rao / prpSoov).* 231 232 233 234 If the awesome description of 

Aeetes had not been enough on itself to frighten the Argonauts, then the vivid and 

detailed portrayal of the dangerous snake would certainly achieve this. The 

apparent success of his attempt is shown by the reaction from the Argonauts 

(2.1216-7: 7toO££00t S’ £7i xXSoc Elite oapEtaq / a2xiKa, xotov d£0Oov 

ox’ £KOo)OV).254 These lines once again confirm the truth of Phineus' prophecy, 

which strengthens in turn his own words.235 The seer told the Argonauts about 

the snake in 2.40*4-7, continuously guarding the fleece (cf. their shocked reaction

2303.3I8: wjoS&loaq ap-jt oxoXq) AlooviSao.
231Cf. KirK ad IL 3.158 and Campbell ad 3.15.
232Cf. Kirk ad //. 4.512-3 (06 pav oVSe)l
233a negative variation of this construction is found in IL 4.390 and Il. 5.808.
234See also 4.149 (Hiroexo S’ AloovlSriq 7tl(()ol3T'fJ)i\^oq). A similar physical reaction of fear is 
displayed by the crew to the words spoken by Ancaeus in despair (4.1279: xuxo Se /Odog apt}) 
jrappica;). Medea's cheeks turn alternately red and pale in reaction to the intense emotion of love
3.297-8 (arcaAaq Se iXEcexpcomo ttapeiaq / eq //Acov). Cf. Campbell ad 3l297-8l 
•^williams (1997), 468.
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in 2.408-9: too; S' eiOap eXev Seo; eiaatovxag. / Afjv S' eaav djl<ao^i- 

pepoX'riJievor oj/e S' eet7i£v).

to 0i KtSa; e)(' aKpq; 
TrTrd|a£vov (qqyoio SpocKOV, xepa; aivov ISeaOat, 
ag{i; omTievei SeSoKTiievo;’ ouoe oi q|L4ap,
06 Kve(la; fioupog oTwog avatoea Sapvaxai oao£.

(2.404-7)

Information already given by Phineus is summarised in dpijn x’ epD^av (2.1208) 

and dOTVOg (2.1209).236 Additional cause for worry is given to the Argonauts by 

the details that the snake is aOdvaxo; (2.1209) and one of Gala's children, like 

the Earthborn Monsters defeated by Heracles in Book One and Typhaon here 

(2.1209: ov aoxf) Tai’ gw£}>oo£; cf. also dvaiSea in 2.407)?37 In the 

description of the serpent in Book Four, the same adjectives are used of this 

creature as they were of Aeetes in this speech by Argus (4.153-5: dX^a Kai 

eporig I 6806 g^eaSaXVao Kp^aApv aev£cc^oeo deipag I dpt^OTepoog 

o^onoi Tcp'L7c:6>4ai. vevoeggiv) .* 2 * * * *38 The monster and Aeetes present a similar 

danger to Jason.

The description of their own feeble, inadequate strength (2.1200-1: 

fiLV'xppv pev oaov aBevog 06 tot:’ ^aoayf)g I odqoepat 06S’ fjpatVv, 

0X£ xaplco XIg iKOTai)239 is contrasted with the evocative portrayal of Aeetes' 

might (2.1206: pAyc eOevog). The vhcracterisatton of him in 2.1202 ^AXX 

al'mc 68o^^<clo dTVO£lraiO dpTip£v)240 is echoed in Jason’s words in 3.492-3 

(Aiqxao dTTjveOO Pppi (nXov Kip I dvc:^Kao KepdoiOTat) and in Hera's 

words in 3.15 (q ydp oy’ OTPpj.lXlog neXei alvooo ).241 'ATqvodqovo

236Cf. 4.129: au^owK^v ... o()0ca^^^^(^iLi^iiv; this element is repeated iv all the descriptions of the 
svcke to foreshadow the fact that M&tea does menage to jput the monster to sleep by her charms 
(4.14611.).
237Cf. Levlv (1971), 210.
238Note the skilful variat^ov iv denomination: 4.142 (tueTvCoppav); 4.147 (xvpag); 4,151 (yqyeoVag 
Oocppog) end 4.164 (Girpog).
239Cf. Cypris' doubts ebout her own strength in 3.81-2. Iv the end this is not what is required
from her by the two goddesses, just cs this will not be needed from the brothers.
240’OTa10cclo (2.1202) confirms the feer voiced by Jason iv 2.890 (o?ooo,o ... Aixijao).
241 The verbal echo in 2.76-7 CAotivea S* oX\)<a voqoag I TroyPxiTiv) establishes another
link with the portrcycl of the tyrant Amycus. Also 1.87. Cf. 11 23.611 and 11. 15.94: ^)7r£a<1tlxAo<g
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(2.1202) warns that a diplomatic approach will rot be successful?42 The fact that 

Aeetes is said to boast — an effective characterisation in itself —243 (2.1204: 

Zxuxat 6' ’HeX-OV yovog epps-vai) about being descendant of Helios shows 

that the Argonauts ore rot the only ones with divine origins. * 242 243 244 There is no reason 

to reject this claim, as is shown by Circe's observations in relation to Medea 

(4.725ff..; also 4.221). It is nevertheless important for Argus to show the king in 

on unfavourable light.

Koi 8e kev "A per
apEpSaXeqv evorcqv peya xe aOevo; lao]xapi£oi.

(2.1205-6)

Aeetes is portrayed by Argus primarily as a hero, strong and aggressive on the 

battlefield, who could even contend with the god of war himself in battle cry and 

might245 246 The Cochians were already described as such by Phineus (2.397: 

KoXxoi ... dp^id). Argus' description of Aeetes carries Helenus' 

characterisation of Achilles, in which he says that no human can rival the hero in 

strength, one step further (& 6.100-1: OXV o8e Xqv / padveTai, otiSe xig ol 

Suvaxai pevog tGOl)apt£erv). In IL 16.784-5, the same qualities are attributed 

to Patroclus as to Aeetes here: xptg pev ercetx’ E7topODa^e Oom dxdltovxog 

"Ap-n'i, / apepSadea Idycov. xptg 8’ evvea (jxxag erce^vev .246 Again the

Kat. dirqvn;. Expectations are created that Aeetes will react in o similar way to the foreigners as 
Amycus (Cf. 2.38-40: 6 pEv p oXooio Tn^rodo; f|E koO auxT<; / Fairi; elvca Pkxo
TteA-O xeKog).
242Cf. Campbell ad 3.14-5.
243Cf. Williams (1997), 467 mentions thot boasts are "commonly expressed by warriors in the 
'Ilicd' before they engage in combat"' Again characterising Aeetes speech in 3.579 (axeuxo 6’) 
and 3.309-14, in which he boasts about his descent, mentioning casually a ride in his father's 
chariot. Campbell od 3.337 (axeuxai), in which the verb is used of the tyrant Pelias, comments: 
"not a colourless 'claims' or the like, Gxeupco means declare, insist, pronounce in solemn, super
confident, forceful, boastful, aggressive, threatening language'." Cf. also Russo od 04 17.525.
244Cf. also 3.362 ff., where Argus uses this fact again; this time for the entirely diffent purpose of 
an appeal to the obligation to help relatives. The approach, so successful in this episode, does not 
ochieve the same results in the case of Aeetes. See also Campbell ad 3.362-3. Cf. 3.309; 3.598.
^Heracles, who no longer partakes in the expedition, was described thus in 1.531 (Meaacp §’ 
’A'/koio; peya xe aOevo; 'HpaKXqog). The snake guarding the Heippridei is killed by him 
(4.1433-5).
246Williams (1997: 467) mentions Il. 17.210-3 (Hector) and on 477 Il. 19.399 (Achilles). 
However, I do not agree with her conclusion (476) that "echoes of Iliadic warriors categorize him 
os out of date: part of o bygone time."
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portrait painted by Argus here comes true in Book Three, when Aeetes is said to 

speak co the Argonauts dOL^pS^X^^ e^ecrat (3.433) and to wear the corselet of 

Ares (3.1226-7: xov oo oopev EXevapl^ag / aj)Ci'oOppig OXeypotov "Apqc 

Bftd xepdo ixljjavTa).247 The Argonauts will, however, be worthy opponents, as 

their very action against the birds of Ares has just shown (2. 1077-9).248

The aetiology, which finishes his speech (2.1211-5), demonstrates Che 

avenging power of Zeus once agaln.249 The consequences of hobrOstiq behaviour 

are brought into consideration (2.1212: SotTcicte ol axoPapag £JcopP5<aT° 

Xdpag) and it is also clear from this story that Argus, himself appealing to Zeus' 

power jusc before, will submit to Jason's sugg£st1onl200 The very address Argus 

used in this speech showed an awareness of his obligations cowards the Argonauts 

(2.1200: (>)i^c^^).25i

j) Peleus' speech (2.1217-25)

Mf| 8’ oo'cmg, f|0eie, Xtqv 8£i8iaaii jiuOcp.
06xi yap mS’ aOKiqv IrcSPDOitiT’ og xi xepitoDg
JZ A > Z \ it£(4i£vai Alqxai O6v ivx£Gi rripqGqvav

J a a \ \ C Z JZ 3 Z a zaXXa koo, qjtEaq oici emtaxaitEVOog rolojon
ki<0£ |ioX£v iiLadppco axeSSv di|iaxig ETKeyocoTaq.
To, d L (n^XoSi'iTo Sppo<g xp2>2£2ov ondoaei, 
o6 01 xpacioi^'qoeiv £70oPX70|Liai eOvea KoXyov.

(2.1219-25)

Argus' speech is noc answered by Jason, but by Peleus. In the Argonautica, Peleus 

is often the hero who breaks the silence and takes the initiative; his actions always * 25

24?Also used of sound in 4.874-5 (Peleus: doxf-v aiPpSaXenv) and 1.524 (harbour); 2.567 
(Planctae); in the Iliad use, in battle contexts: e.g. apepSoXea ldx©v) II 5.302; Il. 8.321; Il. 
20.285; II. 20.382; II. 20.443 also Od. 22.81; Od. 24.537 (epdriae). Cf. also Garvie ad Od. 8.305. 
^Cf. 2.1056; 2.1063 (Lrepramov ... auxfjv); 2.1067 (7^17i(^i^pov ... Soutoov).
249See fOT the sentiment//. 21.193-9 (II. 21.193-5: dPV o6k £oxi Ait, Kpovlcovi p.d%ea0oa, / 
xtp oi)& Kpeitrav ’A%eXjfoo<; laotjaxplgei, / onSe PaGoppedxao piya oGevoq ’QKeavoio). 
250Also 1.482ff. ryphaon is Known in Hes. Th. 307 as &nv6v 0’ tiPpiaxfiv x’ pvoF6v. See 
also II. 2l782ffl and Hes. Th. 819ff. rhe aetiology adverts to the speculations about the region in 
which this confrontation between Zeus and ryphaon took place (Cf. West ap Hes. Th. 859).
25lLiKiwise in 3.523 CQ <ntOoi). GoulP (1973), 79: "from /evoq in the sense of ’outsider' to 
£evog in the sense of ’guest,' one who in the future may be addressed as <liAog" rhe transition 
from one category to another is here very quickly established because of their relationship of 
Kinship.
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have a positive, action inspiring influence.252 As his behaviour throughout the 

Argonautica demonstrates, Peleus is useful in times of crisis.253 The content of 

his speech here is already foreshadowed and its main theme announced by the fact 

that he is said to speak SapaXeco; (2.121^)2^54 To inspire his comrades with 

courage at crucial moments seems to be Peleus' trade mark. In 2.876-7, Ancaeus, 

himself given courage by Hera to volunteer to become the new steersman after the 

death of Tiphys (2.865-6: el |i.q dp’ ’AyKa^m T£euvly1.ov SjipaXv "Hpq / 

Gapao;), asks Peleus to inform his comrades of this and to remind them not to 

give up their task out of grief (2.876-7: ’AX’ (okcc 7tapall>dtl£vog xdSe 

Tidvxa / Gapcodern; opoBovov eml^^^'^ac^GGat d£GXo,o)255 in 1.479-80, 

Peleus proves the truth of what Idmon tells the insolent Idas CAXoi jjCGoi eaai 

Tap1rYopot oral Tt-p dvqp / Gapativoi exapov). Peleus' conventional 

muscular message is a positive variation of Idas' words in 1.462-71. In his 

aggressive, attacking style, Idas, who throughout the Argonautica is associated 

with the negative emotions of fury,* 256 tells Jason in 1.464-5: 4hI ae 8ai.iv<d / 

xdppo; £TttjX>lUiVov, x6 x’ vvd?4at>a; dvSpa; ax^ei; in his arogarce Idas 

makes the mistake of insulting the gods and threatening the unity of and concord 

among the Argonauts.^?

252Cf. 4.1368-9 (Axv^cc 5e nqAoOg I yo0ih<ooo; eTdpoiovv opTioepEecca. aexlU§a) avd the 
reaction (4.1380: "Q iiu5o* 7wxvt£<oov O’ BTnPoAog qoSaoe af)Tig)r Peleus, ivterpretvg the 
portent, appeals agoin to their strength (4.1375: d^o^'^i^i^j)^ xe ptq Kod dxaaVolo Paacg). 
Another example cov bp found in 4.494 (rXtiXei)g Se v:(oaaC'caxog pKcpoao prOo') and iv the 
following positive reaction of 4.502 (ov'ciov 8e vVoc snog Ala1dSaa). Cf. also 4.880-4. 
253Levlv (1971), 211 colls him e "restorer of morale;" Frankel, Noten, 309 refers to the "immer 
optimlstische Peleus." A more positive interpretation is chosen then the one given by the latter ov 
317: "Peleus, der in uvserer Stelle so hochgemut OTfCrTmpft;" Peleus is also mentioned in the 
catalogue iv the Dolloves episode (1.1042). He is, for exrnnple, the first to take action when 
Idmov is attacked by the wild boor (2.828-30: OpVlaxo §’ oXc)/’ ...).
21lIv 2.638-9 (ol S' aadSlaav I OapocXVocg ^T^^ecpcyi^), this reaction is deliberately (2.638: 
dpc<cx'h©o ocPTPoi£Pog) evoked by Jasov ofter another speech iv which the danger avd 
difficulties of their journey ore emphasised oftpr they have just passed the Clashing Rocks.
255Cf. also 2.883-4.
2561.466 (Sdac) 0O'uaao); 1.486; 1.492; 3.557; 3.1170; 3.1252.
2571.466-7: 7CPacC)Cj.ov aXhwv I kfSog; 1.477: OapcaAvov Kip (iv mclom portem!); 3.517; 
pVya (Jt^too/Vcov; 1..4712-4^; Abuse of the gods is found iv 1.469-70, iv which he stresses again his 
owv vOlue, 1.478 (Geo) S’ dvepKev dxClpcv) avd 3.559. Ides shores with Aeetes the loud voice 
(3.557: Seiv’ ejTaAooTfooog ppyPXv Orci, <KcP\uto8v xp) ond the association with Ares (3.560: 
oukiV;' ’EouaM,cxo jya oOevog). The killing of the boor is Idas' only positive action (2.8300. 
For Ides' character spp also Vlcv ii, od 3.557,127.
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By this encouraging speech addressed to Argus, Peleus manages to restore 

confidence among his comrades and the brothers. It is not a speech considering 

all possibilities. Jason's diplomacy of 3.177-90 has no place here. No formal, 

explicit reaction is given at the end of the speech, which makes an exact 

interpretation of the first line in particular more difficult; but one can deduce from 

the fact that they all go to sleep at the end of his words and leave the island early 

the next morning that his speech does achieve the desired effect (2.1226-7: "Qg 

01 y’ dXXqXotatv dpoiPaSov Tiyopocov'TO, / fieacj)’ aoxtg 5CpTOlC 

KOpeccrOdivoi KaxedapOev). In his speech, Peleus does not address the issue 

of the snake,258 but argues that they, trusting their own strength, must not fear 

open battle (2.1222: 70A61010), if hospitality were to be denied to them, even if 

the king were helped by his subjects. The Argonauts will in the end be helped by 

Medea (3.642-3: et Ke jT dteSXcp / xpanajieiv dvxidaTatv) and consequently 

are able to defeat the king and his subjects. Argus' emphasis on the sheer numbers 

of the Colchians supporting their king (2.1205: eOvea ... drilpova) is changed 

into a mere eOvea K6A%<cv (2.1225)?59 Emphasising the closeness of the 

(blood) relation between the Argonauts and the gods (2.1223: d((Kdpcov 0%e86v 

ai-daxo; EKyeyatSxag), Peleus reiterates the divine descent of the Argonauts, 

thereby answering Argus' words about the king's ancestry (2.1204).

In 3.502-5, again in o situation of helplessness and despondency, Peleus 

repeats this message of confidence in their own strength (3.506-7: 06 pev 

eoArca / po'oX^ij; etvai oveiap oaov x’ evi Kapxet %etp<ov).25 26o when 

Aeetes informed Jason of the seemingly impossible task, thus rejecting a 

diplomatic solution based on the institutions of guest-friendship, Jason was said

258See Frankel, Noten, 309, n. 410.
259Cf. Campbell ad 3.171-95. Their enormous number is also vividly stressed ot the start of their 
pursuit of the Argonauts in Book Four in order to stress the danger the heroes ore exposed to (cf. 
4.214ff. (simile); 4.218 (dcceepecnoi) and 4.240).
260a similar sentiment is expressed by Phineus — stressing the necessity of courage (2.335) — in 
relation to the strategy to be adopted to pass the Cyanean Rocks (2.333-4: Ercet <dco ou vu xi 
xoaoov / eaaex’ Ev euxoATicoiv ooov x’ Evt KtOpxei xeipmv).
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not to hove enough courage to take the trial upon him (3.424-5: o^Se jcq etxev

/ GapaoXeco; 47to8exGctt).

ndvxeaai 8’ o^v^r^\’'oxo; Etaoco’ oeGXoc- 
8qv 8 dvecp Kat dvai)8oi e; d4L.T|XoD; opocovxo, 
dxq apqxocvtq xe Kax^TiCjdec^’ ot^e 8E nqXxK;
Gapaa4em; pxxa maw apiaxqxaaiv Eeittev* (3.502-5)

As a result of his speech, several of the Argonauts volunteer for the labour and 

this plan is only abandoned by the intervention of Argus who suggests the 

unexpected alternative of enlisting the help of Medea.

Maintaining friendly relations with Argus, Peleus performs the same role 

as Hector in II. 3.38, when the latter rebukes Paris who is gripped by a paralysing 

fear at the sight of Menelaos. Paris' terror is compared with the intense fear 

caused by the sudden encounter with a snake in the mountains (note the similar 

physical reaction in Il. 3.35: coxpo; xe piv eXe mpxtd;). The address of 

Argus with qGeie (2.1219), elsewhere used only by Cypris to address Hero and 

Athena (3.52), sets the tone of the speech. The teim, much discussed by Homeric 

scholars, seems to be used to denote the affection between brothers or those in a 

'brotherly' relotionship and the respect for "a senior or one of superior status. "261 

The form of address is here particularly oppropriate becouse of the noture of the 

relotionship between the brothers and the Argonouts. The relation of guest- 

friendship (cf. 2.1200: <jXot), reinforced even more by the bonds of kinship,

suggests o tie os close as that between brothers (Od. 8.546-7: dvxt Kaaiyvqooi) 

%Ei6<; G’ tKexq; xe xexxkkou / dvEpi, o; x’ oMyov rep £7ii|/co6q 

TcpoTtSeaao). No information has been given about their respective oges. The 

address therefore shows respect for Argus as a person ond his occount and 

mitigates the imperative thot follows (2.1219: Mq 8’ om^co; ... Mqv SexSiaaxo 

p6>Gcp). Peleus does not deny the truthfulness of his words, but at the same time

26! Cf. Campbell ad 3.51f.; Hoinsworth ad IL 10.37; Hoekstra ad Od. 14.147; Richardson od II. 
22.229-31; Kirk od II. 6.518-9 (no more than 'familiar friend’).
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refuses to let Argus' terrifying story destroy their confidence so that they will 

abandon chetr mission out of fear. Campbell notes that: "In 2.1219 Peleus 

addresses Argos (son of Phrixus) with q0Eie evidently in a tone of polite 

remonstrance (as Safpovti): that is to say qOstE is interpreted as Oeoe i.q. (Schol. 

Ap. 2.1219-21a) 0aopdoiE."262

There is a textual problem in the first line of Peleus' speech (2.1219: Mq 

S’ ... Atqv &1LS.ggeo jiO0op / Oupr,). Frankel argues in favour of

lOuOcp* 2^ reading SeISi-coeo, a hapax legomenon in the Argonautica, as a 

causative, even though there is no object expressed and one has to supply a qpd;. 

In all the transitive usages in the Iliad the object is invariably expressed. The line 

is, as Frankel points out as well, rich in Homeric echoes. In II 20.200-1, 

SitSi^EcaOai os used in the same way (HqXEtSq, pq 6q Et-eeco pE vqTronov 

(Dq / eXneo 8ei5OEeg9cci). Similarly, 2.1218-9 are reminiscent of Menelaus’ 

words in II 4.183-4 (xov S’ smOapcoviov oo>o<j£<6q XccvGcx; MivPXao;- / 

OapGEi, pqSE / Jtrn SeiOhgcteo laxov ’A%aooov ). The same sequence of 

argument is used in 2.1219-20 (2.1220: Ooxe ydp mS’ dXoqqv etTiSEoopeO’ o; 

XE /EpEtouq) as in II. 13^810-1, in which Ajax tells Hector that it is useless to try 

co frighten them (xiq SEttSaaiao atoxco; / ’Apoetlouq; xoi xo pd%q;

dSaqpovP; ilpsv). An intransitive reading with Ooppp would be in imitation of 

in Od. 4.825 (Odpoit. pq5P xo 7:00X0 pixa cjpeift SsltStOi %iqv) and HyAphr 

193 (OdpCEt, pqSP xo aqat pixa jpEGt SeISoOo Xiqv). In both oases, these 

words are spoken by a goddess to a human, giving the advice to take courage from 

their superior position. Peleus' heroic message666 is a conventional one for times 

of war and os found several times in the Iliadf^ exploiting the contrast between

262Campbell a, 3.5If. See also Vian i, 173, n. 4.
263FranKel, Noten, 314-5.
^peieus envisages a total war as against the Colchians to strengthen his words (cf. 2.122-2; 
2.1225; 2.1222: emoxaplvo'Dq rolXpoto ~ II. 2.611: smoxapsvoi rco/Aid A-iv). See also 
Campbell ad 3.184, who points out that "the blunt TtOXapoq is totally avoided by Jason." 
265Edwards ad II. 20.200-58 comments: "rhe theme of 'weapons, not words' is conventional, 
eloquently championed by HeKtor (7.23^-43) an, Epigrammatica-ly expressed at 16.630-1; it 
reappears on HeKtor’s lips at 367-8 an, 431-3" Cf. also Janko ad II. 16.630-1 (ev yap %£p<o 
xeXoq ro^pon, eTtsov 5’ evi ponXTj/ x© on xt %pff pnOov 6<)^£^7^^’o, aXka pPcxiaTai).
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words and hands; in other words, war and counsel. In the Iliad, a strong 

preference for action above words is generally expressed and often a transition 

from speeches to proper battle is accomplished. Here the Iliadic material is 

slightly adapted and Peleus does not so much state an actual preference for 

fighting above diplomacy, as tell his comrades in a convincing manner not to be 

afraid at all of entering into combat with the king, if (2.1224: el p!) 

arrangements with the king on the basis of guest-friendship should not work 

out.266 jt is a specific answer to Argus' speech, which, completely despairing 

when considering the purpose of their journey, utterly disregards the possibility of 

a diplomatic solution. In II 5.218-22, Aeneas tells Pandarus similarly that there 

should be no more talking, as the time for action has come, echoing 2.1221 (cf. 

esp. Il. 5.220: o6v Pvxpot TtippiOflvai). Peleus gives the confident message 

that they are a match for Aeetes in every respect, and the phrase ome yap mS’ 

dX^v em5e'lc6ap0’ (2.1220) is not followed by any phrase diminishing this bold 

statement, as is the case in 2.1200-1, 3.716-7 (oggov o0eoao eoxiv VapiOr I 

pq o’ £^£100X09(01) and Il. 13.785-6 (= Od. 23.127-8: qp^eig 5’ 

£aappomTeg dp’ PyopeO', ouOV xl (jiupt I dAKng S£e1ioeo0(cc, oov 

SA^aplc ye odoxoTihii Things do not turn exactly out as they are envisaged 

by Peleus (2.1221: Aiuxoo cvv evxeoi oc,eaUGq(ClC; the Argonauts will soon 

have to fulfil a TEipa, 'trial,' set by Aeetes.

In 3.177-90 in his speech just before he sets off for Aeetes' palace, Jason 

finally reviews himself the various possibilities open to the Argonauts to obtain 

the Golden Fleece. He argues strongly, but subtly, in favour of negotiations first, 

recalling Peleus' words in this episode (3.185: MqS’ amcn; a4tK'q, Tpiv 

EtkopoI ve oeipPiOflvav; 3.188-90: p^Gcp .♦• rvoper). Contrary to Peleus, as 

said before, Jason leaves a third, as yet not specified option open, should 

diplomacy fail (3.183-4).468

2663ee Levlv (1971), 211. Cf. 1.244-6: A)x^lada xp Oopovg OXo(p ropt S^c^opiov I 
Atuxep, See pij c^tv Verov <Spo<g VYYvoA1,8U;
267JIl 13.785-6 (Hector ~ Peris); Od 23.127-8 (Tplpmochus to Odysseus).
268<Of. Compbell od 3.171-95.
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k) Departure (2.1226-30)

"H; di yY dXXqXoiaiv apoipaOov Tyopocovoo,
pead’ aSo.; Soproio ooppaadpevoi oax&SapOev.
’Hpi 5’ dveypopevotaiv e'DKpaqg dev oopog- 
taxta 5’ qetpav, xd 5’ OTrai pirng dvepoio 
xeivexo. ‘Plp^a Se vqaov dftoTpoeXeuov "Apqog.

(2.1226-30)

Now that the speeches have been delivered, the episode hurries to its conventional 

end. Speed is emphasised in 2.1228 (eoKppqg), 2.1229 (piricg) ond the detoil of 

the soils, 2.1230 (ptp0a), 2.1244-5 (ErciTEpd yap aiev eoepvov / eaaKpevcog, 

Xtapoto dopedpevot av£^.lolo4269 As is often seen, on acceleration of the

narrative pace takes place after this episode on the island of Ares. They are now 

on their way to Colchis and no other stops are mode in between. The sails are not 

taken down until their orrival there (2.1262-4). The eloborateness of the nautical 

detoils there — the mast is lowered and the sails are token down and stowed away 

— morks the importonce of the orrival ot their final destinotion. AopTCOto 

popeaadpevoi (2.1227) comes in an unusual place: in the Odyssey, the reference 

to contentment which morks the end of the meal is given before speeches ore 

held.:269 270 Comparison with 1.980 (’AXXr|Xo'Dg S’ Epeetvov dpotpaSi;) and 

1.457-8 (MewtetTa 6’ dpoiPaSt; dXLqXotPi / pqOeOvOO shows the skillful 

variation Apollonius has given to these formulas to introduce or conclude after

dinner speeches. Eoch time o different verb of speaking is used. The some order 

of events is found in Od. 15.493-5: "Qg oi pev xoiaoxa jtpo; dXXqXoog 

dyopxKOV, / ppSSpp^Oe't'qv S’ o6 KoXXov ettt xpovov, 6XX6 pIvKvOo* / 

dtya ydp ’Hcog qXOxv e'oOpovog.27i ’Hpt (2.1228) is emphaticolly placed at 

the beginning of the line and indicates a new stage in their journey.

269Comppre with the beginning of the episode: 2.1032: Aiapf) ypp t>to ove^a; eAAncrv 
aupT). Cf. Williams (1989), 181-2 for "The Winds os Framers of Episodes."
21QOd. 14.45-7 (o<t>pa pcd aoxo; / pixon ko orvoio Kopecadpgvoc xaxa Oopov / Exoq 
octroOev Each xai orroua KicSe’ dvexXri;); Od. 14.455-6, followed by another speech by 
Odysseus (ol 5’ Eid koioov / cmoo poo xpeimv oeKOoniuvoi eoaeoovxo). 
^iKcoopaeOriv (Od. 15.404): Cf. also Od. 5.471; Od. 7.285; Od. 8.206; Od. 23.18.
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rx CONCLUSION

Those laws [of hospitality] are in turn based on ambivalence, in the full 
sense of "power on both sides." Hostility might always lurk in the 
background, either existing before the event or arising out of it.4

Epitomised in the dramatic sequence of events in the Doliones episode, fear is 

visible on both sides, host's and guest's, in almost every hospitality scene in the 

Argonautica. Risks are evidently taken when relations of guest-friendship are 

initiated, and the ambivalence of the term ^etvo; symbolises the essential nature 

of the guest-host relationship. Although a factor common to most episodes, this 

fear is each time caused by different motives. The principle of variatio also 

ensures that different motifs are accentuated in each episode, such as the gift motif 

in the Lemman episode and the story motif in the Lycus episode. The elaboration 

of certain conventional elements, or, on the contrary, their complete absence are 

important signs of the particular emphasis within a certain episode. Time and 

again the crucial influence of the context and requirements of the plot in 

determining the exact form of an episode becomes clear. Despite this variety, the 

standard pattern of hospitality is still clear, and together these hospitality scenes, 

linked by a common theme, provide the structural framework of the epic.

Considering all the hospitality scenes, it is remarkable that often little 

attention is paid to the departure scenes. For instance, in the Doliones and Hylas 

episodes the local inhabitants are completely out of sight when it comes to the 

departure of the Argonauts. Other interesting developments have taken over, and, 

on the whole, the initial scenes of arrival and reception attract much more 

attention in the Argonautica.

As in the Homeric epics, paradigms of good and bad hosts are contrasted 

with each other. In the Odyssey, we found the suitors and Cyclops opposite the 

Phaeacians and Eumaeus; here, we have the Dolionet, Mariandyni and Phaeacicrs

1Visspr (1991), 91.
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opposite the Colchians and Berbocoans. Sometimes, as in che Phineus and Argus 

episodes, the roles are even reversed and the Argonauts themselves fulfil the role 

of host. Many of the hospitality scenes on the first half of the epic foreshadow 

later developments on Books Three and Four. As a result, in the case of Aeetes 

allusions are made to not only the suitors and Cyclops, but also tyrants, such as 

Pelias and Amyous, within the Argonautica itself. Echoes from ocher scenes tn- 

and outside the Argonautica are a rich source for the literary effects of irony, 

pathos and suspense, and Apollonius exploits these devices to the full.

The complexity of Apollonius' text is shown in the fact that often not one 

single model, but several, are evoked on a scene. Frequently several Homeric 

motifs are combined and standard hospitality motifs are entwined with other, 

smaller motifs to create a complex, multi-layered text. By studying these typical 

scenes Apollonius' creativity in his approach towards Homer becomes much 

clearer and for this reason alone these episodes merit close attentOon. In addttion, 

detailed reading of these episodes provides us with important information about 

the behaviour and nature of the main characters. As Knight concluded in her 

chapter on typical , scenes, the framework of the Homeric typical scene is for 

Apollonius no constraint, but rather "allowed Apollonius to make particular points 

by diverging from hts main models, On details which might have been swamped On 

a more overtly original scene."2

2Knigbt(1990), 59.
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abbreviations

1. References to ancient authors and texts generally follow the abbreviations of 

LSJ (exceptions: Aesch. rather than A. and Bacch. rather than B.).

2. Homeric Hymns: HyDem, HyAp, HyHerm, HyAphr, the rest HyHom.

3. Callimachus' Hymns: Call. h. 1-6.

4. Periodical abbreviations follow the system of L'anneephilologique.

5. In the footnotes all modem works are cited by author and date only. Full 

bibliographical details can be found in the bibliography.

Campbell, Echoes = Campbell, M. Echoes and Imitations of Early Epic in 

Apollonius Rhodius, Leiden 1981.

Campbell, Studies = Campbell, M. Studies in the Third Book of Apollonius 

Rhodius' Argonautica, Hildesheim 1983.

De Jong, Narrators = De Jong, I. J. F. Narrators and Focalizers: The 

Presentation of the Story in the Iliad, Amsterdam 1987.

Frankel, Noten = Frankel, H. Noten zu den Argonautika des ApOlonios, Munich 

1968.

Hunter, Literary Studies = Hunter, R. L. The Argonaut^a of Apollonius: Literary 

Studies, Cambridge 1993.

LSJ = Liddell, H. G., Scott, R., Stuart Jones, H., Mackenzie, R. (eds.), A Greek

-English Lexicon (9th ed.), Oxford 1940; Supplement, Oxford 1968.

Vian i, ii, iii = Vian, F. (ed.) Apollonios de Rhodes: Argonautiques, vols 1-3,

Paris 1976--96.
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